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Summary 
Among the Jewish sages of northern France, the twelfth 
century saw a shift from Talmudic study and the midrashic 
exegesis of a few Biblical books to a methodical peshat 
interpretation of the whole Bible. Rabbi Yosef Kara, a man of 
wonderfully independent mind, was a leading figure in this 
movement. He (not Rashi) was the first true peshat 
commentator, and this thesis demonstrates that his commentary 
displays many features which have become the cornerstones of 
modern exegesis, especially in its stress upon context, 
comparison and realia and its articulation of exegetical 
principles. Only Kara's commentary on Job has to date 
received critical attention. This thesis analyses his 
commentary on the entire Book of Prophets: Joshua, Judges, I-
II Samuel, I-II Kings, Isaiah, Jeremiah, Ezekiel and the 
Twelve Minor Prophets. His innovatory emphasis upon peshat 
and general rejection of derash are discussed in Chapter 1, 
with his stress upon textual environment (hibbur ha-mikraoth) 
and continuous attention to the links between topics. Chapter 
2 deals with the style and terminology of his exegetical 
approach; use of verses and of vernacular languages; literary 
analyses of Biblical style; manner of resolving 
contradictions; and interest in realia. Chapter 3 discusses 
when and how he uses sources like the Aramaic Targumim, and 
surveys his links with other commentators like Rashi, Helbo, 
Ben Saruk and Ben Labrat, and his use of their work. His 
independence of Rashi and the respective conceptions of 
peshat of Kara, Rashi and Rashbam are established in a long 
comparison. Some notes on his attitude to the Masoretic text 
follow. A survey of his works and their scholarly history and 
a brief account of his life which discusses the epithet kara 
are provided. 
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Introduction 
Although Biblical exegesis has interested me from my early 
student days, several considerations have led to my present 
focus upon the writings of Yosef Kara. First is his 
exegetical technique. This is most instructive in that he 
takes the trouble to justify his points in methodological 
terms, so that study of his work carries one beyond the 
passage under discussion to a general interpretative approach 
of great value in its capacity to delineate the text's 
literary and conceptual qualities. Secondly, the advanced 
approach to U~~ commentary involved in his grasp of his own 
method. Finally, the fact that this distinguished figure has 
been little studied. 
In entering more deeply into his commentary and becoming 
acquainted with his style and language, I became aware of his 
specific quality as a commentator who could recognise and 
define features of the text which now form the basis for 
modern interpretations. He does not appear to struggle for 
exegetical freedom. In many respects the bonds of the Midrash 
are behind him, and if here and there he cites Midrashim and 
grapples with them he acts not out of slavishness but out of 
a sense of obligation to his exegetical predecessors and 
respect for the Torah which has enabled him to move so far 
forward. 
Not only does he display exegetical independence, he also 
deploys his commentary in a fresh manner. Some of his 
comments are founded not only upon their harmony with the 
~~ text but also on their incongruity with other hypothetical 
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interpretations which he rejects. For this purpose he makes 
use of fixed linguistic structures. 
His apprehension of ~~~ commentary is novel and complex. 
N'P~ ,~ ,~,~~ is arrived at through a punctilious attention 
to various points - the order and meaning of the verses, 
anticipatory passages, juxtaposition of sections, context 
(which he calls N,p~n ",'n), and of course his own 
declarations on the subject. He displays great sensitivity to 
Biblical style and (as I hope to show) develops a most 
advanced literary conception of the text. 
The purpose of this study is to examine Kara's exegetical 
approach in three areas, to each of which a chapter is 
devoted. (1) ~~~ and ~,,: Kara's view of these exegetical 
modes is considered and an attempt is made to define his 
conception of ~~~. We shall examine the way in which he 
selects and makes use of Midrashim, and of what he calls 
n'N,p~n "l~'n or O'~ln~n ""n. (2) Karats own exegetical 
approach will then be considered. This will include an 
examination of his style and principles of interpretation, 
his use of Biblical verses and of the vernacular, and his 
notes on the style of the Bible, and in particular on realia 
and geography. (3) His relation to his predecessors will be 
the subject of the final chapter. This will include an 
appreciation of his view of nOll ,n"o~ and N,p~n ,~~~, and 
of the Aramaic translations and other rabbis, and his 
attitude to his contemporaries, especially Rashi and Helbo. 
An examination of these three areas should enable us to 
delineate his exegetical approach to the Prophets and to the 
whole Bible. 
Before the various chapters of this study are outlined, 
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attention must be paid to the scope of Kara's commentaries 
and to the history of research upon them. 
1. The Scope of Kara's Commentaries 
Kara comments upon most of the Biblical books. We shall begin 
with the Pentateuch. Here it emerges that he does not provide 
a full or continuous commentary but merely supplements the 
commentaries which were already in existence, especially 
those of Rashi. His comments appear in Tosafist literature 
and in the glosses preserved within Rashi. A collection of 
about 100 pieces is included in Berliner's Peletath 
Sofrim.' His commentaries on the Early 
Prophets are extant in the Kirchheim MS, which has been 
published in a scholarly edition by Shimon Apenstein (Mossad 
Harav Kook, Jerusalem, 1972); not all the notes are accurate. 
The commentaries on the Latter Prophets are printed in 
Mikraoth Gedoloth (pub. Lublin). While the commentaries on 
Isaiah and Jeremiah in this edition are Kara's,2 the text 
in the Kirchheim MS differs slightly; compare the passages 
cited by Littmann in the Appendix to his monograph on 
Kara. 3 The commentary on Ezekiel belongs to Kara's 
'school', for it was set down by one of his disciples, who 
notes, for example, )U)~~ ,~~ l)~~~ ,,,~ ~O)' " '"n ~,,~ ,~ 
N,pn ~~ (see on Ezek. 14:5; 16:27, 30); or '~')D ~O)' , )"~' 
,nN l'l~l (Ezek. 33:27). But Poznanski 4 is right to feel 
that it should be seen as Kara's work on the basis of its 
exegetical approach, style and method, and phrases like N'~ 
nnnn, which serve as characteristic. signs by which he may be 
identified. I too make use of it here as a commentary like 
any of the others. 
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As to the Twelve Minor Prophets, some of the extant 
material is by Kara. Apart from the version in Mikraoth 
Gedoloth, the commentary on Micah is edited by Gad in his 
edition of Bechor Shorts commentary on the Pentateuch. s 
In the Hagiographa, Kara comments on Job, the Song of 
Songs, Ecclesiastes, Ruth, Lamentations and Esther, his work 
on the last three being edited by Jellink& in an edition 
which also contains Rashbam's commentary, among others. The 
commentary on Lamentations has also been edited by S. Babar 
on the basis of several MSS,7 and the commentary on 
Ecclesiastes by Einstein. s A scholarly edition of the 
commentary on Job has recently been published by Ahrend. 9 
2. History of Research on Kara's Commentaries 
Zunz and Geiger were among the first to draw attention to 
Kara's exegetical approach, the first surveys of which then 
began to appear in addition to selective publication of his 
commentaries. Geiger's collection Nitei Ne'emanim (Breslau 
1847) is marred by the fact that not all the commentaries 
printed as Karats are in fact his. At the end of the 1880s 
two monographs were published on Kara's work: Einstein's 
Introduction to his edition of the commentary on 
Ecclesiastes, and Littmann's book. Einstein discusses 
fundamental issues in connection with Karats exegesis, 
including the question of his predecessors (his father, his 
uncle Menahem b. Helbo, who was his teacher, and others), the 
name Kara and what is known of his family, and the period of 
Rashi, Kara and Rashbam and the exegetical links between 
them. He also provides an introduction to the commentary on 
Ecclesiastes. This survey, like earlier ones, has helped to 
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establish the principles for the study of Kara. Einstein 
stresses his paedagogic quality and points out his 
characteristic turns of phrase and exegetical principles. 
A year later, in 1887, Littmann's monograph was published 
in Breslau. It differs from Einstein's work in being a study 
in its own right whose intention is to summarise the findings 
of previous scholars and Littmann's own examination of the 
manuscripts. It includes an introduction, a biography, a 
survey of Kara's writings on the various Biblical books, and 
an account of his links with other writers (Rashi, Helbo, 
Rashbam) and of his exegetical approach, etc. The rich 
Appendix contains selected passages from Kara, taken from the 
Kirchheim MS in the library of the Theological Seminary in 
Breslaui Littmann explains how he has made use of them in his 
different chapters. 
In 1913 Poznanski published the monograph Mavo al Hachmei 
Tzarfath Mefarshei Hamikra as an appendix to an edition of 
the commentary of Eliezer of Beaugency on Ezekiel and the 
Minor Prophets.'o This 'Introduction' contains an ample 
chapter on Kara, and despite the passage of nearly 80 years, 
it remains an important study. Poznanski also published a 
study of Helbo, Kara's uncle," which complements the 
chapter in his monograph. Since (on the basis of several 
descriptions in Kara's commentaries) it is accepted that 
Helbo was Kara's teacher, the little Helbo material extant is 
of interest in the study of his disciple. 
In his chapter on Kara Poznanski surveys the scope of his 
Biblical commentary - that is, on which books a commentary 
exists and where it is published - and then sketches out 
Kara's exegetical characteristics. Thus he deals (for 
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instance) with Kara's attitude towards ~'l, his relation to 
Rashi, his exegetical principles, his view of Biblical 
language, and his style. He includes the findings of earlier 
scholars as to, for example, the extensive use in Kara of 
'~p N,pn and the phrase nnnn N'~. 
The literature contains several more surveys of Kara, like 
that in Babar's edition of his commentary on Lamentations, 
etc.,'2 but none offers any arresting new points. Epstein, 
a student of Berliner's, provides a survey of Kara's life and 
work which has recently been summarised and translated into 
Hebrew as an introduction to the edition of Kara's commentary 
on the Early Prophets published by Mossad Harav Kook 
(1973).'3 Epstein discusses Kara's cultural context and the 
geographical circumstances of his activity. He lays stress on 
the teachings of Helbo and on the exegetical approaches of 
other contemporaries, but his principal interest is Kara's 
view of ~'l as compared with ~~n. In discussing the Sages of 
whom Kara makes use in his work, he focusses upon Rashi. The 
second part of the survey consists of a short discussion of 
the status of Kara's commentary on each of the Early 
Prophets. In dealing with questions of realia, chronology, 
relations to exegetical sources and so on it sketches out his 
particular approach.'· 
The latest and most comprehensive study of Kara is the 
Introduction provided by Ahrend to the commentary on Job.'s 
It is divided into three parts: a short general introduction 
to his life and to his exegetical prinCiples, as these are 
elucidated in previous studies; an account (which constitutes 
the bulk of the book) of the main lines followed in the 
commentary on Job; and a discussion by Moshe Katan of French 
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terms in the commentary. There is also an up-to-date list of 
indexes and a rich bibliography. Ahrend published this book 
in preparation for his edition of the commentary on Job, 
which came out in 1978 and in which he supplies an 
introduction to Kara's exegesis both in general and in 
relation to Job. In a private conversation, he expressed his 
pleasure that I was working on Kara's exegetical approach to 
the Prophets and approved the line I wished to take. 
Some important points about Kara can be found in Twyto's 
review of Ahrend's book.18 His main point is that the 
activity of Jewish commentators in northern France, like Kara 
, 
and Rashbam, must be understood as the outome of the 
contemporary Little Renaissance. More precisely, he holds 
that there is a link between the ways in which the Bible was 
studied in Christian circles and the approach of the Jewish 
Sages. The flowering of ~~~ was one result of the contact 
between the two cultures. 17 
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3. Topics Discussed in this study 
Chapter 1, 'Between ~~~ and ~'1', deals with Kara's 
exegetical method. It discusses the terms which he adopts, in 
particular those used to distinguish between ~~n and ~'1; his 
ways of proving or clarifying exegetical points; his 
innovative reliance upon n'N,p~n ''In; his focussing upon the 
antiCipatory passages that form part of Biblical narrative; 
and the use he makes of Midrash - how and when he cites the 
Talmudic Sages. 
His intense concern with the subject of ~~~, and its own 
importance, makes it necessary to attempt to sketch out a 
definition of ~~~ as he sees it. This endeavour is made 
easier by the fact that as a paedagogue Kara keeps his 
students or readers in mind, and frequently explains or 
justifies his views. His devotion to ~~~ leads him to give 
reasons for his comments, which he defines as the plain sense 
of the text. He appears (as a number of scholars have 
suggested) to have a mature conception of the nature of u~n, 
as his use of numerous terms and phrases indicate. For 
example, he comments on I Kings 8:8, ~Ol' 'IN 1~'N nt N'P~l 
'n~ ,~ nu'n~ N" 'l1 ,~ ""'l' 'n~',~, ,u,~~ 'nt~ 1'~~~ '1l 
O'~'YUn. The terms 'l1 ,~ ""'l' 'n~',~ are used by him 
(generally in isolation) to designate correct 
interpretations. The phrase o'n'~un 'n~ ,~ nUl~~ N" seems to 
me to be a covert attack on those who hold different opinions 
or who cannot make up their minds between given 
interpretations. Another term, N,p~n ",'n, connotes 
attention to the internal dynamic of the text and its 
continuity. The complementary term n'N'~~n 1lln describes the 
overall work of the commentary and the context and textual 
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environment. ~~~ may be achieved, in Kara's opinion, by 
rigorous precision as to exegetical method. The absence of an 
abstract definition does not reflect any shortcoming in Kara, 
since his period was not mature enough to arrive at one. 
Instead we find combinations of terms and phrases which can 
in various ways supply what is wanted. Scholars agree that 
Kara stands out among his contemporaries in northern France 
both for his striving towards ~~~ and for his explicit 
declarations on this subject. He makes a series of references 
to the priority to be accorded the ~~~, and frequently 
asserts even its exclusive rights. In this he differs vastly 
from Rashi, for Rashi not merely includes many Midrashim in 
his commentaries but treats the Midrash as equal if not 
superior in standing to ~~~. 
The chapter contains a survey of the places where Kara 
either gives express preference to the ~~~, or rejects a ~11 
and sharply criticises the Midrash. A separate section 
discusses and illustrates the ways in which he selects a 
small number of Midrashim which he feels may serve as 
figurative components of ~~~. Following this, three topics 
are discussed which also reflect his view of ~~~. (a) 1'~n 
n'N1pnn, that is, the determined and consistent elucidation 
of the link between topics and the text's continuity. Kara 
makes his commentary move without a break from one verse to 
the next by clarifying the context until his discussion 
becomes a complete whole in which parts of the verses in 
question are smoothly integrated. (b) Anticipation: that 
feature of Biblical narrative whereby things are mentioned 
out of context and explicated by material which appears 
later. Kara uses the phrases "n'" C1P or nnnn 'N' to 
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explain this phenomenon in terms of the text's overall 
viewpoint, and (as part of his conception of what ~~~ 
entails) he provides a literary analysis. (c) Juxtaposition: 
a further piece of evidence in the overall conception and in 
analysing the text in formal literary terms. My own 
conclusions as to Kara's view of ~~~ appear after a survey of 
scholarly opinion. 
The last part of the chapter examines Kara's handling of 
his sources. Where does he quote the Midrash precisely, or 
with slight changes, and where does he summarise it, or even 
merely cite its central idea? What is his attitude to the 
Midrash? A number of places in which he is inaccurate, or 
errs in quoting from the sources, are listed. A list is also 
supplied of the books and sources available to him. 
Chapter 2 describes Kara's exegetical approach as it 
emerges in the Prophetic Books. There are nine sections. The 
first describes his exegetical style and terminology. What he 
says is to be read as a continuous discussion, the commentary 
forming a paraphrase of the text. It is characterised by 
longwindedness, appeals to the reader, repetition of 
arguments and the maintenance of a connection between verses 
so that a complete picture of the subject under discussion is 
obtained. An interesting innovation which scholars have not 
remarked is Kara's use of the second person singular (for the 
roots ~"" or lit);),) to give guidance to the reader in various 
Scriptural principles or textual features which recur in 
certain contexts. He does not merely direct; he demands that 
the reader understand what he calls n',pn nll'nJ (I Sam. 
1:20), and he warns him against mistaken interpretations. 
According to contemporary practice, his remarks are worked 
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into the verses which form an integral part of his 
commentary. I have found a number of places where he openly 
acknowledges inability to interpret a passage, whether his 
difficulty is partial and conditional or whether it emerges 
in a declaration of complete incomprehension. Another 
stylistic trait is his great variety of language when he 
cites an Aramaic translation or offers a translation into 
l"~' (the vernacular) of other commentaries or of Scriptural 
verses. He does not use fixed terms or phrases (as is 
customary among other mediaeval commentators) but displays 
the range characteristic of a teacher before his pupils. The 
next section details the principal ways in which he makes use 
of Biblical citations. Places where he quotes wrongly are 
listed in an appendix. 
The third section deals with his use of t"~'. Here too he 
is innovative, for he was apparently the first (and perhaps 
the only) commentator to employ the vernacular not merely to 
explain an isolated word or idea but to translate phrases and 
entire verses. He formulates rules not only for specific 
features in the text but also, and principally, for Biblical 
style: the repetition of words or of themes, N'P~ "~P N'P~ 
~"O~, parables and images, alliteration, and so on. It is 
interesting to note that where passages are duplicated or 
repeated, Kara defines the considerations involved in the 
elliptical style whereby something is stated briefly in one 
place and repeated and expanded elsewhere. Another discovery 
is that in his view, the literary elements involved in a 
rhetorical style or rhythm may serve to establish the order 
of a prophet's addresses. 
A separate section distributes into categories most of the 
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places where Kara compares the text of the Early Prophets 
with that of Chronicles. Some of these comparisons are 
undoubtedly instituted out of Kara's profound belief in the 
integrity of the text and his strong desire to show his 
pupils that there are no contradictions in the Bible. For 
this reason he attempts to settle contradictions and cruxes 
t~ i~Prophets, and here too the essence of his approach is 
harmonisation. A short discussion then follows of those 
verses where he offers more than one interpretation (whether 
his own or someone else's), and of his approach in such 
cases. 
Another feature which is characteristic of Kara, and 
peculiar to him, has not been noted by scholars: the 
attention which he pays to the stuff of ordinary life. In 
this he differs greatly from Rashi and other commentators. 
While they make the occasional reference, this is not their 
regular practice. Kara's very concern with realia, not to 
mention the !ntensity with which he pursues them, makes him 
into a precursor of much later exegetical trends. He 
frequently draws analogies from his life and environment in 
France, displaying no little expertise as to many concrete 
matters connected with housekeeping and the kitchen, 
agriculture, building and shipping, anatomy and medicine, 
armies and war, and even court etiquette. The last section is 
devoted to this subject. It also notes his lack of 
information (as to which he resembles other contemporaries) 
on the identity of sites in the land of Israel' and the 
surrounding countries, and on the geography of the ancient 
world in general. 
The third chapter examines Kara's relation to his 
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predecessors, a topic of particular importance inasmuch as no 
commentator works in an exegetical vacuum. We must not 
SUppose that any commentary can exist which does not draw, 
consciously or unconsciously, from oral or written exegetical 
traditions. This is the case with the greatest of exegetes, 
like Rashi, Rashbam and Saadiah Gaon, and it applies to Kara 
as well; he too shows the influence of Talmudic literature, 
various Midrashim, and the commentaries of his predecessors. 
A few of his explanations are explicitly ascribed to someone 
else, while others which are in fact taken from another 
Source form an undifferentiated part of his commentary. We 
therefore consider on what occasions Kara owns to another's 
authorship, and when he does not; when he notes that a point 
is disputed; when he cites writers with whom he disagrees 
(and which ones he selects); and when and how he expresses 
his own opinion. 
After examining his view of nU'J ,n"un and N,pnn 'n~u, we 
discuss his attitude towards the Aramaic translations, which 
means principally Targum Jonathan (he cites Onkelos on only 
twenty-four occasions, for the purpose merely of reinforcing 
his own comment or providing a substitute for it). Targum 
Jonathan is cited sometimes to strengthen Kara's 
interpretation and sometimes in order to be rejected. It may 
be seen that the arrangement of material here reflects 
exegetical preference, for if he places his interpretation 
before the reference to Targum Jonathan it means that he 
gives it priority w~thout rejecting the Targum's solution. 
When his own comment comes after the Targum's interpretation, 
the latter is rejected because it is insufficiently founded 
in the u~n. 
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An important central section is devoted to the links 
between Kara and Rashi, and their commentaries. There is as 
yet no thoroughgoing study of this topic; although two 
commentators from the same city and alive at the same time 
are in question, only one of them has been accorded broad 
publication. Each mentions the other, and it seems clear that 
it was Kara who reported Helbo's views to Rashi; it is-
equally clear that Kara was acquainted with Rashi's grandson 
Rashbam, a fact which has prompted several scholars to stress 
the connection between their commentaries on different 
Biblical books. Some have minimised the significance of 
Kara's work on the grounds that it is merely an expansion of 
Rashi, while others claim that it is wholly dependent upon 
it.e~nstein showed at the beginning of this century that 
these assertions are exaggerated, for Kara not infrequently 
criticises Rashi, and his commentary is longer and its 
approach different; but so far no comparative study of their 
commentaries has probed very deeply or dealt with them in 
quantitative or qualitative terms. Such an examination in 
fact establishes considerable differences between them which 
reflect differences in conception, and so undermines the 
claim that Kara's work is identical or similar to Rashi's, or 
a mere copy of it. Kara mentions Sages whom Rashi does not 
name, makes use of Targumim in many more places than Rashi 
does, employs the vernacular more extensively, and cites 
Midrashim which are not to be found in Rashi. He takes a more 
critical view of nUl) ,n'lU~ and N,p~n '~~~, and of 
contradictions between the Early Prophets and Chronicles, and 
(above all) he displays a more advanced conception of ~~~. 
Moreover, his commentary is built up as a continuous 
, 
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exegetical composition, where Rashi and other commentators 
write isolated notes. Rashi offers nothing to match Kara's 
style, with its fixed principles and appeals to the reader. 
We must therefore conclude (and this is a point only now 
established), that Kara's commentary is an independent work 
which occasionally includes comments from the older Rashi, 
and in parallel manner Kara's discussions can be found worked 
into Rashi's. 
Another section deals with Kara's relation to his father's 
brother R. Menahem bar Helbo (the Rambach), who was also 
known as Kara. Kara admired his uncle and often quotes him, 
although frequently for the purpose of rejecting his 
interpretation. Helbo seems to have influenced him greatly 
and to have aroused his interest in ~~~, as Poznanski 
suggests: 'The first distinguished French commentator on the 
~~~ known to us was Rabbi Menahem bar Helbo' .'8 I then go 
on to survey the Sages whose interpretations are cited by 
Kara, generally with approval. The ten sources in question 
include Rashbam, the grammarians Dunash and Menahem, and R. 
Shimon. It can be said that Kara endeavours to provide a ~~~ 
commentary on the basis of his own understanding, and only 
after exhausting his abilities does he turn to earlier 
commentaries. He then quotes them to support his own point or 
adopts their language as if it were his own, or adduces them 
as extra opinions when he has not made up his own mind, 
sometimes adding his own view either in so many words or by 
implication. 
This study seeks to provide a thoroughgoing and 
comprehensive elucidation of Kara's exegetical'approach. I 
trust the results will reward my efforts. 
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Biographical Note 
It seems appropriate to title this section in this manner 
because (most unfortunately) hardly anything is known about 
Kara's life. Even the little information we possess is 
insufficiently exact and depends upon indirect evidence. 
It is known that Kara lived in Rashi's era, and that on 
occasion he visited the latter's study hall and was 
acquainted with Rashbam' and Rabbi Yom Tov, who was the son 
of Riban and Rashi's grandson. 2 Poznanski concludes from 
this that 'it is a near-certainty that he was born some 20-30 
years after Rashi, i.e. about 4820-4830. But neither the year 
of his death nor details of his life are known ••• '3 Thus 
Yosef Kara was born between 1060 and 1070 in Troyes, Rashi's 
city, in the Champagne district of northern France. His 
father's name was Shimon, as Kara himself states in his 
commentary to Hosea 12:3: 'J'~' '~N l'~n~ I,. 
His uncle, Rabbi Menahem ben Helbo, was his principal 
teacher; he is frequently mentioned in Kara's commentary. 
Kara spent most of his life in Troyes, although he lived for 
Some time in Worms, and he is known to have taken part in 
theological disputations with Christians. 4 He apparently 
wrote commentaries on most of the books of the Bible,s and 
in addition commented extensively on liturgical poems, 
'exerting a great influence in this field on his successors, 
who often referred to him simply as ~'~~n.'e These meagre 
facts with regard to his life, his family and his activities 
are all we possess. 
Let us now look at his historical backgro~nd, so that we 
may understand the aims and methods of the Jewish 
. 
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commentators of northern France at the beginning of the 
twelfth century.? Some discern in this period a kind of 
minor Renaissance distinguished by a cultural and religious 
openness which expressed itself in many forms: 'The 
fundamental problem which engaged the intellectual world of 
the twelfth century was the problem of the correct 
relationship between traditional authority and the demands of 
reason. 'B 
The Christian world sought an explanation of such 
phenomena as the creation of the world. An historical 
consciousness came into being, and a movement towards 
acquiring general and secular knowledge, especially Latin 
grammar. This blossoming brought about a renewal of the study 
of the Bible. 'Spiritual' interpretations were discouraged 
and a new goal appeared, the achieving of a 'literal' 
commentary - an aim which received added impetus through the 
inauguration of religious disputations between Jews and 
Christians. 9 Parallel developments were occurring among the 
Jews, such as a more deliberate organisation of education and 
recognition of its requirements; a search after exact texts 
of the Bible; immense interest in the grammar and linguistics 
of the Hebrew Bible (corresponding to the Christian world's 
concern with Latin); the development of various types of 
commentary, and so on.'o All these flowed from the general 
trend of the period and the reciprocal influence of Jews and 
Christians upon each other. The 'fundamental problem' which 
we have mentioned found expression in the commentaries of the 
Jews of northern France in the fixing of the relationship 
between the authority of the traditional homiletic approach 
(~,,) and that of the rational, 'plain sense' approach (~~n). 
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Later we shall deal with the position taken by Kara on this 
subject and assess his relationship to contemporary 
commentators. But before the principal concerns of this study 
are taken up, we must examine the appellation of N1P by which 
Rabbi Yosef ben Shimon is generally known, and attempt to 
reach a conclusion on the basis of the accounts which have 
been given by various scholars. 
The name o~ epithet N1p,11 which literally means 
'reader', is attached both to R. Yosef and to his uncle, 
Helbo. Its precise significance is unknown. Geiger thinks12 
that it denotes someone who reads the Bible out loud, in 
parallel with the use of the same appellation for Islamic 
scholars who read the Koran. That the Bible was thus 'read', 
says Geiger, emerges from Rashi's comment on Shabbath 11a 
(cf. Kiddushin 49a). The text states n~N~ 1Jn "N~ N'P' N~' 
N1P' N~ N,n ~~N l'N1lP nlplJ'n lJ'n nNl1 llnn "~N, and Rashi 
says, n1lnl O'N"pn n~l~ N1p~n nQJJn lln. Again, we find in 
Taanith 27b, ,~, '~Nn' ••• O'P'Q~ 'l~ n'n~' ~N n"n~ N1,pn 
N1P NJ'Jn,13 and Rashi explains that R. Hanina 'rc3d', n'n~ 
n'n~~l N'Pll NQ1ll n~"" N1P~ ~~~: this must mean the 
synagogue reader. Rashi himself remarks, in discussing the 
allegorical section of the Song of Songs (7:13), that there 
are N'P~ ,~~~ ,nJ~~ '~~l and "n~n ,~~~, and this reflects 
the situation in his own time.'· Jellink15 thinks that 
N1P refers to one who explains texts in accordance with the 
~~~, as opposed to a 1~1i, whose approach is homiletic. 
Epstein15 holds that two types of expositors were to be 
found among the various Jewish communities, both of whom 
sought to teach Scripture and preach morality: the O'J~", 
who preached in public and interpreted Aggadoth and 
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Midrashim, and C'N'P, who were scholars who sought to explain 
the Biblical text through the ~~~. Evidence for this 
suggestion is to be found in the Pesikta of Rabbi Kahana: '" 
O'.l~'1 ,C'l'~ O'N'P ,0"l1 '~Yl ,,0"l1 o:my ,np ')'.IN n')'.lnl 
'''In) 'U'U II ", 1))~ 0'l'U. 17 This indicates that Kara 
and'Helbo might have been such O'N'P, commenting on the 
Scriptures to people assembled in a synagogue or study house. 
Epstein further points out that Kara plainly enjoyed asking 
questions and giving answers, and that he attended more to 
the general continuity of the text than to its details. 
Nevertheless the theory is untenable since there is no 
support for the essentially artificial suggestion that there 
were two types of preachers. Poznanski1a thinks that N'P 
means someone concerned with explaining Scripture, giving 
lectures in synagogue and fulfilling the roles of both N'P 
and N"P together (in the manner familiar today); this view 
is based on a phrase used by Kara in his commentary on Isaiah 
23:13: C'N,pn 'l"n~. This thesis approximates that of S. A. 
Rappaport,1g who says of Kara's father, Rabbi Shimon, also 
known as N'P, that 'it is likely that this appellation of N'P 
was bestowed on him because he made himself well known 
through his knowledge of Scripture and homiletic commentary, 
and it somewhat resembles the title of 1~1' which he also 
possessed as a collector of Midrashim on the Biblical text 
'" but his son, Rabbi Yosef, also called simply N1P, .seems 
to have been given the title because of his father, and 
perhaps because he too was a very great Scriptural 
commen ta tor ••• ' 
Einsteinao shares this opinion. Ahrenda1 inclines 
towards it and the similar views of Einstein and Rappaport, 
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and rejects Jellink and (more strongly) Epstein for 
interpreting the Pesikta to suggest that teachers of the 
Bible were classified according to their exegetical approach. 
Banitte22 adds that scholars who specialised in the 
teaching of Scripture were called O'inl~23 in the plural 
and'in the singular "pJ or NiP, connoting one who read 
lectures to students on the Bible. Examining Kara's language, 
Banitte points out that he makes extensive use of the root 
i"n!). The O'inl!), he suggests, dealt as a rule with the 
following topics: t"~', Targum Jonathan, Scriptural 
citations, and the explanation of difficult words. 24 The 
inl!) (i.e. NiP) glossed such words with the help of the 
vernacular word-lists which had become available, while the 
~i~~ set forth the deeper meaning of the text.25 This is 
precisely the distinction between 11in!) and ~li!):26 the 
first relies upon glossaries and the second penetrates into 
significance. 27 
We may therefore conclude that Kara, like his uncle, was a 
teacher of Scripture who worked with students. Our evidence 
with regard to Helbo comes from Kara himself: n'n It n~i!) '~l 
nN O)Y~1'l71 PJ!)' O'i~lYn ':l nN NlN 'nN ll,n i"l onJ>:l 'i i'nt~ 
l'ili. 28 That the same was true of Kara must be 
acknowledged not only because the title of NiP became so 
essentially his but also because of his exegetical method, 
which is suggestive of lectures to students rather than of a 
commentary organised in writing. The same point emerges from 
his style of question-and-answer and appeals to the reader, 
his continuity of interpretation, his use of the vernacular, 
and other aspects of his work:' 
1. Background 
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Chapter 1 
Between ~~~ and ~'i 
I. ~~~: An Appraisal 
The first scholar to discuss the issue of ~~~ and ~'i in the 
commentary of Rabbi Joseph Kara was Geiger: 'I have already 
expressed my opinion as to his general practice, how he 
toiled most diligently to reveal the ~~~, rejoiced when it 
was found, held fast to it and refused to abandon it." And 
again, 'Such was his method, to fasten the ~~~ with a peg and 
then secure it with immoveable nails. Yet at times he found 
that he could not support it, and was not ashamed to admit 
this' (p. 27). Einstein held a similar view. 2 Apenstein was 
the first to investigate the subject in depth, and he 
concluded3 (a) that although Kara at times cites Midrashim 
in full, he never does so without giving his own opinion; and 
where the Midrash is at variance with the ~~~ he tears into 
it most vehemently (as in Jud. 5:4; I Sam. 1:17; II Sam. 
12:30); (b) that he relies on the Talmud and on Midrashic 
literature 'in order to arrive at Halachic explanations ••• 
insertions which cast light on the meaning of the text and 
infuse it with moral points' (p. 11); (c) that he opposes 
nilN ~'i~ only on those occasions where the Rabbinic 
statements run so counter to the ~~~ 'that they give rise to 
interpretations far beyond the natural imagination' (p. 11), 
and distinguishes between Aggadoth which make a moral or 
didactic point and explanations which border upon the 
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imaginary world; and (d) that he at times offers his students 
a Midrash in order to catch their attention and give them 
enjoyment, and then presents them with a story which he has 
heard, whose source is unclear (see II Sam. 22:35). 
In his study of the French commentators, Poznanski writes 
as follows on this subject: 'Here we can observe [Kara] 
progressing a step further than Rashi by stating 
unequivocally that ~~~ is of the essence and one may rely 
only on it; and that ~" is only an ornament, a decoration 
used to "bestow on the Torah greater grandeur and might", 
while in truth it is superfluous'. Here he quotes Kara on I 
Samuel 1:17, and concludes, 'And thus to Kara truth is only 
to be found in ~~n. '. Poznanski further concludes that 
Kara, wherever he was unable to explain a passage through ~~~ 
means, was forced to turn to ~"; but he is at a loss to 
explain why Kara sometimes invokes the ~" without evident 
need (p. xxxii). He also emphasises the great difference 
between Rashi and Kara as to the following points: (a) Kara's 
far smaller number of Midrashim; (b) the quality of the 
Midrashim, 'for we do not find Kara taking the view that in a 
given instance there is room for both ~~n and ~'" nor does 
~ 
he ever pursue the ~'" elsewhere he adds that Kara 'most 
spiritedly sets the ~" at a distance'.~ In contrast to 
Kara, Rashbam seeks 'to plumb the ~~~ to its depths' (p. 
xliii), as he says of himself& and as we shall see below. 
The inference is that Kara fills a gap somewhere between 
Rashi and Rashbam. 
Poznanski's surprise at Kara's use of Midrashim where they 
are not absolutely required by the text is expressed in 
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different terms by B. Smalley,7 who also offers a different 
explanation. Following Rabinowitz,S she claims that Kara is 
not consistent in declaring his vehement opposition to 
Midrashim, since in fact he makes use of a great many.s 
In Arugath Habosem, E. E. Urbach makes mention of Kara as 
a commentator upon liturgical poems, and states, 'In the 
nature of things he was forced to utilize Aggadah when 
seeking to explain piyutim ••• but here too he blazed a trail 
for the ~~~.'10 This comment again indicates that Kara 
viewed U~~ as the most legitimate and essential approach for 
his commentaries. Recently, Ahrend has claimed that if we 
really wish to evaluate Kara's importance and his historical 
Position among Scriptural commentators, we must examine his 
view of ~",11 noting that his approach to this issue is at 
odds with Rashi's, and that Kara will oppose a Midrash which 
is not connected to the Biblical text while he is prepared to 
accept one which supplements the text. 13 Rashi interpreted 
the Torah with the aid of Midrashic glosses; Kara introduced 
a change in this, as we shall see; Rashbam followed the path 
of 0" ,~~ o'~'nn~n n'~~~n. Rashi felt one must accept the 
opinions of the Sages whereas Kara was prepared to disagree 
with them, and was of the opinion that to arrive at the truth 
one must free oneself from the explanations earlier offered 
by the Sages and reflect on matters rationally.13 
Through an examination of Karats commentaries, we shall 
now try to discern his view of ~~~ and his position with 
regard to ~,,: whether he feels that ~" represents a 
separate but legitimate exegetical partner of the ~~~, or 
that it is simply a variation upon the ~~~. These and other 
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questions will engage us as we continue our discussion. 
2. Kara's Evaluation of U~~: The Superiority of u~n over ~1i 
In the Song of Deborah, on the passage 1'~~~ ,nN~l 'n (Jud. 
5:4),'4 Kara cites the Sages' remark that the reference is 
to the Giving of the Torah, and says, 'n~i' N' 'IN .'~1i~ ,nt 
,u'~n nt )'N' ''In'N ,~ 'l~'" 1lin. Let us clarify the 
concepts involved here. ,u,~~ is applied to points which are 
clearly derived from the text by the application of 
linguistic principles, and which are in harmony with the 
context. "J~'N ,~ 'l'~' refers to additional glosses which 
the passage only intimates but which arise from the context 
and cannot be divorced from it. Kara rejects the Midrashic 
interpretation here because it deviates from the u~n and is 
not suggested by anything in the passage; for what connection 
can there be between the Giving of the Torah and Deborah's 
victory over Sisera? The comment is not related to the event 
in question; in addition, o'ntP~ O'1~t) i":> ':ll N':1l ,1i ) 'N~ 
n1lN '1li~ On'N i'~" '1U~'~ '1:> "1li nN.'s It follows 
that a prophet does not speak in such a way that we must 
resort to a homiletic interpretation in order to understand 
him.,e In other words, Scriptural passages should be 
interpreted from the text itself withou~ reliance upon 
external sources like the Aggada. 
We may compare Karats comment on 1Y'll l'N "~n (Jer. 
8:22): l~"n~ 1lin )'N' ••• '.l'1n~l 'n'N' nYn~ ,":1 "lUP '.IN' 
':1, nN 'nnJ 1:> ,y ... N'Pt.l ,~ ,u,~~ ,~, ,p'Y ,~ "~ ".l~'N 'Y 
)u,~~ 'Y' )l'~" 'Y n'N1pnn l~"'. He rejects the Midrash 
Which interprets the balm of Gilead here as a reference to 
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the prophet Elijah because this does not sit naturally with 
the context, and because such a gloss would compel us to 
explain Jeremiah 46:11 in similar terms, for in speaking of 
the downfall of Egypt it uses a comparable expression. What 
connection is there between Egypt and Elijah (who had died 
many years before)? Karals own explanation constitutes both 
the U~~ and the l'~' of the verse. 
Kara reiterates his position as to ~11 vis-a-vis U~~ in 
his best-known passage on this point. Commenting on I Samuel 
1:17, ,n~~ nN ,n' ~N1~' 'P~N', he cautions us against an 
incorrect interpretation of the word ,n', which is not to be 
regarded as a petition but as a prophetic statement about the 
future. He then brings in and explains the Midrash, through 
which (he tells the reader) 1~ o'p'~nn n'n1~ ~~'n; but it is 
introduced for this purpose alone (he prefaces it with the 
statement that only if one has no other option ~Y lnon, ~n~n 
lJ'nll1 l1nN~ ~11nn). What is his purpose here? ,~ Y1 IN 
nl ,~~~, N~~ '1'~n ~~, nJl1n~ OY nln~l n~'~~ nNllln nln~l~~ 
Olpn~ n'N1 N'ln~ 1'1~ l'Nl O,~~ 10n l'N lnlp~~l O'Nln n'1'1 
nl ,~ 10nn N~l nln~J nn'nn nJnJ nn'nn n1,n ,~ ~11n N', 1nN. 
The text should be regarded as complete and comprehensible, 
and it need not be clarified by evidence from outside 
Sources. What then is the function of ~idrash? This is his 
answer: ')'N~ 'n ~~ ~lN ,1'1N'l n1ln ~'1ln~ '1~ 'l'~~n ~1'~l 
'nn~u~~ nt' nnl1 111 ,~ l~11n 1nN " nUlJl N1pn ~~ lUl~~ Y1" 
'~J'n~ '1'l n,y' 1~N ,~ tn'Nl l'~'~~ O'~ 'pnynl 1nJn n~ll~, 
O"P~ N~l~l lU)~~l 111 1~~ 1nN 1pln n'n 'n 111 ~N ll~ O~ l~Nl 
ny" In nN1' l'ln tN nl~~nn O'llnu~~, ~o~~ nl~pln ON 1~Nl~ n~ 
N~nn O'P,N (Proverbs 2:4-5). Hence the Midrash ranks only as 
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an embellishment to endow the Torah with further glory, but 
the essence of the text is its ~~~. It is worth remarking on 
Kara's vivid description of those who cling to Midrashim, 
which was certainly intended both to clarify his own position 
and render it more acceptable. 
Isaiah 4:6 again provides us with an explanation 
accompanied by a picturesque image: 1Y' )'Jyn n"nn~~ ,~" 
n'N"'l O'~'P ,~ '''In, ~'N n"l'n~ n'N,p~n ,~ nN 'n'N' lN~ 
l'l' '''In, N'P~ l'l ,"n~ 'n"n On'J'l ~'1n In', 'nNl "'N' 
'1~ '~'1~' '~'~n 'n, l'Jyn ,~ Y1" 'l' nJnN' nn,Y, 'In, n~"~ 
,u,~~ ,~, '~'n'. The continuity of the text resembles a chain 
of hooks and rings. 
At the beginning of the Book of Samuel, as he comments on 
I Sam. 1:1, Kara declares that he does not intend to write 
out even a single Midrash.'7 He explains the phrase c"nn, 
O'~,~, cites a Midrash and concludes, 'n~"~~ ,~~ '~'~D 1N 
,no ~,~, '~'1n 'n'~ ~'1~ o,~ nt ,nOl l'n~' 'J'~' l'N' n'Y~' 
N"p 'l n"p, n~"n' '~~Y 'J~l. Thus his opposition to 
Midrash comes after he has employed it, and while he refers 
readers interested in such an approach to Midrash Samuel, he 
has hardly concluded his note before he introduces a Midrash 
in connection with the next verse; and plenty more are to be 
found later on. What then is his real opinion? 
Before we answer let us look further at his various 
statements. When ue are told in II Samuel 12:30 that David 
placed on his own head a heavy gold crown, Kara explains that 
the function of the passage is to praise David and adds, 
'1' l'~N' l' ,~ l'l~"n~ )'N' n"nN C'J~ 1'~"1 n1lN "l1l' 
nl,n In'l "'l~l l'O'~"P' l'~n~J l'n"1 'n'~ '1nN'. He 
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vehemently condemns the numerous aggadoth (without quoting 
them) as idle words which do not ~, ,~ l')~"n~. Despite his 
great respect for the Sages, he does not hesitate to judge 
them most harshly. In two places he mentions the principle 
that one does not question an aggadah, yet he himself does 
so: 
a. He explains the curse laid on Joab'8 (I Kings 2:33) 
and adds, 
n~)~n nilN '1)i ,~ 1'l'~~ 1'N l)'nll1 '1~N~ N' ON) 
... )1~N~ ,~ ~'~n, 19[,,] ~, n"1l 
He then raises several difficulties, and concludes, l~ ,~ , 
'~1i~ 1nN nt N1P~ ~1~' " 'n'in. 
b. In connection with the bull which the false prophets 
attempted to offer up as a sacrifice on Mount Carmel,20 
Kara writes, without quoting the Midrash, 'n'N' nilN ~'i~) 
inN n'n N'~ ~"~, l\m'lU~ O'1!) n~:;, ,~ 'IN n'r.m, ,,:;,n '~l 1l)~' 
1'N~ N'N ,O'l~ l~ nlJn~n' nN1 n~ nt) 1l1l )~~~ O'1!)n 1~ 
nilN '1li ,~ l'l'~~. So here too he encounters a difficulty 
with the Midrash, the fact that animals offered in pagan 
sacrifices must often have been 'accepted'in a purely 
physical sense, and is compelled to rest upon the familiar 
principle that aggadoth must be accepted as they stand. 
In other places he shows by persuasive arguments that he 
is in the right, and therefore dismisses a particular 
Midrash. Commenting on the phrase o'~'n nl~,pn' (I Sam. 
1:20), he says, nilN "~l ,:;, nt 1l1n~ ,~ It'''~ 'IN ~il" 
nln:;,~~ n~:;'ll n)~n ~N1l l)'nll' l1n~~ n~ In')' N'~ 1l~'nl 
'l1 1'~~n' n",pn nll'nl' "':;'~' O"':;,~~n 1N .'1n~ '1nN l:;"" 
n~Nn ,~. He then vigorously attacks the Rabbinical 
explanation and proves that it is not logical. Truth (it 
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emerges from his remarks here) is to be found in U~~, and he 
pleads with the enlightened to understand the nature of 
Biblical language. He is quite aware that 1ln~nl n1lN '~Yl 
must pursue ~'1 and cannot distance themselves from what the 
Sages say. When David reached Nob and sought food, the phrase 
lnp~n C1'l C1n cn~ 01~~ occurs (I Sam. 21:7). As is his wont, 
Kara first explains this clause himself; he then quotes the 
Sages' gloss, "'1'0) 'P'~'O 'np~n O"l o,n on~ O'~~1 and 
rejects it: 1nN 0"l1 'J~ 'J~n ') 1J'N N1pn ~~ 'Ul~~ ~lN 
01'l N~N 'np~n C"~ 1N) l'n~ 1'N 1'Y1 ~Ptl 1p1Jn C1n nl'n~ 
,np'n. He goes on to raise other difficulties, and shows that 
the Midrash is an impossibility. 
In connection with II Kings 14:25, he writes, lU'~~ 1nt, 
In'N 1~1'nl N,pnn nt on, n~plnl ... 1J'n'l1 ~11n1. He explains 
why the Sages make use of a Midrash to explain the passage, 
although he himself has suggested a U~~ explanation. 
His preference for U~~ appears even in cases where he does 
not state his opinion outright. Let us look at some of the 
expressions which he uses to indicate his position: lU'~~ 1nt 
lJ'n'l' "nN ~lN ,1l1 ~~ (Jud. 1:3); concerning the U~~, he 
says, n1lN '1l1 'nN~n' ,p'Y nt (Jud. 5:10; II Sam. 19:21; 
24:9); 'n~1'~~ 1n~ 'l1 ~~ lUl~~ 1N (I Sam. 10:22); 'n1nn,~ 
nl1nN O)J~ ~1~n n1nl' n)Onll .Ol"JYl n'N,pnn"1~'n 1nN (II 
Sam. 21:4). When the Midrash is famous but not Vital, he may 
remark, N'n nl'1n O'1~n nn~n~ ~)n l'Y1" '~11n N,ll (I Kings 
5:10); and we also find lnt~ ,'Yn~ '~l ~Ol' 'IN 1nlN nt N1pnl 
O'~'YOn 'n~ ~y n01~~ N,1 111 ~~ 1111'l' 'n~"nl 1Ul~~ (I 
Kings 8:8).21 
He expatiates on the topic even more emphatically in 
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Isaiah 5:9, where he compares himself to King Solomon: 
,~'7~ l"Y "~N~~ ,lJ'nll' lnl~"~ N'P~l N'P~ ,~~ 
n7'~ l' "N~ ,lUl~~ '7~ N~" N'P~ ,'N " '1~N ~'O' 
TJtN un :1~N n~'~~ l~l ••• lUl~~~ 1nl' N1P~l n1n' 
1"Y nl~~~ !l"YN Ill!ll ,'llY" n'~n 1l" o'~~n '1l7' 
OllY7' .1l7 ,~ '!lll' ,'nY7, n'~n 1l' ,o'~~n '1l7 Yl~~' 
.'nY7' N'N 1~NJ N' 
And Kara's nY7 is the u~n. 
On occasion, as in II Sam. 8:18, he even prefers an 
interpretation of which he is uncertain, because it is in 
line with the u~n, to the introduction of a Midrash: 'J'N 
~1,~l ... n~'7l ... n~'7l •.. n~'7 1N '1'1'l 'Y 7'~Y' "~, 
lJ'~~n (cf. I Kings 1:38). Sometimes he has difficulty with 
the u~n, but nevertheless refuses to cite a Midrash.22 
There are places where instead of producing a Midrash he 
merely hints at it as he rejects it in terms like "71N '1l7~l 
nl1nN O'J!l 1)~"7 or (in a phrase we have already noted) N'll 
'~n l'Y7l' '~11~ (II Sam. 12:30; I Kings 5:10); or - to 
direct the reader to the Midrash without quoting it himself -
1nON n"l~ n71Nl n~"n~ No~n n',~ '~l;23 or n1lN ~'7~' 
'~n '!ll 1ll~l 'n'N' (I Kings 19:26): the Midrash is too 
familiar to require quotation. 24 
In this connection two points are worth mentioning. For 
Kara a passage is never dependent on a Midrash, while Rashi 
may say, 'J~'1 '~lN nt N'P~ (Gen. 25:22; 37:20), or otherwise 
indicate that the text is bound to the Midrash (Lev. 13:55); 
and there are occasions on which Kara sees a Midrash as being 
effectively the u~n, as in N'p~n 'Y Nln l~l)~ nt ~'7~l (II 
Sam. 24:15), and still other occasions when a Midrash is the 
only gloss which he supplies (Jud. 11:26; I Sam. 17:55). 
Together with all that has been said, we should note that 
Kara does bring together Midrashic explanations for short 
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sections or isolated subjects, after he has first explained 
them in accordance with the ~~~. This practice appears only 
in Isaiah (in 13 places) and in Ezekiel (3 places).25 
3. The Annotation of ~~~ and ~i~ 
We shall now look at the language used by Kara to 
differentiate between the two methods of ~~~ and ~il: 
a. This is his phrasing wherever the Midrash forms his 
first gloss: ••• )~)~~ 1N ••. illlN ~i~~) (I Sam. 10:22); or 
)~l~~ 1N ..• )J'n)li ~il~) (I Sam. 1:1); l)'~~n ~il~' ••• 
'l'~"l NiP~ ~~ )U,~~) .•• (II Sam. 24:1);25 lJ'n)li) 
NiP~ ~~ )Ul~~ ~lN ••• )~i'~ (I Sam. 21:7; cf. Jer. 17:2); 
NiP~ ~~ )~,~~ ,~~, ... Nli n''l1Nill' (Josh. 10:13); 'ilt 
'~1~~ ilt 1'N) ••• 1~il~ (Jud. 5:4); ~~ 'U'~~' ,)~il~ ,~~ )ilt 
ill (I Kings 20:6, 7; cf. Jer. 3:14). 
b. This is his phrasing used when the ~~~ is introduced 
first: ••• )~il~' 'U)~~ )ill (I Kings 8:66); or ••• '~~ lilt 
'~il~) ,)U'~~ (I Sam. 1:9); ... ~il~) .'ll~nl lU)~~ ,~~ lilt 
'J'~~n (II Sam. 1:14); ... ~il~l ltNil ~Y.l~~) )U'~~ ,~~ lilt 
l)'n'li;27 'J'n)li li~N ~lN ,ill ~~ l~l~~ lilt (Jud. 1:3); 
Ni'O 1l i~Ol lln~ .•• ill ~~ )~l~~ lilt (I Kings 10:7); .•• '~~) 
lJ'n)li ~il~' ••• Nip~ ~~ )~l~~ (Jud. 6:40; cf. Has. 1:3); lilt 
inN O~U .)Ul~~ ,~~ (I Kings 10:7; 17:4); l~il~ '~~l .ip'~ )nt 
(II Sam. 19:21); ••• illlN 'ill 'nN~~l .ip'~ nt (Jud. 
5:10); .•• 'nY~~ 'JNl 'Ul~~l lJlin~ ilt (I Sam. 10:7); 'n'n~ 1~ 
nlinN O'J~ ~i~~ nl~l' n~O~l) .OJ"J'~l nlNipY.lil 1l,'n inN (II 
Sam. 21:4; cf. 12:30). On very rare occasions Kara cites the 
Midrash without either an introduction or a formal 
conclusion, and juxtaposes the ~~~ under the following 
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rubric: ••. N1p~ ~~ lUl~nl (Josh. 24:25; Jer. 11:1). More 
frequently he offers the u~n without introduction or 
conclusions, adding in the Midrash with the formulation 
... 'J'nll1 ~1i~' (Jud. 12:7) or ••• 'J'~~n ~1i~' (II Sam. 
8:18); •.• Nl1 n'~N'll nilN ~'i~' (I Kings 17:18); ~1i~1 
Nl' n'~N'l (Josh. 14:15). 
On most occasions the u~n precedes the ~'i, but while this 
is Kara's usual practice the Midrash sometimes takes 
precedence for various reasons - usually because of some 
paedagogical value, but also to enable Kara more conveniently 
to attack it, as in Jud. 5:4.28 
4. Kara's Selection of Midrashim 
In dealing with Kara's handling of Midrashic explanations two 
questions must be considered. (a) Does he feel that only a 
~~n interpretation is legitimate, or is there room for ~'i as 
well? (b) To the extent that Midrashic explanations are 
valid, what are the constraints which entail the rejection of 
one Midrash and the acceptance of another? 
We have already noted Kara's disclaimers, as if he 
absolutely rejected all Midrashic glosses (see especially I 
Sam. 1:1, 17, 20; I Kings 8:8; lsa. 1:18; 4:6; 5:9); but 
nevertheless they are found in his work. On what occasions 
does he think it proper to cite Midrashim? We shall try to 
show his resort to Midrashim beside a ~~n interpretation is a 
device selectively employed for exegetical and paedagogic 
purposes. We shall suggest that he regards the Talmudic 
expression, ,u,~~ 'i~ N~" N'P~ )'N (Shabbath 63aj Yevamoth 
11a; 24a) as pointing to the greater validity of U~~; but 
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Midrashic interpretations are not to be completely 
disregarded since there are Midrashim which contain elements 
of ~~~ and which help to resolve exegetical difficulties, and 
these deserve to be be considered legitimate. 
a. The ~~, resolves problems of grammar and syntax 
i. Isaiah 5:24: n~~' nln, ~~n' ~N "~' ~p "JNJ. The 
difficulty here lies in the syntactical construction of the 
verses; as Kara puts it, ,~~~, '~'~n o',pn, ,'~'n lnJ~. Thus 
here the passive verb precedes the active one, and the verse 
ought to read ~~n n~~' nln" ~p ~N "~' "~N~. The Midrash 
which he cites explains the verses in accordance with common 
Usage: just as stubble, representing the house of Esau, 
Consumes a tongue of fire (the house of Jacob), and dry hay 
(Esau) weakens the flame (Joseph), so n'n' p~~ o~,~, because 
they have rejected the Torah of God. Despite the fact that 
the Midrash resolves the difficulty of the verse by invoking 
accepted linguistic principles, Kara claims that his own 
previous explanation must be considered the proper ~~~ 
because when a point is clear and there is no chance of 
error, a passive verb may precede the active verb (as Kimchi 
also remarks), since it is most illogical to have stUbble 
consuming fire.~9 
"\\II/<=' 
ii. Isaiah 14:24: nn'n 1~ )n'~'~' ON '~N' n'Nl~ 'n ~l~J 
O'pn N'M 'n~~) '~N~1. Verses 3-23 of this chapter deal with 
the overthrow of Babylon, and to emphasise the point, we are 
told of the fall of Sennacherib and his people. Why an oath 
should be needed here is not clear, nor why God apparently 
SWears with regard to something in the past, when oaths are 
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normally used to buttress events in the future. Kara notes 
that the substance of the oath is mentioned in verse 26, but 
why then is the heading 'nN~ n)Nl~ 'n Yl~l not reserved for 
the beginning of that verse? The text might have spoken first 
of the destruction of Sennacherib and his people and only 
afterwards made mention of the oath in accordance with which 
harm befalls those who injure Israel. Because of this 
difficulty Kara draws upon the Midrash, which views v. 24 as 
itself the oath - but not with regard to an event that has 
already occurred. Its function is rather to prevent Hezekiah 
from declaring to God, 1'~~ n'n' N~) 1'n)l)~' )'n' N~. God 
must therefore swear nn'n ,~ 'n'~' 1~N~: that is, I will 
execute My plan to bring Sennacherib, just as I have sworn. 
iii. Isaiah 43:22: ~N'~' 'l nYl' ,~ lpy' nN1p 'n)N N~'. 
Kara's first explanation here appears to arise from the text 
itself, and he describes it as ,~,,~ ,~~. According to it God 
formed the people of Israel so that they should declare His 
praise, but in fact they do not pray (Isa. 58:9; 65:24), and 
jUstify themselves by claiming weariness (,~ has the sense of 
'because'). For His part, God asserts that this fatigue is 
only with regard to His service C'l). But the idiom -l ~l' in 
the Bible connotes tiredness from overwork (see Josh.24:13; 
Isa. 62:8), which would mean that the verb nYl' here is not 
passive but active, and consequently that )~ functions not to 
give a reason 'because' but rather to indicate a contrast. 
Thus 'You did not call upon Me, but so wearied Me as to 
compel Me to send Nebuchadnezzar to conquer the whole world 
in punishment. And I the Lord have not caused you (the people 
of Israel] weariness through exaggerated demands for 
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worship.' The trouble with this explanation, which Kara calls 
the U~~, is that the form 'l n~l' is not found in the Bible 
as an active verb in the Kal conjugation; and so Kara cites 
the Midrash.30 
iv. ~eremiah 51:1: l' 'l~' 'N) 'll ,~ ~'~n 'JJn 'n ~nN n~ 
n'n~n n'~ 'np. The first explanation is a ~~~ gloss according 
to which God will arouse a destroying wind against Israel's 
enemies. 31 The second interpretation offered, headed ~, 
O'~n'N (it follows the twenty-ninth principle in the Baraitha 
of the Thirty-Two principles of Rabbi Eliezer HaGlili), 
transposes the letters by the AT BaSH method, in which N is 
read as nand l as ~, and so on. 'np l' thus becomes Israel's 
foes, the O"~~. The U~~ interpretation involves the 
difficulty that )~P l' 'l~) 'Nl is a construct phrase which 
requires a place name (the 'dwellers of ---'), as does the 
parallelism with Babylon. Kara consequently employs an 
approach which solves the syntactical problem. 
b. The ~~, replaces a unique sense with a more common meaning 
i. Isa~ah 5:17: O~l'~ O'~l~ '~". The word O'l'~ consists 
of the noun ~i' (pasture), with the comparative prefix ~ and 
. 
a suffix for the genitive of the third person plural. In the 
opinion of Ibn Ezra, Kimchi, Rashi and others (see on Exod. 
3:1; I Kings 5:23), the ~~n meaning here is o~n~~~ (according 
to their usual practice). Kara quotes the lJ'nl~~ ~"n which 
explains it as a derivative of ~ll' (speech) 'as was spoken 
of concerning them'. But his ~~~ explanation of n~'~ 
(pasture) explains the word's unusual connotation within this 
particular context; it relies upon Micah 2:12, jlnl ,,~~ 
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"lin (cf. Josh. 7:21, '~nNn 1,nl, which also contains the 
definite article and a genitive suffix). 
ii. Isaiah 9:4: o'nil n~~'ln n'n~' ~Y'l )NO )'NO ,~ ,~. 
Kara offers two interpretations. The first, which is 
consistent with the Midrash (although he does not say so), 
asserts that )'NO comes from nNO (a measure of quantity), lN 
N,pnn )'~' ~~~ ,~, the meaning must be derived from the 
context, for this is a hapax legomenon connoting victory in 
battle in the midst of tumult (i.e. ,'NO is equivalent to 
"N~). The Midrash is rejected since it does not meet the 
~~~ touchstone, which takes grammatical analysis into 
account, but Kara cites it nevertheless because despite its 
linguistic failings it represents the most common sense of 
the word (cf. Jer. 49:19). 
c. The ~'i accords with the sense 
i. Isaiah 14:8: ,'ll' '~'N " 'nn~ O'~"l Ole According to 
the first interpretation, the trees too which suffered under 
Nebuchadnezzar will enjoy a respite and will not be hewn 
down. But since the whole chapter is rich in images and 
rhetoric, Kara adds ,u,~~ )~" and explains that the pines 
represent demons and governors and the cedars kings. In this 
instance, then, the ~'i is more appropriate to the sense of 
the verse. 
ii. Isaiah 14:20: nl1n ,ny ~n~ '~'N ,~ n"lpl onN inn N'. 
The first explanation, the Midrash, identifies the occasion 
On which Nebuchadnezzar destroyed the Land and killed its 
people: when he beseiged Jerusalem he gave instructions that 
all soldiers who showed weakness in battle should be 
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executed. This is a difficult interpretation for which no 
evidence can be adduced, especially as it does not account 
for nn~ i~1Ni on the contrary, during Nebuchadnezzar's reign 
his country was strengthened. The ~~~ gloss explains the 
passage as referring to the future, the tense therefore being 
the prophetic past. 
iii. Jeremiah 50:6: O'1n o'Ynn On'Y1 'ny ,'n n'i~N 'N~ 
O)ll)~. In the Midrashic explanation, the mountains represent 
leaders (as in Micah 6:1); Targum Jonathan too renders C'1n 
as O'~?~. According to ,~,~" N1P~ ?~ )~)~~, the nation w~~' 
thrust out upon the mountains, where idol worship had taken 
place. If we go by the grammar and the syntax of the passage, 
Kara is correct, but nevertheless the first explanation 
accords better with the sense of the passage. 
d. The ~1i resolves textual and literary difficulties 
~~ 
i. Isaiah 26:15: ')~~pn' ,nil~J ')l' n~o' , 'n ')l' n~o' 
~'N. Kara's first gloss is a ~~~ connection with the 
preceding verse in view of the contrast between the temporary 
resurrection of the Gentile dead so that they may be judged, 
after which they return to the underworld, with the eternal 
resurrection of the dead of Israel. Why, however, at the end 
of the verse is the phrase ~'N ')~P ,~ npn1 repeated? This 
difficulty leads Kara to produce the Midrashic explanation 
which claims that our passage is not a contrasting 
continuation of verse 14 but itself contains a contrast 
f 
between the conduct of Israel and that of the Gentiles. When 
God increases the benefits He bestows upon 'Israel He gains 
honour thereby. For example, if He gives a person a son, that 
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Son is circumcised; if He supplies a home, a nt'tU is affixed 
to it. On the other hand, when God seeks to bestow benefits 
Upon the Gentiles they distance themselves even further from 
Him. If He grants one a son, the child grows forelocks, if He 
gives one a house, he puts idols in it. The drawback of this 
explanation is that it does not fit the context or the 
connections between the passages, nor does the end of the 
verse contrast linguistically with n'l~J "l' n~u' (there 
ought to be some passive verb to express the consequence of 
the heathen's actions, to match n'l~l for Israel.) 
ii. Isaiah 23:4: 0' ,nN ,~ 1"'~ '~'l. Kara comments, ,~, 
'U,~~: the sea represents Tyre, and when that city is 
Conquered disaster will also befall its protectorates like 
Sidon. According to the Midrash, the sea itself boasts before 
Sidon that although it has not been granted children it is 
Willing to remain within the boundaries set for it by God. So 
mUch more, therefore, should Sidon, which has been blessed 
With many children, see to it that they do not sin. (In 
Jeremiah 5:22 this Midrashic explanation is the sole one 
given.) This interpretation involves a number of 
difficulties: (a) If indeed it is the sea itself that is 
speaking why do we later read ,nN' o'n t'~n, which implies 
that it is the stronghold which speaks? (b) As the whole 
chapter deals with Tyre and its downfall, it follows 
logically that the sea-fortress must refer to Tyre. (c) In 
View of the fact that the chapter is intended to provide 
Israel with a lesson from what has happened to others, it 
Seems inconsistent to address a plea to Sidon. Nevertheless, 
the Midrashic explanation is in harmony with the total 
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context and the content of the verse. 
iii. Isaiah 8:6: O')"nn n'~~n ,~ nN ntn oyn QN~ ') l~' 
'n',~, l~' l'~~ nN ~'~n1 ~N'. The passage contrasts the rule 
of the house of David with that of Rezin and Remaliah's son. 
The latter are specifically named, while the Midrash explains 
that ~N' o'~"nn n"~n ,~ symbolise the house of David, and 
that Hezekiah therefore purifies Israel as does a mikveh 
(ritual bath), which must contain 40 seah - the numerical 
equivalent of the word ~N'. The ~~~ understands the mention 
of water as indicating the punishment to befall the kingdoms 
of Aram and Israel, which are mentioned further on: n nJn' 
~,.) 0 ,,"?)I 
"':3)i12'0 ~1~N i'~ nN 0':31i11 0'~1~yn 1nJn 'kl nN 11Sy~. (A 
similar passage is to be found in Jeremiah 17:2). 
e. The ~~~ contradicts historical or natural fact 
i. Isaiah 10:27: ,'Y1 1~)~ ~y~ ,,:3Q "~' N1nn 01':3 n'n1 
. ~ ~ , 
l~~ 'J~~ 'Y 'l~1 l~N'~ ,y~. Kara opens with a ~~~ explanation 
" 
according to which the yoke around the neck of the animal 
will be destroyed by the oil there. This is to be understood 
as a reference to Sennacherib, who will be destroyed in front 
of Hezekiah; the relative word )J~~ takes on the sense of 
'because of.' Yet we all know that in reality things work 
just the opposite way: oil cannot destroy a yoke, but will be 
blotted out by it (Kimchi makes the same point), Kara 
therefore cites the Midrash, which understands 'J~~ as 
introducing a reason: why was Israel worthy of having 
Sennacherib's yoke removed? l~~ )J~~ - on account of the oil 
which Hezekiah had lit in the houses of worship and study. 
ii. Isaiah 30:32: ",y 'n n'J' 1~N n'~~~ n~~ 'lY~ ,) n'n, 
~, 
. ~~~. ~------~- -----,-..-.------~~--.. -~ - -
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the inhabitants of various localities who have suffered from 
the Assyrian conquest; now that they have been delivered, 
they rejoice with tambourines and harps. The phrase n)~n'~ 
n~)Jn refers to the battles waged by Assyria against those 
particular places in Israel at God's suggestion, n~)Jn 
(tumult, onslaught) connoting God's raising His hand against 
them. The Midrash, which Kara cites afterwards, explains the 
downfall of Assyria in the days of Hezekiah by the fact that 
it occurred on the night of the 16th of Nisan, when Jews make 
a wave offering of the barley harvest (nn)Jnn ,~)~). Why does 
Kara invoke the Midrash? Firstly, because it is surprising 
that after describing the celebration the text should return 
to the war (according to Rashi the verse is an instance of 
~')~~ N'p~). It is also a fact that in that generation there 
was no offensive onslaught or any other kind of battle 
between Assyria and Judah (Israel), only a miracle. The first 
explanation is considered the ~~n, since Kara recognises that 
~')~~ N'P~ may be found within ~~n interpretations, and the 
war that never was may stand as an image for the magnitude of 
the redemption, as if bitter fighting had in fact taken 
place. 
iii. Isaiah 31:9: 'n ~NJ )"~ ~l~ )nn) ')l~' ')l~n ,~~~), 
O"~)"l )' ',In) ll'~l l~ ~~N '~N. The subject here is the 
redemption of Israel and the downfall of Assyria during the 
siege of Jerusalem. According to the ~~n, Assyria's forces 
will be weakened; unable to flee, they will be destroyed by 
fire in Jerusalem. The Midrash which Kara cites for the end 
of the verse understands the fire of the furnace as 
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representing the Gehenna of the distant future which will 
have its entrance in Jerusalem. Why does he produce a Midrash 
which has no connection with Sennacherib·s overthrow? (a) 
Because the Assyrian army fell at the hand of an angel of 
God, by miracle, and not in a fire; and (b) the indirect 
object " has two possible references: it may apply to ,~,o, 
representing the power of Assyria, or to God, in description 
of His greatness. On the level of the ~~~, the first 
difficulty can be solved by recognising in the verse a 
comparison between the actual punishment inflicted by the 
angel and a fiery furnace. As to the second difficulty, " 
refers to 'Y'O (and see Isa. 30:26). 
iv. Judges 11:26: n'N~ ~,~ ... n'n'Jll' l'l~nl 'N'~' nl~l 
N'nn n~l en'~n N, ~,,~, nJ~. In the dispute between Jephthah 
and the Ammonite king as to the land east of the Jordan 
between the Arnon and the Jabbok, Jephthah asserts that 
Israel has held the disputed region for some three hundred 
years and during this whole period Ammon has not concerned 
itself with it. The problem facing us is how Jephthah arrives 
at the figure of 300 years. Kara explains that the count 
begins from the conquest of Joshua, but as he cannot supply a 
detailed breakdown of the figures he cites a Midrash from 
Seder Olam which works them out. 
v. II Samuel 21:8: nl ,~,~ 'Jl n~nn nN' ... nN ,'~n np', 
'n'n~n ,,'t'l II 'N"'Y' n,,' '~N "N~. This verse 
contradicts the statement in II Samuel 6:23 that nl ,~,~, 
nn'~ e,' ,~ ", n, n'n N' "N~, and Kara is therefore 
compelled to turn to a Talmudic Midrash which tells us that 
the children were in fact borne by Merab, not Michal, but 
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since Michal brought them up they were regarded as hers. Thus 
the Midrash resolves the contradiction. 
vi. A difficult problem which has also exercised many 
scholars is who kills Goliath, David (see I Sam. 17:57) or 
Elhanan (II Sam. 21:19). In both texts Kara offers a ~~~ 
explanation, but on reaching the name lJn'N he states that 
this is in fact David, '-N 'JJn~ (Midrash Ruth Rabbah 2:2). 
This harmonisation solves the problem. 
Similarly in I Samuel 17:55, when Saul asks about David, 
'~Jn nt ,~ ll, we must be surprised, since David has been 
playing for him, and Saul himself has asked Jesse for leave 
to keep David at his court (I Sam. 16:22). Kara is again 
forced to rely on the Midrash, and admits N,p~n ll~" ,~ 'IN 
jl~~' "~' 'JJ'N l~"~ N'l. 
f. The ~" stands as the sole explanation 
There are some places in which Kara cites the Midrash, even 
as his sole gloss, apparently to catch the reader's attention 
and allow him to speak in glowing terms of the heroes and 
personalities of the Old Testament: David's burying the 
bodies of his enemies (II Sam. 8:13), Solomon's wisdom (I 
Kings 10:7), the character of Samuel (I Sam. 2:26), and other 
topics. He also follows the Sages in identifying unnamed 
Persons in Scripture,33 such as the angel of Judges 2:1 
(Pinchas), the angel of Judges 5:23 (Barak), the man of God 
Of I Samuel 2:27 (Elkanah), and so on. 33 
At times the Midrash is introduced only for the reader to 
be cautioned against it, as in the case which we have already 
noted, where In' (I Sam. 1:17) must be understood as a 
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statement about the future and not, as in the Midrash, a 
petition. On other occasions Kara rejects midrashim and 
aggadoth which attribute unnatural characteristics to 
objects. 34 
5. nlN1pnn 11~'n (Context) 
The most characteristic feature of Kara's commentary is his 
constant clarification of the textual sequence. By explaining 
the relationship between one verse and another, he 
establishes a continuity of interpretation in which even the 
specific words commented upon become part of the whole 
Composition. He himself calls this, as we have seen, 'l~'n 
nlN,p~n (I Kings 8:27); or as he writes elsewhere, 'n'n~ ,~ 
OJ"J~l nlN,p~n 'l~'n ,nN (II Sam. 21:4). This feature has of 
Course been noted by scholars like Einstein,35 
Poznanski 36 and Ahrend. 37 We shall now attempt to trace', 
the sources of this approach, and examine the notable advance 
made in it by Kara. 
Poznanski states that Rashi weaves verses into one 
another, as in Exodus 25:9; Leviticus 11:34; Deuteronomy 
4:44. 38 Rashi was apparently the first commentator who 
thought of handling things in this way. Let us look at 
Poznanski's citations. In Exodus 25:9, which deals with the 
Tabernacle, Rashi says on ,nlN nN'~ 'IN '~N ~~~ that ••• N,p~n 
lJ~'n n~Y~~~ N1P~~ 1Jln~ ntn; and on the phrase l~~n l~l he 
similarly comments, l~ I'n N~ n~~~~ 'lln~ N,p~n n'n N~ ONl 
)~Yn l~ N~N '~Yn l~' l'n~~. So also on Leviticus 11:34, ~~~ 
~~N' 1~N ~~lNn, Rashi says, ll)~~n N1P~ ~~ ~~l~; and on 
Deuteronomy 4:44, n11nn nNtl, he explains, "O~ "n~ Nln~ It 
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II n~'~ ',nN. Hence Rashi's interpretation of these verses 
involves their syntax, their content and their relationship 
with other passages, but it is in no sense the 'interweaving 
of verses with one another' which Poznanski attributes to 
Rashi. Poznanski speaks in the same terms of Kara: 'He is 
most particular about the organization of a section, its 
development, and the connection between passages'i 39 and I 
am of the opinion that he did not grasp the fundamental 
difference between the two commentators. Exegesis appears to 
be for Kara not - as it is with Rashi - a matter of distinct 
explanations focusing upon parts of verses and various 
isolated words, but rather the continuous paraphrasing of an 
entire text. Kara opens his explanations with a particular 
introductory phrase and explains it in such a way that the 
next phrase follows on naturally, and continues in this 
manner until the subject is concluded. At times this may 
involve only a few verses, and on other occasions whole 
chapters. In general he uses the same phrases when he 
connects the phrase to be glossed with the explanation. There 
are innumerable instances of this, as the most cursory 
examination of his commentary will demonstrate. Here are a 
number of examples. 
I Kings 1:44 ff (phrases from the text are underlined): 
,~ ,~ N, '~Nn N~~' ,'lll )n~n pl1~ nN "~n lnN n,~" 
nN "~n lnN n'~' '~NJ 1~5 15~ln N'll ,~ 5~ NSl ln~ N~~l 'll' ~1'ln' l In'lll N'lln nl nNl n~n 11~ 
,~ lnlN ll'~'" '~Nl 1~ n,~ ~ 'U'U~nl ~~n~J N '~Nn 
ln~n'l [45] '~NJ 1~' ,n~~l N, '~Nn N~~' ,J'~n n1'~ 
[46] '~NJ 1~' n'~'~ NU~ ,~ l~' N, ['~Nn N~~'] lnlN 
'1l~ l' l'N '~Nn N~Vl ,n~l'~n NUl ,y n~'~ lW'-oll 
nN ,'l' j'~n '1lY lNl Oll [47] '~NJ ,~S lnN lS~n '~NJ 1~5 ... 1" 15~n ,~'5~nv~ '~Nn N~V) "1' Il'J'1N 
... l'~n '~N n~~ Oll (48) 
We may compare Judges 11:8-9; 18:7-10; and I Kings 1:6-8. 
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The sequence is not always so lengthy, and it may even be 
contained within one or two verses. For Judges 10:8, for 
example, Kara clarifies the point and then in conclusion 
writes ,~ 1nN), quoting the next verse. 40 To establish his 
continuity, he sometimes takes a verse out of order. Thus 
after explaining Joshua 17:15 he adds, )'Jyn ~'Q) ~1~~ )~); 
immediately brings verse 18 forward and comments on it; and 
goes on to create a continuity with verse 16. Similarly in 
dealing with Judges 13 he explains verse 16, then jumps to 
verse 19 and returns to verses 17 and 18; at verse 19 he adds 
a fresh remark not connected with the preceding topic. 
Sometimes he will explain a single word from the following 
text since it is associated with the matter in hand, and to 
maintain continuity he will include it in the discussion. 41 
There are even occasions when, instead of quoting the actual 
phrase to be glossed, he will simply summarize it in his own 
words. This happens with the speech of Samuel (I Sam. 12:5) 
most of which he explains on the basis of a single initial 
Word. 
We shall conclude this section with a further 
characteristic example, his comment on II Samuel 22:6-12: 
1l~ o"~~n N)~ Cl t'l1n) )lN~~ 1l~~ N,n ~N ~lN~ ''In 
~1Nn 'l~1' "'N ,~1Nn ~Y1nl ~~ln' [8] ",n, ~1~~~ 
n~n~l ,l, n'n~ n~n~ ltl1' ~1Nn nl'U1~ ~Nl " o"'~~n 
o"nl~ 1N'~ n~n~l '~Nn l'~~ ~N1 '~Nl )~~ n'~~ [9] 
[1'] ,'5)1 nnn '~1~l "'1 C'~~ n~n~~ [20] lJ~~ "~l 
Nll5 1n~5 n11 '~J~ 5~ N~)' ~,~" l'1~ 5~ l~1~~ 
n1~n~ ,'n1l'lU J~n n~~ [12] ,i1~~N' ,')'lN~ 'JY'~'n' 
•.• o'pn~n nN O'lp~~n O'~ 
As he writes on Isaiah 4:6, n'N1p~n ',l'n provides the ---
central criterion for a ~~~ interpretation: )'J~n n')nn~~ ,~, 
O)~'P ,~ '1ln, ~'N n"l'n~ n'N,p~n ,~ nN 'n'N' 1N~ '~l 
1~1~' '1~ 1~'1~' )~,~~ ,~, l'Jyn ,~ Y1', 'l, nJ~Nl .•. n,N','l 
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'~'~n 'n'. There is no doubt that N1pn ,~ 'U'~~ represents 
for Kara an exegetical approach in which the text is 
clarified in accordance with its general content and 
continuity. Let us look at some examples. 
On the subject of David and the Gibeonites (II Sam. 21:4) 
Kara writes, nl~l' n~O~ll OJ"JYl nlN1p~" 1"'" 1nN 'n1n~ ,~ 
n'1nN O'J~ ~1~n, thus setting the Talmudic Midrash against 
the ~~~, which follows the internal development of the 
verses. 
In response to Hannah's prayer (I Sam. 1:17) Eli says to 
her that God should grant her request. The word ,n' (as we 
have already noted) can be explained in two ways: as a simple 
petition and prayer (that God will answer her) or as a 
prophecy on the part of Eli that God ~ give her a son. In 
clarifying the context, Kara shows his preference for the 
second possibility. (a) In verse 23 it states that God has 
fulfilled ,nnUln, which must mean that Eli's statement was a 
prophecy; (b) in verse 27 Hannah makes a similar declaration; 
(c) following Eli's words to her, Hannah's mood improves and 
she eats. In Kara's view, to explain ,n' as a prayer and not 
as a prophecy leads to a misunderstanding of the entire 
incident; and one must seek an interpretation in line with 
the ~~~. 
In Isaiah 1:18 we find the phrase 'n ,nN' nn~lJl NJ l~', 
The word nn~'J', explains Kara, means to walk nnl~J 11~l - in 
the path of righteousness - and has nothing to do with n'~" 
(debate). Similarly 1nN' is not directed towards the future, 
but the pre.ent, and this is 111 ,~ lUl~~, which involves the 
internal coherence of a passage, ,~ lUl~~n n,n' n1'~ ,J, "Nl 
~-
"'" -- --_ .. ~.---~----.-~-~--~----.--~--~-~.-- .... -
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)Ul~n )i~ N~)' N'P~ l)N~ l)'nll' l)li~~ ~'inn Olpnl ~N~ N,pn. 
The phrase reappears in his comment on Isaiah 9, where he 
shows on the basis of the principle that one must attend to 
the context that verses 8-10 deal with sin and punishments 
that fit the crime. 42 
Commenting on Isaiah 42:3, he says, lJ'N~ CiN ,~ ,~ Yil 
n~'~n 1N ... n'~nn 1~n ~y It n~'n ~'n' O'lln~n 11~'nl "Ul 'Pl 
n~n ,1'Jyn ~~ 'ln~l l~"n~n 'l'~ n~l~'nl n~'~n 1iO n'Jn~ 
on')') p'unnl n~'n) o'plon n~l~~l O'l~ tnlN~. The problem 
here is the identity of 'n ilY. 43 In Kara's view, if one 
takes together all the chapter which speak of 'n ilY, he must 
be Cyrus, despite the few isolated verses which allow for a 
different identification. In Ezekiel 30:11 Kara again speaks 
of the principle of n'N,p~n ,,)'n, and in its name of this 
principle he twists verses 10-11 so as to bring out the links 
between them and the unity of the prophetic chapters on 
Pharaoh and Egypt (cf. Ezek. 36:13). 
Chapter 34 in Jeremiah deals with the release and 
resubjection of slaves in the time of Zedekiah. Commenting on 
v. 17, Kara brings a Midrash from Seder Olam according to 
which there was an initial covenant which set the slaves free 
and a second covenant, following their re-enslavement, in 
which a calf was cut in two to suggest the fate of anyone who 
enfranchised a slave. Kara rejects this interpretation as 
being contrary to nlN,p~n 11~)n: (a) The chapter speaks of a 
Single covenant, whose purpose was to free the slaves. In 
line with common practice, and as at the covenant with 
Abraham (Gen. 15:6), a calf was cut up to inaugurate the 
covenant; (b) verse 18 begins with a menace against anyone 
~ ~ ,.,.,... -.~ 
,,"~ ~~~'-----. ~-~~--.------~-~----~ 
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who violates the covenant and afterwards, in a parenthetical 
clause, reports how it was made (by passing between the 
pieces) and with whom (the princes of Judah), and states that 
those who break it will fall into the hands of the enemy. 
In some instances n'N,p~n "'l'n involves a few isolated 
verses,44 but it may also encompass an entire chapter45 
or even consecutive chapters. 46 Kara makes an illuminating 
methodological comment at one point in the Dook of Job (Job 
17:9): ~,~, l'~N nn~' ."'n n'N'p~ ,~ OJ,'n~, O"l'n 1J 
1'J~n nN 'In,, o'~'n' 'n~p'l~ n~n~ 'n~"~ N'~ O'1li o"nl'l 
lnN n,'n'. He first discusses a topic with regard to its 
general content, and only afterwards its constituent parts. 
For example, in Isaiah 35:1, n'~' 'li~ O'~)~', his initial 
POint is the juxtaposition of the sections on the downfall of 
Edam and Bozrah (chap. 34) and the rejoicing of Zion and 
Jerusalem (chap. 35). Only afterwards does he explain the 
Complex form of the verb O)~)~, as meaning on~ ,~,~, (i.e. 
oVer Edom and Bozrah).47 
Sometimes the overall explanation comes after Kara's 
discussion of separate parts of a verse, as in Isaiah 38:10, 
'n)l~ ,n' 'nip~, where he first explains 'nip~ and ,n' and 
... 
then goes on to deal with the verse as a whole. We may say 
that he draws his ~~~ interpretation from the context, that 
is, from the sequence of the verses. This operation takes 
three principal forms: 
a. Deriving something from its context. 
b. Deriving something from a later reference. 
c. Attending to points that are at first unclear but whose 
meaning is accessible. 
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a. Deriving something from its context or some other thing 
()l'lY~ in,n 'li) 
This is one of the thirty-two rules formulated by Menahem ben 
Saruk in his book on grammar. Kara makes a broader use of it. 
In Joshua 9:4 we are told of the Gibeonites )"~~'), and Kara 
explains that )J"lyn in,n 'li~ he prefers the form )i'~~", 
for they brought ni'~ of a sort likely to suggest that they 
had come from a distan~ land; 'i)~~)' is therefore more 
suited to the context (see also Targum Jonathan). He explains 
the word O'll~ in Joshua 23:13 as thorns, and adds, " )'N' 
)'lyn ,~, N,N n~'i (cf. Rashi on Num. 33:55). He deals with 
the phrase 0) nn~ N,) (I Sam. 3:13) in similar terms: )l"n~ 
l'lyn ,~, N'N " n~'i l'N) 0) 'Yl N')i that is, since the 
root n"n:» usually means weakness (see Oeut.. 34:7; Zech. 
11:17), and this sense is not appropriate here, the word must 
be explained in association with its context. Hapax legomena 
like ~)~ (II Sam. 1:9), 'N~n" (II Kings 17:9) and others are 
treated in the same way.·a In Jeremiah 3:14 we find 'nnp" 
nn~~~n O)l~) "Y~ inN OJnN; Kara points out that it would be 
more reasonable to say ,'yn O'l~' nn~~~~ inN, since a city 
contains more than a single family, and explains that as this 
~as a period of dispersion a single family might be spread 
among many cities. The context, he says, supports this view, 
)',nN )n:»~, )l),n!) ,y n,,, l'.lyn)·9 for verse 16, '~n'n) 
~'Nl on',!)) )),n, speaks of the opposite state of affairs at 
a time of redemption as opposed to dispersal. 
An example of a different expression used by Kara to 
describe this contextual feature is to be found in Nahum 3:6, 
'N'~ j'n~~) j'n'll). For the word 'N, Kara cites his uncle's 
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conwentary for the view that it connotes excrement and filth, 
like '~1 (the letter N being exchapged for ~). He himself 
prefers to derive it from n"N1 (sight), ,~~ ,',y n'~'n '1ln1 
l'N11 ,~ '1~U) 1~1N N1n. The context thus confirms the 
meaning, which resembles that of the term found in Job 33:21. 
Kara's phr~se, 1"Y n'~'~ '1ln, or 'Y1 ",Y i'l' (Job 36:33), 
is to be understood as meaning that in the subsequent verse 
Or verses there is a word or root that helps to clarify the 
word in question (see also Ezek. 17:4). A further instance of 
this point can be found in the explanation of the word 
'~illnn (Jer. 47:5), which might be understood in terms of 
i'il (troop, gathering), as Kara explains it in Jer. 5:7 and 
Mic. 4:14, or in terms of baldness or cutting, as in Jer. 
16:6; 41:5. In the present case Kara prefers the second 
possibility, since the verse opens with the words 'N nn1p nNl 
nl~. 
We have now looked at a number of examples in which 
context and the coherent movement of a passage aid Kara in 
explaining and interpreting the text. so 
b. Deriving something from a later reference ('~'Qn i~'n 1li) 
This principle is invoked by Kara in many different 
formulations: ",Y n,,' "l~n ~'O, (II Sam. 19:12); N1P~ ~'O, 
'~N1' ~",~ nl (I Kings 6:5; Jer. 18:18); n'~" l"l'yn ~'O, 
)J)1n~ ,~ (I Kings 8:27); l'l~n ~)U) ~1'~~~ n~ (I Kings 
9:15). He first mentions it when Joshua commands l'~lll ~~~ 
O'i (Josh. 10:12). He rejects the possibility that Joshua 
Commanded the heavenly bodies directly, since in that case it 
should say that he spoke to them, instead of to God; and in 
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accordance with the principle of l~lun i~~n 1li we find later 
in the text ~'N ~lPl In ~n~~ l'1nN, l')~~ Nlnn Cl'~ n'n N~ 
(v. 14). It is clear from this that Joshua besought God and 
God charged the sun and moon, and so the initial difficulty 
is clarified by what comes after. 
Similarly in Jeremiah 14:1, which deals with two droughts, 
Kara notes that generally when Scripture speaks of a drought 
it informs us during which period it occurred; yet here, 
where two are in question, we are not told who was the king 
at the time. Nevertheless, using the principle of in~n 111 
l~lUn ev. 12), we can determine that they must have taken 
place in the reign of King Zedekiah. 51 
c. Dealing with something that is unclear in one place but 
£larified elsewhere (1nN ClP~l ~1~nnl 1nN Olpnl OlnUn 1li) 
Kara first mentions this principle in Leviticus 26:43, where 
he explains that if two points are unclear they are always 
clarified in the order in which they occur: 11~N' 11~N' 
"1nN ,'1nN'. Commenting on O~ln'l in Joshua 10:10, he says, 
,~~ in,n 'J~n' inN Clpnl ~1'~1 nnlnn lnn 1~ onu Olpn ~~l 
)ill n~1iJ nilN~ nli'n l"'l ~1!ln~ 'n~ nlnlpnn. Thus cnln'l 
must refer to tumult, as in I Samuel 7:10: ',1l "Pl In O~1'l 
Onln'l c'n~"~n ,~ Nlnn Ol'l (cf. Jud. 4:15). Here again Kara 
does not employ a single fixed phrase for the principle, but 
formulates in a number of slightly different ways:· 1n"l 
~"~nn )n OlnUil (II Sam. 22:46); C~ n'~l lN~ onu~ nn (I Kings 
22:21);52 )J11n~ O"~" C'1li 'l~n on,'nnn O'nlnU~ nlN1pnn 
Oil'j'~l (Jud. 5:24).53 This last expression also appears in 
Zechariah 11:17. Verses 16-17 deal with the sins of the 
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shepherd towards his flock and his consequent punishment, and 
the exegetical problem is to determine where the list of sins 
ends and the description of the punishment begins. The first 
possibility is that verse 16 contains the sins and verse 17 
the punishment; the second possibility is that verse 16 and 
half of verse 17 as well describe the sins, and that the 
punishment comes later. Kara prefers the first option, since 
verse 17 opens with "'Nn '~l' 'In, to warn of the impending 
punishment, and so it does not make sense to think of it as 
the continuation of verse 16. In addition, it is constructed 
as a parallelism: 
lJ'~' )'~ ,~, "Y"t'~ ~'n 
.nn~n nn~ lJ'~' 1'Yl ,~l'n ~'l' '~"t 
In other words, he will be punished by his arm's being cut 
off and his eye blinded. Thus Kara consolidates his position 
by demonstrating that Biblical modes of expression enable us 
to grasp the meaning of one part of a text by reference to 
another part. 
6. n,~'pn (Anticipations) 
Biblical narrative occasionally introduces points that seem 
superfluous in their context in order that certain points 
which appear later may be grasped through our prior 
information. Kara explains cases of this type in his own 
characteristic language: n~nn 'N' or ltNn nN ,~~, or O,p 
,,~". Judges 1:16 states: O'1nnn ,,~~ ,,~ n~n lnn 'J'p 'J~' 
O~n nN l~" "" ,,~ llJl 'VN n"n' 'l,n n"n' 'll nN, and 
Kara explains: 
O~ nl~' on, 'Nl' ... O'1nnn ,,~~ lN~ 'J~~ lN~ ,,~" 
'J'pn 'N "N~ '~N)' N"P nnN~~ nnnn N'~ ... n',n' 'Jl 
'n ,n" nnnnl (6 ,"" N"IQ) '" 'p,nlJ TH"~ ", '1't) 
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.1NJ o~p lil 
In the same context, in Judges 4:1', we are told 'J'pn 'In, 
nN '~N O)JJY~l l)~N iY )~nN ~') n~~ lnn lln 'll~ l\P~ "nl 
~'P, and Kara says: 
'~N O'JJY~l l"'Nl "ilN " Y~J 'l'pn 'ln~ 'i~~' OiP' 
~N "'l'l UJ N'U'U" Y'l~ nnN~J n~nn N'~ 'iJ ~'P nN 
O)l~" on N,n '~Nn' (1' 'U~) 'J'pn 'In n~N 'Y' ,nN 
'In N)il' O~~ 'J'~ on~p~~ "~,,, •.. ni,n' 'li~l 
•.• ' l ' pn 
In I Samuel 15:6, when Saul asks the Kenites to leave the 
Amalekites, Kara summarizes the whole issue: 
'~'l' ,n',' ,~ nl~lil on, ll~' ~'N' lnN'l~ n,'nn~ 
..• i'Y llll Oil' ll~l ,n',' ,~ nl~li Oil' lJ'~ 'N'Jny 
lnln llln 'll~ l'P~ i'~Jl 'J'pn 'In Nl n',li '~'l' 
,~~ Nlil'" (11 'i '~,~) ••• O'JJY~il ll'N iY l~ilN ~" n~~ 
'U') P'~y 'J~ n)n~' n"~~J) ~lN~ Nl~ iY O~ ll~'l p,~y 
!s4 ••• p'~y lln~ 
commenting on I Samuel 3:1, 'J~' 'n nN n'~~ 'Nl~~ 'YJill 
"Y, Kara says, ~Nl~'" Y~~~l~ " nl"il~l ")l~il~ llnl il~ ,ll 
ll' '~Y IN'P''' ',lUl '~'Y 'l'~ "Pil nNe In his view, then, 
Samuel's serving God before Eli is mentioned here to prepare 
us for what subsequently appears strange, namely, that Samuel 
does not recognise that God is calling to him. 
At times Kara uses shortened forms like 'i~'" OiP or 
'~Nl O'ipn or 'i~'~l llnln O'ip~.!S!S A different expression 
is employed in I Samuel 1:3 in connection with 'll 'J'" O~' 
~nl~l 'l~n "Y. First he notes the feature in question, then 
provides an explanation and concludes with a formulation of 
the principle and additional examples: 
nJp'N il~Y~l P'U~~l ••• illp'Nl 'li~l i~lY Nln N'N 
n~Y~l 'li~l '~ln l"l~~ Nlil"'~l O"n)'l ',Y 'll "l~nl 
i'nY~ 'J~~ ltlNil nN 'l~' N'N lNl lnlJ N' N'N ••• nJp'N 
N' ONl (12 'l) ••• 'Y"l 'Jl ',Y 'lll l'l})n '1'Ul '>:3l, 
'1'Ul N',p n"n", l~~il lnlNl ••• l'il'" lin'" O"ltnl OiP 
nnln n"n O'~ilPl ll'~l O'lillJ "Y 'Jl )'n", il~1~n 
,onn O'n'l l'~n~n l'il~ lJi~' ll'il ",N lNl l'N):) 1):)', 
li):)" l'):)"P~ O'l' nlN'p):) ,'i ll1 "."~'" OiP )l' 
••. l):)l ",Y n1nn, i'ny nnN'" 'li 'Y 
On the phrase 1Jl 1nJ1'" "N~' N~nn1 (I Sam. 13:22), he 
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remarks, 
~'l~ nnN~) n~nn N~~ It'Nn nN "1~~~~ O'1l1n l~ nt 
... 'n)~ )"J~~ n~~' 
At times he deals with this feature of the text without 
drawing attention to it through any of his characteristic 
phrases (see Jud. 13:9; 15:1; II Kings 17:1). 
On occasion the text 'anticipates' in order ltlNn nN 1~~' 
with regard to a point in the next verse, such as when we are 
told in I Kings 11:29 that Ahijah wore a new garment, for the 
following verse describes how he rends it. At other times a 
piece of information is given several verses early, as when 
the death of Samuel is recorded in I Samuel 25:1 in order 
(says Kara) to explain why David was able to curse and 
threaten Nabal the Carmelite (verse 34).56 Again, an 
'anticipation' may be provided for a subject that will only 
be mentioned after an interval of several chapters, as in 
Exodus 13:18, where we are told that the children of Israel 
departed from Egypt armed (o'~~n), so that we may understand 
how weapons were in their possession for the war against 
Sihon and Og (Exod. 17:8-13).57 In a few cases Kara even 
discovers anticipatory information to be carried from one 
book to another. The first example in this section is an 
instance of this, for facts given on Heber the Kenite in the 
Book of Judges illuminate a topic discussed in the Book of 
Samuel. 
Rashi displays some awareness of the use of anticipatory 
information, for when he comments on 'N'~\ 'Jl "~ C)~~nl 
(Exod. 13:18), he says, N' nt Jlnll ••• c)J'lt~ N'N C'~l~n )'N 
l'n'o n~n'~Jl P'~~ n~n~~~a~nn N~~ It)Nn nN 1~~' ON )) ~n)l 
~'P~ 'N'~' l)n~ )'t ,,) on, l'n l)'n~ )"~~l ll~l.5Q 
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Elsewhere, in I Samuel 28:3, Rashi points out thatl1~ ~~n~~" 
has already been reported (I Sam. 25:1), and explains that 
his death had to be noted earlier on, ~'N~l 'l'~ Nl~ ,~~ 
O"P n'n '~'N~ n~ 'N'~~' '~N) nn~ ~)Nn n~~ll ~",~ 1'~)n~ 
~')' ')N~ n'n 'J~~.S9 Kara, as we have seen, further 
developed and broadened this view of anticipatory 
information. In this he was followed and strongly supported 
by Rashbam, who explains it at length at the beginning of his 
commentary on the Torah: 60 
~,~~) o),pn~ ~')'~ n)N,p~n 1" ,~~ )~)~~ 'P'~ )nt 1N 
,,~ Nln ,,~)~~] )'l~' 1~tln 1l' "l~l 1"~ 1'N~ 1l' 
'IN N)n on) 'n~) n~)) on o~ 'n~il ,nN O)P~l .["1nN 
~')~ N~ )~'N) 1~Jl 1)'N )'J~~ 'nl~ 'J~~ N,N 1~Jl 
1l'~' ... nlJ "'P n~~ l'Yil' lJ"n N, '~Jl ,~ n,'nn 
61 ••• n~nn N~~ ~N'~' ~~~" o',pn 
The advances on this approach made by Rashbam are 
demonstrated by the term with which he defines the feature in 
question: n~,pn. Rashi alludes to it; Kara opens it to 
examination and applies to it, as we have seen, several 
recurrent expressions like 1i~'~' DiP; and Rashbam defines 
it.62 
7. n"~'~ n'~)~o (Juxtaposition) 
The term nl'~'~ nll'~O, which is found in the Sages 63 and 
in Rashi's commentary,S4 is not found in this form in Kara, 
who prefers to speak of ')l'n or describe a text as 1~o'n 
(i.e. nl'nll 1~OJ). There i5 an example in Joshua 24:32-33, 
where we are to19 of the burial of Eleazar and of Joseph's 
remains. At first sight this seems to have no connection with 
the preceding verses on the final days of Joshua. Kara 
explains that the passages are juxtaposed because burial 
constitutes an associative link between them. Elsewhere he 
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may account for the proximity of two events in terms of 
common language, the same phrase appearing in both accounts. 
An example of this is the juxtaposition of the episode of 
Micah's idol (Judges 17) with the Samson narrative (Judges 
16): the phrase ~O~ nNn1 ~'N is found in both. 
We can distinguish between two types of linkage: (a) a 
natural and progressive continuity between sections, and (b) 
a substantive connection between passages which initially 
seem quite different. 
a. Natural continuity between sections 
King Solomon asks in his dream for wisdom (I Kings 3), and 
immediately afterwards comes the narrative of the two women 
and the child. Kara points out that the two events are 
juxtaposed in order to leave the reader in no doubt that the 
dream has been fulfilled. Similarly, the proximity between 
the war with Moab and Elijah's ascent to Heaven in a fiery 
chariot (II Kings 3:1) is meant to demonstrate that Elisha's 
miracles were double Elijah's. There is a further example in 
Isaiah 56:10-57:1. Chapter S6 deals with the nation's 
leaders, who sin through over-indulgence and an improper 
discharge of their duties. Chapter 57 begins with a lament 
Over the plight of the righteous who perish, and goes on to 
describe the punishment that awaits the sinful leaders. The 
continuity is unclear. Why should mention of the righteous be 
interpolated in the progression from sin to punishment? Kara 
eXplains that the leaders are too occupied in guzzling food 
and drink to attend to God's word.and warn the people, and so 
they do not notice the signs which point to the impending 
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punishment - the deaths of the innocent righteous. In this 
way he connects the sections together. 
b. Substantive but not readily apparent links 
This type can be further subdivided: 
i. Rebuke and consolation 
On many occasions Kara notes the Scriptural practice of 
inserting some verses of comfort between two passages of 
rebuke, thus interrupting the continuity of the text. In his 
View, the segment which offers consolation does not break up 
the rebuke but forms an integral part of it. 
The first chapter of Isaiah is divided up as follows. 
Verses 2-15 are words of reproach; 16-20 are consolation; 21-
25 are reproach; 26-27 are consolation; and 28-31 are again 
reproach. On verse 18 Kara writes, n',pn ~~~ nln)l )l n1~. 
'~1~ )'1nN ?~ l'l~n) •.• N'p~~ nn~)n N~)~ nnN~ O)P~ ~~~~ 
l'l~~ npu~n 1nN~ ,p'n,n?) )'~~n~) p'u~n~ i~~ iN)~' ~N ,n~nJ~ 
n~~~ ,~ 1~~ ~)~n~ N~N N~ N~ ,npu~n O~ ~)~ )~? n~y~ ~~ ••• 
O~)~? 1Y' O'~)~u iN n~nJ~ nn~'n 1'~ p'u~n~ O'l)JY~~ npU~n) 
n~N~ O")~~. According to Kara (he returns to the point in v. 
26), the chapter is an integrated whole and the consolation 
functions both to soften the rebukes and to set the 
Condemnation of the wicked against the comfort offered to the 
righteous. An outstanding example of this can be found in 
Hosea 2:1-2, where the same terms are used for consolation as 
for the preceding rebuke. In Jeremiah· 12:14 too the same 
Verbal form is used, the root ","nl·being applied to both the 
reproach and the consolation, so that the relief promised for 
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the blow to come is given prominence. sa 
ii. Reward and punishment 
In discussing the reward of the righteous (Isa. 4:2), Kara 
remarks, N~'n nnNV o'pn 'J .,~ o'v"~n n"nn ,n nnN ,nt' 
~V "JV lnn i,nOl N~,n nnN O'~V' ,V In'J~''~~ ~)nJn '~'nv 
O'p'i~. The punishment of the wicked is that n'N~n nN 'n "0' 
O'OJ~n (Isa. 3:18), and the reward of the righteous, ,,~, 
~N'V' nu',~, n'N~n') ,'Nl' ~'Nn (Isa. 4:2). 
A further example is the prophetic rebuke to Shebna: 
i'J)iN n'~ "'P i"~~ n'~J'n (Isa. 22:18). In verse 23 we 
find the corresponding piece of comfort for Eliakim: n'n) 
')~N n'~? i'~J NOJ'. Here again Kara notes the shared 
linguistic coinage: nnN O'~~, ,~ ,n'J~"~ N~'n nnNV O)pn ,~ 
O'P"~' nnnJ ,n)J~"~ nnl" N~)y'). It is worth noting that 
there is one place in which the example is reversed: o,pn 'JV 
n)J~"~n ,nnnJ nnl)' ",~~ N~'n nnN ,N'V" nnnJ N~'n nnN~ 
O'~V", The text itself (Isa. 48:22) reads 'n ,nN O)'V l'N 
O)~V", and Kara notes that it corresponds with verse 18: N)' 
To sum up, it can be said that Kara is concerned to 
clarify the link between topics, and that his commentary 
establishes the exegetical continuity of the text. He does 
not explain segments of a verse in isolation from their 
setting, as the Midrash does, but takes an overall view of 
the context which is part and parcel of his view of u~n, and 
the broader the context into which his interpretation is 
integrated the better. We have seen three forms of linkage 
between passages, arising from context ('l'l'yn ,n,n 'l'), 
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from later information ('n'U~ '~'n ~l'), and from 
clarifications elsewhere ("'~l ~~)n~' ,n,'nnl o,nun ~l'). 
Kara also deals with textual continuity when he explains 
anticipatory information (n,~,pn) and juxtapositions (n'~'~u 
n"~~nn). Throughout his treatment of the entire topic he 
acts as a teacher blazing a new trail for himself within the 
general approach of the French commentators on the ~~~. He 
interprets the text from an all-inclusive viewpoint, with the 
aim of clarifying and organising its various aspects through 
a continuous explanation which moves with the text and 
accompanies it like a shadow. 
8. Summar~ 
Here we return to the question with which we began. What is 
Kara's conception of ~~n and ~~'? It will be easier for us to 
offer a reply now that we have a general picture of his 
attitude to the subject and what he has to say on it. 
Ahrend supplies a basis for the view taken here. He 
suggests66 that Kara is opposed to ~~, only when it is 
presented as the sole mode of interpretation. He is willing 
to accept a Midrash when its purpose is to supplement a text 
by adding details,67 or alternatively, it seems to me, when 
it contains an educational lesson for his stUdents by 
justifying the actions of the Patriarchs, offering a solution 
to difficult problems or contradictions, or speaking in 
praise of Biblical figures, and so on. 
The problem can be viewed from a different perspective if 
we take into account the historical background against which 
Kara worked. Twyto points out that in the twelfth century 
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western Europe entered a 'period of renewal'. In this period, 
as historians have concluded, 'the fundamental problem which 
engaged the intellectual world' was 'the problem of the 
correct relationship between traditional authority and the 
demands of reason. '68 With regard to exegesis, this meant 
fixing the relationship between ~'1 and ~~~.69 This is the 
period of modernists, the O"'~~~, as Kara calls them in 
opposition to ,)~,n) n'lN "Yl. 70 He stresses that these 
latter '1n~ ',nN )~") ... )l'n)l1 )1nn~ n~ )n'l' N', whereas 
the O"'~~~, he says, n»'pn n)l'nl, "'~~'; that is, they 
emphasise the words as they actually appear. On this point, 
Ahrend notes that the O"'~~~ (who are the '~~n '~nlN of 
Rashbam on Genesis 37:2 and the ,~~ 'Yil' of Rashbam on 
Exodus 21:1)71 were those who sought rational explanations 
which were independent of the Midrash, Talmud and Aggadah, 
and which were based on the plain sense of the text. Their 
ambivalent attitude to ~" is one of the characteristic 
traits of the period. Kara followed in the footsteps of 
Rashi, most of whose explanations are taken from the remarks 
of the Sages. 7a Kara himself continued to draw from 
Midrashic sources, while at the same time his commentary 
abounds in ~~~ interpretations. He was followed by Rashbam, 
who adheres almost entirely to ~~~ although he admits that 
the Midrash may be of use. 73 He also distinguishes between 
the two methods of ~~~ and ~"i both represent legitimate 
approaches to the Bible,7. but the search for nl~~~n 
01' '~l O)~'nn~n must be given priority. It was indeed the 
spiritual aim of his generation. The exegetical school of 
thought which existed in northern France during the twelfth 
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century, among whose proponents Kara and Rashbam are 
numbered, attempted, says Twyto, to share in the contemporary 
spirit 'by offering a Jewish expression for the problems that 
taxed the minds of the Enlightened [O"'~~~] of that 
generation. '75 Their exegetical approach testifies to this 
in its attention to the grammar and style of the Bible, 
search for exact texts, and so forth. Within this school of 
thought, Kara serves as the connecting link between Rashi and 
Rashbam. This view is based upon the work of two scholars, 
Raphael Loewe and Sara Kamin. The first surveys the 
development of the term ~~~ in Talmudic literature and states 
that 'peshat, therefore, means authoritative teaching in two 
possible senses. Either (as in the case of the verb), 
teaching propounded by an authoritative teacher, or teaching 
recognised by the public as obviously authoritative, since 
familiar and traditional' [italics in original]. He goes on 
to distinguish ~~~ and ~'l: 'The real distinction between 
them as nouns seems to be that derash is exegesis naturally, 
or even experimentally propounded without secondary 
considerations; if it is popularly received, and transmitted 
into the body of conventional or "orthodox" opinion, it 
crystallises into peshat.'76 
Sara Kamin considers that 'the distinction between ~~~ and 
~'l was not fully defined or crystallized in Rashi's mind. 
Yet in the commentary of Rashbam, Rashi's grandson, we find a 
conscious, consistent distinction between these exegetical 
categories. We also find in his commentary an exact use of 
terminology in everything that pertains to the category of 
~~~, which Rashbam regarded as his sole field of endeavor~' 
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She also remarks that 'with regard to the exegetical category 
which is not ~~~, Rashbam would appear not to have developed 
a terminology. '77, We shall now argue that Kara, who wrote 
between the time of Rashi and that of Rashbam, makes on this 
point an advance upon Rashi, but fails to distinguish as 
firmly between ~~~ and ~11 as Rashbam does. For the purposes 
of this discussion we shall define ~v~ as a clarification of 
the text in accordance with its language, syntactical 
construction, context and content, literary structure and 
type, and the effects that these components have upon one 
another. In other words, a ~~~ commentary takes into account 
all linguistic elements in any given combination and finds 
the meaning of each as part of a whole. 7B The term ~~~ does 
not appear in Rashi's commentary at all, only lU'~~, in the 
Sense of the literal meaning of a verse. 79 This is not the 
same thing as the conception of an interpretation based upon 
a U~~ approach. Despite the fact that the term '~l~~ 
accompanies many explanations 'which follow the U~~ method 
as we have defined it, no term denoting this exegetical 
category is contained in Rashi's vocabulary.'ao The same is 
true of Kara, in whose work we find such expressions as lUl~~ 
(Isa. 23:4); ,~,~~ ,~~ (Isa. 14:18, 20); N1i'n ~'lJ l~l'lJ~ ,~~ 
(Jer. 8:23; Hos. 4:17); and N1pn ~'lJ l~l'lJ~ (Josh. 24:25; I 
Sam. 1: 1 7; 21: 7 ) • 
A difference appears with regard to Midrashim. For Rashi a 
Midrash which is drawn from the sources does not contradict 
interpretations l~'~~J, which in general are not based upon 
Rabbinic sources. Hence Rashi regards the expression l~11n as 
synonymous with n'lN ~11~, or simply to ~11~.B' In Kara we 
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find a specific view of Midrash which is not in harmony with 
the ~~~ of the text, and whose function is one of 
embellishment: 1'1N" n"n )'1ln, '1~ lJ'~~n ~'10' (I Sam. 
1;17). As we have seen, he describes anyone who ,nN " n~'J 
111 ,~ l~"~ as a man awash in tempestuous waters who grabs 
at anything that might save him. The Torah was given in a 
form that is perfect and complete, and requires no Midrash; 
the messages of the Prophets are lucid and complete, and 
neither Midrash nor other external sources need be consulted 
to understand them (Jud. 5:4; I Sam. 1:17). While Kara refers 
everyone who is interested in Midrashim to the appropriate 
books, citing them is not his own intention (I Sam. 1:1). 
illlN ,~,,~ rank in his mind as h .1'lon..se..rise. (l.,,), and, 
he says, l, ,y l'l~"n~ )'N (II Sam. 12:30). 
Returning now to Rashi: Sara Kamin concludes that the term 
H"~!) and the root ~"" do not for Rashi denote distinctive 
exegetical approaches parallel to ~~!) and ~" in our 
Sense. B2 Furthermore, she points out that in Rashi's usage, 
'the term '~l~~ in itself denotes the text in its literal 
sense ••• so that when Rashi uses the term, it does not bear 
, 
a variety of value-laden senses with regard to a correct and 
true interpretation, etc.'B3 By contrast, Kara appears to 
assess an explanation which is according to 'U,~!) as correct 
and preferable. This emerges from the following points: (a) 
his explicit rejection of the Midrash, of which we have noted 
Several instances; and (b) his statement that O)"~~~n 1N 
nONn 'Y 'J1 "~yn' n'1pn n)l'nl' "'~~, (I Sam. 1:20). The 
~ord 'l' here is equivalent to N,p~.8. This implies that 
truth must be the foundation of Scripture, and that he is 
~--.--.-~.----
---
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aware that his commentary differs from and is antagonistic to 
the accepted Midrashic interpretations. Similarly, when he 
Uses an expression like 1li ~~ 11"')1 'n~)'~1 lUl~~ nt (I 
Kings 8:8), he makes his view of the Midrash quite clear (see 
II Sam. 14:2). The term 'Ul~~ is informed for him with value 
judgments as to the more correct, more truthful 
interpretation. To this should be added the fact that he 
treats the terms ~1in or nilN ~jin and the like as the 
opposite of lUl~~.s5 Where Rashi attempts 'not simply to 
interpret the text, but rather to interpret it in accordance 
with the sources, 'S6 Kara's aim is to interpret it lUl~~), 
aided by a critical analysis and selection of what the Sages 
have to offer. Since he understands U~~ commentary as a 
clarification in relation to language, content, context, 
style and literary structure, his work comes closer to our 
definition of U~~ (a term which now connotes the type of 
approach adopted by his successor, Rashbam), if only because 
of Kara's critical and selective treatment of the Midrashim 
of the Sages. While it is true that both their commentaries 
are founded upon the principle that 1Ul~~ 'i'n N~l' Nipn l'N 
(I Sam. 17:55), Kara makes more of an issue of it,S? as 
when he speaks in such terms as )n~)~n ,nNl 1~' ~~ lUl~~ inN 
(II Sam. 14:2), or 1li ,~ ""'l' 'n~"n' 'U'~~ ,nt (I Kings 
8:8),se or NiP~ ,~ '~n~n' 'U'~~ ,~, (I Kings 5:12);80 or 
ascribes great importance to a consistent explanation which 
follows the textual sequence and the context (n'N,pnn 11l'n). 
We can sum up by saying that the very composition of U~~ 
commentaries shows that the French Sages adapted themselves 
to the spirit of the renaissance of the twelfth century. In 
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Rashi wo find only the beginning of an awareness that ~~~ and 
~'j should be distinguished from each other,DO while Kara 
moves much further forward. The distinction is clearer and 
more conscious, although he does not always succeed in his 
effort ')n~' the text without the aid of Midrash. To his 
mind, ~~n is of the essence and ~'j is merely a decorRtion; 
and he takes refuge in Midrash only when he is at a loss for 
a ~~~ explanation, or when the Midrash offers some special 
educational benefit. In Rashbam we see even a further 
development, for he makes a conscious and consistent 
distinction between ~~~ and ~'" and he is the first person 
to use the term ~~~,91 even if it is still accompanied by 
)~)~~92 and N'P~ ,~ )~)~~.93 In the history of the 
development in France of ~~~ commentary, then, Kara occupies 
a place of honour between Rashi and Rashbam. 
II. The Use of Rabbinic Midrashim 
In addition to the Talmud, numerous Midrashic works were 
available to Kara as they had been to his predecessor 
Rashi. 94 In this section we will deal with the ways in 
which Kara handles his Rabbinic sources and the terms in 
which he refers to them in his commentary. 
1. Parallel Sources 
Only at rare intervals does Kara cite Midrashim from two 
sources; sometimes both are in agreement, sometimes they are 
at odds with each other. On I Samuel 1:1, on the phrase 1~ 
O'~,~ o"n~'n, he writes, O'~,~ O')n~'n 1~ 'J)n'~~ ~,,~), 
nJ'~)n N~~ N~N ",n )n)N~ ~N'~'~ on~ 'j~y~ O'~,~ O))nN~~ 
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n"", n~o,~, lnNllJ. This Midrash comes from Megillah 14a; 
Kara goes on to allude to Midrash Samuel: l'n~' 'Jl~' 1'N' 
n"p, n~'in) ,~~y 'J~l ,no ~)~, l~"n ,~,~ ~"n Ol~ nt '~Ol 
N~'p )l.96 At times a second source will be glossed as ,l, 
inN, as we find in connection with the death of David in I 
Kings 11:21: IN'' nn ,~, )'n)lN OY ", l~~ ,~. Kara says, ", 
nl'~~ )l ninNJ ln~Y nn'n nn~, and the source of this Midrash 
is Midrash Samuel;97 then nN N,nn 1)ln 1l n'.ln~ ,), N'" 
nl'~~ II n,nNJ lnlpn - and this Midrash comes from Daba 
Bathra 116a (and see II Sam. 14:2). Elsewhere, in I Samuel 
17:55, he combines two Midrashim and says, ~1'~l ~')nn N,n ,~ 
n,nl' n~onl,.98 When we are told of Saul, 'N Nln.l N)n nJn 
O"~n (I Sam. 10:22), he remarks that Saul c'n,nl C",Nl 'N~ 
O"~ nJln~l "'l 1n~ 'J'J~~ )n~ n'~'n' '1N1 ON, and this is a 
Combination of Midrash Tanhuma99 and Yoma 72a on the 
garments of the High Priest. In one place, II Samuel 15:7, he 
Weaves together Midrashim from two tractates, Temurah and 
Menahoth. However, these occasions on which he presents two 
Possibilities are isolated exceptions. 
2. Handling of Sources 
The following approaches may be noted: 
a. The language of the Midrash and that used by Kara are 
Completely identical. This applies to Midrashim taken both 
from Midrashic works 10o and from the Talmud. 101 
b. The Midrash is quoted with slight changes of no 
significance, such as the omission or addition of a single 
Word, the substitution of a synonym, or the transposition of 
a few words.,o2 
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c. The Midrash is cj.ted in a highly abridged form. We 
shall note one example from among many. In Judges 6:1 we find 
~'n ~N'~' 'J~ l~~'l, and Kara says, 
,~~~~ o'~~n ~,,~ l~~'l ln~ lN~' ... '~'O"l ln~ n'~~' 
lll'~l nN~n nl~O' ",t,n, l'N~'n l'n n"~ "nN N'~ ,~ 
,nl~ '~~N 'N '~P~P' "tn~~ .on~ ~nnJ n"~ "nN~ 
.[~'n] l~~'l 'n~ l~~ nJl~N'n ~~ on~ ~nnJ ,~~~ '~'Ol'l 
In Kara's text the Midrash contains 29 words, whereas in the 
original, Midrash on Psalms 18:1, there are 100 words: 
~~ N' .,nlN n"~ ,nl' n~l' Nln~ ,~ ,~ N' "~'O " '~N 
" )"n'n~ ~l"~ .n"~ ,nlN' OJ " n~~l~ 'n 
P'l 'n'l N~ln nnN l~' ... n~1n n"l~ n~~J' ,"n'J"'~ 
In, "nnJ~ l'ln ... n"~ "nN, OJ on, n~~J~ n"l" [nN] 'N'~' 'll ,~~" n"~n ,nN n', "~01 In'n'l''~ 
... ~N'~' 'Jl l~'Ol'l l'n~ o,pn ~~l ,nlN " ,nN .~'n 
In''~~ n,nn ,~N'~' 'l~ '~~'l l'n~ n"l' n,'~ ,nNl 
1 'nN~ n~~l il"~Pil on, 'nn~ N'N . 'l~~' ,~~~ iln 1::P il' 
... "l~ '~lN Nln l~l n"~ 
Kara emphasises and accounts for the difference between the 
Use of l~'Ol'l in Judges 13:1 and l~~'l here (Jud. 6:1). For 
this purpose he quotes only the relevant part of the Midrash, 
and even this he shortens so as not to weary the reader with 
unnecessary details. In Judges 9:13 he gives a brief version 
(24 words) of a Midrash which occupies in the original, in 
Midrash Tanhuma,,03 about 70 words. In other places too he 
feels it proper to quote only the essence of a Midrash.,o4 
d. He conveys the central idea of a Midrash in his own 
Words. When Gideon selects men for battle he separates 
b'pp,nn from n'n~~ l'J'~ ~~ ~'J' '~N ,~ (Jud. 7:5). These 
last will not be chosen t"l~ 'l~' ~"~, o'"n, Oil 1J~; while 
the Midrash states, nllnn~n n'il il~l' N" n~', ... 1~'J~ onlN 
nN'll' illlnn~n n'n 11~1l ,~ ,,,, ,O"',N, (Yalkut Shimeoni 
Judges, sect. 62). In another place we find 'Jp'NJ ,,~ l'Nl 
(I Sam. 2:2), and Kara says, n"~ ,,~, "J'~ O"~l l'N 
b"n n" nl ~, In''~ lJ ll'pl'NJ. The Midrash reads 011 '~l 
" 
~:' ... ~/.~.'--~....-~-~.,..-..-..-.---
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other examples may be adduced. 106 
e. He adds explanatory remarks, or broadens and clarifies 
a Midrash. In explaining n1'1~Y 1N~ ~nn1 (I Sam. 25:18), he 
says, )n~)p l)~~~ '~ ,o~)pn no~~ )n~)p N~'py ,Nn~'~nl 1)')~1 
)l~P ~y, )'Y~~ ~Y )~N~ ~l1 11n 'n)~~ '~~n, and the Midrash 
reads: 'l~)n )n)N N1P 1)~1~ '1 o~)pn 'll )n)N N')P ~N)~~ " 
)'l~ )~)n~.107 When the servants of Hanun, king of Ammon, 
""~ ask him, 1'J'Yl 1'lN nN 1l~nn (II Sam. 10:3), Kara writes, 
Nl1 "P)~N n'Jn~ nnN 11101 Onl1U) en)~~ ~)1jn N~ ,n"nl l)n~ 
o'nn)~ n~ n~~ 1'lN i1l~~1 1n)~~ ~)'i~. This is based on a 
Midrash which says, 
['~] l)n:> 'l~'l~l '1'nt);) n"lpn~ nn~ i)il l');)Nn ~N 
~"in N~ l'n~' In ~np~ '~N');)) 'l1);)Y N)l' N~ )n1)nl 
10B.enl)U) 0~1~~ 
Kara explains and elucidates the Midrash. 
At times his additional clarification is even longer, as 
~hen we are told of Shimei, 1~nn 'l)iN nN1p~ ni'~ (II Sam. 
19:21). The Midrash states: ~Ol' n'l ~~~ l)~N' O)'n 'nNl nJn) 
'N1~' ~~ i'i~ 'Y);)~ n'~ ,nN ~O)' n"N~ In lln' ")N ');)Nl~ 
nnN ion n~ l')P~) "~~)' 'N~~' ,~) O,)~);) 1n)' 'IN) nY, 1)'~l 
lnN 1'~'~~);)' "N~ ~N'~' ,:;, 'nlN n'lp ON ');)Y n~)y.109 Here 
is what Kara says: n'l ~~, "~N' e)'" 'nNl 'IN) )~'i);) ,~') 
)~Y N~ on~ e,,~);) ,nl' 1~ )nN~n 'IN) O'Ul~n n'~y, 1)~N' ~Ol' 
ON ,1~Yl 'n'~'Yl O'llN~ 'n,p'o) 'n,,'p 'lNl 1l )i'~ ON )~ 
)n'~ 1~ O,);),~~);), O'N~ 1');) 'nN~n 'Y ')n);)n~ e'Ul~n n'~y )y);)~) 
'IN' 1~);)n )~l'P ,nl' N~n~ )y);)~ n);)) ,1~~Yl 1);))n) 'P 1')i 
:l"l~NY. Amplifications like this are found throughout his 
commentary. 110 
f. A quotation from or reference to the Midrash may be 
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imprecise or mistaken. Let us look at a few examples. 
i. Kara asserts that something is present in the Midrash 
which in fact is not there, as in ~~ l'~~ln n"~ n,nll N'~ 1Y 
n,'~ n'nll~~ nl'~~' n'~'Nn, for the Mechilta (Nn"~n) in fact 
speaks first of the land of Israel and afterwards of 
Jerusalem.'" In I Kings 5:15 Kara talks of Solomon, yet 
the Midrash (Genesis Rabba 85) deals with David. In another 
instance his quotation from the Midrash reads ~'n 'u'n~ o'~n, 
while it ought to be "'Yl Nln;"2 or in explaining the 
Word n~'~N (II Sam. 6:19) he writes, l'nl n~'~n 1nN, yet 
Pesahim 36b states nn'Nl n~'~~ 1nN. 
ii. He ascribes a Midrash to Nn,'~~ when he means Nn"~~ 
'ffl~'1,"3 and at the same time speaks of Rabbi Akiva 
instead of Rabbi Ishmael. 114 Elsewhere, in Joshua 15:17, he 
directs us to Kethuvoth when the correct reference is 
Sanhedrin 29b. 
iii. He quotes a passage from a Midrash which docs not 
exist in that particular place,115 directs us to a Midrash 
which contains nothing of what he says",e or offers a 
quotation which does not exist in the sources. 117 
iv. He either does not know or does not understand tho 
Talmud. There are two instances of this; as Poznanski writes, 
'His astonishing statements in connection with Talmud and 
Halachah show how little he dealt with these subjects' (~, 
p. xxiv). On the words )'7J nNl (I Sam. 1:21), Kara says, "N 
l)U Ol'l l'l"i' n)l1J) l"1J~ nl~n ~~ ~~ nll1ll 0"1J. This 
runs counter to the Mishnah in Beitzah 19a: nll1J' O"1J 'IN 
\:)")' l l' l"i' , 'N ':lil ' 'l1. He explains the root nlt1' in 
"~~ 'N )n1") (Jud. 14:9) and concludes in surprise, N~'n' 
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a comparison is made between two types of Nazirites, 'l' 
)l~~~ ')'~n l~~ o'nn, Nn~'n' 1n)n l'~n~ i'l) inlN nl,n' 
N):)~.l~ • 
3. Annotation of Sources 
Although in general Kara does not note his sources,11B the 
number of places in which he supplies the name of a tractate 
Or Midrashic work is not inconsiderable. Rarely does he refer 
a reader to another source without being moderately specific, 
as in inQN n"ln nllN) n~il~~ NQ~n ni)~ ,~, (I Kings 
10:19),119 or '~n '~l i)l~' 'n'Ni nllN ~il~ (I Kings, 
18:26). As a rule he quotes the Sages in full. We shall now 
look at his most common formulations when he quotes from the 
Midrash: nllN ~il~ (II Sam. 7:4);120 'J'~~n ~ij~ (II Sam. 
1:14);121 'l'n'li ~'1~ (Jud. 6:40);122 or '~i'~ (I Sam. 
1:9).123 There are also some quite different phrases like 
)J'J~124 or ---l ~i'~~ ,~ (I Kings 10:19; 16:22; Isa. 
28:24; or forms like 'n~~~ (II Sam. 22:35; Hos. 1:7); 'n'Ni 
(I Kings 18:26; II Kings 3:1; Jer. 8:23); or 'nN~):) (I Kings 
5:10; 11:41; 1sa. 17:11); and occasionally ---l l'n~ (I Kings 
10:7; Ezek. 30:21); or l 'J'~~ (I Kings 14:25; Jer. 44:14). A 
source may be noted at the beginning of the citation, as in 
Nli n'~N1ll' (Josh. 10:13; 1sa. 29:17), or at the end: ,~ 
O"Y ijQ) n)'l~ (I Sam. 2:27; Ezek. 33:24). A quotation from 
the Midrash may appear quite baldly: ••• '" 'j '~N (I Sam. 
7:9; Jonah 1:15); or at the end of a quoted passage may come 
Something like itY'N 'ljj 'pi~.125 
The terms in which Kara adduces Midrashim and the Talmud 
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do not differ in principle, except lhat \lith regard to the 
latter his language is broader and more varied, such phrases 
being added to his stock as 'J'n'li 'n~n (Josh. 13:3),'26 
'J'n)li ))in~' (I Kings 6:1),127 illl )J'n)li ,p,nJ (I Sam. 
1:11; cf. Hag. 1:8), or ---l lJ'Uill~ (Jud. 3:31). We should 
note that Rashi too employs a variety of terms, but not to 
the extent that Kara does.'20 
4. Talmudic Literature and Other Works in Karats Commentary 
We shall now review the books of which Kara makes use. He 
refers to the Mishnah in the following terms: )'~'l Ol) 
nJ~~n'29 or n"~ n~~~l 'J'J~' (I Kings 6:5). References to 
the Tosefta are always specific, as in O)'P~' Nn~O'nl'30 or 
N~'~' Nn~~'nl.13' We also find )nJ 'li' n'lN,132 the 
n,,'~ ~"~, Nn"il,133 the n"'~ lIt"~ Nn'il (II Kings 3:1), 
and O"y i'~ (Jud. 11:26).134 Of n~'n '~i'~ he mentions 
Nn"~~n (I Sam. 25:18; Isa. 6:13) and 'i~~ (II Kings 12:22; 
Hos. 4:19). Among Midrashic works we find N~'nJn (Jud. 4:3; 
Isa. 28:24), i"l (Jud. 1:26),135 Nli O~,,~ "0 (Josh. 
10:13), )JH'~~ ~lP" (II Sam. 5:6-8, etc.), '''l~'' Nn~"~~ 
(Jud. 5:5),136 o','nn ~i'~ (i.e. l'~ in'~ ~i'n: II Sam. 
23:1), in~N n"ln ~,,~ (i.e. 1""1 NlN ~i'~: I Kings 10:19), 
nli n~'N (Jud. 10:6),'37 nli n'i (II Sam. 21:19),'30 ~,,~ 
O'i'~n i'~ (I Kings 14:25),'39 Nln~ li, Nnp'o~ (I Kings 
5:10; Zech. 14:10), 'nli Nnj""~ (II Sam. 24:1), 'li' 'pi!) 
'l~"N (I Kings 17:1; Jonah 1:15), nli NiP" (II Sam. 22:29; 
Isa. 17:11), nli O'il' (Zeph. 2:8), 'N'~~ ~i'n (I Sam. 1:1), 
n""l n'~'n (Joel 1:4) and n~'ln n'~'n (Zech. 6:3). At times 
Kara makes use of Midrashic literature without saying so: 
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n~, nJ'N "II:l~" Nn~"JY.l ,Nl, o~,,~ "t) ,N):nnll'l , )l'll ,~" l'll:lN, 
n~' l'll' and ill' N'p',. As for the Talmud, most of the 
tractates are mentioned by name, but here again quotations 
may be offered without Karats supplying the source. 140 
In summary it can be said that in general he is inclined 
to quote Midrashim in full, although at times he gives a 
shortened version or adds explan. tary notes. We have noted 
the expressions he uses when quoting from the sources, and it 
is clear that most, if not all, of the works available to 
Rashi are also used by Kara. Despite his great expertise with 
regard to Midrashim, we must remark that on occasion he errs 
either in the phrasing of a quotation or in his understanding 
of it. 
:-- ". 
>~~ 
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Chapter 2 
Kara's Exegetical Method 
I. Style and Terminology 
Kara's commentary reads smoothly, for it constitutes a 
paraphrase of the text. It is notable for its intellectual 
continuity inasmuch as it does not merely cite the words to 
be discussed but rather includes them as part of the 
interpretation. It is also characterised by a long-winded 
style (in contrast to the stringent brevity of Rashi, for 
example), appeals to the reader, repetitive assertions and 
recurrent expressions, and the constant employment of the 
roots 1"):), ,1"n!) and ~""!)' In almost every paragraph .,"n!) 
appears (though at times .,):),,~ is found as a substitute) and 
1"):), figures in appeals to the reader to extract new 
information from a particular place. Through the link which 
he establishes between different verses, generally by the use 
of the expression ",n, ~.,~~~ C~~, Kara offers a complete and 
unified picture of each topic. 
I will later attempt to describe, by means of examples, 
Kara's characteristic strategy as it finds expression in his 
comments. For the moment, let us trace his favourito 
linguistic collocations, the speCial form by which he always 
appeals to the reader as he argues his case, the terms in 
which he speaks of commentaries which he regards as 
incorrect, and the peculiar force which he imparts to the 
root i".n~. A yet more typical trait is his varied use of 
language. As we shall see, he draws upon more than twenty 
different forms when he cites phrases from the Targum, quotes 
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one verse in order to explain another (see the section on 
Scriptural style, below), directs himself to other 
commentaries, or employs foreign terms (t"y,). 
Such variety, generally speaking, is more natural to 
lectures delivered before a congregation than to a systematic 
commentary employing a set idiom for each subject. Another 
outstanding characteristic is the great use Kara makes of 
Scriptural verses. Like any good teacher of the Bible, he 
weaves these into his commentary to form an integral part of 
the explanation and produce an enhanced reading, with such 
skill that they become an indispensable part of the 
commentary. There is no doubt in my mind that his 
diffuseness, the repetition of his various assertions, his 
appeals to the reader, creation of a commentary based on 
continuity, and use of the roots y"i' and (even more) i"~', 
are all a consequence of his paedagogical bent. He did not 
see himself merely as an instructor but also, and primarily, 
as an educator on the basis of the Book of Books. 
1. Appeals to the Reader 
The primary thrust of Kara's work is an appeal, through the 
use of the second person singular, to an attentive reader or 
student. This is accomplished by the insertion of questions 
or claims nominally posed by the student, to which Kara then 
responds. At times he opens with a question and answers it, 
but on other occasions the questions and perplexities appear 
later in a comment. In this event his favourite expression is 
1nNn N~~)' or '~Nn CN).2 After the question has been 
presented he commences his response with the phrase 1~' 
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'bN. 3 He may open with a question and then retort ~n~l n~~l 
'n~ nt ... o'n~~ 'lV )NJ,· or announce nllVn l)'~ V' 'IN.5 
Generally his method is really that of a conversation and an 
argument with the student, as in Josh. 16:5: 
n~lbl O'1~N It n~1~1~ 'n)~ l'l'~J N~~' 'J~~ )'~bnl 
••. o',nN 1'~tn~ O~~ ... ilVlb "Jtb ll'N nn 'Jnn nl,nl 
.n1tn 'n,~ Nln ,~ nt '1'l~ 'J1~ )'~' [A perceptive person might here wonder why ••. He should 
understand that .•. ] 
On Isaiah 1:18 Kara explains the connection between the 
rebuke (up to this verse and from verse 21 onwards) and the 
consolation (in this and the following verse), and in his 
appeal to the reader (Isa, 7:17; 15:1) he says, 
i~~ iN'~' 'Nl .•• '"t O'nJ" "Y.lN~ nn~ 'Jl'Vn ,N' 
n"~N ,~11 .•. ln~pn i' ~'nNl ..• i"",n" l',nil" i"tH)n, 
..• )lill ~1 ... il~~n ~~ l'lY, Nlil 1~lnn nponn O~ N~nn~ 
•.. nJn' ,N i:1' 
He begs the reader to follow neither the Sages nor his own 
feeling in the matter, but to read what he himself has to 
say, which proves that the topics in question are 
interconnected. All this is done through a direct appeal to. 
the reader. 
Let us move on to another example where the appeal is more 
forceful. When he explains Joshua's command that the sun and 
the moon should stand still (Josh. 10:12), he writes: 
1)n~nV nnn~ n)"~ lb~~l ~~ln)~ 'bNn~ 1n~1l n'~' N" 
nl ~~~ ln~~l Nln~ i"l1:1 ON~ nnN 'l1l ~,~ nlllVn nn~n 
n'n ... 1"l1) Nln ON) , .. ,Y.l,' N'i'Y.l' " n'il ••. iln"~' 
'In, O'b'" Vi"l ~V'il' in"~ ,~ N,N ••• ,n,' nt N,pn~ 
. ~Y.l'Oil nN 1'n),p'O n"lpn [If you contend ..• , the text should have said so ••• and if 
yOU maintain ... , the text should have said sO ••• i but you are 
forced to conclude •.. ] We also find this (Josh. 17:16): 
lN~ n'l n'OJb~ " n'n 1N'il ,nl, ")~nn nnn' 'N nn~n 
lNJ' 'lnn nN Nln cp~n ,"ll 'In i"~nv C1N 'l' il'"'ll 
lj7J )J"~):l NHl 1n"l'~ n:n''titn'rY,)j''~')') IN )N:>" 
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'~l' nt 'li '~~N 'Jl ... '~Nn N~~l ... 1' nUlll n~lp~~n 
... ,n"~ ,~ N'N ... '~N) 'l~ N,nl 
The expression in"~ 'Y (of necessity) is extensively used by 
Kara when he feels that the reader is compelled to draw a 
certain conclusion from the text, even if it is not 
immediately apparent, since such is the clear demand of the 
passage. In some instances he appeals to the reader when in 
essence he is offering an adverse criticism of an erroneous 
explanation. When we are told of the Gibeonites, n~n 0) l~~'l 
n~'~l (Josh. 9:4), he picks up the word Ol: 
n'n tN 'Yl In'1' n~'Yl cn')~ nN ~~ln) 1~'~ nN~~ ON 
nnn'~ lt~ It Ci)'~~ nnN~~ 'IN 'lpn~l )tlN' ~~~) 1l1n 
... on'J~l nll~ C~~ i' ,'U )~, ,i"li nN '~~~l nN [This only makes sense if Joshua captured both Jericho and Ai 
through a ruse, but if you separate the two events, you fall 
into difficulties. Therefore seek a reason common to both .•• l 
Similarly, when the phrase n)n~n 'N o~n ,~ 'l)~" appears 
after the battle between Joshua and the Kings of the South 
(Josh. 10:21), he says: 
... 'N'~' ,~, ~~ln) 'l~~ 1nN'~ in~i ,y n,y' 'N'lN 
)~ '~'N nnN ON ,o'~'~n n~~n lN~~) ,~" Y~'n), " illn 
)')~' " ,tln llnJn ,n1l~ ,~ N'N •.. ,,~ )1~Nl n~p'l 
6 ••• n~Y~ Y1'N iN'n 1'~'~' )'~N'n [Don't think for a moment •.• because if you do, you entangle 
yourself .•• Rather we are forced to conclude ••• ] 
When Kara appeals to the reader he usually does so by 
means of the root Y"i', and even more frequently through the 
root i"~'. Both normally appear in the second person singular 
in order to draw the attention of the reader to whatever is 
particularly important. 
y"i) appears in the following forms: ~i,7 ~i',8 ~i 
i',9 Nln )~~ ~in,'o Nln )~~ Yil,'1 and Yi~' iJ,~,.1a 
We should not accept Apenstein's view that Yi 'is Kara's 
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typical word for introducing a point' ,13 since this form 
appears no more than ten times in his commentary. The second 
root, i"n" appears scores of times in various forms, always 
with the same basic idea: that the reader is being asked to 
learn from a particular instance something relevant to other 
passages, or to apply a given important topic to the instance 
in question. The following forms are the most common: 
'i~",14 ni~,,1S "~,, ~, lN~~,16 i~' nnN 1~'~,17 
'i~" Nl l'n~n"e in, nN~~J"g i~' nnN ,n~y~,2o lN~~ 
nln)pnn ,~, 1n,n,21 and so on. 22 With this root he seeks 
not only to involve the reader but also to make statements 
about himself: 'Jl'n~ 'Ji~'~ o'n'n '1li. 23 In connection 
with his uncle, Helbo, he says, 'J,~,24 or ,'Ylil, in,nn 
'J~"i' (I Sam. 10:22); and even of God he says, 'in,nn 01N~ 
Pil in" ... 1~ (II Sam. 22:35). Whenever he speaks of deriving 
something from the Midrashim or the Talmud he uses the 
At times, Kara turns to the reader and instructs him in 
principles, demands of him an understanding of the n'l'nl 
il",pn (I Samuel 1:20), which are also N,p~n 1)~' (I Sam. 
3:3), or cautions him to be careful: to adhere to the best 
explanation and withdraw from mistaken glosses. When he 
quotes "'Yn'l (Jud. 19:25) he distinguishes between clear 
and faltering speech and formulates a general principle: 
Yi ..• ill' nn Y~~Nl ,)'" n N~nn ON ,1' l tn!)n ill n, )t)n) 
.il~yn 11~' l'Oil~ Yi ••• )"'n 'l l'N ON' lY, 1 ,~, ~on~ 
Or in another formulation, "lyn l)~' lilJnl (Jud. 5:30): a 
student must learn to put a given principle into practice 
elsewhere, as he says explicitly in a number of places: 
np, ~'t)'" o~n ~n~' 'n~"~~ n~pnl' (Josh. 10:21), or n~pnJ) 
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Ol'1 nN )'In 'n~'~~ (Josh. 15:19), or n,n,pnn ~~l in~n )N~nl 
(I Sam. 7:10), or N~nn~ Olpn ~~l )~l .•• (Josh. 15:2-3; Isa. 
5:11). 
On several occasions Kara reiterates that comprehension of 
the language and style of Scripture on the part of the reader 
is a precondition to the understanding of the written word. 
He does this twice in general terms, as in nlin nlnlp~ ~'l 
~~ '~~~l l~'n iNl on'1li nN lln'l N~l OJ'~~ nN O'llnjn li~'P~ 
ilil 'J'l'~ onl O'N"pn ll~ '~JN (Josh. 10:21; Isa. 5:11), 
and twice in a direct appeal to the reader: ~i'~ 'll~il 
)l~'l lln, '~~Y nN ~l~ lip'y ,Y' 'lin ~l~ ~y i'~Y" 
Nipnn. 2S When he explains the boundaries of the tribe of 
Benjamin, nn' "lln N~'l (Josh. 18:15), he appeals to the 
reader in interesting terms: 
inN 0' nt 0' ,n"j ~y N~N ... ~liln 0' nl n~'~ i~nN 'N 
,j nJ,n ... ni,n' ~'lll ~N~ Nln lj~ Y'l ... 1'l '~1~~ 
inN O'~ ... llnj~ nn~ nnin, ••. )Nj )"llnn nl~lpnn 
il1l p1p1n~j~ ... ,l' O'~l ilil )'~l on'l~ l'l inlY 
.•. nlin n,nlpn N~~n 
He demonstrates that only one possibility exists here, 
supporting his position with a glance at another instance, 
and then uses the word nn,n, (you have deduced) to demand of 
the student that he thoroughly consider the point and then 
prove to himself the correctness of the interpretation by 
examining additional cases. There are instances where Kara 
actually warns the reader: " ,n~n It n~'nl~ nl'nl nl'n ,j 
n"nJ C"j N'N ilY~' nlll~n N,~29 (not a word of this 
passage should be put into the past tense). At the conclusion 
of an explanation he may say, 'N~~' 1'~' ~n 'Y nt 11,nnnl (I 
Sam. 1':3; Isa. 11:11), or nt ,',nn ,~ Olnln OiN l' Nn' 'N ... 
nl'~n ,),y iJ'~N 'IN (I Kings 6:34). 
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Somewhat different in nature are those appeals which warn 
against an incorrect or an erroneous explanntion, for in 
these instances he speaks in unequivocal terms which leave no 
room for ambiguity. We shall begin with examples in which the 
appeal is made in a delicate manner. Following an explanation 
he adds, )n~~~ i~, without taking a stand (Jud. 3:26; Isa. 
22:24). Elsewhere he offers two explanations and points out 
1p'y "~N1 "1n~1,30 thereby indicating his own preference; 
or after citing a midrash he says, nt N'N nn~nN i~ '~~'N,3' 
More bluntly, he says, 1~) N" ... ~ O'1nN O)Jl'n~J 'n'N1' 
'J'~l (Jud. 6:26), or lJ'Nl nt N1P~' 'n'N' nll' nlJl'n~ 
l,n ,~ l'l~'n~ (Isa. 16:1). These are direct but not as yet 
critical rejections, and the same is true for this example: 
~l~ nn~~n~ O'~'~ 11n~n~ OiN Ol~ 1N'~) 'Nl ... (I Sam. 1:1), or 
l'J~lN ,~ l~"n~ 1lin l'Nl ... o"n'~n 'Jl'n~l 'n'N' (Jer. 
8:23). In rejecting a wrong view of the ambiguous passage on 
the death of Gideon's brothers at Tabor his manner is 
aggressive: 'l~'l ~)J llN' nt ,"n~' ,O"~n l'1 ,"nl~ 1~ 
)'~~l~ ,~, "~~~'" (Jud. 8:18). He may offer a warning in 
advance: 'N~~Jl ... O'1nl~n o'~,un '1nN ~PJn l~ l' '~~n 'N~ 
o)p'~~n nlni' '~ln nt 'liJ ... n~'~n ,~ nt nl'n ')1n~l "'P'~ i' ... 3~; or he may conclude by rejecting a mistaken 
explanation. Thus he explains that' in the word P~t' (Isa. 
15:5) is a root letter; warns us, with examples from other 
commentators, against a different explanation; and adds: iN 
l~t' '~N~ ll'n~n N" l~'i~ n~'jn N'; and ncarby (Isa. 18:6) 
he writes on another topic, on O'Y'~ o"n)~n 'IN. Again, he 
may say warningly, nJ1Nn N' 1',N n~1' nJ~' 'N 1l' (Isa. 
1:18). Elsewhere his language is much more blunt: n)y~ Nlnl 
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~~ nY~o) o"n O'P~N '1li lnnOl 1l1Pl l)P~N n11n~ ~~, n1~'n 
l)l1n~l )'1nN 'N1~,.33 It is Rashi whom he has in mind 
here, although he does not name him. 
Let us look at some other places where he is persuaded of 
the justness of his own interpretation. In general he uses a 
fixed phrase, ')N 10)N,34 while on several occasions he is 
even more emphatic: ,~,~ ,~ 10lN )'~O~ 1l ~~l' 'JNl,35 or 
101N 11YO~ '1l ~Ol' ~1~~n 'JN1.36 In another instance he 
goes even further when after he has given a ~~~ explanation 
he rejects a midrash from the Sages and quotes Proverbs 
22:17: 'nYi~ n'~n 1l~' o'o~n '1li~ 1l~N ~n :10N no~~ )~l ... 
'nYi, N~N 1~Nl N' OnYi, (Isa. 5:9). Here he identifies '1li 
O'o~n with what the Sages say, while 'n~i means his own 
opinion within his ~~~ commentary. 
In defending his interpretation he speaks in these terms: 
no In'l' N'~ ilo~nl nilN '~Yl ~~ nt )'1n~ 'Y 't"'~ 'IN Yil'l 
IN '1n~ '1nN ,~", n)n~UO nO~ll nl~n ~N1l lJ'nll1 ,'nn~ 
nONn ~y 1li i'n~n~ n"pn n'l'nl~ "'~~' O"'~~on (I Sam. 
1:20). Elsewhere we read, nlN1pon 1,,'n ,nN 'n1n~ 1~ 
OJ"J~,.37 At the same time, he does occasionally employ an 
expression indicating doubt whenever he is not sure of the 
explanation, as in ~1ilnl lOY nONn ON p~p~n 'IN n~ )11n~1 
nONn 'Y 'li'Oyn, l~'i 'In, 1~" l"Nl~,,3D or in 1lil 0) 
lJ'p'N n"t nnl~Jn "l~ l'N nt. 39 Sometimes he says, 'l'N 
~ nOli IN 1111'~ ~~ ilOY~ "~' .•. 4o or nt~ nOlin~ 
1l11nn,4' or 'IN l~~n nll'~'n 'J~ll ••• N'n lt~ nOlin~ 
p~pno,42 or 1lil OllOl ~, IN.43 
In one place (Isa. 63:19), Kara gives us his own gloss 
first and then a second one from R. Yitzhak bar R. Asher, 
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saying of the latter, 'n'l~ ll~Ni~' •.• iD'Y n~ 'n~', thus 
actually acknowledging that his own explanation is erroneous. 
When he is completely in the dark he docs not hesitate to say 
so, as in il~'~~ O'~pY~' i'N' 1Vnn O'~' nnN "~1 j~Nl,44 or 
Y1" 'l'N~ nl NiP~~ 'nY1' N~ nl~'nl 'l~"1' ~'Yln~ 1~~~n 
lJ11nn .•. 45 In one instance we find, Y1" 'n"n N~ n~ iV~ 
1l11nn 'l1n~~ o'~'n "~1V N~N (II Sam. 7:23).40 Twice he 
not only admits that he is at a loss but appeals to the 
reader to find a solution to the mystery. In Jeremiah 28:1 he 
attempts to determine in which year of Zedekiah's reign 
occurred the contest with Hananiah the son of Azzur, and 
since he can provide only a partial explanation he says, 
N~n) '1'~ Nln n~iV )'~Y V'N 11nQ'V '1~ nl ll'n~ ~nl~ ')'Nl 
'~V ~,~" lpn' lpn~ 'inN. In Ezekiel 22:5, after admitting 
that he is unable to supply a gloss, he requests that ,~ 
n~ ~V ')'1n~ 'J11' plQ~n nt ,~ lJ"n~ Yl1'~. 
2. Textual Embellishment 
One of the most distinctive qualities of Kara's commentary is 
his extensive use of Scriptural verses. Into a continuous 
discussion he weaves fragments of verses, short (one or two 
words) or long (four to six words), which then become an 
integral part of the commentary without which the subject 
cannot be understood. Only someone who is an expert in the 
Bible could identify them all without difficulty, for the 
commentary is saturated with verses from everywhere in 
Scripture. Let us look at some typical examples, since it 
must be noted that some expressions appear on fixed occasions 
while others are simply interwoven into his gloss to become a 
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finished mosaic. 
In the event that he does not know which of the various 
explanations which he offers is the correct one, or is 
completely at a loss as to the meaning of a verse, he quotes 
from Isaiah 42:16, O)~pY~l ilN' ,~n~ O'~' n~N )'~i '~N) 
"~'~' (Josh. 17:5). Elsewhere he prefers another appellation 
for God: il~)~' O'~pY~l ilN' ,~nn O'~' 'Ni~' ilNl (Jud. 
8:18), while we also find ,~n~ O'~' ~iN' i'N~n ... (I Sam. 
9:9). Alternatively, he employs one of the following phrases: 
a. n~Nn 'Y 'li'nyn, l~ii )l~' i~" l"Nl~' ~iiJn) (I Sam. 
13:21), which comes from Psalm 5:9, 1~ii 'l~' i~'n. 
b. Yin N" It n~i~ ,~ n'nl'lyn lYl (I Sam. 1:17); from 
Proverbs 5:6, Yin N" ")nl'lY~ lYle 
c. ll'P'N n"t nn~l" iil' l'N (Josh. 9:4; cf. I Kings 8:8; 
Zech. 14:5); the word nn~l appears in Amos 3:10 and Isaiah 
59:14. 
d. 'nYi' N' nll'nl 'l~'ii' ,'Yl", i~'~n (I Sam. 10:22), a 
phrase combining fragments from Isaiah 48, v. 17, n 'IN' 
"Yl"' 'j~,~ 1'P'N, and v. 16, O~)iiN 'nY1' N' nll'nll. 
When he charges 'N~~l l'~' ~n 'N nt ll'n~~l (I Sam. 1:3), 
this is a quotation from Proverbs 4:27, 'N~~l l'~' un 'N, 
while "~~~ i'~" ~)l llN' nt )l'n~l (Jud. 8:18) comes from 
Isaiah 8:14, and 'inN ~pln l~ l' in~" lN~ (I Sam. 10:17) is 
taken from Deuteronomy 12:30. In an adjuration to those who 
are inclined to follow the Midrash (I Sam. 1:17), he says, 
inJn n"l~ 'nn~~~~ nt' "~li, a reference to Isaiah 27:12 and 
Psalms 69:15, 16. On the same subject he points out that the 
purpose of the Midrash is i'iN'l niln ,',)n" in a phrase 
from Isaiah 42:21. 
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If a student of Kara's adopts a plausible but mistaken 
explanation, he writes, T'n '1nNl n~plJ lj 1~lN nnN ON (Josh. 
10:21; see Proverbs 6:2), or T'1l1 nN Tn~~l nN nnh'~ (Josh. 
9:4), in which nnn'~ comes from Exodus 12:26, in connection 
with the putting out of a slave's eye by his master. When he 
wishes a student to continue in the line he has laid down for 
him he says, np~ ~Ol" Ojn y~~) 'n~')n~ Olpn~l (Josh. 10:21), 
in a phrase taken from Proverbs 1:5. 
Up to this point we have looked at instances of various 
contingencies in which Kara uses fixed expressions. We shall 
now offer a short list of cases where he works citations 
from the Bible into his commentary to impart dignity to his 
text and make it more eloquent: 
i. ~~~l 1N l'l ~'~1n' 'l~~~ " )'N (Jud. 6:16) - a 
resounding declaration from I Samuel 14:6. 
ii. ~'Ol' N' ON OJ'1' ~~ nN~~ 1)')1~1 l'N 1)'n1lN 1'~N~ 
Ol~ O'1ljl l)"N nl'~ (I Sam. 12:5); a striking phrase from 
Numbers 22:15. 
iii. 1~1)1 n~Nl O"n~)l O"~' O'jl~O Tj (I Sam. 12:20-21; 
Isa. 1:18), from Psalm 111:8, n~Nl O"l~Y O~lY' 1Y' O'j'~O 
'~)l. 
iv. l1n 'll 'N 'll N~'~j O~lYl~ In'll (I Sam. 14:16; Has. 
2:20), from Isaiah 2:4. 
v. ln~l 1nn 1Nn ",Y 1l1'~ T'~l lnnn~n ~'Nn ~~~~ N,n (I 
Sam. 18:23), from Genesis 34:12, ln~l 1n~ 1N~ "N 1l1n. 
vi. 'll,n' 'N~'~ ~j n'nl ... NlN~ '~l' "lO 1nNl 1nN ,j (II 
Sam. 14:32), from Genesis 4:14, 'll,j)' 'N~'~ ,j n'nl. 
vii. ,n11lll N~" ~~~n~ nY~l (II,Sam. 23:6·7), from Judges 
5:31, In''lll ~n~n nN~j. 
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viii. 'n~' ~Nl O'nlOJ O'~lP i'~ n'~'~~ O'~Y ,'n' lJ l~~ 
(II Sam. 23:6-7), from Isaiah 33:12. 
ix. l.l,yn N~l 1'N '~y n~ Oln nYl lnlll~ l)1~ (I Kings 
6:1), from Isaiah 18:4, 11N ,~y n~ onJ. 
x. N~~ tn ~N 'i' 'nln'1n lJ ,~ ,y ~Nl o)~n )~N i1Y N' ... 
(I Kings 7:33): this remark is made up of phrases from Job 
32:14, l'~'~ )~N i1Y N~l, and Genesis 14:22, ~N 'i
' 
'nln'1n 
iI. 
xi. O)~'YOn 'n~ ~y no~' N" (I Kings 8:8), from I Kings 
18:21, O'~)YOn )n~ ~y o'no,~ onN. 
xii. Nln O)n~N )J ~l1) ~)P~ N'P (Jer. 11:13), from I Kings 
18:27. 
xiii. " l)~nl P.l)~ nN ililpn iUIN "IN ••• (Jer. 23:33): this 
comes from the reply made to the wicked son in the Haggada: 
l~ 1)nNl l).l)~ nN nnpn nnN ,Nl. 
xiv. ~)n ~'N ~Jl l~~ ~J IN'~ln (Jer. 50:26), from Judges 
3:29. 
xv. "'~' N" n~~)n ~N nl)~n~ nn'N o'~)~n '1nn', (Ez~k. 
27:26), from Jonah 1:13. 
All these are examples of the wide range of words, phrases 
and verse fragments which Kara knew by heart and used to 
embellish his commentary. 
3. Stylistic Qualities 
One characteristic which we shall note is the great variety 
in Kara's phras.eology when he employs the vernacular or 
cites something from the Targum, from other commentators, or 
even from the Bible itself. As against the practice of some 
of the mediaeval commentators, he does not use set phrases or 
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recurrent expressions, and his style is suggestive of a 
teacher standing before his pupils without an organized 
lesson, but with a strong urge to express his ideas. It is 
characteristiC of him, as we have seen above, that even when 
he uses the same expression he changes it somewhat and never 
repeats himself exactly. 
Another stylistic trait which is in fact a function of his 
exegetical method is the creation of a running commentary 
between one verse and another so that the whole is like a 
continuous interpretative composition which is not constantly 
interrupted by introductory remarks. He generally employs 
similar phrases to connect the verses, or converts the new 
')nn~n 1'l1 (introductory words) of the next verse to some 
part of the comment upon the foregoing verse, such as the 
conclusion (Jud. 2:20; II Sam. 4:2-8) or - where there is no 
connection - into part of the ongoing topic (Jud. 13:8; Isa. 
1:4, 25). The terms which he deploys near each ~'nn~n 1'l1 to 
convert it into a part of the total explanation, without 
being separated from earlier remarks, are 1~NJ ,~, (Jud. 
18:7; Jer. 2: 6) , ,"nn (in the same way: Jud. '1:8-9; Jer. 
4:9), 1) J~m ~lOl 'l1'!l~ 1~1 (Josh. 17:15; Isa. 2:22),·7 1nN1-
j:l,47 
,"ill 'O1!l);)' ••• j' 'O'!l~ 1''O:lYl 
... " 'O1'!l n'Y~, (Josh. 
16:6; Isa. 30:19; Jer. 3:18), ",nl 'O'!l~'O ,~~,.8 and 
;:l'!l'.49 
The terms in which Kara introduces his comments upon the 
text constitute a further characteristic of his style. He 
seldom uses the word 'O"'!l in the sense of explanation, 
clarification or solution; in his work, the root '0"'0 most 
commonly signifies a citation. When he quotes another verse, 
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he says, ~i'~ (Josh. 15:2-3), i' ~i'~,ao i' 'n~i'n 'in 
(Josh. 15:4, 5, 12), or i"n, ~,nn (Josh. 18:11; Isa. 37:31). 
When he cites another commentator, we find ~l'~ ~i'n' (Jud. 
5:21; Ezek. 21:20), or '~'l'nl lnl" ~,)n (Josh. 10:21; Isa. 
25:10), while he says of Helbo, ,~,nn n'n (I Kings 1:37; Iaa. 
1:8). Citations from the Talmud are introduced with ~,nn 
Nn,' n~Onl (I Sam. 10:22; Hos. 5:2) or ,~,~ 'l'n'l, (I Sam. 
21:7; Hos. 7:5), and from the Midrash with ~'~nl ~,'nn N,n i~ 
(I Sam. 17:55; Isa. 7:8). On the very rare occasions on which 
the root ~",n is used to connote explanation, it invariably 
appears in the past tense: 'n~"n~ 'n~ ,li ,~ ,~,~~ (I Sam. 
1:22; Isa. 4:6), o'~n'~ ,nOl "n~"~ 'l~~,a1 ,n'pnl 
'n~"n,a2 nl,n n,n'pnl 'n~"~~ 'n~ (II Sam. 7:23) or ,~~ 
"~, 'J~"~~ (I Kings 9:23). Frequently Kara makes use of the 
expression 'n,,~,a3 usually in order to introduce an 
explanation or broader clarification of an interpretation 
already given. For example, in I Samuel 14:33-34, which 
begins with ntl, he says, nt O,pnl t'n~~ ... nt c,pnl 'n~ ... 
nt O,pnl '~n~n N'N nn~n n~'N '~n~n N' t~,,~. It appears that 
he regarded 'n"~ as equivalent to 'l"nl (that is to say, 
meaning), whenever he did not wish to use the word )"n~. 
An exceptional and interesting case is presented by the 
word i~~ in 'lin,n ,lfnli~ N'N ~l" 'n"n N' nt i~~ 
'J'inn. S4 It is not clear to me why he uses i~~ here. In 
Scripture it can be found in Ecclesiastes 8:1, 'n, o~nn~ 'n 
ill i~~ ~i", while in the Aramaic of the Book of Daniel 
(5:15) it appears with the common signification of the' 
interpretation of dreams and riddles; Ibn Janach thinks that 
there it is simply an inversion of the letters ~",~.55 
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Another anomaly is presented by the word ,'U' in the sense of 
'explanation', but generally speaking this is found only in 
connect jon with liturgical poems. Be 
Overall, then, Kara prefers the root ,"nn to the root 
'O",n, and the word ",nn seems to him broader and more 
profound than ~"n. M. BannitteB7 suggests that the 
professionals who were known as O',",n (interpreters) had the 
individual title of N'P, and that their commentaries were 
written down in books known as n'l"nnn ',nu. Rashi attests 
as much in his note on Ezekiel 21:16, while Kara says on 
Jeremiah 6:23, o',n,nn 'J"nnl 'n'N'. (A topic of particular 
interest is the O'N,pn 'J"nn, as Kara calls them in Isaiah 
23:13. In Ezekiel 47:19 Rashi speaks of the C'Y'~ O'N'p.) 
Similarly, Kara refers to his uncle's commentary as 'J'inn 
n"l):),n (I Kings 16:9), and mentions Rashi in the same terms 
(I Kings 2:5). This is the reason why he so constantly 
employs the root ,"nn and the word ,'inn, which differs from 
~"n inasmuch as the latter deals more with the general 
meaning of a verse. It does not draw upon the books of C'lY' 
(vernacular terms) which were available to the O'in,n, and 
which were an important instrument in explaining the texts to 
French-speaking students.!lB Thus Kara uses i"nn for all his 
explanations, and also when he quotes from others, as in the 
following cases: Targum Jonathan;!lG ~J" 'l ,nn (II Sam. 
13:20; Isa. 19:7); n"J>:l,n 'J"nn;tSO n>:l'IQ l-OJi 'l"nn 
,1I~t,61 and so on. 62 He glosses terms from other 
languages with OJ"nn (I Kings 1:5; Ezek. 11:11). His most 
common expressions are 'J"nn (Josh. 9:6; Isa. 17:'1), or the 
shortened inn63 or )'inn (Josh. 13:13; Ezek. 1':1), while 
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we often find l~l~nl ll1,nn (I Sam. 10:7; Isa. 17:11), nt 
lJl'n~ (Josh. 13:7; Jer. 46:12), )ll'n~ (Jud. 5:24; Hos. 
2:7), ')n~n,84 or 'n,nn (II Sam. 21:4; Isa. 51:9). 
Citations from others are glossed with o"nl~n,G5 )l'n)l, 
O',n)~,66 or c',nln ~,.G7 It is worth noting that the 
root '''n~ appears in the Bible only in the story of 
Joseph,6B in the sense of imparting meaning to a dream, 
while ~",~ occurs more frequently in various Biblical books 
and denotes 'explanation' (Lev. 24:12; Num. 15:34; Neh. 8:8). 
The term l)~' (solution, resolution, explanation), as 
applied to verses from the Bible, has been dealt with at 
length by Glass and Kamin. G9 Glass provides an extensive 
survey of the development in the use of the root l"'O' and its 
adoption by Rashi. In his opinion, it expresses the general 
idea of solving a problem in the text. Sarah Kamin notes that 
l"~' appears more widely in Rashi's works than the term 
)~)~~, and that the tenor of the root is to create 
'commentary having internal unity and an intellectual 
continuity appropriate to the language of the text as a 
syntactical and conceptual unit'. As we have noted above, in 
the chapter dealing with ~~n and '0'1, investigation of the 
places where Kara uses l"'O' makes it clear that these remarks 
also apply to him, despite the fact that in contradistinction 
to Rashi, who employs it dozens of times (in the Early 
Prophets alone some 60 times), l"~' occurs in Kara a total of 
only eight times. In Jeremiah 8:23, having rejected another 
explanation, he writes, ,~ "~ l'Jn1N ,y l~')nO 'l1n l'Nl 
,y n)N,p~n l'O'" 'l" nN 'nnl )~ ,y ••• N'pO ,~ lU''On 'n, 'P'y 
)~1~~ ~y, )ll~" (compare Judges 5:4); or we read, nt ~"~l 
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N,p~n ,~ N)n ~~)'~ (II Samuel 24:15; cf. I Sam. 17:55 and II 
Sam. 12:30, where he rejects the Midrash), or N,pn ,~ ,u'~n 
,~'W" (II Sam. 1:14; 24:1; Jer. 50:6). 
Up to this point we have reviewed the exegetical terms 
used by Kara and the methodology which underlies his style. 
As we proceed we shall frequently refer back to this subject 
when we discuss the language he employs in connection with 
different topics. 70 
II. Biblical Citations 
Kara draws upon Biblical verses for a great variety of 
reasons. There is no particular system in his deployment of 
quotations, but the very extensive use he makes of them 
itself represents a distinguishing characteristic of his 
commentary. He hardly discusses a single chapter without the 
use of several quotations, whether from the same chapter or 
from other books of the Bible. The language with which he 
introduces such quotations (which he calls n)N'p~)~' is 
equally varied. The most widespread forms are the words )~~ 
(Josh. 8:13; Jer. 2:33) and l'n~,7a but he USes many 
additional forms.~3 I note below some of his principal 
usages for citing verses, together with one or two examples 
for clarification. His extensive resort to quotation makes it 
clear that his expertise in the Bible was greater than might 
be supposed at first glance, even if at times he quotes 
incorrectly. 
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1. Citations in Connection with Grammar 
Most of the relevant verses have already been cited in our 
discussion of grammar, although of course the context there 
is different. Generally speaking and with few exceptions, 
Kara offers examples to clarify his grammatical principles 
and explanations of particular forms. When he says n)~n~nn 
1)P~ 1P'~ (Jud. 14:9; Isa. 10:33; Job 11:6) he provides the 
illustration 
l1P~" )J11n!l~ (7 :1"J O"'iln) onn ~1Nn 1)\Q1'V1 1n:J 
74.(6 t":J 'Y~") :1P~' ~1'V' 1):)lN N1il 11~':1 ,:1, 
Elsewhere (Jud. 15:4) he explains the difference in meaning 
between the ,p and "~!lil (causative) conjugations (1~~1 / 
, . 
1~') and illustrates each form with many examples from 
-:' -
Exodus, Samuel, Kings and Lamentations. When explaining the 
meaning of a word or a special form he always provides at 
least one example. For instance, he explains that il1)~ (I 
',' 
Sam. 24:11) connotes ambush and not hunting (',~), and cites 
examples to prove his thesis: 
( 3 3 0'0) , ,~ , ~ iI N H1 , (5 t" :> '1:1) N):1 n , ,,~ " ~ , , n:J 
'1:1) il1'V ~'N ,,~ Y1' (13 ttl) 'iP') iI'n ,,~ "~' 1~N' 
11lJNl Hl:J Nlil :11lN 1 l'V' 'il l:1 :1n:l1Q OlP):) ,:> ':1N (27 iI":J 
• (13 N":> t ):)~1) il1~ N' 
In other instances he supplies a quotation to show that the 
verb in question is in fact known to us from other passages. 
In such cases he uses the word n1tl~ (derivative), as in Jud. 
6:38: 
,(20 :1'" 'n~) o'nn 'J!l ,~ 1P) n1~l~ 1t') 1nn< 'l~n 
• ( 33 )"::l 'P") 0" 1 l:1 n, t N O::ll'lN) 
It can be said that in most instances in which Kara must 
gloss a verb in some conjugated form,75 or a noun, he 
juxtaposes at least one example from another source to assist 
in proving his argument, and this is also his practice in 
connection with any unusual feature. 
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2. Embellishments 
I have no intention of repeating here what is said in the 
section on Kara's style, but wish rather to point out again 
that, like other members of his generation, he so works 
Biblical verses into the fabric of his commentary that one 
cannot distinguish quotation from comment, an achievement 
made possible by his great expertise and the beauty of his 
own language. Sometimes he repeats a particular verse when 
situations recur (as when he is not certain of a gloss), or 
in any other place where verse fragments may embellish his 
text. 
3. Parallel Citations from Chronicles to Resolve 
Contradictions 
This topic too is discussed at more length elsewhere, but it 
should be mentioned here for its relevance to the present 
context. On occasion Kara sets the reading found in the Early 
Prophets against that in Chronicles in order to supply 
further information, point out differences or resolve 
contradictions. The issue is stated in a single word, or even 
in whole verses, and then he generally says, ln~ '''illil,76 
and quotes the pertinent passage. Such quotations are also to 
be found when he explains a contradiction within the Early 
Prophets themselves; for example, the question of the 
conquest of Jerusalem.?? 
-~ - --- -- ~-----~--~ ------~~ 
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4. Legal Rulings 
Legal rulings are cited when they may help to make a point 
clear. The corpse of the king of Ai was taken down from the 
tree, says Kara, 1n~'N nN N~Un N~~ O)~n.78 He cites the law 
in Deuteronomy which states that a corpse must not be left 
hanging, but interred the same day; and in this way he 
explains Joshua's action. Elsewhere he explains how Joshua 
erred by making a peace treaty with the Gibeonites, and 
thereby transgressed an explicit adjuration, nn ~Y 1l)Y) 
n~~J ,~ n'nn N' l'n~~.79 On the same issue, we are told 
that 1Nn 1~~ n)p)n1n C'1yn ~~, n~~n )~ (Deut. 20:14). Since 
the Gibeonites had professedly come from a distant land, this 
commandment ought to have applied to them (Josh. 9:7). Kara 
also quotes the gloss which the children of Israel supply to 
their own question, l~" nnN 'l1Pl "'N, which reads, 
[Oeut 7:2.] Olnn N') n'1l on, n",n N~ )nl 'n'~ On)Nn 
• [Exod. 23:33] '))) '~1Nl 'l~' N~ 
On Solomon's multiplying of horses he says, l'n'~ nn 'Y 1lY' 
O'U,U " nl1' N' n1,nl. 80 With regard to the fact that the 
horses were imported from Egypt he states, ))~'~)n N' ~y 1lY) 
l'~'.8' other examples may also be found. 
S. 'To Fulfil That Which Was Said' (1~Nl~ nn O"P~) 
When Kara quotes verses which represent the fulfilment of 
promises or the coming to pass of things which it had been 
said God would perform, his usual expression is nn O"P, 
'~NJ~. When we are told that Joshua left Ai O~)Y ~n', Kara 
writes, 1n',', n)~Y 1~N' n~~n~) 'Y, n'~Y) '~Nl~ n~ O"P' 
n~,~,) (Josh. 8:28). Near the conclusion of the Book of 
Joshua it says, O~lJ~l ~'N 1ny N') (Josh. 21:42), and Kara 
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adds, O~'J~l ~)N l~"n' N' 'l~ on O"p,.83 So also when he 
explains the heritage of the tribe of Simeon, of which we are 
told n,)n' 'Jl n,nJ 11nl on,nl 'n'1 (Josh. 19:1). These are 
the terms in which Kara comments: :1P~":1 op,nN "'lnNl~ nn 0' 'P) 
'N1~'l O~'~Nl (Gen. 49:7). On another occasion, Caleb makes a 
request of Joshua and concludes, o'n~"n' 'nlN 'n "'N (Josh. 
14:12), and Kara puts further words into Caleb's mouth, 
1nM nN ~1l'1 ni1M' nN 'n 'n'l 'n~~ N1pnM ':1 O"pnl,. Here, 
however, it is a quotation from a later text, Judges 1:10, 
which comes to the aid of an earlier verse. 
At the conclusion of the war with the Kings of the South 
(Josh. 10:24), when Joshua orders the officers of his army to 
place their feet on the necks of the kings, Kara explains his 
reason: 1l1,n In'nlnl ,~ nnNl 1nNl~ nn o"p, (Deut. 33:29). 
When Isaiah speaks of the capture of Ashdod by the king of 
Assyria (Isa. 20:1), Kara adds that we are also told at this 
point of the defeat of Ammon and Moab, which had joined with 
Assyria in the conquest of Samaria, in order nn O"P' 
lNln "l~ "'Pll •.• 1nNl~ (Isa. 16:14). Many other instances 
might be cited,53 It may be seen that the quotation is not 
adduced as a necessary element in the commentary as such; its 
purpose is rather to demonstrate the importance of faith and 
the truth of Scripture. 
6. Quoting for Miscellaneous Reasons 
Quite frequently Kara cites verses in order to provide 
further relevant details. When the land was divided up we are 
told that Manasseh received ten shares (Josh. 17:5). Kara 
explains how and why these were apportioned, and in order to 
clarify the issue lists the names of the various families 
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which belonged to the tribe (Num. 26:29-32). lie does the Dame 
for the tribe of Levi (Josh. 21:5). Elsewhere, when it is 
said of Joshua that n~~ nN tn n"~ ~~N ~:l~ ~:1' ~'tm N' (Josh. 
11 :15), Kara writes, ~ntm n';pnnl n"lpn )~'n~n~ ) '~J' unNl ... 
,:m n~))~ l )n:m ",)) "))~ ,,~, )n)Nl. These and many other 
such additions are characteristic of his exegetical method 
inasmuch as they clarify the commentary and help to gcnerate 
its continuity. 
At times Kara fetches a verse from a remote place in order 
to explain a difficult text (Josh. 10:10), or supplements a 
brief passage with material from elsewhere. At the cnd of 
Joshua's battle against the Kings of the South, for example, 
we are told that )J)~' nN ~'N' 'N'~' 'll, ~~n N, (Josh. 
10:21). In clarification, Kara quotes a complete verse from 
Exodus 11:7; and so in other instances (I Sam. 15:2). On a 
few isolated occasions he cites a verse in order to produce 
its Aramaic translation, as in Joshua 8:13: n'J~~n" '~'l~n 
'JlP))" )~~ (Gen. 27:33). A phrase in the Song of Deborah, 
o'~~n~ ')P~, is explicated by a citation from Targum Jonathan 
followed by Targum Onkelos, ")):1 o'~'n ")):1 ~"PJ'N o)'n~ 
Nl1l"!l.04 
7. Errors in Quotations 
We have already observed that Kara quotes verses on a great 
variety of occasions and that such quotations are to be found 
in every chapter which he discusses. The quality of the 
citations ought now to be examined. Generally speaking he 
quotes with precision, but there are many exceptions which 
can be explained as due to a faulty memory. Some examples are 
presented in the table on the next page. 
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Karals Citation 
Mistakes in the introductory phrase 
\l"ud. 11 : 40: 
:t Sam. 1 : 5: 
:t Sam. 14:30: 
:t aa • 10:14: 
:t sa . 16: 1 : 
\)ud. 5: 13 : 
~N1'lP 31' II 
)n' i1.)n" 
N" ,;) "'IN 
o~m O)'ii ':>N ':>N 
'1' lP:> N~):)n) 
)"~ nl 1n 'N 
Mistakes in one word 
(Ezek. 23:47) 1nn'N N1l' 
(Gen. 1:28) O'ii nl1l 'i" 
iI"~ nUl 
)l'll iilt'l" 
O"il o~m ':IN "'NoB 
", N~H:)ln 
)))~ nl 1n 'Y 
cn'N N1l' 
O'il nlil ',1,,06 
Omission of one or more words 
\)osh. 10:13: 
\lash. 14: 4: 
\)ud. 5:4: 
\lud. 5: 13: 
:tsa. 5:9: 
\Jer. 2:33: 
\Jer. 50:5: 
"i'~N In o.)n." 
(Deut. 7:23) "l~' 
(Josh. 13:31) l'Y n'J~~~ '1Y 
n'1~n 1Nl iI~ ,.)~ 1Nl "Y 
(Num. 21:17, 18) O'1~ 
"ll ~y ~n~n n1t~ n~ii' 
(Jos. 19:12) 1'ln n"o:> 
o'~;)n '1l' Y~~) ,ltN ~n 
(Prov.22:17) 
(I Sam. 20:13) 'IN 'N l'"n ,;) 
(Zech. 8:21) n'~n~ ",n nJ'l 
0;)' .l!l' Iii Oll1.n 
:n y n;) ,):»):) 
0'1~ n'1~n 1Nl ',Y 
'IN l'"'' ':l 
I'n ,n, iI;)'.) 87 
Conflation of two passages 
l Kings 7:33: (Job 32:14) 1"'):) "N ,1Y N" 
(Gen. 14:22) In 'N '1" 'ln~'1j) 
lsa. 43: 6: (I Sam. 24: 14) n'~N 'N OiN i':n 
(I ehron. 21:13) In i'::l N.l ii'~N 
'!I ,y ~Nl o"'~ ',N '1~ N, 
In 'N , i ' , n ,~ , 1n ,:l 
OiN i'l' ... In i'l Nl ii'!lN 
n'~N 'N 
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In two instances Kara simply reverses the order of the 
words in the verse, putting a later phrase firntaa or an 
earlier phrase last.89 In three places he errs grossly by 
quoting verses which do not exist. I Samuel 6:6 the root ,",~ 
1s illustrated by l"'Y~l 1ll l~~ N1n O"'~~ ll~', but no 
such phrase is to be found in the Bible. Similarly, in II 
Samuel 5:20 he offers what is alleged to be a quotation, l~~ 
n~)~~n ')~n nN~~ '~nl,90 and in Ezekiel 33:21 he writes, 
C"~l') nl1n 1nN' ~)'~n Nl'l 1nNl~ nn~; but there are no such 
verses. Another anomaly occurs when he presents us with the 
wrong source for a quotation, for in Isaiah 16:4 he says 
c'n'n )1l1l', when the citation is actually from Nehemiah 
13:2. 
These, then, are some of the instances in which Kara is 
imprecise or even mistaken as to a quotation, but (as we have 
already noted) such errors result most probably from a faulty 
memory, and are certainly not the product of design. In 
principle we can state that he turns quotations from 
Scripture into an integral part of his commentary because of 
the assistance they provide in clarifying linguistic forms, 
presenting parallel texts, demonstrating the fulfilment of 
promises, and enriching his own text with resounding phrases; 
but that his preeminent knowledge of the Scriptures and great 
expertise are occasionally betrayed by a want of care. 
- ~-,~-.----. ~,-~---------~-"-----
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III. Use of Foreiqn Languages 
1. Introduction 
M. Bannitte, who has studied the glossaries and vernacular 
expressions found in Biblical discussion in France during the 
Middle Ages, writes, 'In every instance where a rabbi of the 
Middle Ages who spoke one of the Romance languages relies on 
the vernacular to explain a Scriptural or Talmudic word or 
expression, he introduces it with the term t"l"l (in the 
vernacular).,g1 According to the Talmud (Megillah 17a; 
Sotah 49b), t"~, means il":3)) ))~'l 1l"; and Rashi explains 
in connection with Psalm 114:1 that this refers to any 
language which is not the Holy Tongue. When Kara glosses the 
phrase tl')l o~ (Isa. 33:19) he says that when the Israelite 
exiles reached the various places of their dispersion they 
did not understand the vernacular spoken there, and so had 
~'nn O"l1 on, o't~l' nl'il' (to produce foreign language 
lexicons). t"l"l is customarily explained today as an 
abbreviation of 1t Ol' ))~'l. 
At that period, nlll'n~ ,,~o were composed containing 
hundreds or even thousands of words which were vernacular 
equivalents of words from the Bible. Bannitte suggestsu2 
that the Jews who lived in northern France and the Rhine 
region translated the Scriptures into the local language, but 
that this translation was transmitted orally rather than in 
writing. 93 At any rate it is clear that rabbis and those 
who had to read out the weekly portion in synagogue possessed 
lists of vernacular equivalents for difficult words,94 and 
that teachers used these lexicons when they instructed 
children in Scripture and Talmud. Rashi calls their compilers 
·~1 00-
tJ' ,n, nn (Lev. 1 4 : 1 4) when he invoIces their aid to clari fy a 
word or a concept. 
It should be kept in mind that a till>, is not always a 
precise rendition of the Hebrew word, but it does suggest its 
approximate sense vithin the total frr.mework of the 
translation. Some of the 0' ty, used by Rashi talce their 
origin from the work of Helbo, Kara being the intermediary 
between them. Helbo must be credited for the presence in 
Rashi's commentary of some Arabic words, which he had brought 
from Narbonne - from tho house of Rabbi Yehuda, the heir of 
Rabbi Moshe )~'in - and of several provincial forms. Kara 
himself uses O)tY~ derived from Helbo, of whom Poznanski 
says, 'He was the first to use the vernacular in his 
interpretations in order to explain difficult and poorly 
understood words in the Holy Writings, and such foreign terms 
are to be found in him in profusion.'~a Let us look at some 
of them, as they are recorded in the commentary of his nephew 
Kara: 
tJY)~P' (Judges 2:15): t"~'l 'l)"'N "");)'il')NiN.~8 
n"nJ);)n nN (Judges 6:2): ••• lY" n'n 'l,n " 'l on));) 'l" 
~"'lP n"n.nm. 
tJ'~)~ (I Kings 6:18): ••• nlY~'p);) ~"n ll,n 'l on));) '" 
i~"U )'tY'~' ... o'ypn. 
l1i''' (II Kings 16:14): 1'tm ',,:> ,l'l);)'l)l'!:INl'l)iN l"Y'l '1nn 
NlN 'nN ll,n 1l Onl);) '1 'l),'n 1:> ••• p'n1nl. 
These examples are from French; now for some from the 
language of tl~~N, namely German: 
,'~~p ~"~" (I Sam. 13:21): ,,,:> .•• ll,n ,"l cnlt;) " 'lit;), 
N,nl tl~~N 11~'l ""P~.97 
-- .. - .... ~- -- -~-......... -~--------.. 
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D'tiNl n)ijV)) D'l) (I Kings 6:9): l"~~ 1)v)~l )~ l'i'D' 
1'~n'n tl~v)N 1'v)~~' j,~~.9B 
There is a single reference to Arabic: 
O)'~ ~,~" (I Sam. 19:24): ••• OiN~ l"'D ,~,~ "v)~~' l~'l 
l~'l 'n~j n~'UlV).gg 
Thus Kara both passed on to Rashi some of the comments and 
O't~~ he had learnt from Helbo, and inserted them into his 
own commentary. 
2. t"~~: Modes of Use 
Kara uses D't~~ in a great variety of ways which we must now 
examine: 1 00 
a. The t"~~ as the sole gloss offered, without any further 
explanation: n" n~p (I Sam. 1:15): l"~~l U"J~U~n; or ~~':l 
nV),nl (I Sam. 17:5): ~"~l Nn~'n. 
b. A word of explanation with a t"~~ to accompany it, as 
in u,p~,~ (I Sam. 17:40): N"~"V) t"~~l '~'n'nl; or ,,:;,~ (II 
Kings 11:4): ••• t"~~l '''l'l ,O"'~'ln n~'lp. 
c. A l"~~ together with Targum Jonathan, as in l~n '~"n 
(I Sam. 17:8): N~'V)P~ l"~~l' .•• l"~'~~ OV) ~~ ~~ni l'l'~l; 
or ,~ 1nnnn o"n~l (18:21): ••• 1'n,nn Ninl lnl" Olin l~' 
n'lVJn 'n~l 'n'~:;, l"~~l N"~l'i N'lN. 
d. A t"~~ together with a Scriptural quotation: ~'n ':;' 
'n'V) (I Sam. 1 :16): nr.mN' nn'~N Ul:l t"~~~ \)"J~!)J'Pi l"U,3 'n'\!) 
(Psalms 55:18); or together with a Talmudic quotation: ':l 
l~n'~ Pl~l 'lPN' (I Sam. 16:1): ••• nN" ,):)~ n""nn:;, t"~~~' 
1"~' nN 'IN (Rosh Hashana 2:8) nN' N' In ,~,,~ OiN n'~, 'n~' 
(Lam. 3:36) ~~n N' 'l"n~VJ. 
e. On occasion, two O't~, from the same language: jilt"~ 
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(II Kings 4:35): 1l!lH~ \!)" 1"'.)\:)\!)N t"~'l) )'nl~11t nN nnn' 
\!)\:)vnn )n~ ri"J1U\!)N; or p', (25:1): O'1n)N ~') Nlln )'tVl' 
N1'1,n; or two o'tV, from different languages: N)n 'V' ,~ 
(Josh. 17:18): ••• ~It'l ", "1M (French), tl~~N l)~'l t')ln 
1""1 1 ,onp ... ; or O'l) (I Kings 6:9): ••• ll\!)'l " 1 "'i" 
l',n'n tJ:>WN ll\!)'l) ",~ tItV,; or t')~P (Hos. 10:7): lV.l~ "~' 
N"t)) 'P\!)N t" ~'l) N".l'!). 
The vast majority of Kara's vernacular terms are used to 
identify objects and provide terms for things from the 
various spheres of everyday life. For geography, see his 
comments on ,,~ n1!ll (Josh. 11:2); nl"'l (Josh. 22:11); 
"l)n (Josh. 15:9). Agriculture: 'V' (Josh. 17:18); n'1n.lnn 
(Jud. 6:2); O'.lP1l (Jud. 8:7); 1\:>Nn (Jud. 9:14); n"ntn (Isa. 
2:4): nn'~ (Isa. 37:27): l!l) (Jer. 2:21). Clothes and 
ornaments: the fifteen different kinds mentioned by Isaiah in 
3:18-23. o'tV, are also cited for l~ln (Jud. 3:22); nl1"unn 
(Jud. 3:23); n~'n\!)l (Jud. 4:18); nlpnn (Jud. 4:21); ,pln ,n,n 
( Jud • 3: 31 ); n 1 !l ' \:) J n 1 ( Jud • 8: 26); HlP' l ( Jud • 4: 21 ) • 
Other foreign terms are intended to explain grammatical 
points, as in ,nv' (Josh. 18:5): '~n~n l'N' n,," ll~' ,nv' 
\:)""'V\!)N t"Y'l 'Y.l~" ,Nln, lNli or Hl~ tn 'nll (Jud. 1:19): nt 
'l11 ••• 1N~ ln~ ll~' lnlNll ••• n"n' nN 'n il'il\!) )ntl 'J"n!l 
t"Y'l ,,!) n1p 'VlU ,1Y.lY 'n\!) nY\!)l n'n ,nn nN ~p"n\!) nt ••• '01 
When we are told of Samson that ,n' N,nl (Jud. 13:5), Kara 
explains that N'N ••• 'N1\!)'nN Y'\!)ln, ,nn "~Y.l\!)\!) ,n" '\!)!)N 'N 
,n' N,n\!) " Ol'l' lnN 'Ynn "ll N,n\!) ilt 'l' lJl,n!) ,n' Nlil' 
N"\!)" N"'~1!l y"'l ••• V'\!)ln'.1o;a On one occasion he goes so 
far as to warn the reader against, an interpretation based 
upon an incorrect t"~'. WhenoEli says to Hannah," ,N1\!)' 'P'N 
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'11~~ IlN lll' (I Sam. 1: 17) Kara explains ••• l!) " "ltl~il 1 N:> 
IN!:UJ.n il~Pl l)'Q'l ~"'l "l"'l'1 In' D'''lnUlil O'r.lHm '''lnN 'Dpln 
N" ~H~l 1"1J11 1)n~' In' ••• ilVJ1!1il ,:> iH ill'Sl l'1n!ll l'''lj)lV 
il~j)l "~"'. 
Of ton \-le find Kura explaining whole phrases, or even the 
spirit of a paFtsage, by means of vernacular terms. Here also 
we discover what is unique to Kara in his use of t"~,: the 
fact that h~ may deploy entire phrases or clauses in French 
instead of offering equivalents for isolated words. Several 
examples are given below: 
a. II 1,nl illn 1iln, (I Sam. 1 :20): II .1""'''lN ilJn U"'N1N 
il'l~nl 'l:l nJ'D tpu, ~'lil~:> ,tl,,:> ,tff~'l ''''!) 1"'"U"l!) U"'nl1N 
II il1'" illn. 
b. n),',V )'):In.) N') (II Sam. 2:3): ••• U"ll)1N , ll:ll1l N') 
o'n'~r.ln nN lpn, '1'l '1':> 'V'l ~"lllN ~, \'J""1.)r.lN U".)'\'J ,,~. 
c. n:l"tlil iN " 1'V) (I Sam. 18:8): ntl ,U)V't.) "\'J' iN 
it:ll');) N' 1"N "l:l N"llj)JN ••• n"');)il ON ':l 11V "lon 'J'N 'l'1n!) 
t"~~l ')lU "l"l"N ,~. 
d. n"l':l\'J (Isa. 51:21): l",,!) N"t'~ N"''''N1 N"l'N t"~'l' 
ltl"'1. 
e. [To explain God's threat against the people in Hos. 
4:19]: '''U'' " ,r.nN ,~ n,o'O:l '''In, l:l ,);)" 01N 'll 1''0'' 
t"~'l ,"N!)'1 l"'Nl'N 1"'~'N.103 
3. Vernacular Languages Employed 
Generally speaking French constitutes Kara's standard 
t,,~,;'04 Rashi too refers to French once as lJJl\'J' (I Kings 
6:9). Nevertheless Kara also draws upon other languages. 
tJJ\'JN (German). In addition to the passages we have 
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already quoted from Uclbo, we find N Hl "1Y' ':;' (Josh. 17: 1 8) : 
••• 1"1)"1 1")P tJ~~N 1l~~:1; or n"~ (Jud. 9:46): )~ l'''1)i') 
tln tl~~N l)~'l; and so on. 105 
1YJ:;' 1)~' (a Slavic tongue). Found in n)~'UJn) (Jud. 
8:26): ll"1l"lln 'pl'Y on) w"\J'OlJ'tl l))J~ 1"°':1. 108 
Arabic. Found in the passage quoted from Helbo, above, 
from I Samuel 19:24, and also in Isaiah 14:19: :1"1Y l)~':1 l~l 
lYU)~'N 1i')1~' 1'''1)P~i and so in Ezekiel 39:18. 
Bannitte notes that the Rabbis customarily cited words 
even from languages they did not understand, as the result of 
'a constant inclination towards anthologising and a strong 
verbal bent in educational practice. '107 Since Kara lived 
his whole life in France it is reasonable to assume that he 
did not in fact know German, Slavic or Arabic, and that he 
wielded these foreign terms because he was an educator and a 
teacher. 
In his commentary on prophets he uses some 270 different 
foreign terms. Let us note the main characteristics of his 
usage. 
a. The word t"~~:1 is inserted before or (more commonly) 
after the foreign term. 108 
h. On occasion the word ))",:1 appears before or after the 
foreign term. 109 
c. The forms lily, ,)'O'l),110 t.l~~N l)~'l (Josh. 17:18; 
Jud. 9:46; Jer. 2:21) and the like (Jud. 8:26; I Sam. 19:24; 
Isa. 22:18) are very common. 
d. The forms l"~'l "n~ (I Sam. 1:20; II Kings 16:14; 
Ezek. '1:11) and 1)t~),"1 also appear. 
e. At times the word )'''1)P~ precedes the foreign 
~'----~~-,----- -.----~~-
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term;112 the name of the language is sometimes appended as 
well. 113 
f. The formulation l~"'~ ,~ appears once, in II Sam. 
13:26. 
g. A foreign term is occasionally introduced without any 
opening or closing formula (Jud. 8:7; I Kings 6:15; Isa. 
27:9; 34:11). 
From this list we may draw the conclusion which we have 
reached in other contexts: that on the whole Kara avoids set 
formulations and, as befits a teacher, uses different and 
interchangeable expressions for the same thing. 
In summary it can be stated that Kara frequently uses 
foreign terms to explain nouns or concepts from everyday 
life, and grammatical forms as well. Usually, as with any 
teacher of Scripture who is concerned to clarify points for 
his students, there is an accompanying explanation. Most of 
his foreign terms are drawn from French, but some also appear 
from other languages; and he uses all of them with the 
variety which he exhibits in all other matters. He differs 
from his contemporaries in offering the translation into 
French of complete sentences and not just isolated words. 
-- . -------------
IV. Biblical St.yle 
Kara displays an inclination to dafine with precision what he 
calls n)' ipn tn:l' nJ (I Sar.l. 1: 20), i. e. tho rulnn nhich 
underlie the style of the Bible. He considers tho reader 
under an obligation to know tho methodology of Scriptural 
language so as to be able to undarstand the text: ~,,~ ')1~~1 
N~p~n )1~~:l )ln1 '~~Y nN ~l~ l~P'~ ~Yl 'lin ~lO ~Y il~Y~l (I 
Samuel 3:3). 
1. Duplication of Words and Topics 
When a word or phrase is repeated Kara does not regard this 
as superfluous information, but rather gives a reason for the 
occurrence. For example, in Nln 'n e'p~N ~-N tn e'p~N ~-N 
ntn el'n lJY'~ln 'N 'n 'Y~l ON1 1i~l ON Y1' N1n ~N'~'l Y11' 
(Josh. 22:22) he asks 
••• t'n~ nt 'n O'P'N '-N e'~y~ 'l~ )N~ ~~~l n~~l ••• 
nll'n 'J~ '~l~ e"J1 'J~ ~l~~' 1'n~~~ inN e1p~l )~1 
o~n 1NJ ~N ••• (25 l")',) '~~') ••• '~JN '~.lN n)~ l'.l~' 
114.~Y)',)l N'~ Y11' Nln e~n1 1'~l N~~ Y11' Nln 
Of a different nature is the repetition of the word iPll in 
II Samuel 13:4, whose function, Kara holds, is to stress the 
daily routine: iPl ~:>l N'N el'n 'l N~l ~Pll ~1 n'n~ i~lN ll'N 
~1 nnN ~11~ 1:> l~ i)',)lN n'n ,pJl. Different again are those 
instances where whole events are repeated. The comment on 
Jud. 13:12 states the rule clearly: 
N~~n "~lJl p~y n.ll'll llnln'll C',!)O 1"l ~~)~ " Y1 
ON n'.)~ OY!)l 1N 11IQNin e~!)l 1N l'il1 nN llnln ,~p)'J~ 
iO'n~ n~ n'.)~ O~~l ,1)',)')',)1 it1n N1n )l~N' OY!)l i~'P 
e'~~~l ... 1'i)1 nN ",'nnl l~ i~'P~ 1NJ l~l n.ll~N~J 
" i~p)'Jl ••. i)',)lN Nln~ 1Nl l~:> n.lllQNi) 1'iNn, Nl N1n~ 
.nlin nl)'Jlp)'Jl ):>1 .•. nllinNl [When in any Biblical book something is repeated, it is 
abridged either the first or the second time around; where it 
is briefly treated on the first occasion, it is discussed at 
more length the second time, and vice versa.] In Kara's 
opinion, no event is simply repeated: retellings are for the 
sole purpose of adding details to what has already been 
said."s 
Only one exception can be found to thiF rule, namely, the 
section dealing with the capture of Kiriat Sefer, which is 
related in Joshua 15:16 and repeated without any change in 
Judges 1:12: 'N~) "i~; ;N))n~~ li~" ~'N" ~)J)~J 1;"; Jn~)l 
n~~~ n~~J JnJJ (the duplication does not supplement the first 
account, but places it in its chronological posilion)."e 
2. The Language of Scripture 
Whenever Kara explains a recurring phrase, idiom, word or 
linguistic root, he generally uses one of the following 
expressions: ,~)' N'P~" T" (I Sam. 1:11; Ezek. 29:5); 
N'p~ ,~ )n~"~) (I Sam. 25:18; Isa. 4:6); or n~),~ "~) 
nN)Jln."7 When he glosses individual words he most 
commonly employs the word ))~" as in N)n --- 'l~' --- ,~ (I 
Kings 19:10; Jer. 50:41),"8 or Nl" ll~' )l~' ,~ 
(Jud. 9:15; Amos 2:7); we also find N'Pl 1li ,~ (I 
Sam. 25:2; Jer. 10:8), J)nJn IN')P 1li ,~ (I Kings 2:15; 
I Sam. 2:35), and --- J)nJn 'li~~ --- D)P~'~ (Isa. 4:2; 
Jer. 50:36). 
In other instances Kara expatiates at more length on 
Scriptural modes of expression, generally employing the term 
N'P~J nj)~ (it is a rule of Scripture), as in )'N N1p~J "i'~ 
N~'~ nnN 1'~'J )l~ ,nnJ)n 'JiJ 'N'~' nN n~n~ N'll' N'lJ T' 
)'~J )nN)~' (Isa. 1 :18; 2:1; 4:2). When David tells his 
servants, O~'J)'N "l~ nN DJ~Y )np, Kara writes, ", 'il~ on 
~- .. -~------------
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'~'n "'N) 'n~~ ,~ 01N 'l1n~ N1pnn T'1~ N'N OM'J'1N Nln "'~ 
N'N ,nN N" ,,~~ nN O~~~ lnp ,nl' " n'n lN~ ~N .•• In) ,nNn 
O~'ll1N ,,~~.110 [By 'your master' he meant himself, but it 
is a Scriptural rule that a person speaks of himself as if 
someone else were speaking.] Similarly we find instances in 
Isaiah where the prophet speaks of himself in the third 
person, like David, and Kara remarks, '1' ,~ 'l1~ Nln "'N) 
,nN.'20 On another point, Kara speaks of the tradition 
possessed by the Sages that 1nN l'~'~ O'Nllnn O'N'~J 'l~ l'N 
(I Kings 22:7). In some of Jeremiah's addresses he mentions 
similar prophecies uttered by Ezekiel and says, It nN'lJ ~N' 
1nN l'~'l On'J~ n"nN N'~ N'N 'Nptn' n,nN (Jer. 13:26). 
Commenting on Isa. 35:9, he adds, n~), n,,~ 1nN )'ll~' 
O'N'lJ. 
He occasionally elaborates on the prophetic style, as when 
the prophet includes himself with the nation in a rebuke 
given in the name of God: on~~ O""~ n,'n, O'N'lJn 1'1 1~1 
On)~nl~' on,~ nn~'n O~J'~ '1l ... 'N'~" o'n'll~~ nnllnl (Isa. 
1:18). Where a prophet uses identical language for both a 
rebuke and the following consolation (Isa. 2:1, 4), or for 
both a condemnation of idols and a blessing from God (Jer. 
10:8), or for the wars of two different nations (Jer. 50:41), 
Kara explains that he felt the subject matter of his prophecy 
within his very bones, and therefore spoke thus (Isa. 15:5; 
21:3). 
-,11"'-
3. ~~p N'pn 
To describe the phenomenon of 'l~P N,pn (abbreviated phrases), 
Kara makes use of one of the following expressions: )U in ',il 
o',~pn n'N,pnil (Josh. 22:34); nt Nln ,~p N,pn, (Jud. 6:26; II 
Sam. 24:1; I Kings 7:15, 20); ,~p N,pn nt ',n (I Kings 22:24; 
II Kings 20:9); ,~p )l~' N,pnn " ~~n (I Sam. 9:27); ',~pn 
~ln~n (I Sam. 14:6; 24:10; 26:10; Jer. 38:5); nlN,pn ',,~p or 
O'lln~ "'~p (Ezek. 30:6; 34:30; Hos. 1:9). 
In Joshua 10:21 he uses the phrase ~)N' 'N1~' ')l' ~'n N, 
l)'~' nN to explain ,~p N1pn briefly: 
l'~ ~'n' N, 'N1~' 'll ,~" ln~ 'll~' nN ~,~ ~1n N" 
nN O'lln:m 11~'P~ nl1n nln'pn ~, 1 (7 Nit, 'n'(1) ,.1''<1' 
ll' '~.1N 'V '~no, lU'il 1Nl On"li nN '.1n'l N" Oll~' 
'~' ... ln~ 'lin ll)l'~ Oill O'N1lpil 
[The word 'dog' is understood (see Exod. 11:7), and there are 
many instances wherein verses are shortened and rely on the 
good sense of the readers.] In this verse Kara adds the 
missing word on the basis of the similar expression in 
Exodus, although usually it is context or logic which 
complete a phrase, as in ,'il " C~ '~N (I Sam. 15:2; cf. 
Jer. 38:5; Hos. 1:9), where Kara explains l',N " O~ 1~N 'n~ 
II N~l'~ ill'n ~'oln' O'~'1~'<1 nlN1pn ill'ill ••• ln~ 1'il.'~~ 
He says of the phrase 1"V Onnl (I Sam. 24:10) that onnl '1n~ 
llnlil )ill Vi'~ l'n~ ',~p n'N1pln n'N,pnn )n ,nt' 1"V 'l'V 
0'l1 )~, ... ln~ )In'~' n1U N" in, nnN ln~Vn~. On occasion he 
simply supplies the missing word without noting that it is an 
instance of 1~P N'pn, as in on, 1,nn ,~, np', (I Sam. 16:20), 
which must mean on, )'~U 11nn, or 1,nn ", 'In, (II Sam. 
13:39), where "nil ili ~~) 'Jnl 'n~ (cf. II Sam. 21:16; II 
Kings 20: 9) . 
There are many places where he passes such incompleteness 
over without remcrk. For example, Joshua 21:10 states 'n', 
111MH 'll~, when it ought to read ,'1nN 'll~ o"~n 'n'l (cf. 
16:8; 13:5, etc.). I do not think that hin failure to grapple 
\-lith these instances is indicative of any lack of consistency 
on his part, since ho declares on more than one occasion that 
this feature is to be found in numerous places and that one 
must rely on the good sense of the reader. He therefore takes 
notice only of those occurrences which seem likely to cause 
difficulty or be a stumbling block to the reader. There is no 
suggestion of textual criticism in his approach, as he 
himself says: llnl~' n'~ N" i~~ nnN 1~~~~~ l'n~M 1Ml Yi'~ (I 
Sam. 24:10; Ezek. 34:30). 
Rashi describes the phenomenon of ,~p N1P~ in similar 
terms. From a total of fifteen observations by Kara on this 
subject we find in Rashi only five. Some of these are 
formulated in identical language (Josh. 22:34; I Kings 22:24; 
II Kings 20:9), while others have a different wording (I 
Kings 7:15, 20). 
4. 0',0>:l N1i'>:l 
On only five occasions does Kara note the occurrence of a 
O"O~ N1Py') (reversed phrase) by name. He refers to it thus: 
1l11n~ nt' nt N1n 01'0>:l N1P>:l.133 After pointing out the 
problem of the defective syntactical sequence he proposes the 
correct order. We may add that Rashi deals with this issue in 
only two instances (I Kings 7:18; Ezek. 22:3), and that Kara 
several times confronts the problem without naming it (I Sam. 
3:3; 20:29; II Sam. 17:3), 
'---.-------------
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5. ~e Expression Nn'nn 
In a number of places Kara adds the word Nn'nnl or n'nnl (in 
amazement) after the introductory phrase of a verse to 
indicate that it is a question; sometimes he also formulates 
the question or explains it: 
Nn'):ml "O'N'l.ll ~'N'D Oln" (I Sam. 10:11).124 
Nj1'nnl n,nN 'Dli ,,~n 'nn~"'D ~'l'Dl '):n~:l ,n'nnl "nUlN '.l.ln" (I 
Sam. 14:43).125 
Jeremiah 31:19 asks, O'~''D~'D i~' ON O'1~N " 1'P' )In, and 
Kara explains at length the verse itself and the issue of 
rhetorical questions: n~'nnl'D nn'n N,n'D .nt N,n nn'n N1pn 
"1nN' nn!l C)S1nl nip.l.l N"nn' O'1~N ,~ 1'P' )In 1n'N ~nn N1pnn 
~:l ,:l' ••• ,n:l o'n'nnn O'1li" ~:l ,1il ,O'Y''DY'D ", ON 1n'N N,n 
n'nn N'n'D ,~ Yi ,ON nl'n n'~Y nNl' 'n nn~'nn'D nl'n. 126 
[When a word begins with n and is followed by ON, know that 
it is an expression of astonishment.] Kara wishes to clarify 
for the reader what kind of sentence he is faced with, since 
verses of this type might be understood as declaratory or 
imperative. To avoid any misunderstanding of the subject 
matter, he adds the word n'nnl, without further explanation 
(Jer. 49:8; Mal. 3:8; etc.). 
6. ~'Dn and Simile 
In his Mavo Lamikra (1:1:81, pp. 56-57), M. Segal 
distinguishes among (1) n~~n, 'a series of stories which 
combine into a complete picture' (2) "'~'~n '~nn, 'which is 
always accompanied by the ''Dn.l (moral). The ''D~ belongs to 
the comparative aspect of an image', and (3) a straight "~)i 
(image, simile), 'which expresses only the resemblance in 
~--------------------
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quality or action between the two things compared' (sect. 13, 
p. 52). Kara does not distinguish between ,~~ and "~'" but 
employs both expressions for all three of Segal's concepts. 
We shall look at several examples. In Jotham's parable of tho 
trees (Jud. 9:9), Kara says, On)'~ n)~~' o'~~n )~'n~ N' 
,~~, "~'~N n~~~ ~~o "l~l' N)n ,~~ N'N ••• 1'~. In Joash's 
parable to Amaziah of Judah (II Kings 14:9) he explains what 
the ,~~ is and what the '~~J and sums up: Nl nnN 'N~ ~N 
N)n l)'tl ,~ ,~~) ,,~ '~~nn'.127 The parable wielded by 
Isaiah to arouse Hezekiah of Judah against the king of 
Assyria is defined by Kara as '~~n n~',~ (Isa. 37:24), and he 
uses the same terms in speaking of similes. In Hosea 5:10 we 
find the phrase ')ll 'l'~~~ n,)n' ,,~ )'n. This is a 
comparison, pure and simple, and Kara says, ,~ ,~~~ nt ,~~ 
n,)n'. Similarly, in Isaiah 1:8, in the string of similes 
about Jerusalem, n"~J 1'~~ n~p~l nJ)'~~ O'~l n~)O~, he 
explains, ••• O'~' O")~~ on .O"~)1' ,~ ')~'" ,~~ nNt ,~, 
n~'o, n~" "'~ O)P~" With regard to another simile, n1~l ,~ 
n~~' ~N~ (Isa. 9:17) he writes, N)n ')~)" ,~~. What emerges 
from all this is that Kara does not distinguish between 
parables and similes, as can be shown from many other 
instances. 128 In the case of phrases which point out 
resemblances, he notes (Hag. 2:3) that the letter ~ serves as 
an identifying sign: 
''''~ln )l )'~~~~ nt n)~ )~ nt n)~~ 1~" n~'1 N)n~~ 
PJ)'N~ 'l~~ ,(101 ft , 'N1l) tP'~l:) ~'Nl tn )l~ ))l~ 
• (2 ,"~ '~~') nn'll~ nn~~:l 
So also with the most common type of comparison: n)Nn ,1' )~) 
~fll .,~ n)Nn Nl O,,)~ O'):l~ 0'1l' n~~ N~~n'O O)P):) 'l .I')"l ,'A 
")~l 'O~'O):)).129 Elsewhere (see on Jer. 8:22), Kara adds 
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that parables and similes are clearly both techniques whose 
function is to bestir the people into heeding the prophet's 
usually unwelcome remarks (he uses n~'~n in the sense of 
'enigmatic saying'): l"N n)lU' N'lln n~'i~ Nln 'l~)il ~~~ 
'lin n~"~ (Jer. 8:22). At times a parable may be more 
difficult to understand. When Isaiah calls time and time 
again to the people to listen to him (28:23), Kara explains, 
ll'~pnl lY~~l ll'tNn '~1N Nln 'l~'il ~~n n')~ II n~'~ ,~~ ,~, 
n~)'~n l~ ,nl' l'ln, o'~p ni'nl ~~~~. Nevertheless the 
prophets make extensive use of this means in order to speak 
to the people with greater concreteness (see Isa. 8:1). 
7. Wordplay 
Kara deals with this topic only in a number of places in the 
Latter Prophets, under the name 'l~~ ~y '~ll 'l~'. Let us 
look at some examples. 
a. nl~in niiJ nlnJY n'lY (Isa. 10:30-31). Kara explains, 
,nlN Nln~ ,~~ n'lY ,,~, nlnl~n 'Y '~ll )'~'n~ O~ 'Yl 
ll'py '~l l'J~~ 'iiJ n~~ nl~i~ ,~"~ ,nl~i~ "iiJ 'i~~ 
.(9 l"\:) ,y~,) Oi )N'~ l'~'i ,~ '~:l' (4 '~n"J!l~) ,p~n 
[There is a play upon 'Anathoth' to suggest 'poverty' (n'J~), 
just as 'Madmenah' implies 'flight' (niil); compare Ekron's 
being 'rooted up' (,pyn) and Dimon's being filled with blood 
(Oi).] 
b. II n~y) '~ll n)n'~n n~Yn )~ (Isa. 15:5). More briefly: 
'~ll n~'Yn l~" n'nl~n n'Y~ nN,pJ N'n .ll~'n ,y '!llJ ll~' 
II n,Y' (cf. Isa. 15:6; Ezek. 33:27). 
c. li' mo( ~'N )y, ••• O'Y), Hnl' iP'N (Jer. 6:3): l'~~ lY" 
O"U l'~'l )J O'Y), )Nll' n"N N.,p~n o~n~ l)~'n ,nN) nY'~. 
[The word )Y' suggests nY,n, and after an intervening phrase 
~--------------------
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the text returns to this expression.] Kara does not define 
this as a play upon words since there is an interval of five 
words between the two occurrences of O'Y" and 'Y', but it is 
clear that he considers it a pun, and this holds true for the 
following example as well. 
d. He cites three instances where wordplay may be discerned 
in spite of the fact that there is a sizeable gap between the 
components. Commenting on 'l1)Pl) in Jer. 19:7, he says 
" n'Jp) " '~N~' 1" [1 'un] P)lPlil ,nN unn ))~~ ilt) 
, ) ~ Nil Pl i , '~N' '~N " ,nN' (1 l" ) , ~,,) tJ, l11Q!l , P N 
''IN ilJil '~N (1 ,,") "') U1n 1~Pil 'Y ):» (11 l"\) 
~n)J 1'IQ'il O)P~ "l 1" .(11 nil, '>:l,') ilY' tJ:>',y ,~) 
.1)~'il ,~ 
Despite the distance between the relevant words he sees a 
play upon words in the repetition of verb, noun or sound. 
V. Comparisons and the Resolution of Contradictions Between 
the Early Prophets and Chronicles 
1. Comparisons Between the Early Prophets and Chronicles 
Most of the comparisons which Kara institutes with Chronicles 
begin with Chapter 5 of II Samuel. In general, we can say 
that he refers to only a few instances in proportion to the 
great many discrepancies between the Early Prophets and 
Chronicles. His treatment of the subject can be divided into 
three categories: 
a. Instances where he cites the parallel entry from 
Chronicles, points out the difference, and leaves it at that. 
b. Instances where he cites Chronicles to provide further 
details as to events narrated in the Early Prophets. 
c. Instances where he notes the difference (and occasional 
contradictions) between the versions and resolves them, in 
'------------------------
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general by harmonizing the two. 
As a rule Kara adopts one of the following expressions when 
he quotes from Chronicles: l'n~ o'n'n '1l'l1;'30 "'nl'll 
ln~ (II Sam. 24:12); 'n~ o'~)n '1l'li 131 Nln o'~'n '1l'll 
'~1N (I Kings 2:4); o'n'n '1l'l 1nlN Nln lJl or 1~1N Nl" 
o'n'n '1lil (II Sam. 6:17; 7:9; 8:13) or o'n'n '1lil 'N"P 
(II Kings 11:6). We shall now examine his commentary in line 
with the division suggested above, attempting through 
examples to determine why in one place he remarks a 
discrepancy without concerning himself with it, and in 
another devotes a long explanation to differences between the 
texts; and whether or not he operates on a conscious 
principle in this matter. 
a. Here Kara sets Chronicles against the Early Prophets in 
regard to a word, part of a verse or a complete verse, 
without explaining or discussing the difference. He glosses 
O'~J~Jnl' (II Sam. 6:5) as follows: '1l'll ,on n1nt ,~~ 'J'n 
o'n~'~~l' o'~'n. He notes the difference without adding 
anything, which is especially strange in view of the fact 
that this is not the only modification found in the text, for 
in II Samuel the complete phrase is O'~~~~ll O'~~~Jnl) 
whereas in I ehron. 13:8 it is nl1~~nll O'n~~~ll - which 
Kara does not even mention. In the same chapter we are told 
of David that he was '~1~~) tt~n, and Kara writes, '1l1l 
pn~~) ,p,~ l'nJ o'~'n, thus (unlike in the previous example) 
demonstrating the disparity between the phrases. In another 
instance he explains the verse in Chronicles but not the 
difference between it and the version in Samuel. Taking up 
the phrase 1)'~ ~'N (II Sam. 21:20; cf. also 5:9) he says, 
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~1'l ~'N 1~1~~ ni'~ ~'N l1n~ o'~'n '1l1l, but what about the 
discrepancy between the two epithets, 'stature' as against 
divisiveness? Elsewhere, in I Kings 15:15, he notes the 
different appellations for God, the Tetragrammaton in Kinas 
and O'P?N in Chronicles. In Joshua he remarks one difference 
as to a place name, 11~~Y nNl (Josh. 21:18), but does not 
discuss it: O'11nl N'n1 n~'Y nN1 o'~'n '1lil1. 
These are a few of the instances where he deals with a 
single disparity among many in a particular passage'32 or a 
section as a whole (II Sam. 24:17). It emerges from them that 
he has no consistent method in this area, and that by no 
means every dissimilarity is explained. And even if we can 
attribute his inconsistent noting of variations to the fact 
that he cites Chronicles from memory, it remains unclear why 
he does not harmonize the various verses. 
b. On many occasions Kara cites the parallel segment from 
Chronicles for its supplementary information, or in order to 
explain some obscure point or even complete a 1SP N1p~. Below 
are a number of examples. 
In the description of the altar which Solomon built,133 
he cites the parallel verses from Chronicles for its account 
of the copper basin and its dimensions, which Kings does not 
mention (I Kings 8:16). In another place, II Sam. 6:1, 
additional information of a different kind is cited. The text 
states 'N'~'l 11nl ~~ nN 111 1'Y ~U,", and it is the word 
1'Y which Kara picks up: )1~ ,OY 'JP~ OY ~Y"nJ n"nnl~ 'n, 
1li ilY ~U)') )~t) ••• o'~'n )1~il ~1n~~ ,~~ n)N~n' O'n'Nn, 
~'N O'~,~ 'N1~') 11n) ,~ nN np'l n~y nnlN ,y 11Y ~'U)n'. Thus 
ilY is explained by the information from I Chronicles 13:1-5. 
~-.-----.-----------------
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With regard to the depth of the Copper Sea of Kings,'34 
Kara adds an explanation from II Chron. 4:6, e'Jn)n "l~' 
ll)nl; from the same source he tells us of the basins'35 nN 
e~ )n'i' n"yn n~Y~. In I Kings 15:7 he goes to trouble to 
explain a verse from Chronicles, since it might be understood 
in two different ways, after he has supplied further 
information to supplement the statement in Kings.'36 
He also fills out several instances of 1~P N'P~ in 
accordance with the parallel verse in Chronicles. In II 
Samuel 24:1 it says, '~N' en~ ili nN n~", and Kara explains, 
111 ... ili nN 1~~ n~)l l"n~l nnN n~'n ,onl nt Nln i~P N'P~ 
nN nlJ~' ili nN no', 'N1~) ,y 1~~ i~Y)l e'~'n )i~il lJ'~~ 
'Ni~'. Elsewhere, in I Kings 22:24, we find 'n nli ilY nt'N, 
and here too he completes the thought: 'n n" ilY 1iin nt'N, 
1lY 11in nt'N llnl o)~'n "lil1 ,~p N'p~ nt 'inl. In other 
instances he cites Chronicles not in order to supply further 
information but rather to clarify events and how they have 
come about, or to explain a difficult verse. On the passage 
7~ 
"P'N1 0')11 O"~~~(n'i~ i~N 1~Y 'J~~ (II Sam. 7:23), he says 
outright, 1Jlin~ 'Ji~'~ O'~)n )1li~ N'N Yil' 'n"n N' nt i~~ 
Oy " n'i~' o'p'Nn " 1,n i~N 'Ni~' 1~Yl ,~ e'~'n '1lil lnl~ 
O)i~~~ n'i~ i~N 1~Y 'J~~ ~il' ••• Similarly, he explains 
Solomon's name (II Sam. 12:24) through the explication 
provided in Chronicles, and when he discusses the wreck of 
Jehoshaphat's merchantmen at Ezion-geber(I Kings 22:49), he 
draws on Chronicles to account for the disaster: ilnnJ~ ,~, 
,'lnnnl o'~'n 'ilil N'lJn )' '~N )ll 11l~J 1l' nt 1lil n'tnNl 
i'~Y~ nN 'n ~j~ n'tnN Oy (II Chron. 20:37). 
In addition to what has been said above it seems to me 
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that Kara had an additional purpose, one that he was perhaps 
unaware of, in citing parallel verses from Chronicles. On 
occasion his quotations consist of entire verses which differ 
from the texts of Early Prophets in ways that appear to be 
marginal and devoid of significance. Nevertheless they are 
quoted, and we must wonder why he should have selected these 
verses in particular. Before we attempt an answer let us look 
at some examples. When in his dedicatory speech for the 
Temple, Solomon speaks of the choice of Jerusalem as the site 
of the Temple and the choice of David as king, Kara cites the 
equivalent passage from Chronicles (I Kings 8:16; II Chron. 
6:5-6). This contains an additional clause, ~'Nl 'n,nl N') 
C~ ,~~ n)'n, C"~)"l ,nlN) 'N'~' '~Y ,~ i')) n)'n" together 
with another minor change - from c"~~n to c"~n ~'Nn - but 
really there is no difference between the two, Chronicles 
being an exact repetition of the statement in Kings. 
Elsewhere,137 we are told that Pharaoh's daughter moved 
out of the city of David to live elsewhere, and Kara adds 
from II Chronicles 8:11 Solomon's reason for changing her 
abode: ", "Yl " n~N l~n N'. In II Kings 8:24 we find )~~') 
,), "Yl )'nlN C~ 'lP') 1'nlN CY 0')', and Kara comments, 
O)~'~n n"lpl N" ,), 1'Yl 1n1N N)n c'~'n '1l'l). Apparently 
in all these instances nothing more is involved than the 
provision of additional facts, but if this were the case we 
would have expected it to be performed in a more methodical 
and less sporadic fashion, and that significant information 
should be added; but this has not been done. 136 
It seems to me that the additions are made within a very 
particular range: either the moral and religious appraisal of 
~-->---------------
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a figure, favourable or unfavourable, or matters connected 
with God. 139 In the first two examples above a warm view is 
taken of solomon's conduct and actions, in contrast with the 
pejorative impression gained from Chronicles of Joram's 
character, which made him unworthy to be interred in the 
royal sepulchre. Let us look at some further instances. We 
are told of David that N'l~ O'N nN n)~n~ )~)~~ o~ ,), ~~') 
n~~ (II Sam. 8:13), and Kara explains that the renown that 
David gained for himself was Ol'n~ 'nN~ "N))~ ,~p~, this 
being according to Chronicles. He goes on to remark, O~ )nt'N 
)~')N nN ,~)p O'N~ ~)'l. Thus the addition from Chronicles 
enables him to offer a favourable appraisal of David. In 
contrast to this a critical view is also taken, for 
commenting on on' N~) O"l~~ )n)u)') O'~)~ N~ )pt ", 1~nnl 
,~ (I Kings 1:1), Kara explains that David felt cold, 
••. ")' N~' ~'n~' o'~'n ,,~,~ ~,,~~ ))1 o~~ n)~n 1N~~n 'nlN'~ 
o~n 'P~~ "l~ ,)n) 'n 1N'~ ~'n ')~~ nY~) ') ... n)~~ ,),. 
Another instance of the condemnation of a king on moral 
and religious grounds can be found in the case of Abijam, 
whom God punished, says Kara, because he did not destroy the 
golden calves (I Kings 15:7). This piece of information is 
taken from Chronicles; it is not mentioned in Kings. The case 
of Joash is comparable (I Kings 22:49; II Kings 12:3; 14:7, 
17). Careful consideration of all these instances will show, 
in my opinion, that with the exception of those places where 
Kara introduces a passage from Chronicles in order to resolve 
a contradiction or explain a difficult passage or other 
significant issue, he quotes in order to furnish the 
attentive student with appraisals of character on the basis 
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of moral and religious norms. 
c. In quite a few places Kara contrasts the version of the 
Early Prophets with that of Chronicles (which differs from it 
only slightly) and resolves the difficulty, usually by a 
harmonisation. Where necessary, however, he does not hesitate 
to state that the two versions cannot be reconciled. 
In some cases a single letter is the only disparity. The 
phrase N:1~i' 1~ 1:1) ~) ( I I Sam. 1 0 : 1 6) appears in I Chronicles 
19:16 as NJ~n 1~ 1~'~1, and Kara says •.• 1J'~~ n1Jl n'n~ 1J)~ 
0'>:31 1~1'l1 n'n'l1 ,'!)1~. There is no contradiction but rather 
the annotation of two different characteristics in the same 
person. In contrast to the word n)~n in I Kings 5:25, II 
Chronicles 2:9 has n~~, and Kara explains the former as an 
expression for sustenance, as in ~O" )~)~'" and the latter 
as o'~'n 'J'~ In. The underlying idea, consequently, is 
identical. 140 The same phenomenon can be found elsewhere, 
except that the contrast involves a parallel in the Book of 
Psalms. The words ,nl~' in II Samuel 22:36 and 1n'J~' in 
Psalms 18:36 are both expressions of humility. In II Samuel 
22:46 we find on11l0~~ '1l0'1 and in Psalm 18:46 ))1n', 
on'n'1lonn. Kara accounts for this in terms of a 
transposition of letters, or as he puts it, n)J'nn>:3 Nlnl 
J~~ ~J~ '>:3~ n)~)!)n [which both mean 'lamb']. In 
instances when entire words are different Kara again stands 
by the method of harmonisation. nnNn lnn of II Samuel 8:1 is 
identical with n'nlJJl nl of I Chronicles 18:1, '~''l1 nnl1' 
O'N1pJ 1~)'l1 ••• o'n~)~ 'JiO n~nn) p~'n' ~N1 nn'n o'n~"~ nl~ 
11'lnJ '~ln1 nili Nln ln~ 1i'J O~ln~ ,~~ n~Nn lnn. The city 
of )In'~ (Josh. 21:18) is called nn'~ in I Chronicles 6:45. 
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Actually, says Kara, it is O'11nl, rendered by Targum 
Jonathan as n~~Y. Apart from the fact that Almon and Bachurim 
are both located in Benjamin, there are no grounds for 
regarding them as the same city, but a similarity in name 
derived from the Targum leads Kara to identify them.141 
Again, the nl1~1' of I Kings 5:23 is identical with nl1ln~'n 
of II Chronicles 2:15. The 'YO~ of I Kings 10:12 is a floor 
and it is the same as the nl~'O~ of II Chronicles 9:11. In I 
Kings 9:8 it says, O~' l"Y 1l1Y ,~ )l"Y n'n' n~n n'~n' 
f1~) ; II Chronicles 7:21 substitutes n'n 1~N for n'n', 
which means, says Kara, ll~' •.. "~)Y 11'~Y N1n 1~N ntn n'ln1 
Nln nlln. He explains the difference between the 01Nn n"n of 
II Samuel 7:19 and the 01Nn "n~ of I Chronicles 17:17 in 
this way: n"~ 1l11n~ n1,n - taking n"~ as rank, lot or 
status; and then the two verses are easily understood: 
..• 0"'1)n n1)~l 'lnl~ln) 'In''~n~; the entire gloss should 
be stUdied. Similarly, the disparity between the plural of 
C'P'N ,),n (II Sam. 7:23) and the singular of o'p'Nn "n (I 
Chron. 17:21) is thus explained: C'l' 11~' C'P'N ll~' ,~ .•. 
We see, therefore, that minor discrepancies between the 
texts found in different books can be handled by the same 
method by which greater disparities are resolved, namely, 
through harmonisation. From this we may conclude that he did 
not regard the versions as essentially different from one 
another.' 42 
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2. "in nN iH )''lpn:»:m O'l1n:l"''':S 
On several occasions Kara juxtaposes a verse from the Early 
Prophets with the corresponding verse from Chronicles, notes 
the contradiction between them and attempts to resolve 
it.'"'' Most of the contradictions involve numbers -
quantities, measures and times - and generally he finds a 
solution in the Midrash or the Talmud, or (sometimes) a 
logical explanation which harmonises the different versions. 
In the census of the people, Israel is numbered at 800,000 
and Judah at 500,000, according to II Samuel 24:9, while in I 
Chronicles 21:5 Israel has 1,000,000 souls and Judah 470,000. 
Kara quotes Midrash Samuel (end of section 30) to the effect 
that they were numbered by the use of paper slips of which 
there were two series, one for a large census and one for a 
smaller one, in order to fulfil David's requirements, so that 
if the smaller one were unacceptable they might show him the 
larger one. 
In another place there is a contradiction as to the number 
of inspectors set over the people. In Kings they are listed 
as 3,300 (I Kings 8:30; 9:23), while in II Chronicles 2:17 it 
is 3,600. Kara's intelligent and logical explanation is that 
since 3,300 inspectors supervised the work of 150,000 
individuals, another 300 had to be added to check on the 
inspectors themselves. He adds, 'l'~ C'l'n~ "y ~, '1n~ Y1n, 
nt nN nt 1'~'n~~ ntn [here he notes other contradictions]. 
C'l1~N1n C)l~~ 1l~"~ 1l:l' nt nN ht 1)~'n~~ n'N'p~ Yl1N ',n 
O'l1,nN n'N'p~ 'J~ ~,~, 'J' ~".'''s How many stables 
Solomon had presents another problem. According to I Kings 
8:6 there were 40,000, but II Chronicles 9:25 has 4,000, and 
-------------
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Kara, asking "'M O'~ln~ 'J~ l~"pn' ,~,~, explains that 
there existed stables in two different places. One of these 
contained 4,000 large stables, each one of which held 40 
horses, for a sum total of 160,000 horses, while at another 
location Solomon built 40,000 small stables each of which 
held 4 horses, so that in reality inN )l~~n on'J~ lN~~J. And 
if one wishes to know why a two-stable arrangement should 
have been necessary, he explains that the horses were moved 
around every so often from one to the other so that they 
could be cleaned of the refuse that had accumulated. The 
solution is original and appealing, but in my opinion 
impracticable. A similar interpretation is offered for the 
inconsistency in the sums collected from the tribes, for in 
II Samuel 24:24 fifty silver shekels are taken in and in I 
Chronicles 21:25 six hundred: o',p~ o'~'~n ~~~, ~l~ ,~~ '~J 
O"P~ nlN~ ~~ ',n ... 146 
In the construction of the Temple it says in I Kings 7:15 
that the height of the two pillars was 18 cubits, whereas in 
II Chronicles 3:15 it is 35 cubits, and the disparity is to 
be resolved by understanding that the two pillars were cast 
together, making a total height of 36 cubits; the missing 
cubit represents the capital of each, each of which measured 
half a cubit (see 7:22). As to the height of the hall, he 
introduces an interpretation from Helbo, but it does not 
resolve the difficulty (see I Kings 6:2-3; II Chron. 3:4). 
The Talmud's gloss is quoted to settle the contradiction as 
to the volume of the Copper Sea, which according to I Kings 
7:26 contained two thousand nl (a liquid measure) and to II 
Chronicles 4:5 three thousand n~; and ni'~l 'J)n'~' 'n'~"~) 
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"l'pn n'll ~)'~ n'n ~l'ln~ ~l"n (Eruvin 14b). 
Contradictions with regard to time and the reigns of kings 
are also pointed out and reconciled, generally with the aid 
of Midrash Seder Olam or the Talmud.'47 
Elsewhere Kara resolves a contradiction between what is 
said in Joshua 10:14 on the sun and moon's standing still, 
~'N "Pl 'n Y~~' ,',nN' "J~' N,nn e,'~ n'n N", and the 
description in Isaiah 38:8 of the sun's nevertheless 
returning on itself in the reign of Hezekiah. After stating 
the problem, he says, nl n'N ~P'l N' n'ptn 1"l" nl'~n 
n"~~n ,~ nN l'~~ 'JJn 'n~T " )nJ 'pn 'IN " 1'Nn'~. Hence 
in fact there is no contradiction, since only once has it 
occurred that God so acted on a human request - during the 
time of Joshua. In another instance Kara presents the 
contradiction and admits his inability to resolve it. 
According to II Kings 9:27, Jehu pursued Ahaziah to Megiddo 
and killed him there, but according to II Chron. 22:9 Ahaziah 
was found hiding in Samaria. Kara says in his inimitable way, 
n'~'~ N,n', nn'n N' "n~ 'lTl O'l~l ~, 1N n'N,p~n nN l~'" ~, 
)'JYl ~"n~~ ,~~ n'n~n e,' TY )'i~'~l. The following case is 
exceptional. In I Kings 10:26 we are told: l~' n~'~ ~UN" 
onJ" O)~,~ ~'N '~Y e'J~' l~' n'N~ Yl'N) ~'N " 'n', o'~'n' 
O"~"'l 1'~n ~y, ll,n "Yl. The parallel verse in II 
Chronicles 1:14 is identical with the exception of the word 
On'J", as against the on)') of Kings; but this disparity is 
marginal to the subject. Let us look at what Kara says: 
n'N~ ~l'N' ~'N '~'N 'IN' ,n'N~ Yl~' ~'N '~'N N)n o'~'n "lTl' 
o'~'n "lTl )~)')n 1~' O"~"'l 1'~n CY n'N~ ~,~~, l~'n "~l 
,~")~ p, )Nj, o"~"'l l~' T'Y M'M 1'~n CY, lj,n "~l onl" 
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O)'~l~)~ ln~p~ 1'0 ,,~n oy) ~~'n "Y~ onJ'). Chronicles, he 
asserts, records that Solomon had 1,700 chariots (not 1,400), 
but this figure is not to be found in any known text or 
manuscript. It would seem that he depended upon his memory 
for the verse from Chronicles, and in consequence had to 
resolve a contradiction which does not exist. It is of 
interest to note that Rashi describes Solomon's arrangements 
in similar terms, but without the discrepancy in the figures. 
In summary, we have seen that while Kara not infrequently 
compares and contrasts a verse from the Early Prophets with 
the equivalent passage from Chronicles, it is not always 
clear why the the parallel is adduced. The practice is 
justified when it is a question of offering further 
information, explaining unclear passages or noting 
discrepancies in order to show that no contradiction is in 
fact involved; but along with these instances we have 
observed many cases where discrepancies are remarked without 
evident reason - and these cases really display no common 
denominator. It is possible that they consist of points 
raised by Kara's students as he delivered his lectures, and 
that he took note of them without actually feeling that they 
represented difficulties (otherwise he would have expressed 
an opinion). The fact that he was both a teacher and an 
educator also supports the theory that many of the additions 
which he cites from Chronicles are designed to give a final 
touch to the moral and religious evaluation of Biblical 
figures by the reader-student. 
--- ------'-- -.- -
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3. The Resolution of Contradictions and Difficult Passages 
Within the Writings of the Prophets Themselves 
As we have already observed, Kara's principal means for 
resolving contradictions or difficult passages likely to 
cause misunderstanding consists in attempts at harmonisation, 
both between verses from the Early Prophets and Chronicles 
and between verses from within the Prophetic Books 
themselves. But where with regard to Chronicles Kara deals 
with only a minority of the occurrences, when it is a 
question of the Early Prophets he is careful to clarify all 
such issues.'48 We shall now look at a number of difficult 
passages and contradictions of various types. 
Gideon battles against the Midianites, yet in one verse 
they are called C'~NY~~' (Jud. 8:24). Kara cites the sale of 
Joseph (Gen. 37:28) to show that C'~NY~~' N1'P 1"~'. In the 
passage on the Gibeonites there is much ambiguity. Are they 
C'~ '~N'~' C'~Y '~~'n (Josh. 9:21) for the congregation as a 
whole, for the altar (v. 23) or for both (v. 27)1 Kara's 
solution is that initially they served the congregation for a 
short period, in appeasal, but once the altar had been 
erected they served it for'ver. He shows a clear sensitivity 
and understanding of what is hinted at between the lines, as 
if he saw the situation unfolding before his eyes. In another 
instance, Judges 1:18 implies that Jerusalem had been 
conquered, and so the necessity for its conquest in the days 
of David is puzzling. Kara explains N' n~~ 1"~ n,,~~ '~N 
n1~" 1'1 N~~ 1Y '1~,.,·g Concerning Hannah, we are told 
that she did not eat of the sacrifices offered in Shilo (I 
Sam. 1 :7). Yet immediately afterwards it says, '1nN nln cpn) 
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nn~ ',nNl n~~~ il~~N. Kara sets out the problem and its 
solution: ~~Nn ny ',nN "'n~ il~'~~ n~~N ',nN 1n'~ ~~ N~N 
nn~~n n~ ',nNl iln~ ',nN' il~'~~. From this we may conclude 
that Hannah herself did not eat. Absalom says on one 
occasion, ,~~ "~tn "~~~ )~ ,~ )'N (II Sam. 18:18). Kara 
paints out the difficulty and suggests a solution, finding a 
way to harmonise the passages in question: 
O)J~ il~~~ O'~~~N~ "~,,, ~ln~ N~n' )~ l~ il'il N~ '~l 
1!5°.1m.llp~ ilO" l~ l~ il'il N'~ N'N (27 ,"') 
So also with regard to the statement that Michal had five 
sons (II Sam. 21:8), which contradicts the earlier 
declaration that she had no child (6:23). Kara adopts the 
Talmudic solution: 1lnOl onlN il~"l '~'~l onlN il',' ~')~ 
0'" "'N~ ~ln~n n',~ il,~n OnlN n"'l ,~)~~. 
Among the officers of Solomon are listed 'n)~Nl Pl'~l 
O'ln~ (I Kings 4:4), and Kara writes, ill )'Nl 't~'N 'J~~ ,,'N 
lil'J'N ',nN " il~J~ 'n'~N [i.e. Abiathar son of Ahimaaz], 
,~ l'l~~ "~l ,,~ 'J~n il'il Nlnl )il~ nl'ilO il~'~ l~"l ,~~ "il~ 
il'il 'On'N. This explanation prevents the student from 
confusing two different characters.,s1 
A difficult problem with which modern scholars too must 
grapple is who actually kills Goliath. David, as we are 
informed in I Samuel 17, or Elhanan (II Sam. 21:19)? In his 
predilection for harmonised texts Kara writes, ", ill )JO'N 
'-N lJJO~, but while this rests upon Midrash Ruth Rabbah 2b 
it does not explain how David came to be called Elhanan as 
well, nor what connection the passage has with I Chron. 20:5, 
where there is a further discrepancy. In another instance (I 
Kings 12:18) he explains that C"'N is the O"l"N of I Kings 
5:28, again ignoring Chronicles (II Chron. 10:18), where he 
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is called 0"n. 152 He likewise resolves the contradiction 
between the statement in I Kings 22:48 that Edom had no king 
and the reference to Ol'N ,,~ in II Kings 3:9: ••• 'l~l ,,~ N' 
,,~ 'l'P Nln ~N~ n'n ~,~) N'N n'n. 153 Discrepancies between 
the Early prophets and the Pentateuch are also settled. 
Elisha says to the king of Israel, who is at war with Moab, 
l,'nn ~lU ~Y '~l (II Kings 3:19): a violation of the explicit 
commandment in Deut. 20:20. Kara invokes one of his principal 
paedagogical rules, n"~ 'l)~ n"~, to solve the difficulty: 
on, " N" 'lll o~nN l~'P N' '~N ,y In~' l"~ N'~ O~~y l~Y on 
'Jl l"~ N'~ on, l~Y nnN 0) onNl o~"P' OY'~ nN "~~~ N'N 1~ 
l,'nn llU ~Y. In another instance, he resolves the 
geographical problem posed by Rachel's tomb. According to I 
Sam. 10:2 it is located on the border between Benjamin and 
Ephraim, yet Gen. 35:19 places it in Judah, south of 
Jerusalem. Kara cites an explanation from Tosefta (Sotah, 
chap. 11), which shows that the verse can be read in a way 
that does away with the contradiction. 
Another type of discrepancy arises in connection with the 
computation of years, quantities and the like. In Joshua 13:3 
we are told that there are five Philistine lords, yet when 
they are enumerated six are mentioned: o'n~"n 'l'O n~~n 
O'lYnl ')"pynl 'nln ')l,p~Nn ""~Nnl 'nt~n. Kara notes that 
this difficulty is raised in the Talmud (Hullin 60b), 
together with its solution: that O'lY should really be 
amalgamated with the beginning of the next verse (l~)n~ - of 
the south; cf. Josh. 14:4; 17:5; 1S:7). A contradiction of a 
type already encountered in our discussion of Chronicles 
arises in the episode of the concubine at Gibeah (Jud. 
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20:48). It states there that 25,100 Benjaminites were killed 
(v. 35), but since 26,700 had been mustered (v. 15) and 600 
fled (v. 47), one thousand men are unaccounted for. After 
setting out the problem, Kara gingerly grapples with it: 
... "~ ~N ~N'~' 'Jl 'l~~~ n'nn~ 1~~J1 o"~n 'N ,n'l ~'Nn Nn~1 
~~n1 O'~Jn o"nn~ ,'n'Jl. We thus have a solution, but one 
expressed most warily. In the same way Kara smoothes over the 
difficulty in connection with the numbers of David's fighting 
force (see on II Sam. 23:39). In II Kings 24:16 it says that 
7,000 went into exile, while only two verses before the 
number given is 10,000. Kara states the difficulty and draws 
on Jer. 52:28 to resolve it: '~Ol ~"~n1 '~'~~n l'n~n Nl 
~l~n )'n O'~~N n~'~ nn~n ,)nN O)~~N n~~~ n~n nt 'n~1 ,n'n,' 
1J1n~ o~,~ "Ol ~N1 O'~l~ 'N~' l'n'Jln O'~'N n~l~1 n11n' 
1~.1a. Again, he tackles the contradiction in the size of 
the capitals of the pillars of the Temple, said in I Kings 
7:16 to measure five cubits in height and in II Kings 25:17 
three cubits, explaining in a logical manner, N~~ 'IN ,n1N1 
1)n~~ n))~ "n~ ,~~ ,~on ~10l n1J1nnnn n1nN 'n~ In'N nln 
n,nN 'n~ n'n)~l l)nn "n~n,.155 [The two bottom cubits did 
not count, as the pillar itself was wedged two cubits into 
the capital.] 
His approach to resolving disparities connected with the 
duration of a king's reign is of interest. On occasion he 
settles these conflicts with great precision through 
computation, while there are other situations where he does 
not hesitate to admit that any solution seems uncertain or 
difficult, and that he is therefore puzzled by the text. In I 
Kings 22:52 we are told that ~N'~' ,~ "n lNnN II ,n'tnN 
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ni,n' ,,~ ~~~'n" n'~y Yl~ nl~l 1l1nl~l. The whole of Kara's 
gloss deserves attention: N~~) ... ntn N1pnn 'Y c'n'~nn ~, 
lNnN ,,~~ 1~'N N,n lN~' ~~~'n" n'~Y Y~n nl~l lNnN ,~, ,,~~ 
ll'N~ 'N'~' ,~,~ l1'l 'nN~n1 'npil ,N U~~ln'~ n1~Y Yl~ n)~l 
In,'nnn " nn1N nJl~ nl~n ~10l i~'Y ON On'n1J~ l"l ~i~i~ 
,nN C'P~l " nn'N nl'~ 'l'N. [If the initial few months of a 
reign fell at the end of a year, they were sometimes reckoned 
by the kings of Israel as a whole year of a reign, and 
sometimes not.] Thus not only does he explain the 
contradiction but he goes to the trouble of establishing a 
general rule which underlies the method of reckoning kings' 
reigns. 156 Frequently he offers a solution from Seder Olam, 
as with the verse "n niln' "n In'1tY~ nl~ nJ~~' C'~~~ nJ~l 
'n"~t (II Kings 15:8). First outlining the difficulty, he 
says, 'l'N' nJ~ ''IN "nl ,,~ OYl"~ N~N 'n'N' O~'Y 'iOl1 
,,~ nJ~~' O'~,~ nJ~l l~'" "~' 'l'N~ N,n O"~O ~'l~ ON Yi" 
ntn l"l'Y~ N'~ n"~t.157 
In three places he points out that the computation in a 
text is unclear. 
a. In Isaiah 8:23 he deals with the dates of the various 
exiles and says, i'~" ~, 'IN "'ll N1pnl ~1l~n "l~nn l'N1 
O"~ 'i01 Nn"'ln. 
b. Jeremiah 10:1 speaks of two periods of drought whose 
dates are not clear: nt'Nl ~')~ N'~ l"li nN N'lJn ono 'N~' 
'nno'~ 01P~ '~l l~ 1J'~n N'~ n~ n"~ln 'J~ "N 'Nl "i 
,~ ,~ On"li nN O'N'lln. 
c. Ezekiel 1:1 notes the year, month and day on which 
Ezekiel began to prophesy, but ~,,~ N" l"li nN N'lJn cno 
nJ~ n~ 1'J~'. It is therefore unclear on what reference point 
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his calculation is founded. 
He is not afraid to admit unequivocally that he has no 
explanation, but not before he has outlined the difficulty. 
In I Kings 10:14 we are told that Solomon possessed lntn ~p~n 
~~l O'~'~ nlNn ~~. Commenting on II Chron. 8:11, Kara works 
it out: 120 from Hiram, 120 from the Queen of Sheba, 420 from 
a Tarshishian vessel from Ophir - this gives us a total of 
660, nnn "Nn 'nY1' N~ ~~nl. Josh. 17:5 says that '~ln ,~~" 
)1"~ 'lyn '~N )~lnl iY~ln ~'N~ 'l~ n'~Y n~l~. Kara takes the 
trouble to calculate the why and how of these ten shares, 
then cites a solution from the Talmud and comments on it, 
"~Y l'~n~ ~' n~'1l nll~n' 'l1l ~'il O'l~l'. He concludes 
with the phrase he often uses when he lacks an answer, '~Nl 
"~'n~ o'~pYn' "N' 1~nn O'~' nnN "l1. This expression is 
repeated in his attempt to explain the question which Gideon 
puts to Zebah and Zalmunna, "lnl enl,n '~N O)~JNn n~'N (Jud. 
8:18), and which Kara regards as a rhetorical question. He 
again admits to having no explanation for what is said of the 
length of Joash's reign: 'nN~n N~' e'11~ )J~n ~nJ'n nt N,pn 
Y~n' O'~~~ 'n'~ ,~ n'n~ )pnn ,~ ... 'SB 
It should be noted that Kara does not deal with the 
contradiction inherent in the two accounts of David's 
entering Saul's service, only remarking that he has no 
explanation for the subject (I Sam. 17:55). 
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VI. Multiple Glosses 
I apply the term 'multiple glosses' simply to those instances 
where Kara offers more than one explanation. He does this in 
one of the following ways: (1) In addition to his own gloss 
he offers one from another scholar; or both come from 
different commentators. (2) In addition to his own gloss he 
adduces one or more explanations without naming their source. 
Two different sets of terms are employed: (a) 'n'N' I'ny~~ or 
'mo(~t.l; and (b) N"i or N"Y, that is, ,nN 'li and ,nN polY; or 
the phrases O"t.l1N W' or o"n1~ W'. 
Explanations from other commentators can be classified as 
follows (the subject is further discussed below): 
a. The extra gloss becomes an additional possibility for 
the reader, without Kara's taking a stand for or against. 
Among the commentators used in this way may be named 
Helbo,1s9, Rashi,160 Menahem ben Saruk (I Kings 20:27), 
and Rabbi Meir 'll'~ n'?~ (I Kings 10:28). 
b. The extra gloss is subjected to criticism. Helbo again 
appears, 'IN ?IN ,NlN 'nN cnl~ ',~ )nYn~ 1~ ... 'n~ Onl~ "1 
nt ll'n~l Ol~lt.l (II Sam. 24:6; cf. I Kings 8:27; 16:9), 
together with Rashi,'61 to whom we devote a separate 
discussion in Chapter 3, and Dunash ben Labrat (II Sam. 
13:20; I Kings 19:21). On one occasion Rashi's opinion wins 
over He1bo's (II Kings 16:14), and on another occasion Kara 
rejects both: cnl~ " 'll,n!)ll ••• ?"~t nt.l?~ " 'Jl'n~l 'n'N' 
II Oll~l )J~nl n~p 11~N'n 11W?l ••• 'n'N' lptn (I Kings 
18:37) • 
c. At times Kara notes, as an additional explanation, some 
gloss which he has 'heard'. In general we can say that it 
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will be rejected, whether it appears as the first explanation 
(I Kings 19:19) or (as is usually the case) as the 
secon~.'62 Commenting on the phrase o'n nl~'~n (Josh. 
11:8), he says, n'n)~n ln~ n'~ ~~ )'~'»l) )'~"n .•. l~ll'n, 
l)~N' l)'n~) N"l~ '~n lll~ l'~n D'~ D'~ nl~'~n 'nY~~ ~lN 
'P'Y. The explanation which he has 'heard' is dismissed out 
of hand. In another place we are told 'n~ C~ lnn~'l (I Sam. 
1:27), but it is not at all clear who actually prostrated 
himself, and Kara writes, ,nNn CN~ ... n)lnn~n ,~» '~l~ ~, 
nllnn~n ~N)~~~ 'nY~~ IN 'Yl lJ1lY N~nl nllnn~n ~Nl~~i Rashi 
appears to be the source. Kara expresses his own opinion and 
cites another, albeit in order to reject it, as something 
which he has 'heard'; and so in other instances. 163 On only 
two occasions does he introduce an explanation heard from 
others as the sole gloss. On nn"»~n U~~'l (Jud. 3:26), he 
says, 'nY~~ l~ "Y'n 'N U~~'l - again he may be referring to 
Rashi - and on 111 »,t nN nlYNl (I Kings 11:39) he remarks, 
y,t nN nllY' 'IN 1'ny lJl'n~~ Nln~ Nln~ ,~~ nnln~ l"'ln nJYNl 
'n»~~ ... nt 'l1 1»~' 111. Here he says Simply 'nY~~ instead 
of his customary 'nY~~ l~. He records that he has learnt 
these interpretations from others but in only one case does 
he note the source. 164 
There are several places where he says of himself 'n'N', 
and in each instance the reference is to books, as in 'n'N', 
'l'»l ,~, N" ... C',nN nlll'n~l (Jud. 6:26; cf. Isa. 16:1); 
•.• ~~n 'nl "l~l 'n'N' n1lN ~'1~l ••• (I Kings 18:26); ••• ,~ 
'~'~.ln 'lOP " ~~ III ,t»"N "l n'1kl D"n~)l C'~'~l 'n'N, (II 
Kings 3:1); or t •• l1~'O" 'Ol 'n'N', (II Kings 20:13). Once 
we actually find 'n'N' O'N'll Dll,n ,~ nll~ '~Ol~ (I Kings 
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6:34), which refers to an emended translation. In one place 
(Jer. 8:23) he applies 'n'N1 to a book of interpretations 
(nlll1n~ 1~O), and 'nN~~ to the interpretations of the 
Karaites (Isa. 23:13). 
More widespread is the form 'nN~~, and here again books 
are in question. It appears five times in connection with the 
Old Testament itself: I Kings 6:34, ,~ 'nN~~ nl~'p~ ~'1ll ••• ; 
I Kings 22:52, 'nN~~l 'npil 1N; II Kings 9:29, ••• ~~~ IN 
'nN~n IN ••• 'nN~n N~ N,p~n ••• ; Judges 5:4, ••• ~~ ~y 'n1l'n~ 
"~j'~ 'nN~~ N~l ~N'~)' l~Vl~ O'O'ln ~y l1nNl~ nl"~n. At 
different times it is used to refer to Midrash Seder Olam (I 
Kings 11:41; II Kings 12:7), the Pesikta (I Kings 5:10), the 
Midrash,165 and other works. Thus we have here first-hand 
testimony as to points that Kara has heard (with his opinion 
on them), or that he has seen or found in books in the course 
of his labours. In essence the expressions 'n'N1 and 'nN~n 
are identical. Only once does he use both of them together 
with 'n~n~ in a single explanation. 166 
There are many occasions on which he offers a multiple 
gloss without indicating its source, contenting himself with 
general expressions like D'1nlN ~'167 or O'1nlD ~'16B or 
1'~1~~ ~,.'69 In most instances he uses the phrases 1li 
1nN170 or 1nN l'lV. 171 One can assert, generally, that 
those explanations which are preceded by O',nlN ~, or ~, 
O)1nl~ or l)~'~~ ~, are qualified or dismissed outright by 
Kara's own gloss.'7~. 
In Zechariah 9:9 he cites an interpretation under the 
rubric of O'1~'N ~', and then says, ll"n~ 1~ N'N, and 
proceeds to explain it in another way. In Jeremiah 51:1 he 
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offers an explanation which is according to N1P~ ~~ ,u'~n, 
and which he regards as the preferable view, and then adds a 
midrash under the rubric O'1~'N ~".'73 Sharper expressions 
of rejection are to be found in places where the verb l'1n,n 
is employed. He supplies two explanations of Zebah and 
Zalmunna's exchange with Gideon, cn'~~ 1'~~ '1~N" (Jud. 
8:18). The first is glossed with o~'~n ~'1 l'1n,n 1~, a 
suggestion he criticise it most sharply: ~ll llN~ nt l"nn, 
')Y~l~ ~~~ ~l~J~ 'l~~'; he then records his own 
interpretation. The prophet Isaiah speaks of N"J o~ (18:2), 
a people, according to Kara, whose religion is different; and 
he adds on o'~,u ... n'N1'J n~ ,~~~ n~'N ... 0'1n,nn ~~N. (He 
uses this phrase once again, in Jer. 50:11.) In one instance 
he says of an interpretation whose source is given that N~' 
l~n': that is, he rejects it absolutely (Ezek. 21:20). Again, 
we may find 0'1n,nn "~1 ~,~~~ 1~~~ nJn' N~' (Isa. 8:4). 
When he uses the expressions 1nN 'l1 or 1nN l'l~ his 
intention is usually to offer the reader an additional 
explanation and leave him to decide for himself which he 
prefers. On five occasions he proclaims his own preference 
for the explanation cited under the rubric of 1nN '~1. In 
Isaiah 63:19 and Ezekiel 10:20 he sets out one explanation, 
follows it with another described as ,nN '~1, and finally 
notes that he has heard this latter view from R. Yitzhak bar 
Asher Halevi (the Riba) , and that he considers it the correct 
one. In Ezekiel 13:19 he provides two interpretations for the 
phrase n'~nl n'~n~ and gives the preference to the one 
glossed as 1nN 1l1. The two last instances are from the Song 
of Deborah (Jud. 5:10, 13), where he says of the 1nN '~1 
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explanation that 1P'~ nt). Once he shows a preference for a 
comment described as 1nN 1'J~ (Ezek. 1:14). Except for these 
cases, out of a total of about 80 usages each additional 
explanation represents an alternative. There is an 
exceptional instance in II Samuel 17:16, where he begins his 
explanation of ~')l' with ,nN 1l1. This suggests that an 
initial gloss is missing. 
VII. Miscellaneous Principles 
1. Kara does not give an interpretation more than once. On 
occasion he says so explicitly, while at other times he 
simply implies it. In connection with the portion of the 
tribe of Dan in Judges 18:1 he says, '~Ql 'l~ 'l~"~~ C~~ 
~~ln'. On the same occasion, when he deals with the name of 
their city (v. 29), he remarks, ~~ln' 'Ql 1l~ ~'l~~ nt PlQ~ 
,1 'Jl n,nJ Clp~l. Elsewhere he says, 'n~ lN~ ~,~, 1"~ lJ'N 
D'~~l~ '~Ol l'n~"~ 'l~~;'74 or "~, 'J~"~~ '~~;'7a or 
lN~ nlJ~' l'Nl 'n~"~ l~lp~ll.'7e 
There are a few exceptions to this rule, as in 'n~"~ 'l~l 
nl~'~ nt n'l n)~lp~ n~~l,'77 or when the same t"~, is used 
twice,'7B, but in general his policy is not to repeat 
points which have been made earlier on in the 
commentary.'7g Students of Kara must note this, since it 
means that no repetition of glosses may be looked for; Kara 
expects the reader to fill out interpretations on the basis 
of the partial account which he offers. Explaining a N'P~ 
,~p, he turns to the reader and says, o~n ~~~ 'n~"~~ n~p~l) 
np, ~'Ol'l (Josh. 10:21), and elsewhere he says, n~pOll 
Oll1 nN l'ln 'n~"~~ (Josh. 15:19). He demands that the 
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reader recognize the method underlying the commentary and 
remember what has already been explained, so that he may 
clarify for himself what remains unclear. 
2. He may offer an explanation by making a general point, 
then pinning it down to details and returning to the 
generalisation, as in a well-structured short lecture. We are 
told in I Kings 1:22 N~ N'~ln lnl' ,~nn OY n'l,n n~"Y nJM'. 
Kara first explains this by talking in general terms, '~~Yn' 
Yl~-nl n~ nn~' ,~nn ~N 'l'~ lnJ OJ~l~~ 'n~ nnN, and then 
proceeds to detail the reasons: ", l'N~ nnN ,O"~' nn~ 'Jnn 
N"P nnN~ nnn "Y' ... 1nJ Ol~J~~ O~ n,n1Y nn'M 1~)N "y, "l~ 
l'JYl nun~. Finally, a generalisation to sum up: ,n) nnN 
lnl OJ~l~~ Yl~-nl n~ nn~'~. The structure, then, consists of 
an opening general point, three considerations to justify it, 
and a generalising summary. In the same way he explains the 
verse 01Nn nN" '~N N) ,~ (I Sam. 16:7). The opening 
generalisation, N~N nN1' 'J'N "n~ M"N' nJ'N 0" '~l n"N1 
"~l~ ,'~~n nN nN" n"lpn )IN ,l'~~n nN nN" 'J'N' "~ln nN, 
is followed by the specific point that man's eyes can only 
see external phenomena, whereas God sees into the heart; and 
in conclusion he returns to the generalisation.,ao 
3. On four occasions in his commentary on the Early Prophets 
he finds it necessary to use an explanatory drawing or 
sketch. 
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a. We read in Judges 21:19, C'~'~ l~~l 'n In nJn 11~N'1 
n~~~ ~N n'~~ n~~n n~o~~ ~~~n nn1t~ ~N-n'l~ nJ'~~~ 1~N n~'~' 
nll~~~ ~lJ~l. Kara copies the complete 
verse and adds: 
nt )'~~. The right side 
of the sketch which 
follows is not at 
all clear. 181 
QJI:.r 
"Jl.lr~ 
rill:. 
':'Jr;~ 
~ ,,,,,
b. I Samuel 14:5 reads, ,nNnl ~~~~ ~1~ 11~~~ P'~~ ,nNn ,~n 
~ll ~)~ 'll~, the subject being the region where Jonathan and 
his young man carry out their courageous act. Kara writes 
... ~l~ ~lJ~ /\ /\ nt ,~~ ~N1~') nt ,~~ c'n~'~~nl nt l'~~l 
Yll, in order to explain the positions of the armies facing 
each other against the rock columns. 
c. I Kings 6:13 reads, l~~ ,~~ n)n~' n~~ 11l,n nn~ nNt 
n'~'~n n)tlt~ ~'Nn, and Kara explains that "Nn are the door 
posts and that n'~'~n (pentagonal) refers to them: ,nN ,n~~n 
"~Y l"'~n ~,p~~n ,~~~ '1n o"n~ lN~'~l lN~'~ nlt)t~n) 
He goes on to cite Rashi. We should note that this latter 
interpretation appears in Rashi under the rubric 1~ 
'n~~~,'82 and that the sketch in Apenstein's edition is 
incorrect. According to the explanation, and sketch in Rashi, 
it should appear like this: 
[J 
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d. In Isaiah 9:13, Kara explains why the prophet compares 
the governing power to a n~'~ (dome, palm tree) and its 
subjects to a reed: nt l~~ C"l' 'J~ " ~) n~'~ )~ Y1i a 
sketch follows. A ruler is like a dome in that he is over the 
people: 
A reed resembles a palm tree except 
nt ,,~~ 1nN 1~~ N~N ,~O~ lJ'N~ 
J L 
and then comes a sketch: 
4. He tends to draw attention to the conclusion of his 
commentary on a particular book. 
Book 
Joshua 
Judges 
Samuel 
Kings 
Isaiah 
Jeremiah 
Ezekiel 
Hosea 
Joel 
Amos 
Obadiah 
Jonah 
Closing comment 
n'~" ~l"!) C~~l 
n'N~nl n')nn 'Nptn' ,!)o ~l"!) O'~J 
Y'~l~n ~-Nn ~-N )", ,nlln .~N'~' ~Nll jl'l .'-N' 
~~ln '!)l 'l't~' 
~~~n~N ,~, ,~ II ~~ln ,~o ~l"~ C'~l 
n'1ll~ ,~o ~l')!) ,nN Ol~~ '!)O ~l"!) C~~l 
nll' '!)O ~l"!) 'nN n"ll~ ~l"!) C'~J 
nll~~ ", nl~ nJl' '!)O~l"!) D'~J 
~ 
Micah 
Nahum 
Habakkuk 
Zephaniah 
Haggai 
Zechariah 
Malachi 
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Closing comment 
n:l')'J '!It) n"t)n 
DlnJ '!ltJ n"t)n 
He does not bother to write a closing phrase for every 
book, nor is his style uniform. Clearly exceptional is the 
conclusion to Ezekiel. This commentary is attributed to a 
student of his, a fact which perhaps accounts for its unusual 
colophon. 
VIII. Rea1ia 
It would seem that Kara spent most of his life in Troyes, a 
city in the district of Champagne, whose twice-yearly fairs 
were known far and wide. 183 These fairs, together with the 
mode of life natural to an agricultural region, gave Kara 
ample opportunity to meet people of all types: merchants, 
artisans, farmers, pedlars, doctors, sailors and soldiers. He 
knew a great deal about the management of fairs and about 
techniques for the production of oil and wine, the smelting 
of iron and gold, the coining of money and construction. It 
is clear from his commentary that he was alive to whatever 
occurred in his natural surroundings and interested himself 
in every aspect of life - nature, the tools used in house and 
field, social customs and arrangements. This knowledge was of 
enormous assistance in his study of daily life in the time of 
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the Bible, and it must have made it easier for his students 
to familiarise themselves with various features of the 
Biblical period. Clearly he was anxious to give them a sense 
of the realities with which they were dealing in reading the 
Bible. The following sections contain material related to 
daily life during the period of the Scriptures, organized 
according to the various topics which are to be found, either 
explicitly or implicitly, in Kara's writings. 
1. Domestic Economy and Farm Management 
Among the things which could be made from the flour produced 
by threshing was O'i1P'l (biscuit bread), i~ ',In, lO'l~~~ 
Nn'~ O'Ypl ln~lYl IN'~l~ l'l~ l~'P'~~l n'~~'~ "'~ O'P'~ 
',lnn ll~'~ i~ ',lnn 1111l 1n'l~1 l"~l ~"~ "lnn nl~'nn 
t"~'l \)"lPlQl 1l1N lnt' IQ~Yn)',) ll'Nl IN'~lnl (Josh. 9:5; cf. 
Jud. 7:13; I Kings 14:3). Without doubt this gloss upon the 
food used by the Gibeonites to prove to Joshua that ~'Nn 
1JNl npln, (Josh. 9:6) depends upon the kitchen fare of 
Kara's own time. Another baked item is the O'~~' l1l1~ of I 
Kings 19:6, which is o',nll n'l~Nn nl1y ••• ,a4 Kara takes 
the trouble to explain kitchen utensils like "'~ (cauldron), 
i1i (pan), nn,p (kettle) and "'~ (pot; I Sam. 2:14; Ezek. 
24:5), either by describing their form, their purpose or uses 
or by providing a vernacular term. He knows how to make 
cheese"aa and how salt is manufactured: ••• )'~YJl l'~"n 
n,n )n)'.) N'~)n' o'n )nlN O'~"~~ O'nl'~ )n~ O'~ ,~ ... ,ae 
Neither was the production of oil foreign to him, and he 
explains n'n~ 1~1Q as H'H O'n"l l'lnUl 1.'11'l l)N~ 'Pl )~~ 
11n\)n ln~ lJ ,~ o',nlQ n'~)',) )'N1 n~n~~l )~n'~ (I Kings 5:25), 
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and ll~n lnV (see II Kings 20:13) as the nn~nn ln~, or the 
)lnV'l ln~ which according to Ezekiel 27:17 was to be found 
in Israel; Sefer Josippon is adduced in support. He also 
recognises the use of oil for illumination (Jud. 9:9). 
He explains at length points connected with clothes and 
jewellery. Most of his explanations deal with items of female 
clothing such as ornaments for the head (Isa. 3:19-20), linen 
garments like 1l'V O'Vln nl~ll'V nln),~n (Isa. 3:22-23), 
outer garments, clothes made of expensive fabrics, and so on 
(Ezek. 27:24), and even bed linen: white linen, feather beds 
and sheets (II Sam. 17:25; Isa. 3:23). The single item of 
male apparel which he glosses is the 1ln 11~N (II Sam. 6:14), 
which resembles a dressing gown; he describes how the 
material is woven and dyed. 18) On the subject of jewellery, 
he reveals great expertise. He knows the different ways in 
which gold may be worked into an ornament, either by being 
beaten flat or by being drawn into a filament, following the 
process by which it is refined in an earthen vessel and 
examined for quality.1BB He notes of gold in the Bible that 
it resembles a contemporary coin: 1l'V U"Jnl' ,llnt "j'J~n 
(Jud. 8:26; cf. I Kings 10:16-17). He speaks of ornaments 
made of precious and coloured stones which are tied by a 
string around the neck, of bracelets for the hand, of 
earrings and nose rings, and other jewellery (Isa. 3:18-23; 
cf. II Sam. 1:24). An item of no less importance in a woman's 
adornment is perfume, as to which Kara is able to state that 
it originated from Gilead, from precious stones or from 
various plants. 1BG How is a book produced? He traces the 
various s~eps: the sewing together and inscription of 
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parchment sheets, and the scribal task (Jer. 36:23). He is 
also acquainted with the work of blacksmiths and of 
potters.,gO He makes the interesting remark on the pasture 
to which shepherds bring their flocks that although 
nutritious feeding can be found in the mountains, good 
pasturage also exists near inhabited areas because the refuse 
which people throwaway results in the growth of rich 
vegetation (Ezek. 34:13; 33:13). 
Farm management too was known to Kara. He is familiar with 
the practice of making a feast for the sheep-shearing 
festival (I Sam. 25:4); he is aware that cattle are worked 
with a bridle, and horses with a whip.1g1 He knows about 
the custom of hanging a bell between the eyes of a horse as a 
decoration (I Sam. 3:7; Jer. 19:3; note Zech. 14:20), and can 
distinguish between horses bred for work and O'~)U O'U)U 
n~)'~, 0'J~)t~n.1g3 On another occasion he compares his own 
with the Biblical period in connection with the phrase n)'n'~ 
))~'~N n)~n', in the Song of Deborah: o)~~), )'nW O"'~Nn l~ 
o'un~l On'U)U '~p~ )'n o'o,on nN l'~'~pn' o'o,on ,~ 
0'~~nl).'93 
Birds: he knows that some nest in trees and others on the 
ground (Ezek. 31:13). He is familiar with the annual 
migratory patterns of the stork (I Kings 5:13) and the 
methods by which fowls are fattened in coops (Jer. 5:27; note 
Isa. 34:15), and he speaks of the foolishness of the dove, 
which consists, he says, in the fact that it will build its 
nest by the river edge, where it is likely to be washed away, 
and that it will return to its nest even when its fledglings 
have been taken (Jer. 48:28; Hos. 7:11)~ and he knows that 
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the vulture eats carrion (Jer. 12:9). 
Animals: he remarks that the wolf usually seizes its prey 
at night; only when it is especially hungry will it attack by 
daylight (Jer. 5:6; Hab. 1:8). He understands the disposition 
of the fox (Ezek. 13:4) and the danger to clothes posed by 
the moth (Isa. 50:9). On four occasions he makes points about 
snakes. He knows that a snake sheds its skin once a year, 
ntl nt D'pllin nll~'N 'n~ l'l l~~~ nN ~'J~n~ (Jer. 46:22), 
and he considers that different terms found for snakes in the 
Bible, ~1~ ,ln~ ,~~~ ,~nl and llP1i, represent different 
stages in the snake's maturation (I Kings 5:13; Isa. 14:29; 
30:6). He is aware of the existence of poisonous spiders and 
scorpions, and knows about the ways of river fish (I Kings 
5:13; Ezek. 29:3). It need hardly be said that he is 
acquainted with domestic animals like cows (Jud. 6:25; II 
Sam. 8:1; Jer. 31:17) and sheep (I Sam. 25:4; Jer. 33:13). 
2. Agriculture 
On this topic too Kara demonstrates great expertise; he knows 
about both methods and tools. 
Wheat: he explains that it is essential to plough a field 
before it is sown, since otherwise thorns will sprout and the 
seeds will be lost. Ploughing also uproots the thorns and 
thistles which have grown in the field since the previous 
harvest (Jer. 4:3). Moreover, the organisation of the sowing 
is important: wheat in the centre, barley around it and spelt 
at the edge (Isa. 28:25). Immediately after sowing, when the 
first stems have sprouted, it is customary to cut them so 
that stronger stems will grow in their stead and the clusters 
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of grain be firmer in consequence (Amos 7:1). Following the 
sprouting it is important that the climate be warm and the 
sun shine, since rain not only hinders the ripening process 
but also makes the wheat liable to rot when it is stored 
after the harvest. 1g4 He knows how a field looks when it 
has been reaped, with stalks which have not matured (Isa. 
37:27) and thorns sprouting. He considers that a certain 
species of wheat called n'l'~ 'u'n is the best in the world; 
it grows in only one region in Israel. Its grains are so 
large, the size of ox kidneys, that they can be counted 
individually (Ezek. 27:17). Last of all is the threshing of 
the wheat to produce flour. He explains that the ~"n is the 
tool employed: it is a kind of wide wooden plank into which 
sharp stones have been sunk. A man sits on top and cows draw 
it around in a circle, crushing the wheat until the stubble 
becomes straw (Isa. 28:27). Threshing can also be carried out 
by beating the wheat with a stick or using a mortar (I Kings 
5:25). 
The vine: Kara is again able to display a broad knowledge 
since the Champagne district was famous for its grapes. He 
knows how a wine-press is hewn out as a round pit in front of 
the vat into which the liquid flows. He emphasizes the 
importance of supporting the branches of the vine with pegs 
and poles (Ezek. 19:11), and distinguishes between the 
various kinds of grapes and raisins, which can be consumed 
throughout the year (I Sam. 25:18; Ezek. 27:18). It is 
interesting to note that he asserts that in Israel grapes 
ripen before Passover, although this has no basis in 
fact.19s 
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The fig: He distinguishes between moist, fresh figs and 
the dry ones which are threaded on strings and are called 
n"l' (I Sam. 30:12; II Kings 20:7). He adds that figs do not 
ripen all at the same time but nt ,nN ntl. The first to 
ripen, in the months of Tammuz and Av, are called O'lNn 
n"'~l, while the term ~'P is applied to those that ripen in 
Ellul, which the Sages call O'lNn '~')P (Isa. 16:9; Amos 
8:1). 
It is worth noting that Kara knows about scarecrows, which 
he describes as "~N' N'~ n'~'~n "n~n, )'~l~~ O'N n"~ ",~~ 
He differentiates between tree species which bear fruit 
and those which do not, and between those which bear early in 
the season and those which bear late. He knows that remedies 
may be prepared from trees and plants"gg and he is 
acquainted with agricultural instruments: the plough, the 
pitchfork, the axe and so on (I Sam. 13:21; II Sam. 24:22). 
The months of the year are named, he says, in accordance with 
what takes place in them. "t ~"n, for example, ~"nl 'J"n~ 
")N Nln ... ll n~"~ n"N~ (I Kings 6:1, 38), and ,'l is 
"l' ,~~ O~ ,y ... n'ln )~ n~nl' )""ll ,n'l l~~n~ ,'~n'~ 
II ~ONl ~'Nn (I Kings 8:2). Of O'ln'N n"l (ibid.) he says, 
)~ln nl'", o'n,p l)~Yl O)l~Yn 'l~ p'~n lnlNl~ nyn O~ ,y 
~~ l'~Yll l'~pn~ n'J"Nnl. 
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3. Construction and Ships 
He describes those engaged in construction as '~'n O'~~"1N 
O)J~lNn '~N' on)~ ~y 1)~lY on)'~n~ llNn, the wall being built 
by the architects' apprentices (II Kings 12:12). The month of 
Iyyar is the best time for building, ~J~ O"~~ nU~l~ n~n 'lJ~ 
N" ',N ,~~ n~ Oln nYl 'n'll~ i"~ C"'P~ l'll nlJl~ n~l'~ ,~ 
,'pn In n'~n ~l~' N~l "Pl 1'~n Pl"~ '1~ lllY~ Ol'l (I Kings 
6:1). Lime, then, is an important material for plastering 
walls, whereas the ~~n of Ezek. 13:10 is 1'~~ nn'1n YP1p ... 
lln N~~ ~,~ Nlnl ••• c'n~ln 'lnl c"pnn l'Nl. 
He explains how construction is actually carried on, 
providing extensive descriptions in his glosses on the 
account of the building of the Temple and Solomon's palace (I 
Kings 6-7): how the blocks were hewn into their exact shapes 
at the quarry itself, either by means of the Shamir (a 
mythical worm) or with a hammer and chisel, transported to 
the construction site, raised and adjusted into place (I 
Kings 6:7). He glosses most of the technical terms connected 
with building through the Targum, French and German 
expressions, the Talmud or actual, description of the 
operation in question. 20o He is also acquainted both with 
the instruments used in construction, such as the weights 
attached to plumblines201 or tools needed for hewing, and 
with the materials involved - cedar wood, hewn stone, etc. 
(Jud. 9:46; I Kings 5:20). 
He understands and explains points in connection with the 
sea and ships (especially in chapter 27 of Ezekiel): the 
interior layout of a ship, its cabins, decks and galley-ways 
(Ezek. 27:25, 26), and its various parts - the oars used for 
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propulsion; the mast, which must be of sturdy wood, high and 
straight; the covering which secures the ship and its cargo 
from rain; and the sails hanging from the masts (27:6). He 
knows about the crewmen of the ship, such as the caulkers, 
whose job is to repair of breaches and fissures in the sides 
to keep the water out (27:9), the divers who measure the 
depth of the sea with a line to determine whether the ship 
can or cannot anchor in a port (27:11), and (of course) the 
captain, who must be an expert on winds and sea currents (sea 
captains generally came from Tyre: 27:8, 9). Every large ship 
was fitted out with weapons for defence against pirates 
(27:10; this point is more applicable to the Middle Ages than 
to ancient times), and with light boats whose purpose was to 
transport men and materials from the shore to the larger boat 
whenever the port was too shallow (27:3, 9). The importance 
of the sea and its ships to Kara lay in the fact that any 
mishap or delay in a voyage resulted in an increase in the 
prices of the merchandise intended for the market of the port 
city (27:33). There were even lighter boats made of bulrushes 
(Isa. 18:2), and Hiram of Tyre sent rafts to Solomon (I Kings 
5:23), although Kara's explanation that these were logs for 
building which were tied together and by this means sent by 
water from Tyre to Israel is perhaps more relevant to his own 
age than to Solomon's. 
4. Anatomy and Medicine 
Kara expatiates on the subject of birth a number of times. 
When the moment of delivery approaches, one places the 
expectant mother on a special chair (lsa. 37:3), a procedure 
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especially important for a first-born child, as this is the 
most difficult birth (Jer. 4:31). He speaks of premature 
births (I Sam. 1:20), and labours that endanger the mother's 
life, as when the foetus lies horizontally rather than 
vertically in the womb at the time of delivery (I Sam. 4:19; 
cf. II Kings 19:1). After the child is born he is washed to 
smooth out his skin, and Kara adds that there are countries 
(France is not one of these) where salt is scattered over the 
baby to harden the skin; immediately afterwards a nappy is 
put on and the infant is swaddled (Ezek. 16:4). In connection 
with the Judgment of Solomon, he points out that there is a 
very considerable difference in the appearance of the skin of 
a baby born that very day and one born three days earlier (I 
Kings 3:18). His last remark in this area is the observation 
that a nursing woman cannot become pregnant (Has. 1:9). 
Kara also displays some knowledge of anatomy, speaking, 
for example, of the location of the tooth which lies in the 
cavity of the jaw (Jud. 15:19), of the intestinal tubes, the 
digestive tract which lies like a circular well in the human 
stomach, the effect of age upon bones (I Sam. 14:19), and 
other points. With regard to the treatment of injuries he 
draws comparisons from his own time: a wound within which 
liquid pus or blood has collected must be drained by being 
softened with oil. This makes it possible to treat the injury 
or return the bone to its proper position. Broken limbs must 
be bound and set, using strips of material, until they have 
healed (Isa. 1:6; Ezek. 30:20; 34:4). Speaking of the effect 
of salt water on the hair, he makes the curious remark that 
sea-water causes baldness.~o~Mor does he recoil from 
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discussing death. He notes that the dead are buried in the 
clothes in which they were killed (lsa. 14:19) - possibly a 
custom of his own surroundings; at any rate, Jews are not in 
question here - and that incense was placed on dead kings to 
prevent malodorous smells (Jer. 34:5). He also remarks on the 
stages of decay after death (Ezek. 37:5). 
S. Armies and War 
Kara displays great understanding of points connected with 
armies, battle strategy, weapons and fortifications. This may 
be due to aQ insight gained from what he saw around him in 
his own period. In discussing the murder of Eglon (Jud. 3:15) 
he explains the use of a sword, l,nn )~ ~'l'~ e1N n'n N'~ ,~, 
~'l'n )l'l~ n'n N' n'N~~ 1'l n~,,~ Nln~~ ell lJ'~' ", ,~~ > 
lJ'~'l n~,~" "N~~l l,n 111n, e1N 'Jl "1~ ,~,. Swords and 
spears are wrapped up tightly to prevent rusting (Ezek. 
21:20; Nahum 2:4). Goliath's helmet was made of copper to 
protect his head, but helmets can also be made of iron (I 
Sam. 17:5; Ezek. 23:15). The ~J or 1', a long pole with a 
piece of material at the top, has. two functions: to summon 
people to an army as it is being formed, and to call for help 
from nearby cities for a city under siege (Isa. 5:26; 13:2; 
30:28; Jer. 4:6). 
In connection with David's lament Kara explains the care 
of a shield, '1~ )n~l )lnn nN )'n~l~~ n~n'nn "~l ", )~~ 
n~nn 'lP' N'~ lJ~n ~nn p"n'~,203 and its use: N~l' e1N~~ 
l'J~' ll'ln C'1pn n~n'n 11'~' (II Kings 19:32). He 
distinguishes between a )In and a nJ'~ as follows: O"J~ ,~ 
,'In lJ'N ,lnl ... l'nln" ~l~~n 01Nn nN:nnp~ nl'~n~ ll~n ~y 
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1nN n11n N~N (Jud. 8:26; cf. II Sam. 8:7). A coat of mail 
with its metal rings is also described: nN O'N~~~ c'~p~pn~ 
II n1"~ 0'~1~'1 11'1~n n'n P1 1~Nn ON1 11'1~ ~V n1~lun ~~n 
1~ ~~ l~ n'n1 O)~PV O'~~N nv~n ll'1Vn ~P~~l '~Nl 1~~ o'~'n 
nvp II 1ln"l' N~~ (I Sam. 17:5), and when Ahab is struck l'l 
11'1Vn l'll 0'pl1n (I Kings 22:34), Kara explains, 0'pl1n l'l 
n1~l~1 '1' ~~ ll'1V~ nVlnl ~ll~ P'l1~ 01NV.304 As to 
unconventional weaponry like the n"1U 11nn 'n~ (Jud. 15:15), 
Kara explains why it had to be fresh and therefore moist: 
nn'nv ,~~ nl l11n~ ~l~' n'n N~ nVl' 'n~n nn'n CN~ ••. nn~ 
n1l~l N~ l'~~~ ~lN n1l~l. He says that a chariot was drawn by 
four horses (I Kings 10:29), and that several chariots 
together were known as l~1 (I Kings 16:9). 
A 1111 is a band Ul~V~ 1n~~n o"nNn 1N nN~ l'l l'~~ln~ 
llN~n' '~N~ •.• 305 He recognizes the existence of units of 
special troops and runners in the army of Israel (II Sam. 
23:8; II Kings 11:4; 15:25), and distinguishes between 
n'n~nn, the marauders 1lN~1 ll'n~ ~1Nn ~~ ')n ~~ O'~lnlV 
II lll~l ~~~ ~1~~~1, and l~~n, which is 'n~l' 1'~n ,~ nlnnn 
1'~n 'l~l" Nl1 N~l' nn (I Sam. 13:17; Ezek. 24:6). 
His explanation for O")'ln ~'N is particularly 
interesting: ••• n'N nN1p, n'N l'Nl~~ n~n'~ "~l ,'1 l~V 
nN Y'11n~ IN o'~~n' IN On')'l 1l1' "'N, "'N on~ lnN l'n',~ 
V'N N1Pl 01N lnlNl .n~n~nn n'nn 01' nl'N1 cn"n~ Ol'~1 
nl~1~~n l'l ,"n~ ov ,y O"l'ln (I Sam. 17:4). He is not 
merely the champion who represents his people but also a 
negotiator between two enemy camps. 
Spring was the season for conducting wars, 0"'11~ ny, 
o'~~~n O'~'11 lN~ nlp,'n1 O)l~Yn l~ll 'l~~ lnt~ nN~' o'~'~n 
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n~n~~~ nN~~ (II Sam. 11:1). A scout had specific functions: 
in an inhabited place, he had to give the alarm by blowing 
the ram's horn from the top of the tower when he observed the 
sword of the enemy,206 and on the battlefield, O~lYl~ 1nlJ) 
O'~l~ ""~Y~ on'J~ n~N n~ll o'tln n~Nl l,n 'll ~N 'll N~'~~ 
OlNn~ l~'N ~y l~'N l~~P' N~~ (I Sam. 14:16; Isa. 21:5). As to 
night encampments, on~ O"'~Y~ n~'~) O'lln~~ nlO"l ,'1 1~~ 
O'~l~nn l~'N l'n'~ 1l1l On'~Y ~l~' ON~ nln~n nll'lO O'~l~n 
011J 1l~Y~ O'Jl~l (Jud. 7:11). The order of the night watch 
was as follows: l'n n'l~~N ~~ ~Yl n~'~n nlln n'l~~N ~~~ 
on~ O'l~'l "~~ln l'~~Y 1Y l~~~~ l~'Nl ~'n~ 1"~l~ 1'1'~Y~ 
(Jud. 7:11). How were the troops drawn up in battle? l'n~ 
"lnN~ Nl~n '~lN 1'1'~Y~ l'n n~n~~n ~N Nl~n '~lN 1'l"P 
N'n ltl n1lY 1'~~ n~n~~n '~lN ~~ l'llO~l l'~'P~l n~'Y~n 
l'Pl~ nN l'n~p~ l'n ~ln~ N~l) n)n~ ,~ ~~l n~lY~n (I Sam. 
17:20; cf. 26:5). Kara further makes a familiar but important 
point: '~~l Nln~ OY~ nUlll ~Pl~ Nln~ OYl On~n~l "'nn~ nll 
,'y~ Nl l'n~ ,ntll (Jud. 18:7). He asserts that lnlN ,'1 
l'nl~'l ~lP Y'~~n~l O~lPl Pl'~~ n~n~~n l'n~ll~ ••• ;~o7 
possibly this was a practice of his own time. In connection 
with fortifications, he tells us that a n~~lO is n~1N 'll~ 
lU)lnl l~ll~ Nln~ O~ ~Yl ')~n ~y on~)n~ l'~Y 'l~~~ ~n n'lln~ 
n~~lO In'lp ptlnl ~ll~l ~l'l Nn'~ ,,~ nllp~l D'~Yl (II Kings 
19:32; Ezek. 4:2). 
The actual attack on a city was conducted from such a 
siege-mound, for two main reasons: The entrance was narrow 
and well-protected (Isa. 22:7), and defended by the regular 
army within the city (Isa. 29:3); and the method of digging 
beneath the gate or the wall was not always' successful 
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because it meant exposing oneself for too long a period 
(Ezek. 21:27). A wall could be breached from a siege-mound, 
and Kara adds that during the siege of Jerusalem the 
inhabitants demolished their own homes in order to strengthen 
fissures in the wall with stones. The wall or gate was 
subjected to the steady blows of an iron-headed battering ram 
(Ezek. 21:27; cf. 4:2) or a sort of catapult which Kara 
describes in detail (Ezek. 26:9). Furthermore, ,,~, ,,~ ~~ 
'WJN "~W' N"W '~l N',W nnlnl ,'n n,n,n 'nw n, "W'~ ,'n 
n'n'J~ nnln n'NWl' nl'~'nn nn,nn ~Nl' (II Sam. 20:15). 
Similarly he says of Jerusalem, in connection with ", )~" 
nn'~' N"nn )n ~'lO, that l'~~ N,nl "lnn l)~O n~l~l n~ln nll 
nll O'l~l' Nl"~ 'l'P nnln nn'N )n O'l~" n"~~n' "lnn '~n 
ln~~' O'J'J~ (II Sam. 5:9). As to the N,,'n itself, ••• N1pll 
,~~ n~'n' )'N~~n' n~lnl nnlnl n~p,~~ D~ ,~ N,,'n (I Kings 
9:15). So it would seem were the cities of Europe fortified 
in the Middle Ages. 
6. The King's Court 
As with the earlier topics, here ~gain Karats approach is of 
interest and the influence of his surroundings can be 
detected in indirect ways. First of all, kings customarily 
make a feast for their retinue upon their coronation.~oD In 
Kara's opinion only the heir to the throne may ride the royal 
mule (I Kings 1:33), and to have a chariot, horsemen and 
runners in front of the king belongs to nl~'n )O)O~~.~OG He 
notes that Nn'W "'N 1l" "nn 1,n, Ol~l D,NW "l~ ,1' )'N 
Wpln '1'ln nn ~n'w' 'n'~ '1'ln ..• ~10 Someone whom the king 
has condemned to death cannot escape his punishment (I Sam. 
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19:1), but a person who has come to visit the king or who is 
on a royal mission may not be killed (I Kings 2:5). He also 
explains the functions of the king's servants: D',nn '~JN are 
customs officers ,n on ,~ l'~"~' "no~ o,pn~ D'pnn "'l'~~ 
n"nOni the same is true of o'~~"n (I Kings 10:15). The 
O"ltl are responsible for the financial affairs of the 
kingdom (II Kings 12:12). D'l~l concern themselves with the 
maintenance of the king and his household (I Kings 4:5); they 
must not be confused with the O'l'~l, who are the king's 
representatives in distant regions to forestall any possible 
rebellion «I Sam. 10:5; II Sam. 18:6). A ,~'o is needed 'n~ 
'n ~l~ ,''It D'l"~~ nl,n O"l' "l~~ l'Nl l'N~ ,'n " l)N~ 
'l1 )l~n nt 'l1 nl~' N'~ " '~~N 'N nl,n O"l' "l~~ l'Nl~ 
n'l"lt ,~o ,n'N l"'P' Olnll' O"~lO ')'~ 'l)~' ,nt (I Kings 
4:3). Elsewhere he notes that the scribe commits the king's 
judgments to writing. 211 The "ltn determines the docket of 
those who are to be tried before the king,212 and ,~ ,~on 
Nl~n must determine how many men can be conscripted from each 
city.213 Kara also explains a number of duties in 
connection with the Temple carried out by different 
people,214 such as ~on "n'~, who were 'l'~ ~~ ~~ C'J,nn 
01'l n't~n n'nn~n' n'ln (II Kings 12:10; 23:4), the C'1'P~ 
(II Kings 11:18), and others (II Kings 11:5). 
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7. Geography 
Kara is not very knowledgeable with regard to geography, 
especially when he deals with the identity of localities in 
the land of Israel and the surrounding countries; and even as 
to those places which he can identify he posseSSeS very few 
facts. Usually he explains the meaning of a place name and 
draws conclusions from it as to topography, climate and other 
points. This want of information is characteristic of the 
contemporary exegesis, both locally and in other places: 
knowledge of the land of Israel extended only to its famous 
sites. We shall now look at some instances of his treatment 
of place names, geographical concepts and scenic 
descriptions. 
He explains nll~N as D)Y'~l~ D'~~ D1P~l D"i~ Y~O )l~l) 
,"" In (Josh. 10:40). nl~J means nlJl~~, and he adds a 
French gloss in clarification (Josh. 11:2; I Kings 4:11; cf. 
I Sam. 19:19). D)JJY~l ll~N refers to a plain with many pits 
O~ D'~lPJ D'~n~,2'5 while l~~ l"N is nll~~ II ')n~ "~)n 
(Jud. 9:6). 
People, he suggests (I Sam. 4:13), sat at crossroads and 
gazed at pedestrians [to conduct business with them?). Along 
roads were placed milestones like 'tNn llNn (I Sam. 20:19), 
and perhaps also n~nltn llN (I Kings 1:9), but here it seems 
more likely that Kara was extrapolating from his own period 
to the distant past. He refers to the city as l)"~l'U~ (II 
Sam. 20:19), and there are in addition '~l~ "Y and open 
towns, nl~ "y (Jud. 5:7, 11; lsa. 42:11); the latter are 
also called D"'Y (Jud. 10:4). He provides an interesting 
explanation in connection with the city of "nln (I Kings 
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9:18): ~nn ~Y l~ nJ~l nl~l ~n 'N~Y~ 1Y "~'~n ~'Nl ,~~ ~l'P 
nnlN ""p l"Y'~l "~'n nnlN N'Pl ,'Y n~'nl nJl' l'~O n~ln 
"'J,,. The Nl"~, as we have already seen, is a place 
"N~~n' n~lnJ nn,n n~pln~ C~ 'Y N"'~ N'Pll ,,, "Yl C'~~l"l 
'~Y n~ln~ (I Kings 9:15). 
Other localities in Israel with which he seems to be 
familiar are the hot springs of Tiberias (Josh. 11:8; Zeph. 
1:10), the Sea of Galilee,a,e the Judaean Hills and Mount 
Ephraim (Josh. 11:21; 12:7; Jer. 13:19; Ezek. 4:6), the 
Philistine coast (Josh. 13:2) and Jericho (Jud. 1:16). All 
other places, as we have noted, are explained in line with 
their names. Thus ~ll~ ~'N is nypn~~ ~l'n~ U'U ~'N D"~l~ ~'N 
nl n'l~l' ... (I Kings 9:13), and D',nNl 'll~~n ", means ", 
n'll 0'" Ol'Nl .•. O'~nNl 'l1nl O'J~l~n ~'Yl "'P ~'N (Jud. 
B:11; Isa. 42:11; Jer. 2:10). He offers a similar treatment 
of O'~l~ D"nn, (I Sam. 1:1), ,ll' l'Y (Josh. 15:7), and many 
others.~'7 
In glossing O'~l'P ,nl (Jud. 5:21) he makes an interesting 
point: 'll'~n 'Nl ..• 1l~)P 'OJ 'Y l~'l O'~l'P l~~l Nln OlP~ 
~'Nl N~nn nl~lpn ~~N ,nlN O'~l1P lb~~ Olpn ll'~~ l~'n '~l~ 
nl,"yn N~N y~ln' nln N'~ ,~, Y~ln) '~Ol 'l~'l N'~ 'N'~' 
ny~n ",~, "'~tn "'~tn' l'n~n "~ln~~l l",lln 'Y n"nlyn. 
Nevertheless in his commentary on the sections in Joshua 
which deal with the dividing up of the land his scanty grasp 
of the geography is quite evident. He finds distinctions 
between the various expressions which Scripture uses in 
describing the boundaries of the tribes, lOll ,n'Yl ,'lYl, 
"'1 and 'Nnl (Josh. 15:2-3, 9), whereas in fact these are 
nothing but ways of defining direction and area, and do not 
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denote specific localities. 
On many occasions he also grapples with the geography of 
the Middle East as a whole, and here too he exhibits only a 
slight knowledge of places and landscapes. From the Bible 
itself and other sources he realized the importance of 'IN'n, 
the Nile (Jer. 46:7), as Egypt's one and only source of water 
for the whole country, which is generally deficient in rain 
water. So great is the Nile's significance that Egypt itself 
is named after the river which at times floods it.21B Kara 
also identifies the Scriptural Nl with Alexandria (Jer. 
46:25; Ezek. 30:14), but makes a serious geographical error 
when he explains that the city of Gaza is to be found in the 
southwestern corner of Egypt (he bases himself on Joshua 
13:3).219 He commits similar errors in connection with 
other places, starting with Jerusalem, which he declares to 
be in the south (Isa. 21:1), while Damascus ~~N~ n'n,tn nN~~J 
~N'~' (Amos 1:3); it is more accurately to the north-east. He 
places Tyre and Sidon in the west of Israel (Amos 1:3; Joel 
4:4), and philistia as well, although in truth the former lie 
to the north and the latter to the south-west, along the sea 
coast. 
He places Ammon, Moab and Edom (also called Yemen) to the 
south;220 south-east would be more correct. Elsewhere (Jer. 
22:6) he identifies the district of Gilead, from which 
medicines came, as belonging to Lebanon, when it is actually 
part of the historical land of Israel, won from Sihon in 
Transjordan. 221 It must be admitted that there are some 
places which he identifies correctly, if in general terms, 
like Tarshish (Jonah 1:3), the land of Cush (Ezek. 30:4, 9), 
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the isles of Elisha (Ezek. 27:5), Babylon, Medea and Persia 
(lsa. 41:25; Jer. 50:9; Ezek. 17:4). On one occasion he 
explains, through a comparison with events of his own time, 
that people who settle inside another country, not far from 
the border of their own land, are considered as belonging to 
their country of origin (Ezek. 23:23). 
He displays a general familiarity with the natural cycle 
whereby vapour rises from the sea, turns into clouds moved by 
the wind, and finally descends as rain (Jer. 4:11; 10:13); 
and with the stars and constellations in their array (AmOs 
5:8, 26; Job 9:9; 38:31). 
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Chapter 3 
Kara's Use of Other Sources in his Commentary upon 
Prophets 
It may reasonably be asserted that no commentator - and 
certainly no classical commentator - operates in an 
exegetical vacuum. We cannot imagine a commentary which does 
not draw, consciously or unconsciously, upon exegetical 
tradition, transmitted orally or in written texts. Beyond 
doubt this is true of the greatest of the commentators like 
Saadiah Gaon, Rashi and Rashbam: their work displays the 
influence of Talmudic and Midrashic literature, and of their 
exegetical predecessors. Kara too draws upon earlier work. 
Some of his explanations are cited in the name of their 
originator, while others are integrated without 
acknowledgment into his continuous commentary. 
In this chapter I wish to look at his use of the following 
sources: the Aramaic Targumim; Rashi; Menahem bar Helbo; 
Menahem ben Saruk and Dunash ben Labrat; and other 
commentators whom he mentions. I shall conclude with some 
notes on his approach to n'l~~ ,n~lJ and N,p~n ,~~U. In each 
case certain questions must be asked. When does he work other 
people's interpretations into his own commentary without 
ascription, and when does he acknowledge his source? When 
commentators are divided on a particular point, when does he 
mention the dispute, simply give the opinion of one side, or 
provide his own explanation (or criticism) in favour of 
another opinion? Does he display a unified method of approach 
towards these sources? An investigation of these questions 
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may make it possible to sketch out Kara's working approach 
towards his predecessors. 
I. The Aramaic Targumim 
Kara occasionally cites the solutions offered by Onkelos and 
Targum Jonathan to various problems. 1 He refers to Onkelos 
on the Torah in 24 places,2 once by name 3 and on the 
other occasions through phrases like l)~l'n~ or '~'l'n~, 
etc.; and invariably he accepts Onkelos's point without 
dispute. His approach to Targum Jonathan, in his numerous 
references, is quite different. He makes use of a wide and 
varied range of phrases when citing Targum Jonathan, 4 
generally employing the word )~)l'nS or some variation upon 
it,6 or lnl)' ~,'~7 or 'n~ lnl",.8 Frequently he 
quotes from Targum Jonathan without saying SO.8 Sometimes 
he draws upon it for a single word,10 for a phrase or 
expression," or occasionally for entire verses. 12 His 
purpose is to explain place names,13 understand hapaxes and 
unusual words14 or parables or poems"a or to get rid of 
difficulties. 16 
What are the different ways in which Targum Jonathan is 
cited, and how do they differ from one another? 
1. Kara first sets down his own gloss and then, in 
confirmation, Targum Jonathan. 
2. On occasions when he has derived his solution from 
Targum Jonathan, or his exegetical determination arises from 
Targum Jonathan, he quotes the Targum and then supports it 
with something from the text, adds to it an explanatory note, 
or leaves it to stand by itself. 
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3. He cites Targum Jonathan together with another 
commentary - that is, Targum Jonathan represents one side in 
an exegetical dispute. Here two strands can be distinguished: 
when Kara gives his own interpretation first and follows it 
with Targum Jonathan, which implies that without dismissing 
Targum Jonathan entirely he thinks his own version superior; 
and when he places Targum Jonathan before his own view, which 
means that he wholly rejects the former. 
We shall now describe in more detail the different ways in 
which Kara makes use of Targum Jonathan. 
1. When Kara's Interpretation Appears First, and Targum 
Jonathan Is Then Cited in Support 
When, in his independent endeavour to understand the text, 
Kara arrives at a particular exegetical determination and the 
'right' interpretation, and subsequently finds the same point 
in Targum Jonathan, his practice is to set down his own gloss 
first and then to cite Targum Jonathan in confirmation to 
clinch the U~~. In these cases, we must note that Kara's 
interpretation is broader and more comprehensive than that 
found in Targum Jonathan,17 and that the passage cited from 
Targum Jonathan does not always deal with the verse under 
discussion. Instead, he uses Targum Jonathan to supply 
parallels from other verses in support of his view, which 
does not necessarily overlap with Targum Jonathan on the 
verse immediately in question.,e 
For example: 
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a. Interpretations wider than that of Targum Jonathan 
i. Isaiah 54:12: nlpN 'J~N~ l"~~l. 
Rashi and Kimchi show us that n1pN is to be understood as 
'burning coal', from the root n"1p, as in Isa. 50:11, 'nllp 
~N, that is, some type of preGious stone which can burn like 
a torch or give light as fire does. 19 
After Kara has explained that these are precious stones 
sparkling like fire, and supported this from Targum Jonathan, 
he further cites the Midrash.2Q What are the exegetical 
choices here? Either "'stones quarried from the rock' (from 
nlpJ) or 'sparkling precious stones'., Kara prefers the 
second, in view of the fact that verses 11-12 speak of 
precious stones. nlpN 'J~N are therefore gems whose 
preciousness is evinced by their sparkling like fire. 
l'lJ 
ii. Jeremiah 38:5: l~nn~~ o~,,~ Nln nJn In'p,~ l~~n '~N'l 
,~, o~nN ~~l'. This verse seems to be incomplete, for o~nN is 
a direct object and the preceding verb, ~~l', requires an 
indirect object (O~~). Some verb corresponding to o~nN is 
therefore called for, and Kara explains that the verse is 
somewhat abridged, and adds 'l' c~nN l'~n~ ~~l'. After he has 
given this explanation, he finds that Targum Jonathan does so 
as well, and notes this accordingly. 
b. Interpretations wider than Targum Jonathan's, but not on 
the same verse 
We shall note one instance where after his own interpretation 
Kara does not cite Targum Jonathan on the verse in question 
(since he in fact differs from it), but relies for support on 
Targum Jonathan in connection wich a different verse. 
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Jeremiah 4: 3': n)~~ ~'~n n~'nn "'~ nl ~,p. Kara says: 
lN1n ,~,~~ .~~J n~~ '~'l'n~ ~~J ,'lN1 "~~ .n~'nn 
.n~~~ ~~ ~lNn' 
Targum Jonathan explains n~'nn with NnUn~~1, unlike Kara, 
and so he cites in support Targum O~k~eoS on Deut. 28:65, 
~~J nn~~l l~ll'n~ ~~l l'lN1'. The exegetical difficulty here 
is apparent from the different senses advanced in the two 
Targumim, and here Kara prefers Onkelos. 31 
2. When Kara has Derived his Solution from Targum Jonathan 
When Kara derives his explanation from Targum Jonathan, or 
his exegetical determination has come to him through his 
study of Targum Jonathan, his practice is to cite Targum 
Jonathan in one of the following ways: 
a. He guotes Targum Jonathan and supports it with a 
Scriptural reference 
i. Jeremiah 31:39: '~~J1 ,nN N'~~ ~~ ,un ,O"l~n p~~n ~~, 
"~N nJn~l 1" 'n 1N~~ N~" l'n~1 .nN"nN n""~~ "l~ ,~n ... 
c'n~ C"l~ c~~ nJn, (II Kings 19:35). 
Kara takes his gloss of C"l~n p~~ from Targum Jonathan: 
that it means the plain where the corpses of the Assyrian 
army fell during the siege of Sennacherib, in Hezekiah's 
reign. To support this, he cites a verse which speaks of 
c'n~ O"l~. In accepting Targum Jonathan he effectively 
rejects other possibilities. One might, for example, take p~~ 
C"l~n as a cemetery in which dead bodies are buried, but he 
cannot accept this because 'l~ or O"l~ always has an 
unfavourable connotation in the Bible since it is connected 
with punishment or unnatural death for human beings,33 or 
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is associated with animals. 23 
ii. In I Kings 6:34 we find both O'~'~ 'lV and O'~'P 'lV. 
Kara notes that Targum Jonathan renders both as 1'1'~, and 
says, 
nt '~N nt O'~ln~n nl~)nJ 'nv~ ,~ 'nN~~ n'~'p~ ~11~1 
nln .nny 0) l~J OllV' nN nlV~ ~'n~"v ,nN "1n~ en1 
1 l~' ·1'n01 1Yl (9 til\) ~PN) O'~l1~l ',n01 ,,~ e'Y.)vn 
1n~ on'lV O'~'Pl O'Y'~ lNJ ~N llV'~ 0'l1Vy')1 on ,nN 
••• lYy')Vy') ,~, ell lnll' ,~ ll11n~ lnt 1'1'~ lnll' 
Here Kara moves to a detailed explanation of the two nouns, 
and returns to the first issue: 
'nv, l~n'n 1~N'V nt 111n~ ,~ ely'))y') e1N l' Nn' 'Nl 
1~0~V ,nN llV' On'lV '1ln~'V ,nN P10~l l'N~~Jn n'l'n 
'1~l l'V1 Ol1lnY.) O'~'P 'n'N1 e'N'~l ell1n ,V nlln 
• "'~ , lnO' Thus he defends the Targum and supports it with a detailed 
clarification which rests upon personal testimony. 
b. He guotes Tarqum Jonathan and adds a note or explanation 
When he cites only the solution given by Targum Jonathan and 
places after it an explanation or note upon part of the 
Targum, he indicates that this is N1Py') ,V 1\)1V~ and that he 
adopts it as his own opinion. 
1. I Kings 7:33: nl~1nn 1~1N nv~n~ e)l~1Nn nV~y')1. 
Kara explains: nlJ1y')" "V~y')l " l"~ n1l1~Y.)n "V~Y.) ~')' 'l1~1 
e1N 'l~ 'v ... He then cites Rashi's interpretation, which in 
his opinion misunderstands the Targum and is consequently 
misleading, and adds, ••• nl~1y') "l'l 'l1~J ln1N el1n nY.) 'l~y') 
'N '1' 'n1Y.)'1n l~ ,~ ,~ ~N1 e"Y.) "N '1~ N' lnl1' ,1~1N ?N1P' 
nN1J 1J'NV 111 11nY.) nN1ln 111 n11", ,n" lnlVny')l n'~ N'V 'n 
V'N lnlp~ Y1ll N". [Jonathan, in his opinion, did not think 
of explaining the chariot here in terms of the obscure 
Chariot pas .sage in Ezekiel.] It follows from this that the 
"-./ 
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reference cannot be to the chariot of Ezekiel but to a human 
artefact, and Kara goes on to explain the Targum. He provides 
several interpretations for I Sam. 10:12, including the 
Targum's, of which he says, c~'~n ,n,' nN') nt ,,~~,. 
ii. Jeremiah 47:3: l'1'~N nl01~ nu~~ ~lp~. 
Kara says: 
'010 n'01~ n1Y'O~ ~1pn ')"n~1 .n'Y'O~n ~'P~ Cl,n 
34."~l~l l'~nl 1~~' ~~,~, ""~N 
The word nUY~ is a hapax. The context makes several 
interpretations possible - the noise of hooves, loud 
knockings, or (as in Targum Jonathan: n'Y'o~n) the marching 
of horses' hooves. In such a case Kara relies upon the 
Targum. 
c. He quotes Targum Jonathan without any addition 
In quoting Targum Jonathan on a word, phrase or verse, 
without any other remark either before or after, Kara 
indicates that he is in agreement with the Targum and that it 
constitutes N,pn ~~ l~l~~. It is readily comprehensible, and 
no clarification is necessary. 
Hosea 13:3: nl1'N~ '~Y~' 
Kara: N"l n"~n p,~o, NJln~' 'l1n~. 
The word n~'1N is frequently found in the Bible in 
association with the heavens: C)~~n nll11N35 - the windows 
of heaven; and it is also applied to the depression which 
contains the eyebal136 and to a dovecote. 37 In the 
present context it means a chimney - a window to let the 
smoke out. In view of all these senses, Kara quotes Targum 
Jonathan for a precise statement as to the meaning of the 
verse. 3D 
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3. Targum Jonathan Together With Another Interpretation 
Here we must distinguish between two methods whereby Targum 
Jonathan is cited together with a dissenting commentary: 
a. When Kara places his own interpretation before Targum 
Jonathan's 
In such a case, he indicates that his own interpretation is 
preferable to that of Targum Jonathan, but that the latter is 
not to be entirely dismissed. 
Isaiah 11:15: ,n'1 D'~l. 
Kara: 
1 ''Q~ 2-nn'Q "n1'Qil ,~~" n1t l)l tP~l .ilptn, n~""l n"l 
1)l'l'Jl Dl1n 1nlP' ."D"~~ O)~'Q") nN l)l'll" l~l ,<'l'j) 
?lnl' O'~ll N'p)l~ ')l')l~ n'~ nln .'n"ll 
Kara explains that in the word C'~l the letter l is a 
preposition and the word itself is ,~ (heap, collection, 
large number), and he cites Scriptural passages in 
confirmation; compare his gloss on Job 30:24. According to 
Targum Jonathan, however, '~l is the root, Dl1n) n'llpl 1''Q~)l 
'ill'll 1l'J'l'Jl - that is, )'N'll 'l'JNl'Jl. But Kara has 
difficulties with this, because it ignores the preposition l, 
and should have appeared as ,n'1 D'~ll.2G Here he 
emphasises the fact that his gloss is to be preferred to that 
of Targum Jonathan, which he cites second. 
b. When he cites Targum Jonathan before his own opinion 
In these instances, his intention is to imply that he neither 
agrees with Targum Jonathan nor thinks that it has any basis 
in the U'Q~, and that it is therefore to be rejected. 
0:;):;)1' lil n:;)).)30 
Kara: 
))'Q~ n:;))J )):3 n'Q~l )):In')N tn )'pnN Ol,'n )nl") ••• 
••• nn~l '~n' Ol~N~)ll n1pll )'''In'Q ,~, ''Q~N 'N' nnl~l 
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nipll ,"~n n'n tN nnl~J ll~~ lJl'n~ n'n [ON] ~~N 
••• ~~p~ 
[The view of the Targum is not to be accepted because the ~ 
is pointed with nn~ and not with ~~p.] On David's speech at 
the end of his life31 Kara says ••• nn lnll,nl 'n~ lnll'l 
N,n 1~ lUl~~ ~lN 'n~~, that is, that he regards the statement 
in Targum Jonathan that David prophesies the future as 
~'i.32 On another occasion when he quotes Targum Jonathan 
together with another interpretation he says of the latter 
l"~i l'N'Jl, which means that he rejects Targum 
Jonathan. 33 As to 'n~~nl 'n'~n, which the Targum renders as 
N"~~P' N"n~p, Kara admits that ~~ il~~~ ~l~' 'J'N 
lll'n~.34 Elsewhere it seems to me that he has not 
understood the Targum, for in I Samuel 14:19, where Saul says 
to the priest, 11' ~)~N, and Targum Jonathan translates l"P 
Nil~N (in accordance with 23:9), in the sense of 'inquiring 
of' the ephod and not hiding it away, Kara (and Kimchi) think 
that the meaning is 'not to inquire': ••• l'~'~ ,~ "n~n N~ 
,~~ N~ lN~ ,Nl 1'~N 1i' Oll~ 'l~~ 1" ~l~N ln~~ '~Nl 'li l~ 
,nnUln. But this is an exceptional case. 35 
4. Errors 
I shall now list several places in which Kara's citation of 
Targum Jonathan is unclear or mistaken, or his version of the 
text differs from ours. 
a. o,nn n~~~~~(Jud. 8:13). 
Kara: ~~~n n~p~ N~~ i~ '~l~~ N~~'~ ~~,~ N~ ,~ l~ll'n. But 
Targum Jonathan in fact reads N~~'~ ~~,~ ,~ - that is, before 
sunset. 
b. onl ~"'l (Jud. 8:16).36 
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Kara: on'~~ "l' '~'l'n'; but Targum Jonathan says 'ln1 
)'n'~~, in the sense of breaking them on them. 
c. 'N'~) 'l~n (II Sam. 1:19). 
Kara: C'l~'J 'N'~' onN "'~ .•. 'N'~' )'n1n~n'N Ol,'n lnJ'" 
o~'n'~l ,~ ... Whether by intention or not, Targum Jonathan 
reads 'l'~n and not '~~n . 
. . - .\-
d. '~N~ ,'nnn ,,, 'N O'~N'~ 'JlX n'~)l (II Sam. 3:12). 
Kara: n~~' Ol,'n )nl'" ... O'~X'~ lNl' " n'~ ", ,~ ,nlpnl 
,n'n, n',nNn n" )''It'N ,JlN ..• Targum Jonathan translates 
,'nnn as it does in 2:23, but there it means 'in the place 
where he was', while here nnn cannot possibly mean 'from the 
place'. 
e. 'l'~l 'n nN1' "'N (II Sam. 16:12). 
Kara: 'l'~ n~n'l 'l1n~. It is strange that there is no 
connection between the Targum and the text. 
f. ,n~n ,X Xl" (II Kings 5:24). 
Kara: ,~~ ,nx Ol,'n )nll'. It is possible that 'n~n is taken 
as '~N, so that it is translated as 'in a covered place' (so 
also Metzudath Tzion), although it is actually a locality in 
Samaria. 
To sum up, we can say of Kara's approach to the Aramaic 
Targumim that (1) in twenty-four places in his commentary 
upon Prophets he makes use of Onkelos on the Torah, naming 
him on one occasion only. In all these references Targum 
Onkelos is given as the sale interpretation. (2) He makes 
frequent use of Targum Jonathan on the Prophets, sometimes 
agreeing with it and sometimes dissenting. (3) When he has 
arrived independently at a gloss similar to the one he then 
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finds in Targum Jonathan, he sets down first his own 
interpretation and then a brief account of Targum Jonathan. 
On occasion he relies upon Targum Jonathan in connection with 
a.verse which is not that under discussion. (4) When he has 
actually derived his explanation of the text from Targum 
Jonathan, he quotes the passage in question and then either 
appends a Scriptural verse in support; adds a note or 
explanation; or leaves Targum Jonathan to stand by itself. 
(5) When a gloss from Targum Jonathan is cited together with 
his own interpetation, the order is of significance: if his 
own opinion is placed first, it is regarded as the preferable 
view, although Targum Jonathan is not to be dismissed, but if 
it comes after the citation from Targum Jonathan, the latter 
is rejected on the grounds of its insufficient foundation in 
the ~~~. 
II. Rashi 
1. Historical Background 
Rashi was born in 1040 in Troyes, in the Champagne district. 
His was a family of scholars, and he spent his youth in his 
birthplace and later moved to Worms to study in a yeshivah of 
the Rhine region. Thence he left for Mainz, returned as a 
consequence of economic difficulties to Troyes, and became 
there one of the leading figures in the community. His 
extraordinary expertise in Talmud enabled him to pronounce on 
many problems of n~'n. After some time he started a study 
circle on the Torah which turned into a yeshivah whose 
importance increased greatly with the destruction of the 
Rhine yeshivoth in 1097 at the beginning of the Crusades. 37 
As Kara was a native of Troyes itcis reasonable to assume 
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that he knew Rashi and his Beth Midrash, to a greater or 
lesser extent (as I shall show below), and that there was 
some interchange of opinions between them on exegetical 
points. 38 There is some evidence for all this. 
(a) Rashi mentions Kara a number of times: ~"~1 cnl~ ,~ c,~~ 
'~l' 'l~ ,~ ~~N ['~~n (Isa. 10:24); 'lNlnl ,~" 'l~~ 'n~~~ ,~ 
(lsa. 64:3);39 ~ '~n 'n~n~ n"l~ " Cl~n '~N~ Cnl~ " Cl~~' 
,~" (Job 9:17);40 and similarly in his additional notes to 
his commentary on Num. 17:8 Rashi acknowledges Kara. 41 
b. As we know, Helbo never met Rashi, and his comments 
were relayed to him by Kara. Rashi quotes Helbo in a number 
of places, and Kara's role as an intermediary is quite clear: 
~l'~~ 'l'~ "~'l '~'l ,nN 'l'~ '~n ~n~~ onl~ 'l' C~l) (I Sam. 
19:24); on~ ~"~l onJn 'l~ ,~ l~~~ 'n~n~' 1n nn 'n~" N" ••• 
(I Kings 6:9); 'n~~~ onl~ " O~l' ••. (II Kings 4:39). Since 
he heard Helbo's glosses C~~, it is evident that they cannot 
have been available to him in written form, and that Kara 
reported them orally. On several occasions, too, Rashi makes 
use of Helbo without direct acknowledgment. 43 
c. The acquaintanceship between Rashbam and Kara has 
already been demonstrated, and I accept Razin's opinion that 
Kara spent much time in Rashi's house and there became 
acquainted with Rashbam (for which there is written 
evidence).43 
M. Ahrend writes that Kara cannot reasonably be regarded 
as Rashi's pupil, but that the two sages met and exchanged 
ideas. 44 This may be so, or conceivably the two studied 
together for a period in Rashi's Beth Midrash in Troyes, so 
that the connection between them was stronger than is now 
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apparent; but on these points there is no evidence free of 
ambiguity. Several scholars have tried to elucidate the link 
between the commentaries of Rashi and of Kara upon various 
Biblical books. 4s Some minimise the significance of Kara's 
work, regarding it merely as an elaboration of Rashi's46 or 
a faithful reworking of Rashi with some innovations. 47 One 
writer goes so far as to assert that in his commentary on the 
Prophets Kara is entirely dependent upon Rashi, and that only 
with regard to the Hagiographa is he independent. 48 
At the beginning of this century Apenstein showed that 
this was an exaggerated view, and he was the first to publish 
a lengthy study on this topic. 48 In his view, the 
criticisms of Rashi expressed by Kara in his commentary on 
the Early Prophets prove that he was not dependent upon him. 
We may add that Kara's commentary is far longer than Rashi's, 
and has a different approach. Apenstein details the 
differences between the commentaries on the Early Prophets, 
and concludes that just as Rashi influenced Kara, 'so in the 
same manner, if not to a greater extent, Kara influenced 
Rashi.'so 
Before we examine in more depth the relationship between 
Kara's commentaries upon the Prophets and Rashi's, it is 
desirable to set down the general impression created by an 
initial reading through of both works. Kara's commentary is 
several times as long as Rashi's, and it is controlled by a 
leading principle, the wish to follow out the connection 
between points in the text and discern the Biblical author's 
continuity of thought. It is not made up of isolated 
explanations dealing with specific phrases but is a 
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paraphrase of the entire text. Moreover, Kara's style is 
peculiar to himself. It involves appeals to the reader and a 
debate with him through a use of particular expressions and 
rules which Kara has adopted - none of which is to be found 
in Rashi. 
Taking all these together, we must conclude, even before 
we examine the subject in detail, that Kara's commentary on 
the Prophets is in no wayan extended reworking of Rashi but 
an independent commentary which contains many points learnt 
from teachers and colleagues like Rashi and Relbo. 
2. Citations from the Sages Found in Kara and Not in Rashi 
a. Kara quotes Rabbi Meir the 'll~ n'~~ at I Kings 10:28; 
Rashi nowhere mentions him. 
b. The gloss of Rabbi Yitzhak b. Rabbi Eleazar Halevi on I 
Kings 5:3 does not appear in Rashi. s1 
c. Sefer Josippon is cited by Kara on Jud. 5:21 but not by 
Rashi.s2 
Two further Sages are admittedly mentioned by Rashi, but 
it was Kara who told him of their interpretations: Helbo, 
whom Rashi never met, and who was Karats uncle, and Eleazar 
Hakallir, whose liturgical poems, made known to Kara by 
Helbo, were passed on by him to Rashi, who calls him " 
,tY'N.S3 It should be said that the scantiness of these 
references does not prove anything, inasmuch as relatively 
speaking all of them appear in Kara only very rarely. 
3. Use of the Aramaic Targumim 
Kara makes use of the Targumim more frequently and for a 
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wider variety of purposes than does Rashi. s • 
a. He cites Targum Onkelos only once by name,ss all his 
other references being without identification; there is 
nothing of this in Rashi. 
b. Targum (Talmud) Yerushalmi is cited by Kara in three 
places: Jud. 5:28; II Sam. 17:19; and Hos. 7:5. Rash1 does 
not refer to it. 
c. Targum Jonathan on Prophets is the Targum most often 
cited by Kara. Not only does he refer to it far more 
frequently than Rash1 does,se but he does not hesitate to 
attack Rashi with the assertion that the latter has not 
understood the Targum, ll'Pl "P'N n"n~ ,~, n'~'n nllVn Nlnl 
'J"n~l "1nN 'N'~' ,~ n~un' n"n C'P'N '1l1 ,~nn,.S7 
4. Use of Midrash1m 
In this section I do not intend to discuss differences in 
approach to the Midrash, the manner in which it is used, or 
when and how Kara cites Midrashim in comparison with Rashi, 
since these paints are discussed in a separate chapter. I 
wish simply to show that Kara tends to cite the Midrash at 
greater length than Rashi, whose allusions are brief. As I 
examined the two commentaries on the Early Prophets, I found 
that more than thirty Midrashim appear in Kara and not in 
Rashi,sa and that a slightly smaller number of Midrashim is 
found in Rashi and not in Kara. sv This fact of itself 
indicates that in this area there is no close partnership 
between the two commentaries, and further support for this 
surmise comes from the observation that some Midrashim are 
cited by both, but in connection with different texts. eo A 
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second point is Kara's longwindedness. In II Sam. 21:19, for 
example, Rashi says on O'l',N ,,~, II that O'l',N lnn~~~ l'n 
,~, 'l,pn ~,p~, n~l'~ (seven"words). On the following phrase, 
'~n,n n'l, Kara says, 'Y' l~~ ,,~, "n~l ••• lnll' l~l"n 
n"~ 'lJ~ n"~l llll,n 'Y' l~~ N'PJ~ ~,p~n n'l Nln llll'", 
O'l',N "l~l p"~n'l' n~l'~ nl"N l~N~ ", N'l'; this amounts 
to 25 words. 61 
In general, we can say that not only are fewer, and 
different, Midrashim found in Kara, but that in citing 
Midrashim identical to Rashi's he quotes them at greater 
length - a feature characteristic of his style. 62 
5. Quotations from the Talmud 
As in the foregoing section on Midrashim, we argue here that 
there are numerous places where Kara quotes from the Talmud 
as to a range of matters; that these citations are not to be 
found in Rashi: and that where the two use the same passage 
Kara generally does so at greater length. That Rashi was a 
greater expert in Talmud than Kara is here taken for granted. 
In what follows I have no intention of suggesting otherwise: 
what we find in Kara is no especial profundity or discussion 
of points, but simply Talmudic allusions for a variety of 
purposes. In his commentary on the Early Prophets alone there 
are about fifty such references which are absent from 
Rashi.63 Once again we may find the same passage used by 
the two commentators in different places. Kara on II Sam. 
6:23, for example, is identical with Rashi on 21:8. Here is a 
single example of Kara's full and lengthy style. In Jud. 5:21 
Rashi cites a Midrash in seven words,. while in Kara it is 
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eleven times as long: seventy-six words. While this is an 
extreme instance, in most cases Kara is much more long-winded 
than Rashi. 64 
6. n'l~nl n~ll ,N,pnn 'n~~ 
In every place where Kara speaks of N,pnn 'n~~ Rashi says 
nothing at all, so that on this head Kara is wholly original. 
Below we discuss at length Kara's attitude towards nUll and 
n',Un. A comparison of passages in Kara and in Rashi 
establishes that there are no parallel allusions. As I will 
show, Kara goes to trouble to find exact texts, and does not 
accept the Sages' opinion without demur. On the problematic 
passage in I Sam. 1:9, nNl,n C'l~; N'P' Dl'n N'll; ,~, Rashi 
writes ;lN~ '~l "l1n nt l'Nl nNt ln~ '~lUn. Kara, by 
contrast, does not hesitate to say explicitly nt ,~o~ ~~~n 
~Nln~ 'n'l ln~J N; .•• Both know that in the opinion of the 
Sages Samuel wrote his own Book, but Rashi does not venture 
to oppose this in so many words. In two places where it is 
possible that Kara had a different nUll (once as to a D~~6a 
and once as to l'nll "P66), nothing at all appears in 
Rashi.67 Compared with Kara, then, Rashi is conservative in 
his approach to nUll and n')~n, and in this he faithfully 
reflects his period, as we shall show later,ee 
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7. The Relationship Between the Early Prophets and Chronicles 
Kara frequently compares passages in the Early Prophets with 
parallel passages in Chronicles in order to bring out 
differences in the text, supplement the information provided 
in Prophets or settle differing versions. In most instances 
Rashi does not address himself to the matter.ee Once again, 
in those cases where the two commentators resolve outright 
contradictions,70 Karats treatment is generally far longer 
and more detailed than Rashi's.71 As for contradictions 
within the Early Prophets, I have counted eight cases which 
are reconciled by Kara and which Rashi leaves 
unmentioned. 72 In one instance each offers a different 
solution. 73 
8. Use of t"Y' (Vernacular) 
The extensive use made by Kara of t"y~ constitutes one of his 
principal qualities as a teacher of Scripture who was 
concerned to teach verses in accordance with their literal 
meaning. To make things easier for his students, he provided 
a translation into their own language. In this he followed a 
path laid down by his predecessors, but made a much greater 
and more varied use of the technique. As a general rule, we 
can say that almost all the instances of t"y~ found in Kara 
do not appear in Rashi; in a few places the two commentators 
use different terms, and in a very few instances their t"~~ 
is similar or identical. Some figures may make these points 
clearer: 
a. t"y, found in Kara and not in ,Rashi: Early Prophets: 83 
instances;74 Latter Prophets: 91 instances.'s These 174 
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usages represent several times Rashi's total. 
b. In several places, each commentator offers a different 
t"~~. In Josh. 9:5, for example, Rashi translates O'11Pl with 
t"~~l \("'~1N and Kara with l"~~l \)",p~l. In II Kings 18:17, 
Rashi translates n'~nl with l"~'l n"1'pOHl and Kara with 
1"'~1~. These represent two instances out of 42 in the Book 
of Prophets. 76 Taking (a) and (b) together, then, there are 
more than 200 instances in which there is no connection 
between the two commentators as to their use of t"~~. 
c. In a few places, the t"~~ is similar or identical in 
the two commentators. Since the transliteration of French 
words into Hebrew is in question, differences as to one or 
two letters are not generally Significant. Some of the 
discrepancies arise from editing practices. 77 The total 
number of instances, 40, is relatively low. 7ft 
d. Unlike Rashi, who provides l"~~ for single words or 
phrases, Kara is prepared to use it for entire sections of a 
verse. In I Sam. 1:20, for example, he renders "nl nln ,nn, 
II with t"~~l ~"'~ U"1'''1N ''''''').IN n"n ,,''IN'N; and there 
are other instances elsewhere. 7D 
We must conclude that in the area of t"~~ Kara stands 
revealed as wholly independent, and just' as it is possible 
that Rashi influenced him, so may he have influenced Rashi. 
It should further be remarked that in Rashbam, whose work is 
later than Karats, the quantity of t"~, is very small. Do 
Rashbam did not continue in the line 'laid down by Kara, who 
was indeed N'P, one' who 'read' the Torah to his students; and 
it would appear that the'use of Hebrew' was'correspondingly 
reinforced. a, 
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9. Reciprocal Allusions 
In the Early Prophets, Rashi does not name Kara (as he does 
in Isaiah and Job, as we noted above in the introductory 
matter), but he does mention Helbo. It is clear today that 
Helbo's glosses came to Rashi though Kara, Rashi himself 
owning thac he has heard something onln '1 ~~ l~~n.82 To 
this should be added the instances in which Rashi makes use 
of Helba without naming him. 83 Kara, by contrast, mentions 
Rashi by name 19 times, as a rule employing the form 1 Nll" 
~"St n~~~.a4 When he cites Rashi's opinions, Kara generally 
uses the expressions lJ'l' 'l'1n~l 'n'N"B5 or 'nN~~' 
'll'n~l.Ba On occasion he says explicitly n~~~ '1 'l'l1l 
~,,~.87 This variety is in no way surprising, for it is 
characteristic of Karats entire mode of writing. 
Two points should be noted. Kara does not use the root 
,"n~ when he cites a gloss of Rashi's, as he does when 
invoking other commentators, and there is no evidence in his 
work that he heard things directly from Rashi. 
10. Degree of Identity Between the Commentaries on Prophets 
In every book within Prophets we find identical comments 
supplied by Kara and by Rashi. The number is generally 
speaking very low in Joshua and Judges and greater in Samuel 
and the Latter Prophets; and it increases to an extreme 
degree in Kings. We must reject Apenstein's opinion with 
regard to Judges that 'a great part of the glosses are 
identical in Rashi and in Kara, as is proved from the 
notes'/BB since examination.of the notes indicates that 
nothing can be shown from them. Secondly, the .Book of Judges 
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contains 21 chapters. On average, Kara glosses about 15 
verses in each chapter. He therefore provides about 300 
pieces of commentary, and of these only about SO resemble 
Rashi's - that is to say, one sixth of the total, hardly 'a 
great part'. 
In Joshua, there are about 20 pOints of identity or 
considerable closeness between Rashi and Kara (out of the 16 
chapters commented upon). Judges offers 'two or three points 
in each chapter, amounting to about SO instances of 
significant similarity (only in the Song of Deborah is there 
a great number of identical glosses). The rel~tionship 
strengthens in Samuel, for in each chapter there are four or 
five points of identity or similarity. In the first chapters 
of Kings the proportion increases to between seven and ten, 
and from Chapter 6 the identity is so great that it is the 
points of difference which appear exceptional. It seems 
reasonable to suggest that Kara's intensive use of Rashi in 
Kings is responsible for the criticisms he utters of Rashi, 
most of which are to be found in that book. 
In the Latter Prophets, if we except Ezekiel (where I have 
made no comparison), the situation is as follows. (a) About 
. 
15 glosses are cited in Rashi's name;BD (b) about 10 
clearly allude to Rashi;Do (e) about 100 are partially 
similar or almost identical in expression;D1 and (d) about 
340 are similar in content but not in language. D3 
We must not conclude from this that where the glosses are 
identical Kara copied from Rashi; it is reasonable to think 
that exchanges took place between them and that Kara was the 
source of some of Rashits.inte~pretations.~It should be borne 
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in mind that Kara would have seen nothing dishonourable in 
such borrowing, for as Poznanski makes c1ear,v3 it was 
customary practice in the period. From everything we have 
already said, it also emerges that Kara displays no 
consistent approach in his citations of Rashi. Sometimes he 
copies from him with punctilious accuracy,V4 or retains the 
basic idea with some verbal changes;VS and sometimes he 
cites him with alterations which fall into two categories. 
Either (a) he expands Rashi by adding explanatory matter (i) 
to strengthen and clarify his pOint, or (ii) to introduce a 
further exegetical element such as translation or Midrashic 
reference, etc., or (b) he omits something and quotes Rashi 
only in part. 
These different modes exhibit an immense range of 
variation. The significant point is the distinction in 
principle between them. This distinction has already been 
drawn in the comparative sections above, but a more 
comprehensive view must now be taken as we follow out 
continuous passages of commentary. 
a (i). i~~n ,~~ nN eI Kings 3:9). Rashi writes, on~ 11nn 
O)'i~ )"~' )ln~ " )'N1 11" D'Nll D'l' D'PO~ on, ~, D'~'. 
Kara writes, ,~ )'Nl )'" )'Nll o','n' O'PO~ l' w' l' O~W 
,nNnW i~ l"li 'li' p'non ll'N P~l~ nl "~~ )l'1l )"~' llnn 
N1n ~N P~l~' Nl ••. Here Kara repeats what Rashi has to say, 
with some slight changes and a greater concreteness of 
expression. 
ii. 'n,nnl 'n'~n (I Kings 1:38) •. This is an instance of 
the addition of an exegetical. element, for Rashi writes, Ol,n 
.: ""', ~, -
D'nlnl O"'N "nN 'l.'n'l"Nl~'Pl N'n~p~ ,lnl)', while Kara 
I ;.. "'::' • ( <~ 
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comments, 
~)n ')~1' on o'n~~~' ,0)n1~ ~1N~ ,~~ 'N)~ 0"')) '~'N 
'l n'l~~] o'n'~ "l o'n ~ln ')~1' '1n )'n~T o)n~~~ 0) 
O"'N 1~'N 1J'n1)' 'n~' N)~~P' N'n~p '~'l'n' [5 
,o'~'n' 
thus adding a comprehensive explanation of the place of 
origin of the 0"')). 
b. '~"l 1~n ON' (I Kings 3:14). Omission of material is 
notable here, for Rashi comments, 
1'l 1~ lnN 1~~~ nn~ 'n1,n) 'n'lnn N~~ "l~n' '~'~n 
'n'lnn ')~ n1",n n'~~~' c)~)n 1"N ~lN l"n l'l )N~t 
'n~~~~ ~~ O'~) 1'1N' l~~~ n'~~n l~ 110 )n~l~ 'n1,nl 
'~'T) 1~n ON1 nl'tlN N~ 'Nln 1n1N ~l" (20 til) 'l1) "l' 
ON nnN' ,~ '~N "1nN ,'n'111 n'~~~l 1~1 "l' 'n~'Nn' 
1~ (5, 4 '0 l~P~) "l' ~'N 1~ n1~' N~ .'n'l' )l~~ 1~n 
Ol '~'N Nln ',n '~'N ~N'~~l II NJ'ln 'l1' "~Ol n"l~ 
.1~'l' 1'l~ Ol ''tI'~ [I have made no conditions in my Torah as to wealth and glory 
for kings, and I will give them to you whether you deserve 
them or not, but long life and the descent of kingship to 
posterity have been made dependent upon not swerving from the 
commandment, that you may prolong your days. in your kingdom, 
etc. (Deut. 17:20); and I will not change this condition. 
Similarly, as to his children's inheriting his kingdom, God 
said, 'Now if you walk before me ••• a man shall not be cut 
off from you ••• ·; see the discussion in Bifri; and R. Hanina 
b. Gamliel said, 'He mentions both wealth and glory, and 
makes an end.'] 
Kara's gloss is 
n'~~n l~ "0 'n~l~ 'n11nl 'n'lnn )~~ ,1'l~n' '~'l'n Ol' 
tn, 0"l1) "l' 'n~~~t.l ~~ C'tl) 1"N' 111~~ ~N~'tI1 l'Xl' 
• (20 
He has shortened Rashi considerably and missed out most of 
his points. ve 
Further categorisations of Kara's approach might be 
suggested, but this seems unnecessary in. view of.the emphasis 
l , "" ~ , 
we have laid on the princip~l poi~t ~ the differences, 
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qualitative and quantitative, between the two commentaries. 
11. Kara's Criticism of Rashi 
With regard to the Book of Kings, Apenstein claims that 
'wherever Kara rejects Rashi's opinion with particular force, 
he cites him by name.,g7 As careful reading shows, however, 
Apenstein contradicts himself, and so it is difficult to 
determine his actual opinion. Ahrendga considers that 'Kara 
did not mention his master Rashi in his commentary unless he 
wished to disagree with him.,gg To my mind the situation is 
rather different. On some occasions Kara attacks Rashi by 
name, and on other occasions he attacks him without 
identifying him at all. As a rule he is named when Kara 
quotes his gloss as differing from that of himself or another 
commentator whose text is also quoted. 
a. O'N~n (I Kings 1:21). 
Rashi writes: 
'~)~) N~n' N~' n'~~n ~N ,~~ n~)11n 1n O'~'Jn' o"~n 
.(16 '~ 
[They miss greatness, as one might fling a stone at a hair 
and miss (Jud. 20:16).] Kara (commenting on '~~l nN '~~n') 
openly declares that Rashi is in error: 
(llNl) ~~'P ln~ n'~~nn 1~ 1"'~n O'N~n 'n'~~ 'n ,~) 
.N'" n~'u ,N~n' N~l n'~~n ~N 
b. nl~'nn 1~'N n~~~~ (I Kings 7:33). 
Here is Rashi: 
l'~) 'n~ l~'Nn ,'nl 1~'N "l~'~ "l'l 1l1~l lnll' C11n 
."'ll nl~'~l 'Nptn'l 1~N~ lnl 
Kara attacks Rashi's version of the Targum but only after he 
has set down his own solution. He then quotes Rashi, without 
naming him, and asserts 
1nN 1l1l n'~11'~ 'l " Olnn nll'~n n~~~ 'l ,~ ~1~~l 
"ll1~n n~~~l " l"~ nlJll~n "~~~ Y1', 'Jl~1 " 1n)N) 
Nlnl ••• 1nJl' ,~ Oll1nn ll1n~l' 'n'N1' ••• 01N 'll ,~ 
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)1l~ J~n~' 'lipl ')P'~N ni'n~ ~~~ ni~)n '01(n'~~) 
,)~)n n'N1n .'J'1n~l "inN SNi~' S~ n~u~, o)'n O'p,SN 
1ll ~~~ 1~N'~ ••• O)ll~'5 11~5 olpnn 15 lnl~ 01N 
o'~~n n1p1nl ~~nQn nt ill ~l'~ 'll~i ,l'ln~ n~pnnn 
n~~' ,~ 1nl'~' N1n N~n1 ,~iNl 1n'Jln 1~ ... 'n)Jln~ 
'l~~ "1l'~ ON ,o21nl'~n ~N' ,'l~ ,nN1" n~'~~n 'l~ 
N~ lnll' ,i~1N ?N1P' nl~i~ '~l~l ll'~~ lnl" Olin nn 
n~~ N~~ tn ~N '1' 'n'~'in l~ ,~ ~~ ~N' O'~~ '~N '1~ 
N~' nNil lJ)N~ ill ,'n~ nNiln ill n'i"~ l~~~ 'nl~n~l 
?NiP' nl~i~ '~l~l ll1~~ )lin~ 'n~l ,l'N '~lpn ~l'l 
n'~l~n n~N~n~ n'ln~'J ln~N~~ l"Jl~ O'i~n nl~1~ n~~n~ 
.nlN~n "~U~ nl"~~n [Anyone who offers this solution distorts and overturns the 
words of God, for how could a sensible man say to someone who 
does not understand something, 'If you wish to know it, look 
up at the sky, and from what you see there you will grasp 
this point on earth'? Will he not reply, 'I don't know what 
is in the sky'? •. The chariot here is a chariot for human 
beings or loads.] Kara's comments are orderly and clear. He 
supplies his own gloss on the verse, juxtaposed with the 
Targum's view as interpreted by Rashi, and then he attacks 
Rashi,03 and gives his own understanding of the Targum. The 
extremely unfavourable language which he applies to Rashi 
should be noted: n~~n ,o"n O'P'~N 'ill 1~n~ ... ni~'n n"~n 
~Ni~' ~~. 
The question arises as to Kara's failure to mention Rashi 
by name in this clash between their commentaries. In 
instances like this the answer appears to me quite simple. 
Where Kara rejects Rashi's opinion in such pungent language, 
he refrains from naming him - his master - out of tenderness 
for his honour.,o4 Sometimes the rejection is phrased in 
plural terms against D)inl~n or D'inlNn, when Rashi (or those 
who offer glosses similar to his) is in question. 
c. Here now are two instances in tabular form, (1) Isaiah 
2:20 (Kirchheim), D'~~~~~' n'i~ i~n' n"nn~n~ " ,~y i~N, and 
(ii) Jeremiah 50:11: D'i)lN~ "n~nl N~l n'lY~ '~l~n )~. 
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Kara 
~n, l"~ln~ nlnll lnlN' .O'~'~Y" nl'~'~n' .•. 
~'Nl l~U~ '~'~N ~'N ,'n~' C~ ,C'~'~Y' nl'~'~n 
• llilt "',N 
~l'~'~n' n"nn~n' ~,~, ,'1n 'In "'~N nun N~l 
.O'~'~Y" n"~'~n' o"'nn~n "n~ ,O'~'UY" 
'J~~ nl"ln nN O'l~nl C'll~ ,~ O)'nl~n~ 
.o'nYUnl i,p'Jn ~l"~ l'l'ln 'l'N~ inN :O"li 
... nlN,pnn ~,~, N,N llnl N'~ 
Clpnl~ Yi' N" l'nl'lyn nlY lln n'l~ ln1l~n 
••• 1 ~, n 1 i~l ~'~n n~'~n N~nn~ . 
?1"~' ,~'n ~,,~ N' 'N~ ,l"li~ ONl 
:1i • 
N~i nlNll n~ll'n n'lY~ lJl'n~ .N~i n'lY~ 
... llun nY,n 11nn nlnn~n~ llU nY'~l ny", 
nNllnl n~1n n'lYn .N~i n'lY~ O"nl~n '~l 
n'~lN nNllnl n~in n'lY~ on"li, n'N' ,'N'lnl 
... Nl" "Y'~' .n'N' nJ'N ,nlnn~nl nNllnl N'" 
iH "N~i" "n~ N,n ,~~ Yinl ... 'nl~" "li~ ONl 
105.n_l nNllnl n~il ,N~i "~' IN l'n~ 
Rashi 
.nl'~'~n' nllnn~n' 
.nl'~'~n nlnil 0""1 
C"~ln~ D'~'~ )l'n 
... ~'Nl 
nnn .N~i "'lY~ 
.i'nn n'~lNl nNllnl 
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i. [Rashi: They will bow down to idols in the shape of 
burrowing creatures. Kara: People will hide their idols in 
burrows dug by moles and bats, and do not think that they 
will bow down to the moles and bats; anyone who interprets 
thus misleads us and does not understand the vocalisation and 
O'~~U.] Kara vehemently rejects the view of o"nl~n. That 
this means Rashi is clear from what follows, in which the 
attack shifts from the plural to the singular. Why is Rashi's 
interpretation so unacceptable? (1) It is not in harmony with 
N,p~n '~~U; and Kara takes the opportunity to declare that 
N,p~n ,~~U were given to us as an aid in the interpretation 
of the text. (2) It is not consistent with the Hebrew 
language, for wherever 'casting away' is mentioned in the 
Bible the passage always includes the place involved as an 
indirect object. By Rashi's account, however, the text does 
not state where the items are to be thrown. 
ii. While Kara initially directs his attack against C"nl~n 
(in the plural), he immediately changes to the singular with 
o~nl Nln l'1l1 'ln~l Nln n~lUl, by which Rashi is meant. Why 
does he combat Rashi's gloss with. such vehemence? (1) It is 
neither rational nor in harmony with the spirit of the text, 
for it is impossible that a working beast, an animal engaged 
in threshing, should become fat. It is more likely to grow 
thin. (2) The word N~1 is written with N, not n, so that. it 
is not associated with n~)' (threshing). 
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12. Criticism in Which Rashi Is Named 
a. On I Kings 18:37, Kara quotes Rashi's gloss with 
precision, saying 
1',nN):) "", C'P):) CiI' ilnnl ,"~t n):)'~ " 'l"nnl 'n'N' lptn on)):) " 'll,nnl1 .1"N Dl', l'~iI' n'n ,1'll 
'J~n) )'):)N' n~p l'~N'iI l'~" ••• n)l'Oil nnNl 'n'N' 
.)l Cll):)l 
[Rashi's interpretation is difficult to accept, and Helbo's 
is confused.] Here he cites and rejects two opinions. 
b. In Isaiah 26:7, both Kara and Rashi explain the verse 
O,!)n P'1~ 'lY):) ,~, D"~'):) P'1~' n',N. Kara begins with his 
own interpretation and then quotes Rashi and explains why he 
does not accept him. Both regard the verse as a prayer to God 
to aid Israel, but both syntax and N'P):)iI ')lYU dictate that 
the word ,~, ranks as an entreaty and not as an auxiliary to 
'lY)l. Rashi's gloss is divorced from the general context, 
while Kara sees the verse as a continuation of the foregoing 
verses (which deal with the fall of Rome) and hence as a 
prophecy that God will make the city of Rome into an n"N 
,~, 'lY):)l "~'):) which will serve as a pavement for Israel. 
Kara's explanation is more wholly a U~!) interpretation, and 
it is in line with the context. 
We shall now look at some examples of Kara's naming Rashi 
without adopting a stance one way or the other. 
a. l'Jnl):)l '~N In''lnl (I Kings 2:5). 
Kara explains this in a particular way (that the sword was 
fastened to the waist in the usual manner, but Abner bent 
down and it slipped), and then cites Rashi, 'l"nnl 'nN~b' 
,"~t n)J,~ Nll', who holds a different opinion (that Abner did 
not fasten the sword in the normal way), He adds an 
explanation of Rashi, possibly intended as~clarification, but 
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does not reveal his own opinion of the gloss. 
b. t 'Nl II ~o 1 .< I Kings 7: 7) • 
Kara first sets down his own solution and then, with his 
customary formulation, adds Rashi's opinion, which differs a 
little from his: he thinks that the whole inner structure was 
overlaid with cedar wood, and Rashi that only the floor was. 
c. nlu'~n "nl (II Kings 11:2). 
Kara cites the Targum and then Rashi, without taking any 
position himself. 106 
From what we have just said, it emerges that in these 
instances Kara feels that Rashi offers a further reasonable 
interpretation which is not to be rejected, and he leaves the 
reader to decide which gloss is preferable. 
13. Summary 
a. Sages are mentioned in Kara who do not appear in Rashi. 
b. Kara's use of the Targumim is much greater and more 
varied. 
c. Kara is inclined to quote Midrashim in full (and not, like 
Rashi, in a shortened form), and many of his Midrashim are 
not cited by Rashi. 
d. The number of quotations offered by Kara from the Talmud 
(which are not found in Rashi) is very great. 
e. Kara deals much more critically than Rashi with questions 
of n"u~ ,nUll and N,p~n ,~~~, and enters more into 
comparisons between the Early Prophets and Chronicles (in 
order to resolve contradictions and apparent contradictions). 
f. Kara's use of t"~~ differs from Rashi·s both 
quantitatively and qualitatively, for he may render into the 
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vernacular whole verses or parts of verses, not single words. 
g. Kara's commentary is several times the length of Rashi's, 
and he does not hesitate to criticise Rashi severely, whether 
by name or not. 
h. Kara's commentary is a piece of continuous exegesis which 
stresses the link between aspects of the text and not, like 
Rashi's, a series of isolated glosses. 1 0 7 
i. Rashi offers nothing equivalent to Kara's style, with its 
appeals to the reader and observation of deliberate rules. 
Several conclusions emerge from these points: 
a. Kara's commentary is in no sense merely an extended 
reworking of Rashi's, although they certainly influenced each 
other. 
b. Karats commentary exhibits certain characteristic features 
of which no hint is found in Rashi. 
c. In a number of places (the percentage cannot be 
determined) Kara influenced Rashi, who worked Karats opinions 
into his own commentary. 
d. Kara's commentary is an independent work which 
occasionally contains the opinions of his older contemporary 
Rashi. 10B 
1 , > < 
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III. Rabbi Menahem bar Helbo 
Rabbi Menahem bar Helbo (the Rambach) was the brother of 
Kara's father, and Kara's teacher. Where he lived is not 
certain, but it cannot have been Troyes - Rashi's city -
since in that case he would have been acquainted with Rashi 
personally and his glosses would not have been transmitted to 
Rashi only as hearsay. He may have lived for some time in 
southern France, near Narbonne or Toulouse, as he was a pupil 
of Rabbi Yehuda l~'jn, the son of Moshe 1~1'n, from whom he 
cites comments on liturgical poems. He deviated from his 
teacher in abandoning ~1' and turning to ~~~. We possess no 
further details with regard to him, his family or his 
descendants.~Og According to Kara, in whose commentary most 
of He1bo's extant glosses are to be found,"o he had a 
circle of pupils who stood and listened to his glosses; and 
this may be why he is also called Menahem Kara (N1p),'" 
like his nephew, Yosef Kara, who similarly expounded the 
N'p~. His interpretations seem to have been collected into a 
book called Pithronim"~ which Rashi quotes in a number of 
places."3 As Rashi says that Onl~ 'l' ~~ l~~n 'n~n~ it 
would seem that Helbo's works were not actually available to 
him, and that he learnt of Helbo's interpretations through 
Kara, as he himself states in his comments on Isa. 10:24 and 
64:3, and on Job 9:17. In a number of places he uses He1bo 
without acknowledgment."· 
He1bo was the first person in France to pursue the 
~~~,"5 and in this he followed a path wholly different 
from that of his teacher, Rabbi Yehuda l~"n. He was 
acquainted with the work of Menahem ben Saruk,'16 as 
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Poznanski notes,117 and also made considerable use of 
Targum118 and t")1~.119 
When Kara mentions Helbo he employs a wide range of 
epithets: (1) N)N 'nN 'l~n 'l OnJn ',;'20 (2) onJ~ " '1" 
'l~n 1);121 (3) ')~n 1l lptn onJn '1;'22 and (d) " 
OnJn. 123 In quoting from him he uses these verbs: 'n~,124 
~1'~,125 1'ntn n'n,126 'J~l)pn 1~),127 'n' ~~l 
'J1n~,128 'n)1~~,129 or 'Jl'n~l 'n'N1.,ao In one passage 
we learn of Helbo's teaching his interpretations to a group 
of students, as Kara did after him: " ,'ntn n'n ,t n~1~ ~)11 
nN O')1nl~' l'J~~ O'1n')1n ~J nN NlN 'nN 'l~n 'l onJn 
"1l1. 131 We may reasonably suppose that Kara was for a 
period one of his students, as he himself states in his 
comment on II Sam. 23:5. It should not be thought that only 
those few glosses which he cites in his uncle's name were 
what he learnt from him, for there can be no doubt that 
numerous other glosses are integrated into his work without 
any acknowledgment - a practice found in many commentators, 
who cared more about the matter taught than about the author 
of a particular interpretation and his right to the material. 
No improper motives need be ascribed here, for as I have 
already noted, contemporary readers were more concerned with 
interpretations than with the names of their originators. The 
glosses which Kara absorbed into his work became his own, the 
fruits of his own spirit, either because he had so identified 
himself with them as to adopt them as his own, or because 
through the process of study they came to seem like his own, 
and he made no effort to recall from whom he had first heard 
them.13:i1 
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Since Helbo's commentary is not extant as such, it is 
difficult to make comparisons and to examine the degree of 
his influence upon his nephew. It is possible to compare 
certain of the glosses which Rashi cites in his name with 
similar glosses found without attribution in Kara, since 
Helbo's interpretations were transmitted to Rashi by Kara, 
who apparently moved to Rashi's Beth Midrash in Troyes after 
his uncle's death. Examples of comparable texts in this 
connection include Rashi and Kara upon I Sam. 19:24; I Kings 
6:9; Ezek. 12:3; 30;13; 43:20; and Mic. 6:14. In each case, 
Rashi cites Helbo by name, and almost identical remarks, 
without any notation of source, appear in Kara. Why are some 
of Helbo's interpretations given in his name and others not? 
Can any coherent method be detected here? Why are some 
interpretations found in Helbo which take their rise from the 
Talmud or the Midrash attributed to him and not to their 
ultimate source? In what cases does Kara make use of his 
uncle's words? We shall try to discuss these and other 
questions below. 
Kara's commentary contains about eighty quotations from 
Helbo. 133 In most instances they are used to reinforce his 
interpretations. 134 Occasionally they are set off against 
the opinions of others, and in these cases Kara does not 
accept his uncle's view.'3s In another group, Kara 
considers his own explanation preferable to Melba's, on 
grounds of exegetical methodology. Some examples follow: 
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1. When Kara's Gloss Is More in Accord With the Common Sense 
of the Text 
Hosea' 1 0 : 1 5 
[R. 
~Ql' 'IN '~lNl ••• ~lO ll~~~ N'n~ Cnl~ " 'n~ ,'n~l 
'n~l 'Jl'n~ n~' l~~~~~ N~" 'J'N 'n~l :,,~~~ "'l 
~lN ,~' Nln~~ pnl~l Nln nn'l ,nN CiN .~N'~' ,~~ n~iJ 
.l'1nJU 'J~~ C~'N~ n~il C)'n~ll 'n~l "~N ~N'~' ,~~ 
Menahem explains that 'n~.comes from ~lQ ••• but I Yosef 
,," .... ,., 
son of R. Shimon say that 'n~ cannot depart from its meaning. 
and that it means that at dawn the king is silenced. An 
ordinary man is silent when he is asleep, but here a king of 
Israel will even at dawn or noon be as dumb before 
Sennacherib.] 
2. When Kara's Gloss Is Supported by Something in the Section 
or the Passage Discussed 
,a. Jeremiah 47:5 
CnJ~ " 'n~ l~ .o'~')n "'il .'~ONn .'iillnn )n~ ,~ 
nNl" '~N~ N,pnn n~)nnl nNl' 'JN~ n);)~ ~lN .ll~n "l 
,""'llnn 'n~ ,~" '~lN Nln N,p~n '1l0ll "nt~ ~~ nn,i' 
'Jl'n~l .nn,i' 'tl'~n N~l 'i'llnn N~ ll~~);) Nln~ i~~ 'IN 
136.,~~ ll,n "~ll lnll O'N~ U,~ ll~~ 
[Helbo thinks the term comes from O)~"n 'il'l (troops of 
soldiers), but according to the beginning and end of the 
passage it must mean to lacerate the body out of grief.] 
b. In II Samuel 24 we are told of David's census of the 
people of Israel. The places through which Joab and his 
colleagues pass to carry out the census are named from verse 
5. In verse 6 the word '~in appears. Kara explains it as a 
place name and then cites Helbo: ~'nn ll~"nl~ nltllptl - that 
is, recent settlements. The contexe makes it fairly clear 
that a specific place is in queseion, and so Kararejects 
Helba: nt ll'n~l Oltlln'lN. 
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c. Jeremiah 38:7 
lr.10 ):1~n ',:1 on.H) " Ol' ••• '''n • ''Dl:m 1~tl 1:1)) ))r.I'D'l 
••• n"l 1:1 ,"l nl ,,~n 1:1)) ,',nN ,nn) nt Oll,n ~)) 
nll'Dr.I n'pl~ ~N ,"'))l nll'Dn ''Dl~n nn .n'pl~ ''Dl:lil 
,n'pl~~ 1:1)) il'il ill'D Oil":11:1 ~lN .,nl'l O'))l il'il~ 
,1'l np :'nN~ ''Ql:lil '~>:3 'l~ nN ,~nn nl~'l" '>:3lN Nlil'O:l 
11l)) nN ,~nil nl~'l 'nl~ N,pn, n'n ,"O'~lN O''Q'~ illn 
~)) :'~):lil ,~n 1l~ nN ">:3n nl~'l '~lN Nln~:l ?'~l~il 
~):l ~'Nn Nl lnN 0"0 N'N n'p1~ ,~ '1:1~ ll'N ,n':l 
••• )il'P1~ ~N ~l:l '~tl ln~~~ In'pl~' 
Kara, Targum Jonathan and Helbo all understand the construct 
phrase '~l~n ,~n 1l)) as meaning 'the servant of the Cushite 
king', as the o'n))~ also suggest, ~nd do not take ''Ql:l as 
equivalent to 1~tl 1:1Y, but the Targum and Melbo think that 
the reference is to King Zedekiah. How can he be called ''Dl:l? 
The Sages explain this as in Moed Katan 47b. Kara rejects 
this interpretation because of verse 10, which provides a 
grammatical refutation: ''Dl~n "n 1l)) nN "tlil nl~". If a 
servant of Zedekiah were in question, the text should read 
11lY nN ,'tlil n1~", and not '~)~n 1,n 1lY. Kara therefore 
explains that this was a servant not of Zedekiah but of the 
Cushite king who had apparently been sent as a gift to 
Zedekiah: 'King [Zedekiah] commanded the servant of the 
Cushite king'. 
3. When Kara's Gloss Is in Harmony With n)N'pnn l)"n 
[Context] and N,pn ~'Q l~l'Qn 
a. Isaiah 2:22 
" NlN 'nN II ,nn .lnNl nri'Ql ''QN C1Nn 1n C:l' ",n 
n,pll N:1' t"y ,~ n'1lUI 4)'0' "ton 'l'n "l Onltl 
tn 4)N Nl' O'~l nltll'.:l D~' 1~1n ••• ,n)) n1~"ntll' D"'~n 
,~ l~Nl nl'.:l~l ''DN ntn D1Nn 1~ 1tl" N~l n'lllyn V1~" 
[nn:l1 nn:> nnN 'Y] l":>NY ,nnl lN~ Cl'n .Nln l'QnJ n~l 
'~1' N' nlN,pnil 11~'n '~'N ,N .C"n n" nl l'N'Q t H ), 
"t)>'.l n'Nl~ 'n 111Nil illn ,~" "'!:tl l)n:> "n~ ",n!)n 
'D,n, Nl "'~" nl'n' "nlV'D>:11 lY~n n"n'~' 0"'0"'>:1 
'nN "l'" .0') 'tl ''In, n'Y>:1 ''D l'JY' 'l1l CYU In',, 
,nN'D n'Ytl ''D N1Ptl nlNl!:t In ,"Nn nln,':> 'D1n' 1N'n NlN 
. ~ . , ' 
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'~'N 'IN ,'~'~'n' 'Ul~~ ,~~ ~lN ?01Nn In O~~ '~1n 'n~ Ol' ':l" l'lYl 5)nno~ '!l~ "Y~~ "l 'l0l' ~'!l~n 
.'lll 01N nlnll n~' .0" nNl ~:l ~y n'Nl~ [Helbo explains that the text deals with idol worship, whose 
adherents will eventually have to flee to rock crevices, but 
in view of the context (nlN1pOn 1,,'n) this cannot be 
accepted, and the word ,~ clarifies the passage.] What 
assertions does Kara make with regard to his uncle? His 
interpretation, he says, (a) contradicts the U~!l, in this 
case the syntax, and (b) is not in harmony with the context. 
The phrase 01Nn In O:l~ '~'n does not refer to idolatry but to 
man himself, and Helbo divides up the sentence (so as to 
force his interpretation upon it) in a non-U~!l way opposed to 
N1pnn 'Y.lYU. Nor - since Kara regards the nlN1p~n 1,,'n not 
simply as the few verses immediately preceding, but takes a 
broader view which includes passages both before and after -
is Helbo's opinion supported by the context. 
4. When Helbo's View Is Unproved and Not in Accord with 
Historical Events 
Jeremiah 49:20 
" 'll1n~ll .o'nyn ~~n Uyn on~ 'N'~' O"ll' N~ ON 
~'n:l1 O'nNl~ ')Y~n O'!lNln 'N~n ),)y~ .'nN~O OnJY.l 
'IN ".o,'n, p~nl ~llnl ,,,, '1nl l'lY.ll 1nl n!l' 'lll" 
01'n~ l'1l1' "!lNl O'!l Nln o"n~ 1 "l1~ n'N1 N'ljJ:', N, 
137?Ol1Nl O,~ l~~u~ lJ'~n ,~'n ,o,n Nln 
[Helbo explains that lN~n "'Y~ means Persia, but the proof 
text which he cites names not Persia but Tiras. Even if the 
two are identified, historically speaking Persia never ruled 
over Edam.] In two places Kara rejects lIelbo in 
unambiguous terms because his glosses do not represent the 
U~~ - despite the fact that he does not himself suggest 
solutions to the difficulties. In I Sam. 13:21 he explains 
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(following Helbo) what instruments the Israelites brought to 
the Philistines to sharpen, but rejects Helbo's 
interpretation of 1~"n ~'~n'l with ON p~p~~ 'IN nt l"n~' 
,~y n~Nn ... In I Kings 18:37 he similarly calls Helbo's view 
O'l~l. 
If we wish to summarise Kara's attitude to his uncle's 
commentary, we may say that (a) Kara spent a long time with 
Helbo, and derived from him a great deal of his view of the 
Torah and his exegetical approach; that (b) many of Helbo's 
glosses were absorbed into Karats work without formal 
acknowledgment, either because he agreed with them or 
because, as one of the psychological effects of the learning 
process, he felt that they were his own and did not trouble 
to recall whence he had derived them; and that (c) in the 
eighty instances where he names Helbo, he either uses him to 
support his own view against another opinion, or juxtaposes 
his interpretation with those of other commentators, and so 
indicates that he does not accept Helbo, or at any rate 
thinks his gloss the less eligible. In these cases, his 
decision against Belbo arises from exegetical and 
methodological considerations, for he constantly bases 
himself on issues of Scriptural language and n'N,p~n 1"'n. 
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IV. Menahem ben Saruk and Dunash ben Labrat 
Menahem ben Saruk and his opponent, Dunash ben Labrat, wrote 
their works in Hebrew and are mentioned by name almost thirty 
times in Kara's commentaries. About a third of these 
references are to Ben Saruk (cnln)'38 and the rest to 
Dunash.'40 Since Kara frequently cites the opinions of the 
two side by side, it seems sensible to discuss them together 
rather than separately. Sometimes a gloss is mistakenly 
attributed to Ben Saruk when in fact it is Dunash's,'44 and 
vice versa, and there can likewise be no doubt that many of 
their philological interpretations have been absorbed into 
Karats work without acknowledgment.'42 The methodical way 
in which Kara adduces Ben Saruk and Dunash will now be 
examined. 
When Kara explains a particular text, the same gloss is 
also found in Ben Saruk, and Dunash does not disagree with 
it, Kara cites it anonymously and so indicates that it 
constitutes N,pn ~~ ,~,~~, which he himself has arrived at or 
so taken over from Ben Saruk that it seems like the product 
of his own spirit. In such cases the gloss stands alone as an 
explanation of the text, and other exegetical possibilities 
are rejected in its favour. 
In Nahum 3:10 we read O'ptl lpn,. Kara explains that this 
means '~lll, in harmony with the phrase found in Isa. 40:19. 
Following Ben Saruk's Machbereth, Rashi says the same. There 
is another instance in Jonah 1:6, where Karats explanation of 
n~Yn) in terms of nl~nn echoes Ben Saruk's. 
When Ben Saruk and Dunash disagree as to a text and Kara 
gives an explanation as, if it were his own, without noting 
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that it comes from Dunash or recording the opinion of Ben 
Saruk, the implication is that Dunash's interpretation 
represents N1P~ ~~ lUl~~ and Ben Saruk's does not (and is 
therefore rejected). For example, in Amos 1:13, n'1" o~p~ ~~ 
j~~l~J Ben Saruk understands 0'1" (hills) and Dunash O'~l 
n'1n. Kara prefers the latter, for (1) the form 0'1" - n'1" 
cannot be paralleled elsewhere in this sense, and Kara always 
tries to offer interpretations that are in line with common 
. 
significations; and (2) the context describes acts of 
exceptional cruelty. The conquest of hills does not fit into 
this category, whereas the cleaving apart of pregnant women 
certainly does; and it is mentioned in II Kings 8:12; 15:16; 
and Has. 1 4 : 1 • 
It is of interest that wherever Kara mentions disagreement 
between Ben Saruk and Dunash, he prefers the opinion of the 
latter. While Ben Saruk's interpretations may have a 
foundation in the U~~, those of Ounash seem more suited to 
Kara's exegetical approach. In these cases, Kara first 
records Ben Saruk's opinion and then Ounash's reasoned 
view, 143and finally his own arguments against Ben Saruk. In 
Isa. 38:14 the phrase ',lY o,o~ appears. Kara cites Ben Saruk 
for the view that this is a kind of bird and that a 
transposition of letters has occurred in 1'lV, which should 
read l1'V. He then quotes Dunash's attack on this, which 
asserts that l1'V applies to the sound made by rams (in 
connection with human beings it comes from nl1V, a strong 
urge), and that the verse is an instance of ,~p N1p~:it 
should read "l~l O)O~. He goes on to give examples of the 
numerous places where t.he let.t.erlhas:·beenomitted fromt.he 
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text, reinforcing Dunash's view.'44 Sometimes he cites a 
gloss in Ounash's name without remarking that Ben Saruk 
differs from him. For example, in Joel 4:11, ~~ lNll l~lY 
O"lln, Kara quotes Dunash and the Targum for the view that 
u » l~lY means to gather together - that is, all the nations will 
assemble from all around - and adds a supporting text from 
Ezek. 27:19. Ben Saruk, substituting the consonant n for Y, 
says in his Machbereth that l~lY is equivalent to l~ln. Kara 
too uses the substitution of letters with a common origin as 
an exegetical technique,145 but he prefers to gloss words 
as they stand, if this is at all possible, and invokes 
substitution only when he has no other alternative. Hence in 
this case he gives the preference to Dunash on exegetical and 
methodological grounds. 
In Isaiah 14:19 the phrase l,n 'lYl~~ occurs. Kara cites 
Dunash for the explanation 'stabbed by the sword'. In his 
Machbereth, p. 99, Ben Saruk explains it in terms of 
" n 'burden', from lY~, to load. Kara prefers the first, for it 
is in harmony with the context and it is reinforced by a 
philological comparison with Arabic. Elsewhere he is inclined 
to Ben Saruk rather than to Dunash. For the phrase in Hos. 
8:8, Nlnl 'N'~'~ ,~, he quotes Ounash's suggestion that the 1 
of Nlnl is superfluous and should for purposes of 
interpretation be dropped, as is done in other Scriptural 
passages. Kara asserts that the 1 in these cases is not 
superfluous - it is charged with meaning which must be 
brought out by exegesis; and this is the opinion of Ben 
Saruk.'46 Why does Kara prefer it? This is not the only 
place where he speaks in such terms. In both Jud. 6:25 and II 
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Sam. 13:20 do we find a superfluous ), and each time Kara 
feels that it has significance. It would seem that the 
sanctity of the text dictates his exegetical policy: to his 
mind it is not possible that letters in the text should be so 
devoid of meaning that for purposes of interpretation one may 
dispense with them. In all the other instances in which there 
is disagreement between Ben Saruk and Dunash the issue is 
solely linguistic, but when the sanctity of the text is 
involved Kara gives the preference to Ben Saruk. 
In conclusion, we may say that Kara does not actually 
quote Dunash and Ben Saruk but gives a free rendering of what 
they have to say, sometimes compressing it and sometimes 
expanding it. When the two are at odds, he takes a clear 
stand in favour of Dunash, in whose commentary he recognises 
the ~~~ of the text as his own exegetical approach would 
define it, if we except one instance in which the text's 
sanctity is involved. When he records disagreement between 
Ben Saruk and Dunash, he places Ben Saruk's view first and 
then gives Dunash's in an expanded form, with supplements, 
supporting texts and general principles. When the 
interpretation seems to him simple ~~~, his practice is to 
set it down without any indication of authorship, as the 
growth of his own spirit. 
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V. Other Commentators Mentioned by Kara 
In this section we shall look at Kara's approach to 
commentators whom he mentions only a few times: R. Eleazer 
Hakallir, R. Shimon, R. Meir ben R. Yitzhak "l'~ n'~~, 
Rabbenu Saadiah, R. Yitzhak bar Elazar Halevi, R. Yitzhak bar 
Asher Halevi (the Riba), Rashbam, Sefer Josippon. Oespite the 
scantiness of the references, we shall try to describe his 
attitude to their works. 
1. R. Eleazer Hakallir 
Five times in his commentary on the Prophets, Kara bases a 
point upon Kallir. On each occasion he uses him to resolve an 
uncertainty. We may reasonably suppose that Kallir's 
liturgical poems became known to Kara through his uncle, who 
was the first commentator in northern France to deal with 
liturgical poetry;'4? Kara himself wrote commentaries on 
Kallir's poems.'48 He is first mentioned in II Kings 11:2, 
and after that in the Latter Prophets: Isa. 24:22; Jer. 9:1; 
Zech. 9:16; and Mal. 3:20. 
The central problem in Jer. 9:1 arises from the phrase ,~ 
o'n"N 1"~ 'l'~l 'Jln'. Who is the speaker? Is it the 
prophet, as Rashi (for example) thinks? Kara holds that it is 
God Himself, speaking in response to the people's remarks in 
8:19; and he invokes Kallir in support.'49 He again makes 
use of him in Zech. 9:16. The subject in verses 13-17, 
according to both Kara and Rashi, is the Hasmonean wars 
against the Greeks and the miracle~ which God wrought for the 
Hasmoneans - despite the. fact that the preceding verses are 
explained in terms of the King Messiah, so that it would seem 
',. .. 
" 
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desirable that this gloss should be continued with regard to 
what follows. With Kallir's aid, Kara changes his mind as to 
the bearing of the context, his reason being apparently the 
opposition to eschatalogical interpretations which he evinces 
in other passages.'50 These and the other instances make it 
clear that Kallir carries great authority for Kara, and he 
draws on him for support and for the settling of exegetical 
difficulties.'5' 
2. R. Shimon 
This commentator is mentioned only once by Kara, in Hos. 
12:9. His identity poses a problem, and the reference to him 
differs between the Lublin text, which reads '~N 1'~~~ '" 
'n~ 'J'~', and the Breslau MS.: 'n~ lJ'~' 'nN 1'~~~ '". We 
shall try to decide between the two versions. 
If we assume that l'~~~ " refers to Kara's father, as in 
the Lublin text, we may point to the fact that Kara mentions 
his father a number of times in his commentary.,a2 But the 
Breslau reading is also possible, so that two conclusions can 
be drawn: that the comment ascribed to Kara is not his, but 
the work of one of his pupils, since l'~n~ " is identified 
as 'l'~' ')Ni or that it is a marginal note added by a pupil 
to Karats commentary which was later interpolated by a 
copyist. The first hypothesis apparently derives from the 
supposition that Karats father was the author of the 
Midrashic collection known as Yalkut Shimeoni'53 - but it 
has been proved that this is not the case.'8. And if he 
, " 
were the author, it is strange that the ~on should not quote 
, ~_ ,>, '; - 'c ~~"1:_. ~ \"' . e', ' 
the work more often. Nor is the version of the Breslau MS. 
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reasonable, for nowhere else is there evidence of the 
existence of such a brother. Probably 1)~~~ " should be 
identified as the brother of Rashi's mother, who was also 
known as ,ptn ')~~~ '1, with whom Rashi studied Torah.'ss 
The comment on Hosea may fairly be supposed to be Karats own, 
and not the work of a pupil, and so the original allusion 
must have been 1n~ )l'l1 ON 'nN ')~~~ '1). The phrase ON 'nN 
)l'l1 then gave rise to two versions, for ON was deciphered 
as 'IN - a difficult reading which the Lublin text reduced to 
)l'l1 'IN and the Breslau MS. to ll'l1 'nNe The term )l'l1 
refers to Rashi, for Kara calls him this several times"sa 
and so do his other pupils.'87 
The text itself involves an exegetical disagreement. Does 
the verse allude to an historical event of the past or to the 
contemporary situation? Does D'1~N connote Jeroboam, son of 
Nebat, of Ephrat, or the Kingdom of Ephraim (Israel) in the 
time of the prophet? Kara agrees with the Targum in 
explaining that the Ephraimites and their deceitful behaviour 
are in question, and this is N'P~ ~~ l~l~~. And why does he 
cite the gloss of 'l~~~ '1, which contains Midrashic traces? 
Possibly because it is directed more towards the context, 
that is, to the sins of oppression and deception committed by 
Jeroboam son of Nebat. 
3. R. Meir ben R. Yitzhak1'l'~ n'~~ 
In I Kings 10:28 Kara makes use of the work of this 
liturgical poet, whose commentary, like Kallir's, is called 
Yesod. Helbo wrote a commentary on:his.liturgical poems which 
was apparently passedoq.to Kara, as~hehimself;notes.,s8 
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The comment is also cited by Rashi, with the rubric 'nYn~. 
The issue involves the U~~ of the text, the meaning of the 
word n'pn not being clear in context. 
4. Rabbenu Saadiah 
This commentator is mentioned only once, in Zech. 6:8, but 
Kara's commentary on the first eight verses of this chapter 
draw principally upon Rashi. It is not clear whether this is 
Rabbenu Saadiah 'n'n'~n15g or the Rabbi Saadiah who lived 
in France or Germany in the twelfth century.160 In invoking 
Saadiah Kara possibly follows Rashi, who explains the 
chariots as the kingdoms of Babylon, Persia and Greece. These 
rise and fall and serve as a whip against sinful Israel. 
5. R. Yitzhak ben R. Elazar Halevi 
This Sage is mentioned by Kara at I Kings 5:3.'61 Here too 
the principle of nlN,pnn ",n leads Kara to give the 
preference to R. Yitzhak's comment, although he stands alone 
in holding the view in question. The word D"ll'l is 
universally translated and explained as birds of some type, 
but R. Yitzhak says that it refers to the 'In ,,~ (wild ox) 
inasmuch as the verse deals solely with animals, wild and 
domestic, and not with birds. 
6. R. Yitzhak bar Asher Halevi 
A Tosafist who was a pupil of Rashi, this Sage is mentioned 
twice in Kara's commentary upon Prophets,'6:a and'Kara 
" , 
prefers the glosses which he heard from him to his own 
because they seem more riearlythe "~!l of, the text. 
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7. Rashbam (R. Shmuel ben Meir) 
In the opinion of David Razin,'63 Kara spent much time in 
Rashi's house, and it is possible that there he became 
acquainted with the younger Rashbam. Rashbam quotes Kara a 
number of times in his commentary. He remarks on Gen. 37:13, 
" nNln, 'l"ln N'P ~Ol' ',~ 'n~~~ nt; at the end of his 
commentary on Gen. 24:60 he adds, "Y~~ 'l ~Ol) " ~l'~ nt 
N'Pi while in his comment on Num. 4:10 he rejects Kara's 
opinion with N'P ~O" " ntl n'n nYlU. Kara quotes from 
Rashbam in Job 11:17 and Amos 3:12.,e4 This is enough to 
show that they were friends and colleagues.,e5 Ahrend also 
claims that there is a considerable resemblance in the 
exegetical principles upon which they operate,'66 and 
earlier Poznanski asserted'G7 that Karats principle that 
the Bible may mention something which seems superfluous in 
its context in order to render comprehensible things which 
appear later is also found in Rashbam, and that Rashbam 
merely expands it. Despite the points in common displayed by 
their commentaries, however, we cannot know what relations 
obtained between them in life, although it seems that each 
read the other's work and it is possible that they also 
discussed it.'GB 
8. Sefer Josippon 
Kara turns to Sefer Josippon four times.~' e8 In Jud. 5: 21 .he 
writes '~N' 1=> C"~);) ,nl ll!)'tn '., ');)N'VJ l);):ll •• ,; but I have 
not been able to find this passage in Sefer Josippon. In II 
Kings 20:13 he remarks,ll~O'~N Nln ll!),ll!l'Ol' 1!lOl 'n'N" 
. , ,- , 
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examination of Chapter 36, lines 92-97, and Chapter 45, lines 
66-68, of Sefer Josippon shows that this is indeed a 
quotation from the work, which it itself borrows from Yosef 
ben Gurion. This enables us to conclude that Safer Josippon 
was indeed available to Kara.'70 
VI. Karats Attitude to nUl) and n"u~: Some Notes 
'In their innocence, these French Sages made no attempt to 
conceal it if they found something which Ibn Ezra would call 
"a secret" and people today would turn from in horror as an 
invalid conception born of Bible Criticism. Not thus were 
these men, who were certain in their own minds that the truth 
could not confound their thought' (Geiger).'7' Kara's 
-approach to the Biblical text certainly seems to be woven 
from clear thinking and a healthy mind, and to be under the 
control of a critical sense devoid of prejudice. He goes to 
trouble to search for exact texts, and compares versions. We 
are told of the G1beonites that ""\)~P 1 l:»~' " 172 and Kara 
writes: ••• 1)N'~~ ,,'N' "'N ••• ""\)~" )nl 'n:»~ O"~O ~" 
"l, l'N ntn '~i~ 01 ,"N l'lN "N lY'1:»n N,' On'1l', n'N1 
on:» 'n:»~ o',~un ,nN nUll ,~, '~N '. lJ'p"N l'l'" nnl:»ln 
'J"JY~ '~'n '~i~ li"U~'l ••• 17aIt is in line with the 
principles of \)~~ and context that he prefers )"'\)~'l. 
Another instance occurs in the Book of Ezekiel,1? in the 
phrase on)~Y N' D:»'l'll~)~~ 1'VN O"'ln 'U!)~);):»,. Kara says that 
there are books in which the word N' is missing and that this 
is appropriate to the context, and indee"d Biblia Hebraica 
notes that there are about thirty manuscripts in which N' is 
~ ;,' ,. 'I'- .; ,t "'~ .;:, .. " 
absent. Elsewhere, in Jeremiah 25:3, the word 11N appears 
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twice in a verse, and Kara suggests a search P"'~ 1~Ol where 
on the second occasion nNl might be written, and then the 
verse would be clearer. However, I have not found any 
evidence of such a reading. In Zechariah 14:5 we find enOl', v:-
and Kara notes that this is the text found in the land of 
Israel, but in books from Babylon the word is pointed enUl'. 
- t • 
The point cannot be resolved, he says, and so we see that two 
versions exist. In I Kings 6:34 he writes ••• ~~ nll~ '~Ol~ 
l'~Y 1'~O' "~l ••• 'n'N' O'N'~l ell,ni 1?S or again, on II 
Kings 15:8, ••• Nln O'1~U ~'l~ eN Yll' 'l'Nl ••• It follows 
that Kara had available at least one text which varied a 
little from the one that we have today,1?O and we may 
reasonably suggest that he had several such texts and that he 
made comparisons between them. He honours the tradition of 
the Sages but is not willing to accept it blindly, and makes 
his points delicately but firmly. According to the Talmud, 
for example, Samuel wrote the book which bears his name, 
Judges and Ruth, and Kara concurs,1?? but he raises a 
question over the verse nN'1n C)J~~ 'N1P' Dl'n N'lJ~ ,~ (I 
Sam. 9:9), and explains: 
"'n~ n~ nN'1n D'J~' N1P' Dl'n N'lJ~ ,~ 1~lN N'n~~ 
nl~' nN11 l'1lP e'll~N1n n11'1n l'n N'lJ N1lP nln 
nt 1~O~ "~~ N'll nN11' N11P~ "tn 'l~ nt ,~o ln~l~~ 
n~1l~ en'll'~t lJ'n'l', ••• ~Nl~~ ,~,~ ~n~l N~ 
.l1~O ln~ ~Nl~~~ '?Ol'~N 
Thus he points out the difficulty and cites the solution of 
the Sages, but casts considerable doubt upon its correctness. 
He is little concerned with questions of n"o~ and at 
every point accepts what the Sages say, as in the case of the 
suspended J in n~~~ 1J D~11 ll,lnlln'l (Jud. 18:30), which 
Baba Bathra explains a~.a resp~ctful .devi~e to conceal Moses' 
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ancestry.178 The same is true as to instances of ,1p'n 
O"~10, as in 1'Jl on~ O'~~P~ ,~ (I Sam. 3:13), where he 
says, N1n O"~10 l1p'n N~N 1'Jl ,~ D'~~P~ ,~ '~1~ 1~ 0'01. 
Elsewhere, on II Sam. 12:14, he says of this phenomenon, 
Nln 'lJ'~.180 When he comments on O'~~~ on~ "n~" (I Sam. 
8:9), where the '1P is o"'n~,1e1 he explains in 
accordance with the 01'O~ that ,~O '1P' "~ l'n~ l'~'~ llf" 
and adds, ••• O"1nU nl~ on~ Ol~l nn'n ••. In " nn'n~ '''~~N. 
Here 01~~ has the sense of hidden, for in his gloss on v. 12 
he says O"1nu on~ '1nO'l U p'O~) n~~~~ '~N~ N1n.1D3 
Out of all the cases of l'nl1 '1P he deals with only a few 
isolated instances,183 and even then he simply mentions the 
problem. Only in II Kings 18:27,'84 On'1n nN ',IN,, does he 
say, ll~' In'J~~ 1lp'n ll'n1l" ,n~lU )~ "nn ,1' N~1'n 
nNJ ••• [what comes out of the anUSl the Sages employed a 
euphemism], and he explains the differences in the versions 
of the "P and the l'n~. There is one exceptional case (II 
Sam. 3:35), where he says of the phrase nN nl1ln, o~n N1l'l 
", that l'll n'1~n~ l'l on'l~' n'1ln, lJ'1p' l)n~ n1'~n~ 
n~'~N "~~ ~~~~ nl1ln'. Both Kimchi and Ribag express 
astonishment at this,185 having been unable to find such a 
l'n~' '1P either in books or in the notes of the n'10~, only 
in a few isolated manuscripts. And it is possible that such a 
manuscript was indeed used by Kara.'8e 
Kara also makes remarks on the question of the 
distribution of the text into verses, wherever it seems to 
him that it does not sit well with the content of a passage. 
In Josh. 13:3, following the Talmud,'87 he notes of n~~n 
o'n~'~~ 'J10 that when you count you find that there are in 
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fact six. The sixth, O'lynl, should be attached to the next 
verse, which now begins with the word 1n'nn. I Samuel 12:20 
finishes with O~~~' ,~~ 'n nN on'~Y', and verse 21 starts 
with "'~n N". Kara says, n~Nl O"n~Jl O"Y' 1Y, O'~ln~ ,~ 
'~"" and indeed the phrases appear in him as a continuous 
passage, with no break between the verses.,aa 
We see, then, that Kara accepts the dicta of the Sages, 
but does not hesitate to criticise them with regard to 
questions both of nOll and of the n"~n notes. 
VII. Kara's Attitude to N,p~n 'n~u: Some Notes 
Kara regards N,p~n 'nYU, which he calls 1lp'J, as punctuation 
signs which mark the syntatic relations between words, so 
enabling us to understand the status of the various elements 
of the text, and fix the points where one must pause in 
reading. In a few isolated cases he treats the OYU as a guide 
to the chanting of a passage which also has a useful function 
in interpretation, as in Hosea 11:6. With regard to n'~N' he 
says 'l,n 0"0 O~l NnnJnNl Nln )llJ~ - and so in other 
instances. 189 On two occasions he goes much further and 
says that the prophet shortened or lengthened what he had to 
say in order to fit it to the chant: ,,~,~ O'~Y~ 'J~ ~n~~ nnl 
'')'In nN nlN,n, ,,~ "n.'vo 
Like some of his contemporaries, he tries to offer 
interpretations that are in accordance with N,p~n '~YU, 
except for a few cases where it is apparent that he does not 
agree with the arrangement of the o'nyu. Only four O'~YU are 
mentioned by him: ~Pt/'V' NnnlnN,'D3 Y'l" ''In.19~ All 
indicate a firm break, called by Kara ')'~~.'v. We shall 
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look at a few examples. When Gideon is ordered to take ,~ 
C)l~ ~)~ )l~n 'Dl l')N~ '~N "~n"oa Kara says, ••• ~~ ')n 
p)o~n~ ')~ ")~V~) )'1nN~~ n)'n~ ""~nl ~Pt) n,pll 1'lN 
1')N~ 1~N 1l~n 1n Plli n'n ~Pt) 'Pll N~ )~'N~ nt~ nt nlll1n~n 
C'l~ ~l~ 'l~n 1nl-' .•. , and this is the basis for his 
interpretation: that the text speaks of two different 
bullocks. Elsewhere, in Jud. 12:4,1Ge he writes, "p'ln ~N' 
~l'l ~Ptl 'pll '~'l~ "1n~n ~Y n'~l~ •.. 
It follows from the above that N1pnn 'n~u are an aid to 
him in u~n interpretation, as he himself acknowledges: 'IN 
~Ptl 'Pll~ Oln nl'n~ inN C'1li 'l~ )ln~ l~ ll'N N,pn ~~ lUl~n 
ilYl ... 197 In another place, Isa. 2:20, he says, "p'Jn 
nlN1pnn ~'n' N'N lln'J N' c'~~unl [the vocalisations and 
accents were provided to assist interpretation]. In three 
places he apparently disagrees with the decision of the 
accentuator but does not specifically name the c'n~u, dealing 
only with the division of the verse. In I Sam. 20:26 we read 
,~ Nln 1lnu 'n~l Nln n,pn ,nN ,~ Nlnn Cl'l nnlNn ~lN~ 1l' N~l 
1,nu N', and Kara says on "nu 'n'l that ,nl CWl ')~ '~l~ 
n,n, and the next phrase is "nu N' ,~ Nln. This means that 
he does not accept the division made by the accentuator, who 
designates Nln "nu 'n'l as a complete phrase. There are 
similar instances in II Sam. 20:4 and 23:3. We may say in 
general, then, that his approach to N,pnn )n~u is one of 
respect, but that he is prepared to reject the accentuator's 
arrangement of the text if it seems to be at odds with the 
sense. 
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I have found two anomalous cases. In II Sam. 3:34 the word 
~l~Jl is accented with a ')~n, but Kara comments 'n'~ ~'~J~ 
n~n nl'O O~l ~Ptl. His interpretation rests upon this ~Pt, 
which is not to be found in our texts, so that either a 
different version was available to him,ea or he is simply 
in error. In Isa. 1:7 the word n~nn1N is accented with a Y'l' 
above the ~, but according to Kara ~'l'l 1'Pl n~nn'N ~~ ~"'N, 
and here again he may have used a text which is no longer 
extant. 
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Conclusion 
At the end of the eleventh century, and more particularly in 
the twelfth century, a significant shift occurred among the 
Jews of northern France in the sphere of Biblical exegesis. 
Until this time, the Sages had been principally concerned 
with Talmudic study and with midrashic commentary upon a 
number of Biblical books. In the period under discussion, 
however, the Jewish world in general began to display a 
marked inclination to interpret the Bible in a methodical 
manner which dealt in succession with each book. 
In the present study we have examined the exegesis of a 
figure who belongs to this period, Rabbi Yosef Kara, with 
regard to three main issues: his exegetical approach, his 
attitude towards ~~~ and ~1i and his relation towards his 
predecessors. From his treatment of various verses a 
practical sense of the first can be obtained, while the 
frequently paedagogic character of his mode of argument 
suggests an explanation for it. 
In his note on I Kings 8:8, Kara makes a bold declaration 
as to the validity of his commentary in ~~~ terms: 
,1m,' 'tn 1\)1~!) 1nt~ ) )))):)~ ''':1 '1"" '')N ·n))N nt N1P))l 
n):)Nl N'N o'~'","n 'n~ ,,,, n"'!)~ N" 1li ,~ "'1'l, 
.[nnllll P"!)l] nnl!»)ll 
What makes this passage remarkable is its sheer length and 
the variety of terms employed by Kara to characterise his 
commentary (these have been discussed above). The phrase 
1li ,~ "'1':1' 1n~"):) connotes what he regards as the proper 
kind of commentary, in addition to describing it as \)~!) in 
style, while o)~)","n )n~ ,,,, n"'!)~ N" is a polemic against 
, " 
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those with different views. 
Like other commentators of the period, he makes use of 
various terms derived from the root :1"'0' in order to define 
the nature and aim of exegesis. A good commentary is that 
which offers help in solving difficulties presented by the 
text and "J~'N ~Y 1:1'O"~: that is to say, is appropriate to 
the context. The phrase ,y~'O~) lUl'O~ indicates that the U~~ 
of the text is achieved when there is a complete accord with 
the sense which arises from the words - which includes the 
part they play within the scene described and the conceptual 
context. 
One of Kara's innovations in his commentary is his 
devotion to N,p~n 1'~'n or n'N,p~n ":1'0, as he says on I 
Samuel 21:4: OJ"lY' nlN,p~n 11,'n ,nN 'n,nn 1~'. The term 
OJ"JY refers to the content and fundamental conception of a 
passage or verse, while nlN,p~n 1,,'n, on the other hand, 
involves a concern with the inner dynamics of a passage and 
the flow from one verse to another; it is complemented by the 
term nlN,p~n ,,~, which is applied to the order in which 
things occur and the textual environment. It is punctilious 
attention to this 'order' which, in Karats view, makes it 
possible to offer a commentary which is well-founded with 
regard to chronological issues. 
Kara's innovatory concern withN,p~n ",," emerges as one 
of the most characteristic lines of approach in his 
commentary. Clarifications of the order of events and the 
links between passages abound. His commentary itself does not 
pause at one "nn~ ":1'1 or another, but'forms a continuous 
composition which move~J with thtl' text "'and :accompanies it like 
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its shadow. His nlN,p~n ',l'O serves as his criterion for a 
~~~ commentary, as he himself explains in a number of places; 
on occasion he clarifies lengthy passages and even entire 
chapters in such terms. He displays a clear preference for 
considering the general sense of the text rather than the 
individual phrases of "nn~n ',l", his motive being the wish 
to arrive at a true and comprehensive interpretation. 
Another significant innovation made by Kara in connection 
with textual continuity and its ~~~ interpretation is his 
interest. in 'anticipations' and concern n~nn N'~. He will 
note that a particular verse in a passage has been placed 
there n~nn N~~ on a given point, and usually he explains what 
might cause bewilderment were it omitted. In his many 
dealings in this area of exegesis he also notes that wherever 
there is a later narrative with regard to which the reader 
may subsequently be puzzled, the passage at present under 
discussion iln'" OlD - raises the point earlier on, in an 
apparently superfluous phrase. 
The examination of Karats attitude to the ~~~ is made 
relatively straightforward by his paedagogical approach, 
which leads him to make appeals to his students or readers 
and to outline and explain his exegetical views; his 
attention to the ~w~ means that he devotes space to 
accounting for his interpretations and defining them as the 
~~!) of the text. 
Kara appears to have possessed an extremely mature and 
considered conception of the nature of UW~, as his use of a 
wide range of terms indicates. ~W~t in his view, may be 
achieved by the careful use of anumbe,r.of exegetical 
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methods. That he does not provide an abstract definition of 
U~~ is not to be regarded as a deficiency in him, for the 
period of which we are speaking had not arrived at the notion 
of such definitions; instead, we find a variety of terms and 
expressions which in combination supply the sense required. 
Scholars are agreed that among the commentators of 
northern France in the period, Kara stands out both for his 
efforts to achieve a u~n commentary and for his explicit 
statements on the subject. His commentaries contain a series 
of declarations that the u~~ is to be preferred, and very 
frequently that it is the sole view to be taken. Here he 
differs greatly from Rashi, not only because the latter's 
commentary includes a not insignificant proportion of 
midrashic interpretation but because Rashi occasionally ranks 
the Midrash as equal if not superior to the U~~. Kara 
displays both exegetical independence and a conscious 
deployment of exegetical devices, and he founds his 
commentary on a harmony with the text, 
His dealings with Midrash also involve an innovation. As 
far as he is concerned, the function of Midrash (and he was 
acquainted with the bulk of Midrashic literature) is to 
embellish the Biblical text, and nothing more. He goes so far 
as to liken those who maintain a midrashic view to drowning 
men clutching at a straw, or calls the Aggada 1n'. He makes 
Use of Midrash only in order to ,settle the few difficulties 
which cannot be resolved in ~~~ terms. EVen on these 
occasions, as Ahrend points out, the Midrash functions as a 
supplement to the U~!l, so. that Kara.,~s not guilty of 
inconsistency. As. we have al,ready noted" he· attacks ~" 
i 
\. , 
~: 
I 
t 
t 
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commentary frontally and in the most unambiguous language, 
indicating the error of such an approach and his 
determination to eschew it himself. 
A fair picture of the relationship between ~~~ and ~" may 
be obtained if we look at the spirit of the period and its 
characteristic modes of study. In the twelfth century 
intellectuals were concerned with establishing the correct 
balance between traditional authority and human understanding 
and reason. Widespread searches were made for exact texts of 
the Scriptures, and a marked interest was taken in the 
grammar and style of Biblical Hebrew and in the connection 
between topics in the text. These issues form precisely the 
~~~ commentator's field of endeavour, and the general 
intellectual tendency of the age is reflected in the 
exegetical attempt to fix the relationship between ~~, 
(representing traditional authority) and ~~~ (the authority 
of human reason). Kara was one of those who professed the new 
principles, and his repudiation of ~" is clearly stated. It 
should be noted that when he is engaged in the actual 
business of interpretation he is not always able to put his 
principles into practice, and has to be content with 
declaring his sympathy for the modern approach. It is mostly 
in key texts that he is careful to act upon his declarations, 
while on other occasions he may compromise and (for various 
reasons) cite a midrashic explanation alongside the U~~. 
In Kara's view, then, N~P~ ,~ ,u,~~ is achieved by 
attending to a number of points: context, meaning, grammar, 
order of events, style, anticipations, juxtapositions, and so 
forth. He is aware of his limitations, -admits it when he can 
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find no explanation, and would modestly have agreed with 
Rashi in the desire - which represented the spiritual 
tendency of the period - n1u~~n )~, c',nN C'~1')~ nl~~' 
01' '~l C'~1nn~n. 
On this point, Kara does not resemble a person struggling 
for exegetical liberty. In many respects the bonds of the 
Midrash are already behind him, and in citing and grappling 
With Midrashim he acts not out of compulsion but out of the 
duty to take his predecessors' work into account and his 
respect for the Torah which has nourished him and enabled him 
to take further steps forward. Almost the sole subjection he 
feels is towards the Biblical text itself. It is he who made 
the. great leap and (together with Rashbam) inaugurated a new 
exegetical school in twelfth-century northern France. 
His distinctive quality lies not only in his advanced 
conception of ~~~ but also in his exegetical approach in 
general. In the course of his commentary he frequently adopts 
the first person and addresses the reader in the second 
person, while everywhere else his work strikes an objective 
note, neither writer nor reader intruding upon its discussion 
of difficulties. The main function of his first-person 
formulations is to give weight to his own ,as against other 
people's opinions, while his use of second-person address may 
reflect the influence of his work as a teacher and the style 
of argument found in cer~ain parts of Talmudic literature. To 
his mind (and here again he was the first" to think so) t 
anything mentioned in the text is there for the purpose of 
providing the reader w,i th information ne~,essary to 
comprehension. He therefore himself issues instructions ,to 
.. - ~ C J L· . 
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his audience phrased in terms that draw on roots like N"~)), 
1"b' ,l"':1 ,N",i' ,~"" and so on, whose force is that of a 
teacher's directions to his pupils to note, infer or 
Conclude. 
Another most noticeable characteristic which is peculiar 
to Kara is the series of passages in which, in a variety of 
Phrases, he acknowledges his inability to provide an 
eXplanation, his situation ranging from a partial or 
Conditional uncertainty to complete bafflement. Unlike Rashi, 
who in everyone of the few places in which he admits 
ignorance is defeated by linguistic problems, a rare word or 
a difficult root, Karats declarations form a standard feature 
of his commentary that offers permanent testimony to his 
integrity and humility. At the same time, passages abound in 
which he conducts himself like his contemporaries and with 
remarkable skill fits into his commentary entire verses or 
parts of verses. He also makes marked use of vernacular 
phrases, his work as a teacher in a French-speaking country 
explaining his adoption of this exegetical device. 
He shows hardly any interest in providing general 
introductions to the Biblical books or in questions of 
editing and so forth. In this he is typical of mediaeval 
commentators, but he also displays a highly developed 
literary grasp. His commentary shows a sensitivity to the 
style of verses and the ways in which they are combined -
what he calls n)',pn nl:1'nl; to the structure of Biblical 
works; to parallelism, particular linguisticformulatlons, 
the repetition of words and concepts, and ,~p N'j))), with 
regard to which he defines the issues pcs'ed by an elliptical 
-------,~ 
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style. He distinguishes between informative, time-fixing 
verses and the body of a narrative, and between genealogical 
lists and accounts of someone's life, and (among other 
points) provides discussions of parable (~~~) and metaphor. 
In many places he must compare the different versions of an 
event found within a single book or in two different books in 
order to show that in most cases they can be harmonised. 
The intensity with which he clarifies points of realia and 
other technical issues turns him into a precursor of the 
trends in study and research characteristic of later periods. 
In this respect he deviates from the standards of his time 
and differs greatly from Rashi and other commentators, who 
may occasionally touch on such questions but do not make a 
practice of it. He deals with issues connected with geography 
and borders, the parts and dimensions of the Sanctuary, 
domestic economy and agriculture, construction and medicine, 
war and armies, kings and courts, and chronology, displaying 
throughout expertise and an interesting grasp of the actual. 
Like every other commentator, he drew both consciously and 
unconsciously upon earlier exegetical traditions like those 
represented by the two Talmuds and the Aramaic Targumim, 
grammarians and his predecessors in Biblical interpretation, 
as well as upon the work of his contemporaries. A detailed 
comparison between his work and Rashi's, with an analysis of 
their methods, indicates that his commentary is an 
independent creation marked by features in no way suggested 
by Rashi. The two authors influenced each other and the 
remarks of one may be found as an integral part of the 
commentary of the other, but there is no question of Karats 
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work being dependent upon Rashi's. Kara also derived a great 
deal from his uncle, Helbo, some of whose interpretations are 
contained in his commentary. 
His concern with questions of nO)J requires special note. 
He makes use of parallel versions (Josh. 9:4; II Kings 22:4; 
Jer. 25:13) and does not prefer one or another text simply 
because it is supported by the Masoretes, but is willing to 
consider the possibility that the version before him has not 
been transmitted with precision. 
Kara is remarkable for the way in which his commentary 
distinguishes and defines elements (or their first 
beginnings) which have become the cornerstones of modern 
exegesis. He is an independent commentator and the leader of 
other u~n commentators, with a distinctive style and an 
innovativeness which means that in many respects he was ahead 
of his generation. His commentary deserves study and would 
repay publication. 
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Appendix 
Abbreviations in Kara's Commentaries* 
Meaning 
tl~Hm nUnN 
l:l-,nN 
O'P~N 
,~ ~)) 'IN 
'!l ~)) 'IN 
l~'!lN 
l~ 
nl~ 'lY'~ lnlJn 11'~ 
'l.Ilpr.m n'~ 
,t cy ll'l.l~~ 
1t Cy n'l.l~~ 
n:l~t.l~ 
~N'VJ) 'Jl 
'!)Ol 
N:m C~lYl 
ntn C~lYl 
Nn't.lnl 
't.lll 
,nN '~l 
~ 'n:n 
'n 
Nln ,,':1n 
~ 'n:n N,n 
~ln~n 
Olpt.ln 
'l.I'1pn 
Nln ,,'l 'l.Illpn 
't.llll 
lnJ" , 
. 01 ~'l.I' on 
Abbreviation 
y"nlN 
(l"nNl) ~tfnN 
'P~N 
!)"YN 
, "!)YN 
, '!)N 
'l 
l:l 
" 
'n 'l 
pUm" l 
Y"'l 
t"Y~l 
't)t.ll 
'''.3l 
'Ol 
l"nlYl 
t "nUll 
t , )'Jnl 
('ll') III 
N"l 
'nll 
N"n 
nlt~n 
,"nn 
'nln 
'pt.ln 
'pn 
n"lpn 
f .n 
In.),', 
l"n 
--~-~----~--~-----
* This list follows S. Ashkenazi and D. Yarden, eds., otzar Raahei Tevoth 
(Jerusalem 1973). References are generally ,to the first appearance of 
each abbreviation. 
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Meaning 
lJ 'tl:m 
~N1'D' 
) , ):ll ,n),;)l:> 
l'nl,n)';)l:> 
,nu( !'nn 1:> 
'~l:>l 
'nl~:> 
'nl~:> 
'ntll~ or i1tlN nNl Nn:> 
transposed 
as above 
(Apenstein) nun~ ~ln:>'D 1n:> 
In:> 
tlll~ 
,:»!)~ 
1J't.3l1nn 
O)~"~N nl1l~ 
,nN l'J~ 
nn:n ntl:> nnN ~~ 
ntl~l ntl:> nnN ~~ 
n1t n'l~Y 
n,t nl1~Y 
'Jl~!) 
n1'~!) 
1 ,n ,n!)/ 11 ,n!) 
lll,n!)/ll,n!) 
lll,n!)/",n!) . 
)~, ,~, 
O~,~ ~'D1Jll' 
'tlNl'D 
tP lV 
n'tll,'n ,lnl,'n 
,ri, ~i , l~~n 
·oil,n .. 
.. 
Oll1n 
Abbreviation 
'tl:ln 
I,\!), 
, lUll:> 
'l,nnl:l 
N"n:l 
(',:» 'l:l 
'l~:> 
'nl~:> 
N"'nl:l 
't.3nltl:) 
'~:l 
In:;, 
'1l~ 
f '!)' 
'nl1n)';) 
N"~ 
N"~ 
l"~NY 
:>"l~NY 
t"lY 
t"y 
'~!) 
"'~!) 
'n!) 
'1n!) 
, "n!) 
" 
y"\!)l1 
t l'll 
"l'lJ 
'l,'n 
~"n 
'l,n 
'll,n 
p. 
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Miperushav she I R. Yosef Kara LeYesheyahu, in Sefer Hayovel 
LeShmuel Krauss (Jerusalem 1937), p. 110, as Ahrend also 
remarks in Le Commentaire sur Job de Rabbi Yose h ara: Etude 
§es Methodes Philologigues et Exegetiques Hildesheim 1978), 
p. 9. 
10. A. A. Urbach, Arugath Habosem, vol. 4, p. 18. 
11. Ahrend, Le Commentaire, p. 8. 
12. Ibid, bottom of p. 9; Twyto raises objections in Al Heker 
Parshanuth Hamikra, pp. 522-523. 
13. Ahrend, OPe cit., pp. 5-6. 
14. Kara quotes the glossed phrase as O"N n'~n ,nN~l 'n, 
which is erroneous. 
15. Here we can discern the difference between Rashi and 
Kara, and Kara's advance upon Rashi, in relation to the 
critical analysis of Scripture. 
16. His rejection of the Sages in Jud. 5:4, critical but 
delicately expressed, should also be noted: N)'~n' ~)O)N 'JNl 
lN~' n1,n ,n~ l"JY nn N'~' N'~n. . 
17. On this point see B. J. Gelles, Peshat and Orash in the 
Exegesis of Rashi (Leiden 1981), p. 129. 
18. See Gelles, OPe cit., p. 130. 
19. According to Geiger, Parshandatha, Hebrew sect., p. 26, 
" should appear here (it is misSing in Apenstein), and the 
later " 'n"n should be " 'n',n.There are some other 
differences: for example, the n'~n Nlnl of I Kings 7:33 
should be ~p~n, and 'nl'~n 'N) should be 'll'~n 'N); and in I 
Kings 8: 8, ') ~n~ "l ,)0)) , IN should read ~":p , IN (see the 
texts in question). 
20. I Kings 18:26, at on, lnl '~N 1~n nN ,np',. 
21. As against the Sages in Yoma 53b. Similar language is to 
be found in verse 2, after Kara has explained a Midrashic 
citation from Targum Jonathan: 'l' " '~)N "Yn~ 'l ~Ol' 'lNl 
[here follows a ~~~ interpretation] ••• ll'l'Y 1'N' o'p~n' 
ll'n'l' ~1'nl .,n1,nl Here the nature of the problem and his 
inclination towards the~~~ are quite evident. See also I 
Sam. 9: 9. 
22. I Sam. 13:21; and see Josh. 24:27i I Kings 8:2. In these 
instances the Targum Jonathan' is pure' ~1' ~ .. 
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23. I Kings 10:19 (ed. S. Babar). 
24. See Yalkut Kings, sect. 214. 
25. Isa. 4:6; 6:13; 8:4; 9:6; 10:32; 17:11; 22:14, 25; 40:31; 
41:12; 45:8; 51:9, 16; Ezek. 11:1, 13; 19:7. In each instance 
there is a collection of Midrashim, some complete and others 
fragments drawn from various sources. 
26. And in Isa. 17:11: ••• 0'~~n ~"~l. 
27. I Kings 5:13 (cf. I Kings 5:12). See Jud. 9:13; II Sam. 
14:2; and the similar Isa. 23:4. 
28. There is one instance, II Sam. 22:38, in which a Midrash 
is placed between two ~~~ interpretations. 
29. For comparable passages see Isa. 64:1 (~N n~ln o'n) and 
Job 14:19 (C'~ lpn~ C'llN). 
30. The root ~"l' is an active verb only in the Piel (Jos~. 
7:3) or Hifil conjugations (Isa. 43:23, 24; Mal. 2:17). 
31. '~p (those who rise up against me) • enemies. See Exod. 
15:7; II Sam. 18:31; PSt 3:2; etc. 
32. And note Y. Heinmann, Darchei HaAg9adah (Jerusalem 1954), 
pp. 28-32. 
33. I Kings 13:1: C'p?Nn ~)N is Ido the prophet; I Sam. 4:12: 
~'Nn is Saul; Mal. 3:23: IN?nn is Elijah. 
34. II Sam. 12:30; and note Avodah Zarah 44a. An additional 
example: I Sam. 21:7. 
35. B. Einstein, Rabbi Josef Kara und sein Kommentar zu 
Koheleth (Berlin 1886), p. 45. 
36. Mavo, p. xxxv. 
37. M. Ahrend, Le Commentaire, p. 23, sect. 7; and note his 
Yahas Perusho shel R. Yosef Kara Lesefer Iyov el Perusho shel 
Rashi: Iyunei Mikra Veparshanuth (Ramat Gan 1980), pp. 187-
188. 
38. Mavo, p. xvi. 
39. He then offers examples from the Prophetic Books and Job 
(Mavo, p. xxxv). Kara himself uses the expression nlN,pnn "0 
(see Jer. 15:6, 8). 
40. See also verse 15 and Jud. 5:15, 16. 
41. I Sam. 13:17: the word l~n appears only in v. 23 and in 
16:14, where he explains part of verse 13 so as to create a 
unified topic. Compare II Sam. 4:8, where he explains part of 
v. 6. II Sam. 21:1 is explained only at v. 4; and 22:7 at v. 
5. And see Apenstein's comments in various places, such as II 
Kings 25:27 (~'n? n~l~l O)'~~l), and other instances. 
42. Other examples: Isa. 58:14; Jer. 12:3; Hos. 4:6; Zech. 
5:6; Mal. 2:9. Tyre is compared to the sea in Isa. 23:4. 
43. Commenting on Isa. 42:1, Abarbanel identifies the prophet 
as Ibn Ezra, Cyrus as Saadiah Gaon and the Messiah as Rashi. 
44. Isa. 40:3; Jer. 2:5, 9; Job 23:16-17. 
45. Jer. 34:17, 46:13; Job 17:9; 39:5. 
46. Isa. 2:1; 39:8; 42:3; and see Kristianpuller, Likutim 
Miperushei R. Yosef Kara, and A. Epstein, Hahoker, p. 31. 
47. Additional examples: Isa. 29:17; Hos. 6:5; 13:5. 
48. Everywhere the phrases lJ'l~ ,~~ lll'n~ or n~11 l~ l'N 
ll)J~ ,~, N~N are repeated. 
49. In Isa. 37:31 he says, ,~ Nln~ 1n, nnN l'l~n llnnl. 
50. See further Isa. 26:7; 34:4; Jer. 48:12; Hos. 2:7; Hic. 
4:1. 
51. And note Mal. 3:23 for the identification of the angel as 
Elijah; cf. Ezek. 31:18. 
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52. He writes on Has. 2:7, )n~nnl )'~'nU~ N~~n O"li nl,n 
)nl'~n ,~, "'~ lll'Unl lJl'n~ N~~n O"~"; and see Joel 
1 : 1 O. 
53. Compare II Sam. 22:16; and note I Sam. 25:11. See A. 
Berliner, Peletath Sofrim, on this verse. See also I Kings 
5:32; Isa. 22:16; 28:7; Ezek. 27:9; Joel 3:3. It: is possible 
that: Rashi too was aware of this approach (see Isa. 52:12), 
if we assume that phrases from Kara have not been 
interpolated into Rashi's commentary. In any case it is clear 
that Rashbam learned the technique from Kara. See Y. Razin, 
Perush HaRashbam Hashalem (Breslau 1882), note 12. 
54. Compare Jud. 3:17; I Sam. 2:18; 21:8. 
55. See I Sam. 1:3, 9; 25:1; 28:3; I Kings 11:29-30; 18:3; 
22: 10. 
56. See further Gen. 26:15-17; Jud. 3:17, 22; 15:1, 5; I Sam. 
1:9, 14, 3:1, 10; 28:3, 5; I Kings 18:3, 12; II Kings 17:1, 
3. 
57. Additional examples: I Sam. 1:3 as against 2:12; 13:22 
against 14:13; 21:8 against 22:9. 
58. On this point, Poznanski comments (Mavo, p. xvi), that 
the phrase ltlNn nN 'l~' in Rashi's use does not have its 
customary sense, and it is likely that it is an addition of 
Kara's. See Peletath Sofrim, p. 17. 
59 See also Gen. 9:18 (Nln onl). 
60. Gen. 1:1; 9:18; 24:1; 25:1, 28; etc. For a detailed list, 
see Melamed, Mefarshei Hamikra, vol. 1, pp. 461-464; and 
poznanski, Mavo, p. xvi. 
61. This way of formulating the point is typical of Kara, as 
we have remarked. In another instance (Gen. 19:15), we find 
l'l~~ ln~~ ')l~l nt PlO~ ln~J; or 25:28, lN~ o',pn, 1'~lnl 
lJ)l~' ln~~ n~ ~"'n' ... l'~~' pn~' nlnN; and see 48:2. 
62. And see Ahrend, Le Commentaire, p. 105; Melamed, 
Mefarshei Hamikra, vol. 1, pp. 461-464. 
63. Berachoth 10a; Yevamoth 4a; Midrash Sifri on P'l, para. 
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64. Exod. 17:1; Num. 13:1. 
65. And note Isa. 2:1; 11:13 (an opposite example is to be 
found in Isa. 33:23); and also Jer. 3:15, 18; Hos. 2:17-18; 
Joel 2:20; Amos 9:13; Mic. 4:1; Zech. 1:15; Mal. 3:12. 
66. Le Commentaire, pp. 8, 9. 
67. Ibid, p. 10. 
68. A. Twyto, Al Heker Parshanuth Hamikra ••• , p. 524. 
69. Twyto points out that a parallel development occurred 
among Christians. See his 'Shitato Haparshanith shel 
Rashbam', pp. 61-63. To my mind the suggestion made by 
Gelles, OPe cit., p. 130 (see n. 17, above), that the dual 
value given by Kara to U~~ is a consequence of two schools of 
influence, operative in his youth and in adulthood 
respectively, should not be accepted. 
70. I Sam. 1:20; and see Josh. 17:16, where Kara appeals to 
"~~~n. 
71. Perhaps these are also ll' )~JN (Rashbam on Deut. 7:7). 
See Ahrend, Le Commentaire, p. 6, n. 48. 
72. See Rashbam on this point: (Gen. 37:2). 
73. Lev. 13:2. Gelles claims that in theory Karats position 
regarding U~~ is more radical than Rashbam's (Peshat: and 
Derash, p. 133). 
.. 
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74. And see his comment on Gen. 37:2. 
75. Al Heker Parshanuth Hamikra, p. 526. 
76. Raphael Loewe, 'The "Plain" Meaning of Scripture in Early 
Jewish Exegesis', in Pa ers of the Institute of Jewish 
Studies, edt J. G. Weisse, vol. 1 (London 1964 , pp. 181, 
183. 
77. Sara Kamin, 'Todaato Haparshanith shel Rashi Leor 
Hahavchanah bein Peshat Lederash' [dissertation] (Jerusalem 
1979), pp. 300-303; p. 302. 
78. A comparable view was expressed at the beginning of this 
century by A. H. Weiss, in Dor Dor Vedorshav (Vienna 1911); 
and cf. Kara on II Sam. 21:4. 
79. S. Kamin, p. 108. 
80. Ibid, p. 109. 
81. S. Kamin, p. 137; she adds that Rashi has no specific 
term to denominate an interpretation which is not 'U'~~ 'n~. 
82. Ibid., p. 195. 
83. Ibid., p. 196. 
84. This is derived from Kara's use of the word. Just as we 
have seen that he uses the phrase N,pn ~~ ,u'~n, so we find 
,l1 ~~ ,u'~n in the same sense (Jud. 1:3; I Sam. 10:22; I 
Kings 10:7; 20:7). 
85. There is a consensus that Kara borrowed from Rashi the 
term N1pn ,~ 'UVDn and the root l"~' (see the discussion, 
below, and Gelles, Peshat and Derash, p. 132, n. 22, and also 
p. 14 ff.). 
86. S. Kamin, p. 292. 
87. Compare Kara's remark, l'N' "l~'N ~~ 'l~" 1l1n 'n~1' N' 
'U,~~ nt (Jud. 4:5) with Rashi on Gen. 3:8: N~N 'nNl N' 'IN' 
''In'N ,~ 1'l1 111 N,pnn '1l1 nl~"nn n1lN" N1pn .,~ ,u'~n'. 
88. The word n~'~n connotes the Biblical manner and language, 
as in N1pn ,~ 'n~'~n' (I Sam. 25:18) or nN'lln n~"n n~' (I 
Sam. 2:10; and see Provo 1:6). 
89. Compare 5:11, 13. It is worth noting th~t in three 
adjacent verses he uses similar language; this is the sort of 
thing that happens when someone is lecturing. For an 
analogous case, see his remarks on I Kings 8:2 and V. 8. 
90. S. Kamin, p. 299. 
91. Gen. 25:17; 46:8; Exod. 6:14; etc. 
92. Exod. 22:6; 24:4. 
93. Gen. 18:8; 25:19; and see further E. Z. Melamed, 
Mefarshei Hamikra - Darkeihem Veshitothehem (Jerusalem 1975), 
vol. 1, pp. 456-460; and A. Twyto, 'Shitato Haparshanith shel 
Rashbam', pp. 64, 65. In addition see Gelles (n. 17, above), 
pp. 123-127. 
94. See A. Y. Aigos (Biographical Note, above, n. 29), p. 
131 • 
95. Kara's addition of 1'1 ,n'Nl (missing in the Talmud) 
should be noted. He introduces few such changes. 
96. For an allusion to a Midrash associated with this topic, 
see Midrash Samuel, edt S. Babar, p. 44. 
97. Midrash Samuel, edt Babar, p. 114. 
98. Note Midrash Samuel, pp. 109-110, and Yevamoth 76b. 
99. On the topic of kingship, see Midrash Tanchuma, Leviticus (ed. Babar), sect. 2, p. 4. 
100. Jud. 5:26, from Genesis Rabba, chap. 48 (ed. H. Albeck); 
I Sam. 7:9, from Midrash Samuel, p. 83; II Sam. 10:16, from 
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Midrash Psalms, sect. 4 (ed. Babar). 
101. Jud. 11:22, from Gittin 36a; I Sam. 14:45, from Eruvin 
81b; II Sam. 2:23, from Sanhedrin 49a; I Kings 7:23, from 
Baba Bathra 14b. 
102. In the Midrash: Josh. 22:7, from Genesis Rabba chap. 35; 
I Sam. 25:18, from Genesis Rabba chap. 69. In the Talmud: I 
Sam. 4:19, from Bechoroth 45a; II Sam. 14:26, from Nazir 4b-
Sa; etc. 
103. Section N"', sect. 19. The Midrash explains the parable 
and its meaning together, at length; Kara condenses the 
relevant part and omits the rest. 
104. Jud. 11:26, from Seder 01am, chap. 12 (ed. B. Rattner); 
I Sam. 1:17, from Midrash Samuel, p. 52; II Sam. 24:1, from 
Pesikta Rabbathi 43a (ed. M. Ish-Shalom). From the Talmud: 
Jud. 5:21, from Pesahim 118b; Jud. 13:5, from Niddah 30b; 
etc. 
105. Midrash Samuel, p. 59, and compare Mechilta n'~~ 15 (ed. 
Ish-Shalom; compare the edition of H. S. Horowitz). 
106. I Sam. 22:4, from Tanchuma, Numbers 28; I Kings 7:51, 
from Yalkut Shimeoni, sect. 186. From the Talmud: Jud. 14:14, 
from Kethuvoth 2a; I Sam. 1:11, from Nazir 66a; II Sam. 3:27, 
from Sanhedrin 49a. 
107. The Mechilta of Rabbi Shimon Bar Yochai (ed. Epstein and 
Melamed); it should read 'N~~~' " and not N~'P~ I,. See the 
Jerusalem Talmud, Pesachim 34a. 
108. Tanchuma on N"l, sect. 25. 
109. Midrash Shocher Tov, end of sect. 3, lyric 3. 
110. II Sam. 21:5, from Genesis Rabba, sect. 40; 24:9 from 
Midrash Samuel, sect. 30, end (in Kara the Midrash is several 
times longer; see also v. 15); II Kings 9:29, from Seder 
Olam, chap. 17; 25:27, from Seder Olam, chap. 28. 
111. From the beginning of Nl~, in Josh. 22:19; and see S. 
Apenstein ad loc., n. 6. 
112. I Sam. 7:9; and see Midrash Samuel, p. 83; Leviticus 
Rabba 22:9 (ed. M. Margalioth). 
113. I Sam. 25:18; and see D. Z. Hoffmann, Mechilta DeRabbi 
Shimon ben Yochai (Frankfurt a.M. 1905), p. 12 and the notes 
there. Elsewhere (I Kings 8:12), when Kara says, n"J~ ,~ 
,,~u~, it appears that he means the Mechilta of Rabbi 
Ishmael, which is also called 'Sifri'i and see Apenstein, p. 
128, n. 7. Compare Hoffmann, x. All this shows that these 
works were available to Kara, which is an important piece of 
information. 
114. And see Jerusalem Talmud Pesachim 34a. The references to 
the book in Kara's commentary should be added to Hoffmann's 
work (n. 113, above), to chap. 1, pp. v, viii. 
115. II Sam. 24:15, from Midrash Shocher Tov, lyric 17; 
Berachoth 62a. 
116. I Kings 22:17 directs us to the Mechilta for what is not 
to be found there; and Josh. 11:21 similarly directs us in 
vain to the Talmud. 
117. I Kings 17:6; Kara produces two opinions, only one of 
which appears in Sanhedrin 113a. 
118. As ~n Josh. 22:7 and most instances in the Early 
prophets. Out of about 110 instances in the Early Prophets in 
which he cites a Midrash, in only about 35 cases does he 
mention the source; and out of about 150 Midrashic citations 
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in the Latter Prophets, the source is given in only about 40 
cases. 
119. As we have noted, Twyto's view is to be rejected here (Al Heker Parshanuth Hamikra, p. 525). 
120. The name of the Midrash is given in I Kings 17:18; Isa. 
21:15. 
121. Compare o'n~n ~1in (Jud. 6:1; Isa. 15:1); 'nl1 ~1i~ 
(Isa. 55:4). 
122. Compare 1J'n1l1 11~N~ ~1i~ or ll'nll1 11nN (I Sam. 4:12) 
or ll'nll1 l~nO (II Sam. 12:12, and before the collection of 
Midrashim in Isa. 45:8). 
123. Compare '~1i~ '~'1 (II Sam. 19:21; Isa. 43:22). 
124. Jud. 11:26; Isa. 19:18; and in various combinations like 
ll'l~~ N'n 1tl (Josh. 15:8); ll'l~~ nnlN~ (Josh. 22:19); O~~ 
ll'l~~ (I Sam. 1:22); ll'l~~ l~l (I Sam. 10:22; Jer. 52:6); 
n'1l~ 1~ (I Sam. 2:27; Isa. 37:36); N'lnl (I Kings 15:22); 
ll'l~ 1~1 (Isa. 7:7); ll'l~~ lntl (Amos 3:12). 
125. I Kings 17:1; 18:31 (ed. S. A. Luria); Hos. 10:6. 
126. Or ll'n1l1 11nN (Hos. 1:1, 2). 
127. Or lJ'~~n (Jud. 8:28), or l~1'~ 1l'n1l1 (Mic. 5:1). 
128. And note Melamed, vol. 1, pp. 372-373. 
129. Jud. 14:9 (ed. Albeck, Shishah Sidrei Mishnah 
[Jerusalem, ~el Aviv 1957-1959]). 
130. II Kings 12:10 (ed. Zukermandel). 
131. I Kings 8:4, 32; II Kings 2:17; 9:29 (ed. Liebermann). 
132. Josh. 15:8 (ed. Schechter); Hag. 2:16. 
133. I Kings 7:16 (ed. Gruenhut). 
134. Here Kara complains, '1~" 'nn N1pn " )'N1; cf. Jer. 
25:9. 
135. There are many more references in the Early Prophets, 
and 9 in the Latter Prophets, as in Isa. 16:4. 
136. In the edition of D. Z. Hoffmann; and note I Sam. 25:18. 
The Mechilta of Rabbi Ishmael should perhaps be mentioned as 
well; see above, n. 113. 
137. In the edition of S. Babar; Isa. 6:13. 
138. In the edition of Y. Z. Yadler. 
139. Midrash Zuta al Hamesh Megilloth, edt S. Babar. 
140. For example: sota, Berachoth, Temurah, Gittin, Niddah, 
Megillah, Nazir, Baba Kama, Zevachim, Moed Katan. On occasion 
Kara quotes from the Talmud without making his source clear; 
see Josh. 11:21; I Sam. 7:9; II Sam. 16:10, II Kings 1:17. 
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Notes to Chapter 2 
1. Josh. 9:4, 16; 22:19, 23. 
2. Josh. 9:9; Isa. 5:9. 
3. Josh. 14:11; 18:7; Isa. 1:18. 
4. Josh. 22:22. 
5. Josh. 9:4; I Kings 6:34. 
6. This argumentative style may reflect a method of teaching 
through questions which developed during this period. See A. 
Twyto, 'Shitato Haparshanith shel Rashbam', pp. 60-61. 
7. Jud. 5:23; Isa. 9:13; and in the combinations of 1ln, ~~ 
in Isa. 1:18 and l'~J ~~ ~~, in Jer. 36:23. 
8. Josh. 18:13, 15. 
9. Jud. 13:12; and see Josh. 16:4; Isa. 9:14. 
10. Josh. 9:27; Jer. 50:11. 
11. Josh. 18:15; Ezek. 35:13. 
12. I Kings 7:33. 
13. S. Apenstein, ~, p. 17. 
14. Josh. 15:2-3; Jer. 47:1. 
15. Josh. 14:4; Jer. 14:1. 
16. Jud. 11:26; Hos. 2:7. 
17. Jud. 1:7; Isa. 37:31. 
18. II Sam. 12:30; Jonah 1:3 ("J~l n~~~). 
19. II Sam. 4:8; Isa. 19:22. 
20. Jud. 13:12; Isa. 7:23; Jer. 25:10. 
21. Josh. 10:10; Hos. 2:1. 
22. ,~~,~ lN~ (Josh. 10:10); 'J'~~ lN~ (Josh. 14:7-10); ',n 
~n~ (I Kings 22:21); i'~~~ ~, (Isa. 8:23); 'n'~~ (Isa. 35:5); 
nn'~~ (Josh. 18:15); "~~ 1~'~ (I Kings 7:14); lN~~ ,,~~ 
(Josh. 15:2-3); 'J'~~ (Jud. 5:4; Isa. 7:17); ,,~~~ l'n~n (Jud. 12:4); 1"'~~ (I Sam. 1:11; Isa. 23:13); ,,~,~, OiP 
(Jud. 4:11); ,~~~~ 1'~~ (Jud. 13:12; Isa. 7:23); 1~~' N~ (I 
Sam. 17:55; Isa. 15:1); 'Ji~~~~ (Isa. 1:15); 'J'~~~ (Isa. 
7:4); i~~ 'IN (Isa. 3:16); i~~ nnN (Isa. 6:5). 
23. II Kings 7:23; I Sam. 10:12, 'n'~~ 'IN'. 
24. I Sam. 13:21; II Sam. 23:5. 
25. I Kings 7:16 - Midrash; I Sam. 9:24 - Talmud; Isa. 19:18 
- Midrash; Joel 2:23 - Talmud. 
26. II Kings 9:39 - Talmud; I Sam. 2:27 - Midrash; Isa. 37:36 
- Midrash; Hos. 1:2 - Talmud. 
27. )J'J~ ,~~): I Kings 7:16 - Midrash; I Kings 8:4 - Talmud; 
N'Jn: I Kings 15:22. 
28. I Sam. 3:3; Isa. 1:28, 5:9, 11; and especially 18:7: lln, 
pi~n ~~ ntn N1p~n. 
29. Jud. 2:17; and in Isa. 37:31, ••• 1~Nn' ~1~n N' '~~n' ... 
30. Josh. 11:8; Isa. 63:19; in 16:1 we read, ,~, "p'y ,nt' 
'l~~ "un. 
31. Josh. 10:13; I Sam. 9:20, 21; 17:55; II Sam. 12:14. 
32. I Sam. 1:17; I Kings 1:5, ~'~n N~~ 1l ,ntn; and note Isa. 
8:4, O'1n,nn '1li y,~~~ 1ll' nl~' N". 
33. I Kings 7:33; and see Jer. 50:11 for more opposition to 
Rashi. 
34. I Kings 7:15, 16; Ezek. 21:20. 
35. I Kings 8:2, 8; also II Kings 19:25. 
36. Isa. 34:16: similarly 2:22. 
37. II Sam. 21:4; or nN'lln n~'~n ,nN " 'n1nn lN~ lY (Isa. 
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51:9). 
38. I Sam. 13:21, on Helbo's gloss. 
39. Josh. 9:4; Jer. 28:1. 
40. II Sam. 8:18; see Isa. 22:24 for slightly different 
phrasing. 
41. I Kings 6:34; Jer. 7:31 (this contradicts his gloss on II 
Kings 23:10). 
42. I Kings 18:29. 
43. II Kings 9:27; Josh. 17:5. 
44. Josh. 17:5; Jud. 8:18; Isa. 3:24. 
45. I Sam. 10:22; Ezek. 29:1, 21. 
46. This is the only time that the word 1~~ appears in Kara's 
commentary; note I Kings 22:21; Isa. 15:1. 
47. Where topics follow one another rapidly: Jud. 10:8; Isa. 
1 : 25. 
48. II Sam. 22:7-12; Isa. 22:16; or 1~)n) 1~~n (Jer. 11:15). 
49. I Kings 1:7, and note 6-8; Jer. 50:11. 
SO. Josh. 16:6; 1~ ~1'n~n (v. 8). 
51. I Sam. 13:7; Isa. 27:1, on his commentary to Job. 
52. I Sam. 1:3 on Gen. 26:15, and note A. Berliner, Peletath 
Sofrim, p. 15, and II Kings 25:17. 
53. Or in the abbreviated form '~l~~ (I Sam. 14:43) or 'l~~ 
(I Sam. 14:41; Jer. 2:3). 
54. II Sam. 7:23, and note I Sam. 1:17 (1~n 1nN 1pln M'n 
1li), and Eccles. 8:1. 
55. Harikmah, p. 352 (ed. M. Vilenski), and also Sefer 
Hashorashim, pp. 414-416 (ed. B. Z. Becher). 
56. II Kings 11:2; I Kings 10:28; and note Isa. 24:22. 
57. Hapothrim, pp. 27-28. 
58. A. Twyto, 'Shitato Haparshanith shel Rashbam', p. 62; M. 
Banitte, Halaazim shel Rashi ••• , p. 168. 
59. I Sam. 1:3; 10:12; II Sam. 8:18; 23:1. Jer. 49:19 (but 
this is rare in the Latter Prophets). 
60. I Kings 16:9; Isa. 23:13 (O'N1pn 'll1n~). 
61. I Kings 2:5 on Rashi; Hag. 2:15. 
62. See the section in Chapter 3, below, on Kara's 
relationship to the various commentators. 
63. Josh. 10:13 (O'~n Ol'~); Hos. 4:17. 
64. I Sam. 1:17; 1ln~n ~Nl (I Sam. 16:12); 1ln~n~ (I Sam. 
1 : 1; Isa. 1: 28) • 
65. I Sam. 1:1; Jer. 8:23 (O'1nlnn 'll1nnl 'n'N' ••• ). 
66. I Sam. 1:11; Jer. 22:28 ()nl1nn o'~~n). 
67. II Sam. 5:21; or l'1nln ~, (I Sam. 4:19; Isa. 8:4). 
68. Gen. 40:5, 8, 12, 16, 18, 22; 41:11,12,13,15. 
69. Glass, pp. 14-20; S. Kamin, p. 243. 
70. For additional terms in other books of the Bible, see M. 
Ahrend, Perush Rabbi Yosef Kara: Sefer Iyov, pp. 163 ff. See 
also the Appendix, below, on abbreviations and shortened 
forms in Kara's commentary. 
71. Josh. 12:8; I Sam. 15:2; Isa. 16:1. 
72. I Kings 5:17; Isa. 5:9; cf. :pn~i (II Sam. 1:16); 'l~l 
nl~ (II Sam. 6:7); 11~~l 'n:ll (II Sam. 7:2). 
73. 1~1N Nln 1:1) (Jud. 13:12); 'l~ Pl~:l (Jud. 13:23); 'l~ mol 
(II Sam. 8:4); 1nNJ~ nn:l (I Kings 5:32); Nn'ni nnl (Jud. 
14:9); ~"n (Josh. 9:16); '.l~ lntl (II Kings 17:1); "nN'O O~~ 
n'~~' (Jud. 6:11); n'~~' ~"~~n ,~~ (Josh. 8:30); n'~~' 1~N~ (I Sam. 2:26); 1"nn (Josh. 9:4); II N:il'~ (I Sam. 15:2); O~~ 
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~~Ul N~~n~ (II Sam. 7:14); '~Ul ~"~~ 1~l (I Kings 1:1); 
,nN OlP~l ll'~~ (I Kings 16:7); n'tl~ (Jud. 6:38); "~; (Jud. 
14:9); 1ll:l (Isa. 43:6). 
74. Note also I Sam. 17:39 (nl;; ;N"'). 
75. In explaining the singular and plural he exemplifies the 
rules from other passages. 
76. II Sam. 24:12; and see the section on the Early Prophets 
and Chronicles, below. 
77. Jud. 1:8 in comparison with II Sam. 5:6-8. 
78. Josh. 8:29; the quotation is from Deut. 21:23. 
79. Josh. 9:4: the quotation is from Deut. 20:10. 
80. I Kings 10:26; the quotation is from Deut. 17:16. 
81. I Kings 10:28; the quotation is from Deut. 17:16. 
82. The quotation is from Deut. 11:25. 
83. Josh. 10:8; 14:9;18:1; II Sam. 16:22; Isa. 16:14, and 
note 37:36; Ezek. 4:6. 
84. Jud. 5:11; the quotation is from Gen. 49:23. Cf. Jud. 
5:13, ",~ ", tN. 
85. I Sam. 4:8; II Sam. 13:5 (n"ln nN)i I Sam. 31:12 
(l!)'~' l) • 
86. Jud. 1:18: lln'l should be ,,In'l. I Sam. 1:1: o'p;Nn ~'N 
should be O'P;N ~'N. II Sam. 22:44: ll; n"nl should be on;. 
Ezek. 1:24: Yl~l~ should be Yl~ln; Isa. 40:21: ~l~n N;l 
should be ~l~n ;1. 
87. In Josh. 18:1 he quotes from Deut. 12:10, 11; the word '1 
is missing. In Josh. 15:2, 3 he quotes from a previous 
chapter (3:16). More than half the verse is missing, 
apparently because of the repetition of the word o'",'n. In 
I Kings 5:4 he quotes from I Chronicles 22:9; three words are 
missing. 
88. I Sam. 7:2, quoting from PSI 68:60; Has. 12:5, quoting 
from Gen. 32:27-28. 
89. I Sam. 26:5, quoting from Deut. 20:5-7; Jer. 51:39, 
quoting from Daniel 5:1 ff. 
90. Apenstein suggests in a note that he may have had Jud. 
20:38 or 40 in mind. 
91. M. Banitte, 'Ha-"Laazim" shel Rashi veshel "Sifrei 
Hapithronoth" Hatzarfatiim Lamikra', Hahistoriah shel Am 
Yisrael, vol. 2, Tekufath HaOfel (Tel Aviv 1973), pp. 170 ff. 
A brief examination of Kara will confirm that the word t"Y;l 
usually follows the vernacular term and only rarely precedes 
it (Josh. 11:2; 12:7). On the meanin~ of t"Y;l, see Banitte, 
"Ha-"Laazim"', note 1, and also his Judeo-French'and 
'La'az', Encyc. Jud. 10 (1971), 423-425, 1313-1315. 
92. M. Banitte, 'Ha-"Laazim" shel Rashi ... , p. 171. 
93. He relies on Megillah 2, Mishnah 1, and the note in 
Mahzor Vitri (ed. s. L. Horowitz) which disallows this 
custom. 
94. Compare his article, 'Heker Haglosarim Hamikraiim ••• ', 
pp. 5-6. 
95. Pithronei Rabbi Menahem ••• , p. 401. 
96. And note ibid., p. 402 and n. 4. 
97. This ought to read N;~l. 
98. See Poznanski, Pithronei Rabbi Menahem, p. 407 and n. 6. 
99. Poznanski, OPe Cit., p. 403, notes '1-13. 
100. We shall offer only two examples for each category. It 
should be noted that Kara always translates a particular word 
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in the same way. 
101. Tant guand fut; cf. also v. 16 (OY)~l'l), and verses 17 
and 18. 
102. Par cela est ce; note v. 25 and also 15:7; and Jer. 
1 5 : 1 8 ; Has. 1: 6 • 
103. And note I Sam. 20:30; Ezek. 11:11, 16:16, 20:4, 23:8, 
27:9; Has. 1:6. 
104. Isa. 3:19. Once he even speaks of a gold coin of his own 
times: lJ~~ ""Jtll1 lHH l~P~tJ (Jud. 8:26). It is possible 
that Kara contributed from his own storehouse of words to the 
collections of French vernacular terms; see M. Lambert and L. 
Brandin, G10ssaire Hebreu-Francais du XIII- siecle (Paris 
1905), pp. 60-83. It emerges that at least one third of 
Kara's French terms appear in this book, which, as a work of 
the 13th century, postdates Kara. For a supplement, see M. 
Lambert, 'Habiurim Hanimtzaim Besefer Halaazim', in Zikaron 
LeAvraham E1iyahu (A memorial book for A. A. Harkabi) the 
second Hebrew section (st Petersburg 1909), pp. 368-390; and 
compare Moshe Katan, 'Gloses Francaises', in M. Ahrend, Perush 
R. Yoaef Kara: Sefer Iyov, pp. 120 ff. 
105. Jud. 16:13; I Sam. 17:6; II Sam. 7:8; I Kings 5:23; 6:8, 
9; 10:28; Jer. 2:21; Ezek. 27:24. 
106. According to Geiger, Parshandatha, p. 33, this is an 
interpolation by Kara's students and copyists. See also A. 
Berliner, Peletath Sofrim, German section, p. 20; and Isa. 
3:18, 22; 28:4; Has. 10:7. 
107. M. Banitte, 'Ha-"Laazim" shel Rashi, p. 132. 
108. As we have noted, t liy5l means 1t 0)) 11~~l; see PSI 
114:1. Also relevant are I Sam. 1:15; 17:18; Isa. 2:4. 
109. It sometimes appears as ')1~l (Josh. 11:2; I Sam. 7:2; 
Isa. 44:25). 
110. I Sam. 9:17; I Kings 6:9; Ezek. 16:16; it is found 
particularly in the Early Prophets. Sometimes 'l~~ appears 
alone (Isa. 28:16). 
111. II Kings 8:15; 12:12; 25:1; Jer. 2:23; cf. t~l~ (Jer. 
23:32). 
112. I Kings 7:4, 17, 32, 33; or t"Y~l P1lP~ (frequently 
found in the Early Prophets); Isa. 17:6; Ezek. 1:22, or 
)'1pJl (Isa. 3:23). 
113. I Sam. 13:21; 19:24; I Kings 10:28; Isa. 3:22; Jer. 
2: 21 • 
114. Cf. I Kings 18:37; Jer. 28:6: ln~ n'll~n 'l 'l'~tJ~ ,~, 
O'tl)1~ 'l 1tlN'l 1tlN" 'N~. See also Has. 5:14. In Ezek. 34:31 
Kara says of a repetition, Nln 'll" nl~'~~. 
115. Cf. Jud. 17:4; 20:39, where the text repeats the subject 
in order to add details. 
116. We shall return to this when we discuss the relationship 
between the books of Samuel, Kings and Chronicles. 
117. I Sam. 2:10; Isa. 51:9; Jer. 8:22. It is odd that Kara 
does not gloss n~'~tl in Hab. 2:6. 
118. In each pair of dashes here, the first dash stands for a 
word or phrase from the text and the second Kara's 
explanation. 
119. I Kings 1:33; here he offers an example from Esther 8:8. 
There is an additional instance in II Sam. 2:6. 
120. Isa. 22:16; and note 49:2; 50:7; Ezek. 1:1. 
121. He offers examples from Josh. 9:14; Obad. 1:23. 
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122. He repeats this in Josh. 22:34; Ezek. 30:6. 
123. I Sam. 28:16; I Kings 7:18; Jer. 6:27; Ezek. 2:5; 22:3. 
124. And note I Sam. 11:12; 14:30; 22:15; 24:19: 19:17 with 
44; II Kings 5:26. 
125. See also II Sam. 19:12; I Kings 11:7; Jer. 8:4; Ezek. 
15:5; Amos 2:11; Mic. 3:10, and many other instances. 
126. Cf. also II Kings 5:7; Amos 6:12; Job 21:4; and many 
other instances. 
127. In the parable of the vineyard in Isa. 5:1-7 Kara does 
not point out that this is a parable; instead he says that 
the vineyard is not a real one, ~N'~' n'l on o'~n N~N. 
128. Isa. 10:34, 14:29, 43:2, 44:27; Jer. 31:21. 
129. Ezek. 1:24, in the comparison for the sound of the 
wings. At times Kara uses other phrases like N,n )"~" (Ezek. 23:25; Hos. 1:6), or l'n~n nn,n (Ezek. 28:13), or nn,n 
N'lln (Jer. 10:19), or ),'n" n~'~ (Hos. 1:2). 
130. II Sam. 6: 5, 7, 16; 7:5; 21:20; 24:3. 
131. II Sam. 6:10; 5:9, 21, 24:17; I Kings 15:15. 
132. II Sam. 5:21; 6:7, 10, 17; 7:5, 9; 24:3, 12. 
133. I Kings 8:22, immediately after the introductory words, 
as against II Chronicles 6:12. 
134. I Kings 7:23 (,nn,p). 
135. I Kings 7:38 (n~lnl n""~); cf. II Kings 22:4. 
136. And note also II Sam. 5:9; 21:20, where again he 
explains the passage from Chronicles. 
137. I Kings 9:24 (", "~n nn~~). 
138. For example, I Kings 9:18, 25; 22:40; and in most 
places. A systematic examination, in line with A. Bendavid, 
Makbiloth Bamikra, gives an impressive view of the instances 
in which Kara adds to our information. 
139. II Sam. 7:23 (n"~ '~N). 
140. And note II Kings 12:22 (n~n~ II '~t"')' 
141. All the more as II Sam. 3:16 and 16:5 also mention 
o'"nl, and Kara notes that it is a place name and is not to 
be identified with n~~~ I ,'n~Y. Possibly Kara's 
identification stems from an analysis moving from lln~Y I 
nn~Y to O~~, to the synonymous ,,~~ "nl and o'"nl. 
142. We should note some other passages on which Kara should 
have commented, and does not: I Sam. 31:10; II Sam. 5:8; 8:4; 
I Kings 3:4-15 - and this is only a sample. 
143. I Kings 5:30: 9:23. 
144. The resolution of contradictions within the Early 
Prophets is discussed separately. 
145. See his able explanation, which deals both with the 
contradiction in question and with the contradiction as to 
the number of governors. 
146. And see II Sam. 6:13 on the settling of the 
contradiction as to the offering of sacrifices while the Ark 
was being carried. 
147. I Kings 8:65 - Midrash Genesis Rabbah 35; 15:22 - Seder 
Dlam 16; II Kings 9:29 - Seder Dlam 17. 
148. I have counted dozens of such instances and one 
exception, I Kings 2:28, where Kara reconstructs events 
incorrectly; see Apenstein ad loco 
149. He returns to this in II Sam. 5:6-8 and also in Josh. 
15:63. It is also worth looking at Jud. 1:7 (,n'N'l', 
o,~~",); Josh. 19:47 (o~~ ~~ ,nn,',); 15:45 (l"PY), 
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150. On the following nl~~ l~ l'~nl, Kara writes nnlll nn'n~ 
ln~lp~. 
151. Compare I Kings 19:9, where it seems that God Himself 
speaks to Elijah, yet as the text continues it emerges that 
God only appeared to him afterwards; note Kara's solution. 
152. And note Jud. 17:7; II Sam. 1:13 for the identity of the 
Amalekite youth. 
153. For support on this point, see I Kings 22:48. 
154. Note also II Kings 25:27 (~1n~ n~l~l O"~~l). 
155. He returns to the topic in II Kings 25:17; and note the 
calculation as to the duration of the feast, Jud. 14:14, 15, 
17. 
156. Note also II Kings 9:29; and I Kings 15:24, 25, 33; 
16:23. 
157. Cf. also II Kings 15:30 (onl'~ O"~~ nJ~l); II Kings 
17:1 (tnN~ n'~~ o'n~ nl~l); and compare Jud. 11:36 (nlNn ~~~ 
nl~). 
158. II Kings 13:10 (~Nl'~ ~l~l O'~~~ nl~l). 
159. I Sam. 23:22; II Sam. 2:29; I Kings 5:12; II Kings 
14:26. 
160. I Kings 2:5; 6:31; 7:7; 8:12; II Kings 19:25; but Kara 
seems to give his own view a slight preference, despite the 
fact that Rashi's opinions form both the first and the second 
explanation. 
161. Josh. 18:1; I Sam. 14:27; 15:9; I Kings 1:12; 7:33; 8:8; 
18:26. 
162. In only two instances, it would seem, does he adopt an 
explanation which he has 'heard' (I Kings 6:34; Isa. 22:24), 
but of whose correctness he is unsure. 
163. I Sam. 10:7; 11:5; I Kings 7:14; 9:24; 19:19. In I Sam. 
20:25 and II Sam. 15:7 he does not explicitly reject the 
offered gloss, but the recording of a second explanation 
indirectly reveals his own view. In Isa. 16:1; Jer. 7:11, 31; 
19:11 he repeats an aggada which he has 'heard' as to a 
burial cave in Jerusalem. 
164. Isa. 63:19: '~N II pn~' " '~n 'n~n~. This explanation, 
which is acceptable to him, is glossed with ,nN 'l1. There is 
one exception in I Sam. 10:12: on'lN 'n ,nN'l o~n ~'N lY'l. 
Kara (1) points out n~l" 01N~ nNl nl'N nNllJ; (2) says of an 
explanation he has heard, 'n'n~ 'lNl; it asks N~nl Ul~ nt'N 
ll'n'n; and (3) offers a different interpretation from the 
Targum, of which he says, O~l~~ ,nl' nN') nt ll~~; that is, 
he gives it the preference. But as I have remarked, this is a 
unique case. 
165. Jud. 5:10. He uses the expression ll'~n four times (I 
Kings 1:52; II Kings 16:14; Isa. 13:2; 7:17). 
166. I Kings 6:34. On one occasion he says, ~",~ 'nN~~ N~ 
nt N,pn (Ezek. 29:21). 
167. Josh. 24:26; II Kings 4:35; Jer. 51:1; Zech. 9:9 - four 
times in all. 
168. Jud. 8:18; I Sam. 15:32; II Kings 4:39; 20:13; 22:14; 
Isa. 8:4; 14:12; 15:5; 18:2; 22:5; Jer. 50:'1; Ezek. 21:20; 
29:20; Hos. '1:7; Nahum 3:18 - a total of fourteen times. 
169. Isa. 32:19; Jer. 48:9; Nahum 2:8; Hab. 1:9; Zech. 10:5; 
11:16 - a total of 6 times. 
170. Usually in the abbreviated form N", (fifty times in 
prophets). 
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171. Usually in the abbreviated form N"y (three times in the 
Early Prophets: Josh. 23:13; I Kings 11:27; 18:30). In the 
commentary on Ezekiel, which is attributed to a student of 
Karats, I have counted twenty-five occurrences, and an 
additional instance in Amos 3:12; but this latter is an 
explanation from Rabbenu Shmuel. Kara once uses the 
expression ,nN l'~' (Isa. 40:12) and once ,nN ~",~ "y (Mal. 
2:15). 
172. A clear rejection is also to be found in the following 
places: Isa. 15:5; 22:5; Hos. 11:7. In Isa. 32:19 an 
explanation glossed O'~'~~ ~, is offered. In the other 
places, the explanation ranks as a possible interpretation, 
following Karats own view and second in importance to it. 
173. So also in Josh. 24:26; II Kings 4:35. Here Kara clearly 
dissociates himself from the view of O"~'Nn. 
174. I Sam. 13:6 (the phrase comes from the gloss on v. 7). 
175. I Kings 9:23; also II Kings 25:17; Jer. 10:16. 
176. I Sam. 1:3, in reference to Gen. 26:15; and see A. 
Berliner, Peletath Sofrim, p. 15. 
177. I Kings 11:38 (l~NJ n'~); and note II Sam. 7:11 and I 
Sam. 15:6, where he repeats the explanation from Jud. 1:16; 
4:11. 
178. II Kings 1:2 a 25:17; I Kings 18:32 • II Kings 18:17. 
179. A single exception exists of Kara's not explaining a 
difficult expression ("~'N~ "N~ n~n) on its first 
appearance (I Sam. 18:7), but only later (21:12). 
180. This principle is repeated at v. 12; see further I Kings 
2:5. 
181. See Y. Aharoni, Atlas Karta Letekufath Hamikra 
(Jerusalem 1964), p. 17, maps 110, 111. Shilo is located 
between the distant Shechem in the north and the distant 
Beth-el in the south, and south-east of Lebanon. 
182. His second explanation is glossed with ,n'N 'IN'. 
183. S. Schwartzfuchs, 'Tzarfath Bemei Hakapatingim 
Harishonim, in Hahistoriah shel Am Yisrael, vol. 2, Tekufath 
HaOfel (Tel Aviv 1973), pp. 85-94. 
184. The explanation is based on Isa. 6:6 (n~~' "'l'). 
185. I Sam. 17:18 (~'nn '~"n). 
186. Josh. 11:8 (O'~ n'n'~n); see also Rashi (following 
Targum Jonathan) on this verse. 
187. Jud. 16:13; Isa. 38:12; Ezek. 27:18. Dyeing: Isa. 1:18. 
188. Flattened: II Sam. 1:24; I Kings 6:32; Isa. 3:24. Drawn 
into a thread: I Kings 10:16. Refined: I Kings 8:51; Jer. 
6:27. 
189. I Sam. 8:13; Isa. 54:11; Jer. 4:30; 22:6; Ezek. 27:22. 
190. Isa. 54:16; Jer. 18:3. See II Kings 9:13; 20:9-11 for 
the sun-dial, and Josh. 10:13 on the calculation of time. 
191. II Sam. 8:1; II Kings 19:28; and note Jud. 6:25 (,~ 
"~n). 
192. I Kings 5:6 (O'~'~). 
193. Jud. 5:22; on the stables: I Sam. 5:6. 
194. I Sam. 12:17; Ezek. 34:26; note especially Jud. 6:2 on 
storage. 
195. Isa. 18:5; on the influence of wine, see II Sam. 11:8, 
13. 
198. Jer. 10:5; see Ezek. 26:5 for fishing in regions covered 
by the sea. 
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199. I Kings 5:13; II Kings 4:39; 1sa. 37:27; Jer. 1:11; 
11:16; Ezek. 17:5; 31:5-6. 
200. In almost every verse dealing with construction in I 
Kings chapters 6-7. 
201. II Kings 21:13; Isa. 28:17; and note Josh. 17:16. .A' 
202. Jonah 4:6; for the differences between a woman who is 
virgin and a woman who is not, see further I Kings 1:2. 
203. II Sam. 1:21; 1sa. 21:5: ",~~ l,n p"n'~ l)~ 'n~~. 
204. And note II Sam. 21:16; I Sam. 17:5 (n~'nl nn~n' and ,~ 
"'l'). 205. II Kings 5:2; 9:17 (perhaps on the model of n'n~~n of I 
Sam. 13:17). 
206. I Sam. 1:1 (D'~'~ D'nn,n In); Jer. 6:17; Ezek. 3:17; 
33:2-3, 6. 
207. Jud. 5:16; for capitulation following a siege, see 
particularly Jer. 50:15. 
208. I Kings 1:19; for a king's characteristics, see I Kings 
3:8. 
209. I Kings 1:5; in Isa. 36:9 the D'~'~ are the horses, not 
their riders. 
210. I Kings 1:22; note also II Sam. 14:12, from DiN ~, ,~,. 
211. II Sam. 8:17; and note Jud. 5:14; Isa. 36:3. 
212. II Sam. 8:16; I Kings 4:3; II Kings 18:18; Isa. 36:3. 
213. II Kings 25:19. Note I Kings 1:2 (nl~O) on this 
function, and Jer. 12:28. 
21~. And note his explanation of the holy vessels, such as 
the D'Y' ,n,,'o and c"np,n (I Kings 7:40, 49, 50). 
215. Jud. 4:11. The Targum explains ,"N as ,,~'n. 
216. Josh. 13:27; he calls it 'O'll D'. Cf. Isa. 28:2; Ezek. 
39:11. 
217. II Sam. 23:25 ('",nn n~~, etc.); Isa. 15:6. 
218. Isa. 19:5; 23:3; Ezek. 30:12; 29:3; Amos 9:5. 
219. Note Jer. 47:2: n'n"i ,'Pl' D"~n ~~ nn"il ,n,Y nlY~ 
n'l'~n. 
220. Jer. 49:7; Amos 1:3; Obad. 1:1. An identical location is 
given to Jerusalem in Ezek. 21:2. 
221. He writes on Bashan and Gilead in similar terms (Mic. 
7:14). 
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Notes to Chapter 3 
1. Poznanski notes (Havo, p. xxxv) that (in contrast to 
Rashi) Kara also makes-uie of the Jerusalem Targum. Geiger 
(Parshandatha, Heb. sect., p. 33) owns that while he once 
thought that Kara knew nothing of the Jerusalem Targum, he 
does in fact cite it in connection with II Sam. 17:19. There 
is a further reference in Jud. 5:13 and Hos. 7:5. We may 
therefore conclude that either the Jerusalem Talmud or a 
source containing passages from it was available to him, and 
that he simply calls it 'the Jerusalem Targum'. 
2. Jud. 3:22; 5:11, 13, 28; 13:25; I Sam. 2:14; 21:3; 24:11; 
II Sam. 22:46; I Kings 5:23, 9:7; 11:26; Isa. 1:4; 3:15, 19, 
24; 11:14; 33:121 Jer. 17:11; 20:7; 48:9; Amos 2:8; Nahum 
3:17; Hab. 2:4. 
3. Jud. 5:11. 
4. Whereas Rashi constantly uses the same phrases: )~)l1n~ 
,nl)' )n)l,n '~l ,)n)l1n~ 1~)~~ ,1~)1'~. 
5. Josh. 8:13. 
6. ,nl)' Ol,n (Jud. 3:19); O)l1n (Jud. 8:21); l'~l'n~ (Jud. 
9:27); lnll' ~~ )n)l1n (Jud. 5:11); etc. 
7. I Sam. 3:3. 
8. II Sam. 23:1. 
9. Jud. 1:15, 2:1, 3:23, 31. 
10. Jud. 4:21. 
11. Jud. 3:21, 24. 
12. Josh. 24:27; Jud. 20:38. 
13. Josh. 11:1; I Kings 10:22; II Kings 18:7. 
14. Jud. 3:22. 
15. Jud. 8:2; I Kings 2:11. 
16. II Sam. 17:13, 21:19. 
17. Isa. 1:8; 54:12; Jer. 2:31; 12:1; 14:8; 32:19; 38:5. 
18. Isa. 5:5; 41:23; 54:17; Jer. 4:31; 51:39. 
19. See Targum Jonathan to II Sam. 22:9: llnn 11Y~ O'~nl -
11Ji ,"n)l~; cf. PSt 140:11; Provo 6:28, etc.; and the 
phrasing of Mishnah Berahoth 6:6. 
20. Pesikta de-Rav Kahana, p. 137. 
21. Cf. Jud. 5:11. 
22. So everywhere in the Bible in connection with human 
beings. See, e.g., Lev. 26:30; I Sam. 17:46; Isa. 14:19; Amos 
8:3; Nahum 3:3. 
23. Gen. 15:15; cf. Jer. 48:2. 
24. For other instances see Mie. 7:4; 5:13; Nahum 1:12; Zeeh. 
11:12; etc. 
25. Gen. 7:11; 8:2; II Kings 7:2, 19; Isa. 24:18; Mal. 3:10. 
26. Eccles. 12:3. 
27. lsa. 60:8. 
28. See further Jud. 3:25, 29; Jer. 25:38; etc. 
29. See further Jud. 5:11; 6:38; I Sam. 1:5; I Kings 8:2; 
19:21; Jer. 17:13; 22:6; 25:20; 31:20; 33:13; 37:16; 46:15; 
50:34. 
30. Jud. 18:6. 
31. II Sam. 23:1. 
32. And see Josh. 24:27; Jer. 49:19. 
33. I Kings 5:3; and see Jer. 31:14; 48:36. 
34. II Sam. 8:18, and the similar I Kings 1:38. 
35. See further Hos. 10:15; Mie. 4:8. 
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36. See also Komlosh, p. 282. 
37. See A. Y. Aigos, 'Limud Hatorah Betzafon Eiropah', 
Hahistoriah she1 Am Yisrael, vol. 2, Tekufath HaOfe1 (Tel 
Aviv 1973), p. 123. 
38. It must be remembered that Kara was younger than Rashi by 
twenty years (or more). See B. J. Gelles, Peshat and Derash 
in the Exegesis of Rashi (Leiden 1981), p. 131, n. 21, and p. 
20. 
39. Compare Rashbam on Gen. 37:13: N1P ~O" t,~ 'n~~~ nt 
" nNlnl. 
40. See Poznanski, Al HaRambach, pp. 389-391 and n. 6 (p. 
391). 
41. A. Berliner, Peletath Sofrim, p. 21. Kara also 
acknowledges on several occasions that Rashi has heard his 
opinion and agreed with it. See Peletath Sofrim on Gen. 19:9 
(p. 13), and on Num. 17:5 (p. 21), etc. 
42. Jud. 2:15; I Kings 5:12. 
43. OPt cit., p. xxx; and see Rashbam on Gen. 37:13. 
44. M. Ahrend, in his article in Iyunei Mikra Veparshanuth, 
p. 184. 
45. See Berliner, Rashi al Hatorah, p. 10; Apenstein, ~, 
pp. 13-21; Poznanski, ~, p. 32; Ahrend, OPe cit. 
46. Geiger, Nitei Netemanim, pp. 18 ff. 
47. Littmann, pp. 9-10. 
48. B. Einstein, R. Joseph Kara und sein Kommentar zu 
Kohe1eth (Berlin 1886), pp. 39-40. 
49. In articles published between 1906 and 1920, now 
collected as an introduction to Kara on the Early Prophets. 
50. Apenstein, OPe cit., p. 21ff. When I made a comparative 
examination of the commentaries of Rashi and of Kara on the 
Latter Prophets, I found in Rashi comments upon about 60 
verses or part-verses which in content resembled Karats. 
These comments are preceded by a distinctive opening or 
heading like o"nl~ ~, (18 times), 1nN "~' ,1nN 1~' (17), 
W1D' ~" (6), 'n~r.l~ T=» (7), 'IN 1~lN' ,1~lN ':lNl (4), ~" 
O'1~'N (3), and several other headings found 8 times in all. 
We may reasonably suggest that some at least of these glosses 
are Karats and that Rashi worked them into his commentary, or 
that they were interpolated into it by a later copyist. The 
references are as follows: 
O'1nl~ ~': Isa. 2:20; 5:30; 6:13; 9:4; 14:20, 21; 40:2; 
46:11; 54:12 (see Kara's commentary, printed in Nithei 
Ne'emanim); 57:8; 59:10 (see Apenstein's assertion in his 
introduction to Kara on the Early Prophets, p. 21: 'Rashi, 
after setting down his own gloss, adds his opinion in the 
form of O'1nl~ ~"t); 65:11; Joel 2:20; Nahum 3:15, 18; Zeph. 
3:12; Zech. 9:7; Mal. 2:15. 
,nN 11~' "nN 'l': Isa. 3:9, 19; 5:12; 30:23; 33:6, 14; 36:3; 
Jer. 17:4; 48:27; Hos. 5:4;7:12; 10:4, 13; 11 :4; 13:8; 14:3; 
Amos 4:6. 
~1~' ~'l: Isa. 3:24: 21:1; 45:2; 34:4; Hos. 8:9; Mic. 4:8. 
'nY~~ 1=»: Isa. 9:10; 26:?; Jer. 6:28; 17:5; 23:32, 36; 48:26. 
'IN 1r.llNl ,1r.llN 'JN1: Isa. 3:4; 33:20; Hos. 13:15; Mie. 1:8; 
see also Berliner's introduction to his scholarly edition, 
Rashi a1 Hatorah, p. 10, n. 20. .. . 
O'1~lN ~'l: Isa. 39:2 Has. 9:9; Joel 1:1 (found in Rashi's 
commentary on Taanith,. s.v. n', 1r.lN). 
. .. 
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Miscellaneous: Isa. 32:19; 33:1; 34:4; 40:13; 51:17; Jer. 
31:20; Amos 6:5; Mic. 4:6. 
51. Mentioned by Rashi on I Sam. 1:24. 
52. Mentioned by Rashi on II Kings 20:13; and see I Kings 
10:7, where Kara quotes from Ecclesiasticus and Rashi does 
not. 
53. See Orbach, Arugath Habosem, vol. 5 (Jerusalem 1973), pp. 
3-5. 
54. See the section on Kara's use of the Aramaic Targumim, 
above. 
55. Jud. 5:11. 
56. Here are the places in the Early Prophets alone in which 
Kara cites Targum Jonathan and Rashi does not: Josh. 12:7; 
Jud. 5:11; 6:4, 38; 8:1; 13:22; 14:4; 15:5; 18:6, 13, 16; I 
Sam. 6:19; 12:21; II Sam. 1:19; 17:13; 19:28; 23:1; I Kings 
1:52; 2:24; 4:5; 5:3; 6:21; 7:45; 8:2; 19:11; II Kings 3:11; 
5:9, 11, 26; 10:27; 11:2, 6. There are also places in which 
Rashi quotes the Targum in Hebrew and Kara in the original (I 
Kings 14:14). To all these must be added the places where 
Kara quotes the Targum without any remark, which is not found 
in Rashi. 
57. I Kings 7:33. 
58. Josh. 10:13; 15:8; 22:7, 19; Jud. 1:26; 5:5, 10, 19; I 
Sam. 1:1, 3, 17; 2:30; 7:2, 9; 16:12; II Sam. 1:16; 6:6; 8:1; 
10:16; 12:12; 20:18; 21:5; 22:29; 24:1; I Kings 5:15; 7:17; 
8:65; 10:27; 15:7, 22; 16:1, 4, 13: II Kings 12:7. 
59. E.g. I Sam. 2:30; 13:33; I Kings 17:18; 22:38; II Kings 
11:12, etc. 
60. The Midrash cited by Kara on Jud. 12:7 resembles Rashi's 
on Jud. 11:39, and Kara's Midrash on Jud. 9:13 resembles 
Rashi's on 9:8, 10, 12. Occasionally two different books are 
involved. Kara on Josh. 19:47 recalls Rashi on Jud. 18:29, 
Kara on I Sam. 15:6 recalls Rashi on Jud. 1:16; Kara on I 
Sam. 28:21 recalls Rashi on 28:14; Kara on I Kings 10:7 
recalls Rashi on 10:13. On I Kings 22:17 both cite an 
identical Midrash from different sources. 
61. On I Sam. 22:35 Rashi cites a Midrash in 28 words and 
Kara in 62 (double length); on II Sam. 24:9 Rashi's Midrash 
is 19 words long and Kara's 75 (four times as long); on I 
Kings 5:10 Rashi's Midrash is 48 words and Kara's 257 (five 
times the length). 
62. It may be worthwhile to paint out a consistent variation 
in terminology: wherever Rashi writes o"'~~ Kara uses the 
term n'~'N. See, e.g., Jud. 11:26; I Kings 7:51; II Kings 
19:25; and see Gelles, p. 132. 
63. Josh. 8:33; 9:5; 11:21; 14:10; 15:12, 17; 24:15, 32; Jud. 
1:3; 3:31; 5:4; 11:22; 13:5; 14:14; I Sam. 1:11, 21; 2:10; 
3:3; 6:13; 7:6; 10:2, 5; 14:45; 16:1; 19:10; 21:7; 22:10; 
24:4, 10; 25:11; II Sam. 3:27; 6:6, 13; 10:16; 12:30; 14:26; 
15:7; 19:49; 21:4, 8; 22:38; I Kings 2:30, 33; 6:5, 8, 21, 
24; 7:14; 8:2, 14, 66; 10:7; 11:37; 12:28; 15:34; 17:4, 6. It 
should be noted that this feature ceases with II Kings, where 
there are 12 citations from the Talmud. 
64. Poznanski asserts that the Jerusalem Talmud was available 
to Kara but not to Rashi (~, p. xxxv), but this is not 
correct. See Rashi on II Sam. 21:4, etc. 
65. II Sam. 3:34, and see Ezek. 5:7, where Kara provides 
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evidence of a different text (compare Zech. 14:5). In Hos. 
2:8 there is a different vocalisation. 
66. II Sam. 3:35. 
67. It is worth adding that in I Kings 10:26 Kara sees an 
apparent contradiction with Chronicles, while Rashi does not, 
for he writes ~~, n'Nn ~~'N' ~~N, which is what we find in 
Chronicles. He offers a gloss as if the figure were 1700, 
'8. while he himself says that it was only 14001 68. For N,pn 
,~p and o"o~ N,pn see the chapter on Biblical style, where 
we observe that both terms relate to identical and different 
passages written in similar and different language. 
69. II Sam. 5:21; 6:1, 5, 7, 10, 16, 17; 7;5, 9; 8:13; 10:16; 
12:24; 24:1, 3, 12, 17, 36; I Kings 1:1; 5:25; 8:16; 15:7; II 
Kings 22:4 - 22 instances in all. It is of interest that 
Kara's comment on II Sam. 7:19 resembles the gloss attributed 
to Rashi on I Chron. 17:17. 
70. Rashi does not deal with the contradiction between Joshua 
and Isaiah; see Josh. 10:14. 
71. In I Kings 5:6. Rashi explains the contradiction as to 
the number of stables in 18 words and Kara in 1401 
72. Jud. 1:8; 8:24; I Sam. 10:2; II Sam. 18:18; 23:39; I 
Kings 4:4; 5:28; II Kings 3:19. 
73. II Sam. 23:39. 
74. Josh. 12:7; 15:9; 17:18; 18:5; 22:11; 23:13; Jud. 1:19; 
2:16, 17, 18; 3:23; 5:21, 22, 26; 6:40; 8:26, 33; 13:5, 25; 
1 5: 7; 1 6: 1 3, 30; I Sam. 1: 1 5, 1 6, 17, 20; 2: 3, 1 4, 32; 5: 6; 
7:2; 14:16; 16:1; 17:6, 18, 40; 18:6, 8, 21; 20:20, 30; 
25:17; 30:12; II Sam. 2:14; 7:8; 13:20, 26, 32; 14:9, 14; 
24:19; I Kings 1 :5, 5; 5:6, 6, 25; 6:9, 15, 34, 35, 38; 7:4, 
9, 46; 9:8, 11, 13, 18; 10:22, 26, 28; 15:23; 20:27; II Kings 
4:35, 42; 8:12, 15; 12:10, 12: 16:14: 17:17: 23:33: 25:1. 
Rashi offers about 60 instances missing in Kara, according to 
A. Darmesteter, 'Les Gloses Francais de Rashi dans la Bible', 
REJ 54 (1907), pp. 11-28. 
75. Isa. 1 :14, 18; 2:4; 3:18, 19, 20, 22, 23, 24; 5:26; 13:2; 
14:31: 17:6: 22:6; 23:13; 24:12; 27:9; 28:4, 16, 17: 33:23; 
34:11: 36:9; 37:3; 38:14: 44:13, 25: 47:2; 49:22; 51:17, 21; 
Jer. 2:21, 23; 4:10, 11; 5:16; 7:18, 20; 8:7; 9:14; 10:3, 5; 
11:16; 15:18; 17:9: 20:7, 9; 23:32; 25:34; 32:30; 33:1; 
38:11, 22; 43:9; 45:15, 16; 48:31; 49:4, 25; 50:39; Ezek. 
5:1; 9:2; 11:11; 20:4; 23:8, 14, 15; 24:24, 25; 27:6, 14: 19, 
20, 24: 31:3: 34:31; 35:13; 36:37; 38:21; 39:16; Hos. 1:6; 
4:5, 13, 14, 19; 10:7; 13:15; Joel 1:17; Mic. 1:10, 16; Zech. 
11:8. It should be noted that in many verses more than one 
t"~~ appears. 
76. Josh. 9:5; Jud. 6:2; 8:7; 9:14, 46; I Sam. 9:17; 13:21; 
14:27; 25:18; I Kings 2:11; 6:5: 22:3; II Kings 1:2; 5:23: 
9:13: 19:27; Isa. 1:20; 3:23, 24; 34:11: 44:13; 49:22; Jer. 
4:10, 11; 10:3; 23:32; 25:34; Ezek. 1:22; 2:6; 16:16; 23:34; 
26:9; 27:6, 7, 9, 11, 24; 36:3. 
77. E.g., Jud. 3:31, where Rashi renders ,p~n ,~~~ with 
l"~"'lN and Kara with l"'~'lN, or I Kings 11 :4, where for 
,,~~ Rashi writes ''''.),:1 and Kara )"l'l. 
78. Josh. 11:2; Jud. 3:31, 4:11, 21; 18:21; I Sam. 19:24 
(here Rashi acknowledges his source in Helbo, transmitted 
through Kara); II Sam. 21:19; I Kings 2:11: 6:8; 7:16, 17, 
24, 32, 33; 10:11; 12:33: 17:12: II Kings 4:39; 11:4: 18:23; 
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21:12; 25:17; Isa. 2:4; 22:18; 30:6; 34:15; 37:27; Jer. 8:7; 
17:11; 18:3; 38:11; 43:9; 51:27; Ezek. 1:16; 10:12; 23:41; 
24:6; 27:5; 28:24; Hos. 10:7. 
79. E.g. I Sam. 2:3; 18:8; 19:30; Isa. 44:21; Ezek. 11:11; 
20:4; 23:8. 
80. Melamed, Mefarshei Hamikra, vol. 1, p. 490. 
81. M. Banitte, Halaazim shel Rashi, p. 173. 
82. I Sam. 19:24; I Kings 6:9; II Kings 4:39. 
83. Jud. 2:15; I Kings 5:12; etc. 
84. I Kings 2:5; 6:31; 7:7; 18:37; II Kings 11:2. In 
different variations: I Kings 8:12; II Kings 8:21; 16:14; 
18:20; 19:4, 25; Isa. 11:8; 25:11; 26:7; 34:14; Hos. 8:6; 
Mic. 2:7, 11; 6:9; 7:12; Hag. 2:15; Zech. 4:12; 6:11. 
85. I Kings 6:31; 7:7; 18:37; II Kings 11:2; and once 
'n'N' n~'~ Nll' 'l"n~l' (II Kings 16:14). 
86. I Kings 2:5. 
87. II Kings 18:20; 19:4; and in II Kings 19:25, Nll' ~,,~ 1~ 
n~'~. 
88. Mavo, p. 16. 
89. I5a. 11:8; 25:11; 26:7; 34:14; 36:5 (parallel to II Kings 
18:20); 37:4 (parallel to II Kings 19:4); 37:26 (parallel to 
II Kings 19:25); 38:19 (Kristianpuller); Jer. 35:4 (Paris 
MS.); 44:30 (Paris MS.); 49:3 (Paris MS.); Hos. 8:6; Mic. 
2:7-10 (Breslau); 7:12; Hag. 2:15; Zech. 4:12; 6:11. 
90. Isa. 2:20 (Kirchheim MS.); 8:1 (Kirchheim); 5:1; 8:4 
(Kirchheim) 14:21; 18:2; 42:3 (Kirchheim); 22:18; 37:31; 
Jer. 50:11; Mic. 7:12 (Breslau); Nahum 3:18; Zech. 9:9; 10:5. 
91. Isa. 1:2, 4; 5:1; 6:4; 5:9; 6:10; 7:8, 9, 12; 8:23; 8:1, 
5, 6; 19:13; 22:18; 26:3, 4; 28:15, 16, 18, 24, 25, 27, 28, 
29; 29:1, 3,9, 17; 30:2, 6; 31:2, 9,20; 33:1,4,6,7, 18; 
34:4, 11, 15; 35:1; 37:27, 29, 36; 40:12, 15, 20; 41:7; 47:1; 
49:15, 20; 51:20; 55:13; Jer. 9:25; 15:4; 22:17; 30:21; 
46:16; Hos. 10:1; Amos 8:10; Jonah 1:6; Mic. 1:2, 3, 8, 9, 
11, 12, 13, 15; 2:4; 3:3, 6-7; 4:6, 8, 10; 5:1, 2, 4, 6, 9-
10; 6:3, 10, 13, 14; 7:1, 4, 11, 12; Hag. 1:13; Zech. 1:10. 
92. Isaiah 1:1, 8, 12, 16, 21, 23, 28, 31; 2:10: 3:8 (as 
Rashi on Isa. 8:18),16,20,24; 4:4; 5:2,8,12,14,17,25, 
28,30; 6:2; 7:2, 11, 13, 17, 19, 20; 8:8, 9, 16, 21; 9:1, 2, 
4,9, 13, 17, 19; 10:1, 7, 25, 26; 11:5; 12:2; 13:2, 3, 5, 
10, 15; 22:1, 14, 15, 18, 20, 23, 25; 26:1, 7, 21; 27:1, 8, 
11; 28:1, 17, 28 (in Helbo's name); 34:17; 35:8, 10; 36:2, 3, 
9,10; 37:30; 38:11 (as Rashi on 38:1),15,17; 40:3, 19, 26, 
27; 41:21; 42:9 (as Rashi on 41:22): 43:241 44:13; 47:1; 
48:12; 52:4, 12; 53:4; 54:17; 57:8, 15; 59:13; 60:9; 63:11; 
65:4, 20; 66:5, 9. 
Jeremiah 2:17, 20; 12:9, 16; 14:14; 15:1, 11; 7:4, 5; 
23:12; 31 :5, 17, 20; 35:2, 4, 7; 39:6; 43:9, 10; 44:14; 48:6, 
30, 32; 50:17; 51:11. 
Hosea 2: 5, 15; 4: 2, 7, 14, 16, 18; 5: 7, 11; 6: 5; 7: 12, 13, 
16; 8:9, 13; 9:9, 14; 10:9, 12; 11:7; 13:5, 8, 10, 15. 
Joel 4: 1 3, 19. 
Amos 1: 10, 13; 2: 6, 7, 11, 12, 16; 3: 3;, 12, 15; 4: 2, 3, 
4, 5, 6, 7, 12, 13; 5: 2, 9, 23; 6: 2, 3, 5, 7, 8, 10; 7: 2, 11, 
12, 14; 8:4, 5, 8, 9; 9:1, 8 (as Rashi on Amos 8:8). 
Obadiah 1: 6, 11, 1 3, 19. 
Jonah 1: 3, 6, 8; 2: 1, 7, 9; 3: 9 (cf. Joel 2: 14) • 
Micah 1:15 (Lublin); 2:7, 8; 3:3, 9, 14; 7:13. 
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Nahum 3: 7, 1 0, 1 2 , 1 5 , 1 8 • 
Habakkuk 1: 3, 4 , 1 2, 1 6; 2: 4, 5 , 6, 8, 1 9; 3: 2 , 3, 6, 7, 
10, 16, 19. 
Zephaniah 1:5, 9; 2:6, 11, 14; 3:10, 15 (cf. Rashi on Isa. 
32:7); 3:17, 19. 
Haggai 1:1, 2, 7, 8 (see Rashi on Hag. 2:9), 11, 13; 2:3, 
12, 19. 
Zechariah 1:8, 10; 2:10, 13; 3:3, 7, 9; 4:3, 10, 14; 5:3, 
6, 8; 6:2, 6, 7, 12, 15; 7:2, 5, 13; 8:23; 9:5, 7, 8, 12, 16; 
10:1, 3, 5, 6, 10; 11:1, 2, 7, 10, 12, 13, 14, 16; 12:2, 5, 
12; 13:1, 4, 5; 14:2, 5, 17, 18, 20. 
Malachi 1:2, 7; 2:2, 4, 5, 8, 15, 17; 3:2, 11. 
93. Mavo, p. xxxiii; and see Ahrend, Yahas perusho, p. 190 
and n. 59. 
94. I Kings 7:15, 16, 17, 18, 20, 23, 24, 25, 26, 27. 
95. I Kings 5:3, '~'; 7:39, 46. 
96. Cf. I Kings 5:11, C1N ,~~ c~n". 
97. Mavo, p. 19. 
98. Iyunei Mikra Veparshanuth, pp. 180-189. 
99. He suggests that Apenstein was of the same opinion. 
100. See verse 12. 
101. Geiger's reading is ~p~~. See Parshandatha, Heb. sect., 
p. 26. 
102. According to Geiger the reading is 'Jl'~n, and this 
seems more reasonable (parshandatha, Heb. sect., p. 26). 
103. Kara's remarks also involve an attack upon method: can 
one learn what is known from that which is not known? See 
also I Kings 18:26, where in cynical fashion he rejects a 
n11N ~'1~ cited by Rashi. 
104. And see Littmann, pp. 10-11. 
105. The meaning of this word is also disputed by Ben Saruk 
and Dunash. See Machbereth Menahem, p. 68, and Teshuvoth 
Dunash, p. 58 (and see also Rabbenu Tam and Kimchi). Cf. Kara 
on I Sam. 14:27; 15:9. 
106. See also I Kings 6:31; 7:7; 8:12, 21; etc. 
107. Citing Rashi's glosses on Exod. 25:9; Lev. 11:34; Oeut. 
4:44, Poznanski regards Kara as Rashi's successor in this 
area (Mavo, p. xvi). This would seem to be correct, but what 
in Ras~s an occasional exceptional remark becomes in Kara 
a regular approach. 
108. See especially the Book of Kings, in which the two 
commentaries overlap considerably - and in most of the cases 
Kara seems to have copied from Rashi, whether in accord or 
dissent. His distinctive qualities, however, remain apparent. 
109. Poznanski (who collected He1bo's glosses), Sefer Hayovel 
LeSoko1ov, pp. 389-3911 and A. Grossman, 'Menahem b. Helbo', 
Ene. Jud. 11 (1971), p. 1304. 
110. Poznanski suggests that Helbo's commentaries disappeared 
two generations after his death as a result of the huge 
success of Rashi's. 
111. Isa. 29:9 (Kirschheim MS.); and see Poznanski, OPt cit., 
p. 391, n. 2, and~, p. xii. 
112. I Kings 16:9; 18:25, 37; II Kings 8:21. 
113. I Sam. 19:24; I Kings 6:9; II Kings 4:39. 
114. Jud. 2:15; I Kings 5:12. 
115. I Kings 8:27; II Kings 18:20; and see Poznanski, Mavo, 
p. xi ff. ----
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116. II Kings 19:29. Helbo's text is here identical with that 
in Ben Saruk's Machbereth. It is possible that when the gloss 
was cited in the name of Onl~ " a copyist mistakenly 
supposed that this referred not only to Helbo but also to Ben 
Saruk, who bore the same first name. Careful comparison with 
passages in the Machbereth proves that even in those places 
in which only the name onJ~ is used the reference is to 
Helbo. In three places (II Kings 19:29; Nahum 3:6; Amos 7:7) 
a gloss is ascribed to Helbo which belongs to Ben Saruk; 
either that, or Helbo's simply resembled Ben Saruk's and Kara 
preferred to quote it in his uncle's name. See poznanski, 
Pithronei HaRambach, p. 409, n. 5. 
117. Poznanski, OPe cit., p. 399; and see also II Kings 
14:26, in which Helbo's text is identical with Ibn Janach's. 
See Poznanski, p. 408. 
118. I Sam. 1: 5. 
119. Jud. 2:15; 10:2; I Kings 6:9, 18; II Kings 16:14. For 
German, see I Sam. 13:21; I Kings 6:9. 
120. Jud. 2:15, I Sam. 1:5; II Sam. 23:5; II Kings 16:14; 
Isa. 2:22; 5:5; 13:2; 29:19; 34:16; 38:10; Jer. 35:19. 
121. Jud. 6:6; I Sam. 13:21; II Sam. 24:4; I Kings 1:37; II 
Kings 4:39; Isa. 30:20; Jer. 4:13; Hos. 4:19; etc. 
122. I Sam. 23:22; I Kings 5:12; 6:2; II Kings 14:26; Isa. 
29:4; Mic. 1:14; etc. 
123. II Sam. 2:29; 24:6; II Kings 19:29; Isa. 1:8; Jer. 4:29; 
Amos 7:9; etc. In II Kings 8:31 the text is confused: 'n'N' 
"l,n 'l O'~,~ , 'l"n~l. This should presumably read 'l"n~ 
'l,n 'l onl~ I"~ o'~,~. Kara occasionally quotes from Helbo 
without acknowledgment, as in I Sam. 19:24; II Sam. 17:2; I 
Kings 6:9 (see Poznanski, OPe cit., pp. 402-404), or fails to 
understand him, as he admits in I Kings 16:9. 
124. II Sam. 24:4, 6; I Kings 5:12; 8:27; 14:14; II Kings 
7:9; 13:4. 
125. I Sam. 23:22; II Sam. 2:29; I Kings 1:37; 6:18; 8:32; 
19:21; II Kings 14:26; 15:25; 16:14; 18:20; etc. 
126. Jud. 2: 15. 
127. I Sam. 1:5; I Kings 6:2; Isa. ~:5. 
128. I Sam. 13:21; II Sam. 23:5. 
129. II Sam. 24:6; II Kings 4:39; Jer. 35:19; 36:23. 
130. I Kings 16:9; 18:25, 37; II Kings 8:21. 
1 31. Jud • 2: 1 5 • 
132. And see M. Ahrend, Yahas Perusho shel Kara, p. 190, n. 
59; and A. Twyto, R. Haim ben Atar Veperusho Or Hahayim 81 
Hatorah (Jerusalem 1982), p. 134. 
133. Jud. 2:15; 6:6; I Sam. 1:5; 13:21; 23:22; II Sam. 2:29; 
23:5; 24:4, 6; I Kings 1:37; 5:12; 6:2,18; 8:27,32; 14:14; 
16:9, 18:25, 37; 19:21; II Kings 4:39; 7:9; 8:21; 13:4; 
14:26; 15:25; 16:14; 18:20; 19:4, 29; Isa. 2:22; 5:5; 13:2; 
29:19; 30:20; 34:16; 35:8; 38:10; Jer. 4:13, 29; 10:5; 17:3; 
30:21; 31:5, 21; 33:16; 35:19; 36:23; 38:7; 46:18; 47:5; 
49:20, Hos. 4:19; 10:15; 13:17; Nahum 3:6; Hag. 2:16; Zech. 
6:11. In the Kirschheim MS. there are more instances: Isa. 
8:8; 9:18; 29:9; 36:5; Hos. 9:13; 10:1, 2, 10; 11:7; 13:5; 
Mic. 1:12, 141 2:10, 12; 5:6; 6:9; 7:12; Zeph. 1:10; Zech. 
11:8. 
134. In a number of cases they form the sole gloss: II Sam. 
24:4; I Kings 1:37; 18:25. 
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135. In II Kings 19:4 Kara sets down Helbo's gloss side by 
side with Rashi's, without indicating his own preference, 
while in his commentary on Isa. 37:4 he explains the same 
phrase, citing Rashi alone. (Cf. also II Kings 18:20, in 
parallel with Isa. 36:5.) In this indirect manner he 
expresses his opinion. In II Kings 16:14 he explains nlt~n, 
cites Helbo for the view that this was n~~ n~~~ nlt~n, and juxtaposes Rashi's rejection of this interpretation. 
136. '11l = (1) a deliberate baldness, as in Deut. 14:1; I 
Kings 18:28; and Jer. 16:6; and (2) an assembly or group, as 
in Gen. 49:19; PSI 94:21. 
137. See further I Kings 8:27. For other glosses by Helbo 
which Kara finds unacceptable because of their ~'1 character, 
see Isa. 29:19; 30:20; 34:16; 35:8; Jer. 31:5. 
138. Helbo's interpretation is in fact found in the Talmud 
(Yoma lOa). 
139. I Kings 19:21; 20:27; II Kings 5:23; 19:29; Isa. 11:8; 
27:11; 38:14; 40:12; Jer. 11:19; Has. 4:14. 
140. Jud. 5:21; II Sam. 13:20; I Kings 19:21; Isa. 10:30; 
14:19; 19:10; 27:11; 38:14; Jer. 11:19; Hos. 2:9; 8:6; 13:7, 
10; Joel 4:11; Amos 7:7; Hab. 2:11. 
141. On this point, compare Rashi and Kara on Isa. 19:7; Has. 
10:14; Amos 6:5. See also Kara on Zech. 2:12, where a gloss 
is cited in the name of Dunash which in fact belongs to Ben 
Saruk (Machbereth Menahem, p. 78). 
142. Dunash: Hos. 5:5; 7:12; Amos 1:13; 4:2; etc. Ben Saruk: 
Has. 10:15; 13:1, 14, 15; Joel 2:8; Amos 4:13; 5:9; Jonah 
1:6; Nahum 3:10. Geiger too remarks that in matters of 
grammar Kara follows Dunash and Ben Saruk (Parshandatha, Heb. 
sect., p. 30; Ger. sect., p. 19). See also Filifavsky, Sefer 
Teshuvoth Dunash ben Labrat (London and Edinburgh 1851). 
143. The formulation is generally ~l'1 'l'~n (Isa. 27:11) or 
~l'1 " l'~n' (Isa. 38:14). 
144. Amos 7:7, Machbereth Menahem, p. 28, and Teshuvoth 
Dunash, p. 12; Ezek. 23:24; etc. 
145. Isa. 13:22; 28:28; Amos 6:8; Job 33:24; 38:32,; and (like 
the present example) Mic. 1:11. 
146. Machbereth Menahem, p. 76; Teshuvoth Dunash, pp. 9-10. 
147. A. A. Orbach, Arugath Habosem, vol. 4, pp. 3-5; it 
should be noted that he is mentioned by Rashi and Kara adds 
the word ",pn (see Orbach, p. 18). 
148. See Geiger, Parshandatha, p. 26. 
149. It should be noted that in Jer. 9:1; Zech. 9:16; and 
Mal. 3:20 he is called "',pn 't~"N I"~ in II Kings 11:2 " 
",pn 't~"N, and in Isa. 24:22 only 't~"N 'l'. 
150. Isa. 28:16; 33:1, 18. 
151. And see II Kings 11:2; Mal. 3:20. 
152. I Kings 8:2, 8; II Kings 19:25; Isa. 2:22; 34:16; Jer. 
8:23; Has. 10:15; and see Poznanski, Mavo Leperush al 
Yehezkel VeTrei Asar, pp. 23, 28; and Perush Rashi 81 Nach, 
ed. Y. Maharshan (Amsterdam 1935), photocopied ed. (Jerusalem 
1972), p. 8, n. 9. 
153. Yalkut Shimeoni, photocopied edt (Jerusalem 1960), p. 4; 
and Y. L. Zunz, Haderashoth Beyisrael, ed. H. Albeck 
(Jerusalem 1974), p. 148, and his notes on Chapter 18 (notes 
66, 68). 
154. A. Apenstein, 'R. Shimon Kara Vehayalkut', Hahoker, 301, 
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pp. 85 ff. 
155. See Tosafoth on Yevamoth 55b, from n~N, and Shabbath 
a5b. He also wrote liturgical poems; see Rabbenu Simhah's 
Mahzor Vitry, I-II, edt S. Halevi Horowitz (Nurnberg 1923), 
p. 64. 
156. II Kings 18:20; 19:4; Hos. 8:6; Zech. 4:12; 6:11; etc. 
157. Introduction to Mahzor Vitry, pp. 51-57. 
158. And see A. A. Orbach, OPt cit., vol. 5, pp. 4-5. 
159. As Ahrend holds (see his scholarly edition, Le 
Commentaire sur Job de Rabbi Yoseph Qara: Etude des Methodes 
Philologigues et Exegetigues [Hildesheim 1978], pp. 48, 49); 
he suggests that his commentaries were brought to Northern 
France by Jewish travellers from the East. 
160. S. poznanski, 'Mi Hu Rav Saadiah Shenizkar etzel 
Hamefarshim Hatzarfatiim Lemikra', Hagoren, 9 (1923), 69-89; 
and 'Citations de Saadia ou attribues a Saadia chez les 
exegets de la France septantrianale', REJ, LXXII (1921), pp. 
113, 134. 
161. He is mentioned by Rashi;in I Sam. 1:24. It should be 
noted that the phrase which Kara applies here to R. Yitzhak's 
commentary, "N1J "1l", is also used by him in Jud. 5:23 in 
connection with a quotation from an unstated source, which is 
therefore conceivably R. Yitzhak. 
162. Isa. 63:19; Ezek. 10:20. 
163. Perush Hatorah asher Katav HaRashbam (Breslau 1882), p. 
XXX; and see n. 1, p. xxviii. 
164. This is doubtful, however (see Ahrend, Le Commentaire, 
p. 3, n. 29), especially as his remarks come as 1nN l'J~. 
165. And see Rashbam's commentary on Gen. 10:15, where Kara 
is called 'J'1ln, just as in 37:13. 
166. See Ahrend, OPe cit., p. 4. 
167. Poznanski, ~, p. xlvi, notes 2, 3. 
168. Ahrend concludes that Kara and Rashbam each studied in a 
different Beth Midrash and were influenced by a different 
school of thought. As a follower of Helbo, Kara was a 
'reader' (N1p) of the Torah, while Rashbam was a Talmudist (Le Commentaire, p. 5). Compare A. Twyto, 'AI Heker 
Parshanuth Hamikra', pp. 525-526. 
169. Sefer Josippon, edt D. Flusser, Jerusalem 1978. 
170. Sefer Josippon, vol. 2, pp. 142-143; this is also cited 
by Rashi in slightly different language. Ecclesiasticus (cd. 
Steinschneider, Berlin, 1858), which Kara calls N1'O )l 1~O, 
is mentioned at I Kings 10:7, and seems to have been on his 
desk. 
171. Parshandatha, Heb. sect., p. 32. 
172. Josh. 9:4. 
173. Because the word n"~ recurs in verses 13, 14. 
174. Ezek. 5:7, and see R. Kittel, Biblia Hebraica, 
Stuttgart, 1937. 
175. He does not note in which book. 
176. See also the apparent contradiction in I Kings 10:26, 
the different o'~~U in II Sam. 3:34 for "~J~, and the 
problem of l'n~' '1P in II Sam. 3:35. Special interest 
attaches to I Sam. 9:24, n"~n' P'~" nN; Kara reads this as 
""N, which seems astonishing. 
177. Jud. 2:6; 13:18. 
178. Baba Bathra 14b. 
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179. Baba Bathra 109b; cf. II Kings 8:20, n~'~. 
180. Cf. I Sam. 20:16; I Kings 21:13; Ezek. 36:7. 
181. 9:12. 
182. Apenstein says that he does not understand the word 
u'n~, but I think its meaning is as I have suggested; see 
also Deut. 32:34, "n~ on~. 
183. Out of the approximately 350 instances of various types 
of l'n~' ',p which I have found in Prophets, Kara deals with 
only four: II Sam. 23:20; II Kings 3:24; 18:27; Jer. 2:3. 
184. In Zech. 3:3 he reads N,pnn o~n n'pJ ",. 
185. See Kimchi ad loc.; R. Yona ibn Janach (Ribag), Sefer 
Hashorashim, n.'.~ ~,,~; and also Minhath Shai ad loco For 
the Sages, see Sanhedrin 20a. 
186. Biblia Hebraica states that some such form appears in 
eleven manuscripts. 
187. Hullin 9b; in the Talmud's thirty-two exegetical 
principles (nl"~ l"~), the principle of p~nl~ "0 possibly 
hints at this. 
188. Compare I Sam. 18:26-27, ", CP" c'n'n 'N~n N~'. 
189. Isa. 26:11; 32:6, 10; 49:7; Amos 9:13; Hab. 1:8. 
190. Isa. 43:6; Ezek. 16:6. 
191. Jud. 6:25; 12:4; I Sam. 11:6, 7; 24:11; Isa. 26:7; Jer. 
9:12; 28:1; Ezek. 1:11, 18; Est. 2:1. 
192. Jud. 13:18; II Kings 14:25; and see I Sam. 3:3; Hos. 
11:6. 
193. ''In: lsa. 2:20. ~'l': Isa. 1:7. 
194. Jud. 6:25; 13:18; Jer. 9:12. 
195. Jud. 6:25; and see the similar Jer. 25:1; Est. 2:1. 
196. See also Jud. 13:18. 
197. I Sam. 21:7. 
198. Biblia Hebraica does not record any such reading. 
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